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PREFACE

Increased national reliance on alternate sources for either extracting fuels and oils

from fossil deposits or from recycled materials now requires that we direct our attention

to examining the processing and environmental hazards shared by both technologies and their

possible common measurement solutions. These joint concerns are raised because it is

already clear that fossil sources, such as shale oil (kerogen) or coal, being of biogeo-

chemical origin, contain significant bioaccumulations of many toxic elements, including

arsenic, mercury, selenium, and cadmium. Similarly, dependence upon recycled materials

as prospective sources for organic feed stocks requires equivalent consideration of the

substantial anthropogenic incorporation of the same toxic elements during prior use.

Underlying both technologies, therefore, is a major requirement for reliable and appro-

priate trace measurement methods and standards. These also can probably share common

scientific and applications developments, not only because the analytes and matrices-are

often similar, but especially because the processing favored in both technologies heavily

involves interactions with ground waters and the atmosphere.

Assessing or monitoring environmental hazards or impacts of such processes and their

aqueous effluents, whether in the public health sense or in occupational exposure, is

inhibited by two major unsolved problems: (1) what are the specific (molecular) forms of

the toxic elements and their dosage effects on specific organisms? (2) what are (or will

be) the best means for detecting and quantitating these toxicants in the process environ-

ment as a timely monitoring control? Ultimately, this framework for data bases and

decision-making must mesh with the existing body of environmental and health regulatory

legislation: This is highlighted with recent passage of the National Materials and

Minerals Policy, Research and Development Act (Public Law 96-479), which places iaentifica-

tion of materials problems on parity with energy and environmental concerns.

Over the past several years, widespread scientific interest has risen with develop-

ment of new element-specific methods suitable for "speciating" or characterizing at trace

(ppm or ppb) concentrations those types of metal- or metalloid-containing molecules that

exhibit bioactivity or are biogenic. The work so far is widely scattered and inadequately

funded; it is not focused on energy or recycled materials. Consequently, the speciation

field is not yet sufficiently developed to make full use of its potential contribution to

these topics of concern, which form the reasons for this Workshop.

Against this backdrop, the Workshop germinated 2 years ago when we were greatly

encouraged by Gerald Goldstein (DoE) and Joseph Berke (NBS) to attempt assembly of a forum

where active colleagues, expert in the necessarily diverse disciplines, could critically

discuss such a timely but broad area. Following much deliberation and creation of a (by

no means complete) "short list," we contacted 24 possible speakers. Their immediate and

enthusiastic response was later equally shared by some 40 more scientists invited from

industry, academia, and Government to participate in the Workshop. Thus, this Workshop,

unusualin its aim to address biogeochemical, analytical, and biological aspects of

special classes of metal-containing materials in energy-processing or waste cycling,

evolved.
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The reader will appreciate that no simple organization of formal papers could make

transitions between such diverse topics flow evenly. Rather, we have taken on the task

to incorporate essential features of the informal discussion accompanying each paper and

during the longer discussion periods concluding each Session. We assume full responsi-

bility for the inevitable editorial changes in the dialog, and trust that our fellow

conferees will not be offended.

It should be noted that throughout these proceedings certain commercial equipment,

instruments, or materials are identified in order to specify adequately experimental pro-

cedures. In no case does such identification imply recommendation or endorsement by the

National Bureau of Standards or Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, nor does it imply that the

material or equipment identified is necessarily the best available for the purpose.

Continued interest and many forms of dedicated effort make a successful meeting; this

Workshop was especially demanding of a great number of associates, only some of whom we can

acknowledge here. We thank our sponsors, the Office of Health and Environmental Research,

DoE, and the Office of Recycled Materials, NBS, for their financial support and guidance.

To our colleagues who wrote the timely and critical papers which make this book possible,

and to all of the Workshop participants whose questions and comments amplified significant

points, we are most grateful. The Session Moderators formed a keystone for the active and

imaginative dialog which characterized the sustained enthusiasm of the Workshop. Many co-

workers at NBS and LBL, who remain anonymous, generously gave their time to read all the

papers and insure a highest standard of quality. Finally, as editors, we wish to give

special thanks to Joanne Lordon and Kathy Stang who made the Workshop run properly; to

Hershey Young who did special text preparation and those extra administrative jobs that

kept conferees happy and productive; and to CaRole Lamb who performed excellent feats

of text revision and editing for the final camera-ready volume.

FREDERICK E. BRINCKMAN

Center for Materials Science
National Bureau of Standards

RICHARD H. FISH

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California

September 1, 1981
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ABSTRACT

This book presents the Proceedings of the DoE/NBS Workshop on Environmental Speciation

and Monitoring Needs for Trace Metal-Containing Substances from Energy-Related Processes

held at the National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD. on May 18-20, 1981. The

Workshop was sponsored by the Office of Health and Environmental Research, DoE, and the

Office of Recycled Materials, NBS.

The volume contains refereed papers submitted by 24 invited speakers, along with

substantially complete text of the discussion following the papers, edited by the Co-

chairpersons. The Proceedings address three major topic areas forming the overall objective

of the Workshop: (1) what are the general and specific types of metal- or metalloid-

containing substances occurring in energy-related process materials such as coals, oil

shales, and waste products? (2) what are the current status and future prospects of

element- and compound-specific measurement methods suitable for speciation of trace (ppm,

ppb) metal- and metalloid-containing substances transmitted to the environment by energy-

processing or waste cycling technologies? (3) for what toxic molecular forms of speciated

process effluents should biological dose-response data be generated to assure reliable

environmental impact and monitoring measurements? Main questions focused on providing

assurance that the speciation methods (or their development) fit basic bioassay criteria

along with appropriate standard reference materials for meeting quantitative process and

waste monitoring or control needs.

Key words: bacterial mobilization; biogeochemical cycles; biological uptake; cellular

toxicity-essentiality mechanisms; chromatography; element-selective speciation;

environmental monitoring; fossil fuels; metal(loid) complexes; organometallic

compounds; trace element standards; waste cycling
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Laboratory Characterization of Complex Environmental Contamination

Robert D. Stephens

Hazardous Materials Laboratory Section
California Department of Health Services

2151 Berkeley Way
Berkeley, California 94704

A major scientific task before us is that cf assessing the environmental

and public health impacts resulting from the generation and disposal of large

volumes of residues containing toxic elements. These residues, which emanate

primarily from fossil fuels and the mining industry, contain toxic elements

in widely varying concentrations and which naturally occur geologically.

Questions of impact, therefore, generally center on what concentrations of

specific elements pose a hazard to the environment, and what is the "avail-

ability" of specific elements for environmental contamination. Environmental

availability relates to the basic chemistry of the elements. Impact assess-

ments considering these factors shall be discussed with several current labor-

atory tests illustrated.

Key words: availability; environmental contamination; extraction tests;

fossil fuels; laboratory characterization; metals; mining industry;

public health impacts; residues; toxic elements.

1. Introduction

Public and private institutions throughout the nation are struggling under the impact

of Federal and state regulations on hazardous waste. The same can be said of most indus-

trialized nations throughout the world. Hazardous waste regulations impact many components

of these institutions, including the legal, the regulatory, the medical, and the chemical

laboratory. In many ways, at least at this time, it is the chemical laboratory which is

feeling the greatest impact. The complexity and the magnitude of the analytical problems

encountered in dealing with hazardous waste, their residues, and their behavior in the

environment is, to say the least, a formidable task. It is however an extremely important

one, for the proper management of hazardous waste generated by today's economy, and dealing

with the problems created by hazardous waste generated and disposed in less conscious

times, must be firmly based on an adequate knowledge of waste composition and behavior.

Fortunately, many excellent scientists and laboratories here in the United States and

abroad are now directing their attention to these problems.

The perspective of my talk today will be that of a laboratory whose primary function

is to support an active State regulatory program in hazardous waste and to support and

conduct investigatory programs in uncontrolled hazardous waste sites throughout the State.

In this capacity the laboratory is involved in a number of specific activities:
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o Waste classification relative to hazardous waste criteria

o Compliance monitoring for facilities permits and hauler manifests

o Spill identification

o Uncontrolled site investigations, definitions, and environmental and health

effects assessment

o Litigation support

This, 'lieve, represents close to the full range of activities which may be expected

by a haza waste laboratory. Many labs would not find themselves in a situation of

facing all of these different activities; however, the support of a State regulatory program

does necessitate most of these activities. The purpose of highlighting the variety of

laboratory functions is due to the necessity of relating laboratory response to program

needs. For example, compliance monitoring of a well-characterized industry might be

accomplished by a simple one or two physical or chemical parameter measurement, whereas,

investigation of healt affects from an uncontrolled site may require extensive quantitation

and mass spectral identification of tens or even hundreds of waste components or their degra-

dation products. The perspective of the work which will be presented is that of a laboratory

whose primary function is to provide analytical, interpretive, and other technical informa-

tion relative to existing problems in need of solution. This perspective frequently high-

lights deficiencies in knowledge, data bases, and technologies and often without the

resources to research these deficiencies.

The discussion which follows will deal with some of the general approaches to and

details of characterization of hazardous waste and other complex environmental samples.

The paper deals generally with environmental samples and not exclusively inorganics or,

specifically, metals.

2. General Considerations

A fundamental aspect of characterization of environmental samples is that no sample

can in reality, or at least practically, ever be completely characterized. Therefore, an

important initial decision in a characterization scheme is what are the most important

parameters to be examined. Some factors which must be considered in parameter selection

are:

o What primary products of manufacture or processing were most likely the cause of

the environmental contamination?

o What were the secondary or by-products of these processes?

o What environmental degradation toxins can be expected? Are there predictable air,

water, or soil reactions?

o Many substances have soil and water chemistries which are a function of concen-

tration. Parathion, for example, degrades rapidly in low soil concentrations and

slowly in high concentrations. Is anything known about this?
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o Should parameter selection be based on estimated risk from specific substances,

thus concentrating analytical measurements on particular problem substances?

o Should surrogate, or signal, parameters be chosen which reflect ease of environ-

mental mobility or amenability to analysis?

o Preliminary site characterizations often can be aided greatly by field measure-

ments. Current technology, however, limits the scope, sensitivity, and reliability

of such methods. Preliminary investigations may be made easier by choosing to

search for generic groups of substances (such as chlorinated hydrocarbons, organo-

phosphates, or metals).

3. Media to be Analyzed

A large number of potentially affected media at waste sites are subject to analysis,

including soil, water, air, biota, and human tissues. Site characterization must be based

on proper methods of sampling and choices of media to be sampled. Analysis must be based

on consideration of the physical and chemical properties of waste components and of the

contamination assessment. An example is that of dibromochloropropane (DBCP) in California

ground waters.

Now, becoming more specific, I would like to discuss some of the important laboratory

components necessary to deal with hazardous waste problems. Subsequently, I will illus-

trate these problems by discussing some of the rapid characterization methods we currently

use and some of the more sophisticated quantitative methods.

The laboratory attempting environmental characterization must have broad range analy-

tical capability in both organics and inorganics, which range from crude physical measure-

ments to GC/MS computer analysis. Some of the most important techniques used are listed

below. Details of how these are used for hazardous waste characterization will be given

later.

1. Use of a phased or multilevel approach. Preliminary separation and character-

ization followed by specific compound quantitation when required.

2. Extensive useofthin layer chromatography (TLC) for both sample cleaning, concen-

tration, and qualitative identification.

3. Multielement analysis of both solids and liquids. These analyses are currently

done by energy dispersive x-ray fluorescence.

4. Waste reactivity measurements. Flammability, heat sensitivity, and chemical

compatabilities are part of a waste hazard assessment.

5. HPLC and infrared spectroscopy complex separations; those not possible with TLC

are handled with HPLC.

An outline of this analytical scheme is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Analytical Scheme

Test Phase I pH, odor, gases, radioactivity, (reactivity)
Field Tests

Test Phase II Acidity, alkalinity, bioassay, extraction test

Laboratory Hazard reactivity, flashpoint

Assessment

Test Phase III Centrifugation

Sample Separation Qualitative Tests

and Qualitative Tests Organic Aqueous Solids

Test Phase IV Organics Inorganics

Quantitative and Gas chromatography Atomic absorption

Confirmatory HPLC XRF

Analyses (ICP)

4. Test Considerations for Hazardous Energy Production Wastes

The characterization of contaminated environmental samples or hazardous waste samples

is often for purposes of environmental or health risk assessment. The data required for

such assessment begins with composition. Energy production wastes, for example, are analyzed

for the complete spectrum of trace metals. Impact assessments of such materials must,

however, consider environmental availability of potentially toxic elements. The laboratory

approach to assessing this availability has been to design a short term extraction test to

simulate conditions which a waste material or a contaminated soil might encounter in the

environment. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has taken this approach in the devel-

opment of regulations pursuant to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) [1].

In this procedure, solid samples are extracted with an aqueous acetic acid solution at pH 5

for 24 hours. After filtration, concentrations of certain elements are measured against

an established standard. Hazardous materials management programs have developed similar,
but more stringent laboratory tests in an attempt to simulate availability and mobility of

metal ion in the environment [2]. Most of the work done by EPA, or their contractors, and

by the State of California, to develop such laboratory "leachate simulation" tests has

been directed toward test reproducibility and not toward validity of the test as simulating

environmental conditions. Nevertheless useful information has been generated using these

short term tests.
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4.1 Example of Metal Refining Sludge

Two examples of the behavior of inorganic sludges are given to exemplify the use of

these tests. Figure 1 shows the behavior of copper in a metal refining sludge at an

initial concentration of 3000 mg/Kg as it is extracted with de-ionized water and the

California, Wet Extraction Test (WET) at pH 4 [2]. This simple comparison between the two

extractant solutions is important, for there is the suggestion, particularly by the

ASTM Committee D-34, that de-ionized water solubility be used as a measure of environmental

availability.

s0o-

400-

300-
Cu,

ppm

Citrate

200-

100-

Cu(3000) DI H20
[BDL]

2 4 6

Days

Figure 1 . Extraction of metal refining sludge with citrate buffer
at pH 4 and de-ionized water

4.2 Example of Coal-fired Boiler Ash

In another example, Figure 2, the behavior of bottom ash from a coal-fired boiler in

the California citrate-based extractant is shown. The concentration of several trace

metals in the extractant solution is shown as it occurs over the 30-day time period of the

test. It is apparent that even after 30 days of contact between the solution and the

solids, equilibrium concentrations are not reached. Concentrations at any given time

within this period is governed by relative kinetics of dissolution of each metal from an

inert ash matrix. Important to note, is that certain metals, chromium for example, do not
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show detectable levels of soluble species until after 10 days of extraction. This phenome-

non must relate to a slow breakdown of stable materials within the ash matrix. This

behavior is important for risk assessments, and if related regulatory standards are based

upon short term laboratory tests (< 10 days), significant errors will he made.

100

80

60
(Metal),

ppm

40

20

(720)

f"

(Fe)
F 75

(Ba) (15%)

(Pb) 24S
(34%)

(9600) 43

(Ni)

(1S 9(1%

0 %
10

5000

4000

3000
Fe,

ppm

2000

1000

Days

Figure 2. Extraction of incinerator bottom ash with citrate buffer at pH 4

4.3 pH and Solubilization of Metals

In addition to the kinetics of desorption of metals, one must certainly consider the

pH solubility relationships. Although such solubility relationships have been known and

described for decades, they are often not adequately considered in environmental impact

assessments. Table 2 shows some selected values of metal release from fly ash which

exemplifies this point.

Solubility characteristics are only one of the chemical parameters which must be

considered for environmental impact. Again, referring to chromium, there has been consider-

able study and concern relating to the environmental and health impacts from chromium-

bearing waste products. There is general agreement that Cr(VI) poses a significant environ-

mental and health risk. There is much less agreement on the hazards posed by Cr(III).

6
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Table 2. Metal release at various pH (all values pg/g of fly ash)

pH 3 pH 6 pH 9 pH12

Metal Avg* Avg* Avg* Avg*

Arsenic 51.9 1.0 0.80 72.9

Cadmium 1.1 0.41 0.15 0.18

Chromium 9.4 1.9 2.0 2.4

Lead 9.1 1.4 0.73 0.91

*Average of 11 samples

In low concentration Cr(III) is an essential nutrient, on the other hand, Cr(III) shows a

substantial aquatic toxicity. Consideration must be given, however, to the appropriate

redox equilibria and their pH dependence.

Equations (1) and (2) show that the chromate half-reaction and the oxygen-chromate

couple may be of environmental importance. These reactions indicate that at pH 7 and above

(typical of ground and surface waters), the thermodynamically favored species is Cr04
2 -

These chemical properties must therefore be considered in impact assessments and related

regulations of chromium-bearing wastes.

Cr042 + 4H20 = Cr(OH)3(s) + 50H

4Cr(OH)3 + 80H + 302 = 4Cr042 + 10H20

E* = -0.3 V

E* = +0.52 V

5. Conclusions

In summary, it must be emphasized that risk and impact assessments of hazardous wastes

and other complex contaminants must not be based on compositional data alone. Chemical and

physical properties of the individual components as well as the matrix in which they are

contained must be considered. State and Federal agencies are developing regulations to

mitigate the adverse impacts of hazardous wastes or other complex contaminants. The scien-

tific community which understands this chemical behavior must give impact to the formulation

of these regulations.
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Discussion

Question (0. A. Klein): In over 30 days with citrate as a carbon source, I wonder what

sort of interesting biological processes could be going on with your leaching tests. Do

you have any way of stopping potential biological transformations in your test, or do you

simply presume they don't occur?

Answer: We know this can be a complicating factor. Should one sterilize the medium, or

run the test aerobically or anaerobically? The basic rationale behind the EPA test and

the California WET is to model the real environment, including biological processes going

on. That makes it more difficult to understand but now we let the biological activity

take whatever route it chooses to take. We do the tests anaerobically, and in some cases

this is a very important factor.

Question (W. H. Kirchhoff): In your 30-day test you found metal concentrations increasing,

then later decreasing in the extract. Was this because of the analytical sampling

procedure? [Slide not presented in paper - Eds.]

Answer: No. Reproducibility of results becomes relatively good after 5 to 6 days, but

after 24 hours reproducibility is poor. I think it is a function of sample active surface

area, particle size among other things. Trying to base regulatory decisions on such time-

sample dependent tests with variable results is extremely difficult.

Question (W. H. Kirchhoff): Have you tried a chromatographic approach where you fill a

column with the sample material and elute the citrate buffer through for a very long period

of time? This would tend to duplicate the leaching process more accurately.

Answer: No, we haven't done that, but many people have in this country and Europe. The

results are difficult to interpret and generally take a lot more work. T think the serial

batch technique has advantages in terms of data handling and in terms of reducing analysis

time.
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The Role of Metal-Heteroatom Complexes
in fossil Fuel Production

Teh Fu Yen
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Many metal-containing organic species of biological origin are present

in the precursors of fossil fuel deposits which have undergone geological

transformations through biostratinomy (change after death) and taphonomy

(fossilization). The reactions of these molecules during extraction, recovery,

conversion, refining, and combustion are anticipated to alter the composition

and chemical nature of the fuel end-product and the pollutant by-products.

Chemical modification, decomposition, and resynthesis of complexes and the

consequent structural changes of the ligands together with the donor atom-

metal interactions are possible. The unique nature of nitrogen, sulfur, and

oxygen bonding to various metals, before and after pyrolysis and carboniza-

tion, for coal, heavy oil, oil :hale, and tar sands is discussed. Studies

in this vast unexplored area are anticipated to provide insight into the

planning of strategies for monitoring methodology and control technology.

Key words: fossil porphyrins; fuel conversion; fuel extraction; heterocyclics;

metal chelates; metallo-complexes; pollutant properties; origin of

pollutants; synfuel.

Chelation reactions in soil as well as the transport properties of metal chelates in

plants are essential for many forms of biomass [1] (Figure 1). The taphonomy process,

which represents the change from a living organism to fossil remains is as follows:

Biocenosis
(Livini Community)

Death

Biostratinomy
(Biological, physical, and chemical selection)

Thanatocenosis
(Death Assemblage)

Burial

Diagenesis

Weathering

Oryctocenosis
(Fossil Assemblage)
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Figure 1. The transport of nutrients from soil to a plant by chelation; MA, is metal
chelate [after Reference 1]. The moiety A of some MA can be synthesized by
soil microorganisms.

During fossilization and the subsequent diagenesis and weathering process, the metal che-

lates or complexes also undergo various types of chemical reactions. For example, in

general chlorophyll a is accepted as the precursor of most metallo-porphyrin complexes

isolated in fossil fuels, including petroleum. Yet the final product is always the vanadyl

chelate of porphyrin or arylporphyrin [2]. The stability of metallo-porphyrin complexes

is the key for this phenomenon. For

MP + 2H PH2 + M2+

where MP is metalloporphyrin and PH2 is free base porphyrin, stability increases as one

reads downward:

water Ag(I), K(I), Na(I), Pb(II), Hg(II)
dil. HCl Zn(II), Cd(II), Mg(II), Fe(II)
conc. H2SO4  Cu(II), Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Fe(III)
HBr-acetic acid VO(IV)
trichloroacetic acid VO(IV)*

*Porphyrin in this case is tetra-ms-4-biphenylporphin

Demetallation proceeds with ease when the chelating metal is magnesiumbut proceeds with

great difficulty when the system is highly aromatic on the periphery of the 18-electron

n-system and the metal is vanadium [3]. Depending on the environmental conditions, a

metallo-complex can be demetallated or undergo the ligand exchange reaction. In many

instances, the ligand, after the removal of metals, will undergo further chemical reactions,

such as oxidation, degradation, and decomposition. This is evidenced by the presence of

various metallic species in petroleum so far identified:
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(a) Metalloporphyrin chelates
(aa) vanadyl and nickel porphyrins
(ab) chlorophyll a and other hydroporphins
(ac) highly aromatic porphir, chelates
(ad) porphyrin decomposition ligands

(b) Transition metal complexes of tetradentate mixed ligands such as V, Ni, Fe, Cu,
Co, and Cr
(ba) simple complexes from resin molecules
(bb) chelates from asphaltene sheets

(c) Organometallic compounds such as Hg, Sb, and As
(d) Carboxylic acid salts of the polar functional groups of resins, such as Mo and Ge
(e) Colloidal minerals, such as silica and NaCl.

Even in the Class (b) listed above, the possible mixed ligand sites of petroleum are:

Ligand Sites

4N*, porphyrins
3N10
2N20*, a-ketimines
1N30, N(2-hydroxyphenyl) salicylidenimine
40, P-diketones
301S*
2025, monothio-p-diketones
1035
4S* dithiocarbonates
3S1N*
2S2N*
1S3N
SO2N
SN20
NO2S

*found in resin molecules

One of the problems of porphyrins is that they undergo oxidative decomposition at elevated

temperatures [4]. In case of oil shale, one of the nitrogeneous components of retort water

organics is methylethyl maleimide (Figure 2) [5]. This single isomer must be derived from

the precursor etioporphyrin (Figure 3). In this case it can be concluded there is no other

type of prophyrin but the etio type. Little phyllo nor rhodo, petroporphyrins of carbon

number greater or less than 32, exist in the Green River oil shale sample. Furthermore,

it should be mentioned that vanadyl porphyrin in the oil may not be a pollutant, but its

decomposition product, the maleimide, may be physiologically active.

The ligands of common chelates usually consist of multifunctional organic acids,

phenols, and amines (Figure 4). Common pollutants of the phenolics in all fossil fuel

production effluents are well known [6]. Formation of nitrogeneous compounds from phenols

is also known [7](Figure 5). Large numbers of nitrogeneous heterocyclics have been iden-

tified from oil shale products and effluents, such as indoles, pyridines, quinolines,

pyridines, etc. [8,9]. In the refractory, fraction of oil shale retort water the nitro-

geneous compounds found are in a number of unusual systems, some containing other hetero-

atoms. Typical examples are shown in Figure 6 [10]. Many of these are physiologically

active, e.g., the indole structures contribute hallucinatory and neurohumorous properties

(Figure 7).
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Figure 4. Chelates formed from common acids.
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Figure 5. Formation of nitrogeneous compound from diphenols with amino
acids in the presence of phenoxidases.
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Figure 7. Compounds from naturally-occurring plants and cells containing
indole systems

In order to produce transportable and pumpable fuels (portable), chemical conversion

and refining methods involving heat are used on all types of raw fossil fuels. As a result,

the weak linkages can be broken and metallo-organic bonds are disassociated. The resulting

ligands would usually consist of heterocyclic atom-containing molecules. Such nitrogen-,

oxygen-, and sulfur-bearing species will be polar and rather active toward other molecules.

Therefore, the possibility of metal-ligand recombination is not ruled out. Ligand exchange

resulting in different classes of metallo-organic complexes can be explained.
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We recently found a large number of N-nitrosoamines in the coal wastewater [11]. We

also observed some phenylhydrazines, but the N-nitrosoamine was only found in the gas

condensates., Possibly the generation is by oxidation, for example, if nitrous acid or

dinitrogen trioxide is available.

2NO 2 + H2O : HONO + H+ + N03
2HON0O0=N-0-N=0 + H20

The presence of nitrous acid has been reported in coal gasification water [12]. Accordingly,

in contact with an amine, a N-nitrosoamine is formed.

N10

-N: + 0=N-0-N=OR[ - -0-N=

T-N=0 + NO2

If the amine is secondary or tertiary with two alkyl substituents, then the N-nitroso-

dialkylamine will be formed. However, if there is a primary amine, a hydrazine is antici-

pated, the intermediate would be diazotic acid and diazonium salt in acidic conditions.

I -H+ H
$-N -NO -+ $-N-N=O

+
I+ +HI

$-N =N +-- $-N=N-OH
H+ -H20IH+

$-NH-NH
2

This will definitely suggest that the chemical composition of coal wastewater from gasifi-

cation is different from that of liquefaction. Many pollutant by-products and co-products

are 'a consequence of the reaction due to thermal decomposition or due to some other

reactants which react with the active components from the thermal decomposed products.

Assuming starting fossil fuel is Fi, (i = 1,2,...n), the conversion reactant or additive

is Ri, the resulting species can have the following 4 major types, for which M. is inter-

mediate.

(1) Fig Mi--+1i
(2) R. + Fi (or Mi, or 1i)----2i
(3) 1i + 2..-- 3i
(4) 1i + 1_l (or 3i)--4.

Since the generation and origin of many of the identified priority pollutants [13] are not

known, basic research is greatly needed at this time. As described l., 2i , 3i, and 4. are

generically different pollutants; in other words they can be described as:

1. Molecules strictly derived from thermal decomposition of fossil fuel.

2. Molecules generated by the reactants added to fossil fuel, e.g., hydrogen, solvent,

nitrogen, oxygen, catalysts, etc.
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3. Molecules

products.

4. Molecules

route) or

obtained by the interaction of simple species to the thermally decomposed

Simple species could be ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, chlorine, etc.

derived by the interaction between two decomposed species (from No. 1

the species being chemically modified (from No. 1 to No. 3).

Different fossil fuels will have different compositions. For example, the major metal

contents in the asphaltene fractions of petroleum, shale, and coal are considerably different

(Table 1) [14]. Recently our findings [15,16] of the geological pigment porphyrins indicate

that the fossil porphyrins in each fuel are quite different. For porphyrins isolated from

petroleum the carbon number varies from C16 to C50 and up. For coal this distribution has

been observed to be limited only by C32. For oil shale porphyrin, the variation is even

more pronounced. The Devonian shale porphyrin has a number of homologs (more than petro-

leum) and also has the span of C2 6 to C38. On the other hand, for Green River oil shale,

the porphyrin type is close to that of a low-ranking coal. This difference not only shows

the distinctive features in geochemical genesis and deposition histories of fossil sources,

but also provides a new insight in the properties of pollutants and their physiological

activities. For example, even the aqueous extract of some typical coal liquids exhibited

mutagenicity by histidine reversion using Salmonella (Ames test, Tier I) (see Figure 8)

[17].

Table 1. Compositional Differences of Asphaltenes Isolated

Oil Shale
Crude Petroleum (Green River) Coal

General

Metals V, Ni Fe, Ni Ge, Mo

Major Heteroatoms
(N,O,S) S N 0

Aromatics peri kata or link kata

Structural Parameters

fa 0.2-0.5 0.4 0.6-0.7

La (A) 10-15 7-12 7-14

Lc (A) 20 15 10

a 0.5-0.7 0.5-0.6 0.3-0.5

HI/CA 0.3-0.5 0.8-0.9 0.6-0.8

n 4-6 2-3 1-2

Fossil Porphyrins

C No. C26-C50+ C28-C3 2  C26-C32
type DPEP, Etio, Phyllo Etio Etio

distribution smooth Gaussian skewed even no.
predominant

maturation thermal according to oxidative
mechanism deposition

environment
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Fundamental studies in this area are lacking. It is important to acquire chemical informa-

tion so that better planning of monitoring strategies and control technologies can be

achieved.
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Discussion

Question (R. H. Fish): Dr. Yen, could you address the vanadyl type complexes that have

not yet been identified? You talked about the porphyrins and other possible ligands, but

a large amount of other vanadium compounds have not been identified. I wonder if you

could tell us what you know of those that have been identified or what is the status of

the rest in crude oil?

Answer: In any crude oil about 50 percent are non-porphyrin vanadyl complexes. We have

identified a few in the past and many of the mixed ligands. The situation is quite complex

since there are examples of mixed ligands with sulfur, with nitrogen, maybe with two or

three nitrogens with oxygen. [T. F. Yen, Energy Sources, 3, 339 (1978)]. These materials

give some characterization problems. First of all, we are limited by the spectroscopic

methods, such as high-resolution mass spectrometry which can show empirically that these

complexes can exist. My feeling is that if you're trying to identify all the different

types of vanadyl-chelates in crude oil it's a very difficult task. There are cases,

particularly with sulfur, that may be of commercial interest, especially in catalysis or the

refining of heavy oil. I think these things are not fully investigated; we are limited by

effort. Maybe someone here could make such investigations.
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Chemistry of Trace Element Species in

Coal Liquefaction Processes
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A combination of chemical and physical techniques has been used to investigate

trace element species in Solvent Refined Coal (SRC) solid and liquid products and

in important waste streams. Neutron activation analysis, atomic absorption spec-

troscopyand liquid chromatography have been used to obtain information on possible

trace element species present in solid SRC I and liquid SRC II products derived

from coal. EXAFS has been used to characterize Ti species in coal, SRC I, and SRC II

liquefaction residues. The chemistry of volatile species of Hg, As,and Se in the

SRC processes is discussed in relation to their concentration in waste streams.

The formation of metal-organic complexes by elements such as Ti, V, etc., during

coal hydrogenation is discussed in relation to their chemical forms in coals.

Key words: arsenic; cobalt; coal hydrogenation; chromium; liquefaction; mercury;
nickel; process waters; selenium; solvent refined coal; titanium; trace elements

1. Introduction

Coal conversion processes represent potential discharges of toxic element species to

the environment and, to date, relatively little work has been done to identify such species in
environmental monitoring. Indeed, little is presently known about trace element moieties
formed either in coal gasification or liquefaction processes although gross elemental

material balance studies have been made for several important processes. This paper is an

attempt to summarize recent trace element data on the Solvent Refined Coal (SRC) processes

which relate to trace element speciation.

The similarities and differences among such conversion processes as direct coal lique-

faction, heavy oil upgrading, coal gasification, and oil shale retorting are shown in Table

1. It can be seen that both non-catalytic direct coal liquefaction processes, exemplified

by the SRC I and SRC II processes, and catalytic processes represented by the H-COAL and

the Exxon Donor Solvent (EDS) processes, more closely resemble the conditions of catalytic

Nuclear Radiation Center, Washington State University, Pullman, WA
2 Department of Physics, Washington State University
3The Boeing Company, Seattle, WA
4 Department of Chemistry, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY
5National Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC
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heavy oil upgrading (e.g., hydrodesulfurization, hydrotreating, etc.) than either coal

gasification or oil shale retorting. The relatively low temperatures (450-550 C), high H2
pressure (100-150 atm), reducing conditions, and the presence of a reactive hydrogen-donor

solvent provide conditions suitable for the formation of volatile hydrides or reduced

species of certain elements, e.g.,Hg0 , AsH 3, H2 Se, etc. The presence of reactive free radi-

cals formed during the pyrolysis stage of coal liquefaction may provide suitable conditions

for the formation of organometallic complexes or other organic complexes of metals. Al-

though the work reported here concerns primarily the SRC I and SRC II process, conclusions

about the behavior of elements such as Hg, Se, As, and Ti should apply to other direct

liquefaction processes.

Table 1. Comparison of general conditions of conversion processes.

CONDITION HUPRAD G LIQUEFACTION GASIFICATION OIL SHALE
NC* C KOPPERS LURGI PYROLYSIS

Temp (*C) 400 - 600 450 - 550 450 - 550 1600 <1000 900

Press (atm) 70 - 140 100 - 150 100 - 150 2 20 1

Catalyst Co/Mo none Co/Mo none none none

Gas H 2  H 2  H2  H2 0/02  H 20/02  air

Product C 1-C 5  C 1-C 5  C1-C 5  CO C02  H20 CO C1-C4Gases
H2 S H 2S NH 3  H2S NH 3  N2 NH3  H2 NH 3  H2S C02

NH 3  CO H20 CO H 20 H20 C0 2  H2  NOx

C0 2  C02  CO

*
NC = Non-Catalytic C = Catalytic

Knowledge of the behavior and fate of trace elements in coal liquefaction processes;
such as SRC I and SRC IIlis important because of possible effects of trace elements on the

conversion process (i.e., catalytic effects or catalyst deactivation), effects on product

properties, and potential environmental effects. Some of the important environmental

aspects of trace element behavior in the SRC processes which imply knowledge of chemical

speciation are:

i) the potential for release of volatile toxic element species from gas streams, e.g.,

H2 Se, Hgo, AsH,, SbH3
ii) the possible formation of volatile carbonyls, e.g., Ni(CO)4 and release to the plant

environment

iii) the formation of toxic metal-organic complexes or true organometallic species and

incorporation in products

iv) the mobilization of toxic element species from coal to process waters and their effect

on water treatment processes.
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2. The Solvent Refined Coal processes

Both SRC I and SRC II processes developed by the Pittsburg & Midway Coal Mining Co.,
under contract to the U.S. Department of Energyinvolve the non-catalytic hydrogenation of

coal at elevated temperature and pressure in the presence of a hydrogen-donor solvent. In

the SRC I process, coal is pulverized, mixed with a recycle solventand is heated at 450 C

with H2 at 102 atm pressure for an effective reaction time of approximately 0.5 hours.

The liquefaction chemistry is complex and incompletely understood; in the initial pyrolysis

step the coal matrix is partially depolymerized and the free radicals formed are hydrog-

enated via donor solvent molecules (e.g., tetralin, decalin, etc.) to give a mixture of low

and high molecular weight hydrocarbons, hydrocarbon derivatives, heterocyclic compounds, CO,

C02, H20, H2Sand NH 3 plus mineral matter and unreacted coal. After gas removal by pressure

let-down, the slurry is filtered to remove mineral matter and unreacted coal, the solvent is

flashed off the coal filtrate to recycle in the process and the resulting solid product is

low sulfur, low ash, SRC I. In the SRC II mode the process is similar, except that a higher

hydrogen partial pressure (up to 140 atm ) is used and part of the reacted coal solution is

recycled to the reactor to give a longer effective residence time (0.8 - 1.0 hrs) of the

coal in the reactor than in the SRC I process. After reaction, light gases are removed by

pressure reduction, the liquid (+ mineral matter) stream is fractionated into light distil-

late (naphtha), middle distillate, heavy distillate fractions and a residual material (VB =

vacuum bottoms) that contains most of the mineral matter, high molecular weight organic

material, and unreacted coal. Comparison of the process conditions and yields for typical

SRC I and SRC II runs are shown in Table 2 [1,2]. The processes are shown schematically in

Figure 1.

Desu'.furi-
zation

H 2 , H2 S,etc.

Preheat 450*C Cool
Prepare Coladand 11500- andCoal Co d Dissolve) 2000 Remove

S I Cool si Gases

SRC II Mode Hydrocarbon Gases

SHydrogenae i Remove Let-down
Solert fm and Mineral Matter Pressure and
Product rm Desulfurize I and CRodensibleiExtract Organic Solids Vapors

1 1
Product 1 H

SRC I Solid L J 2  Generate Process
SRC II Liquids Hydrogen Waters

Ash Water
Treatment

Figure 1. Schematic flow diagram of the Solvent Refined Coal processes, SRC I and SRC II
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Table 2. Comparison of typical conditions and products of SRC I and SRC II processes*

Conditions SRC I SRC II

Coal bituminous bituminous

Mode no recycle slurry recycle

Average dissolver 500 450
temperature (*C)

Dissolver pressure 102 128
(atm)

Nominal residence 0.5 0.87
time (h)

Products

Gases Cl-C4 hydrocarbon (5%) C1-C4 hydrocarbon (10%)

CO, C02, H20 (5%) CO, C02, H20 (10%)

NH3, H2S (2%) NH3 , H2S (3%)

Liquids light oils (10%) naphtha (7%)
middle distillate (18%)
heavy distillate (10%)

Solids SRC I (70%) vacuum bottoms residue
mineral residue (10%) for gasification (40%)

*
Data taken from references
yields (coal = 100%).

1,2 . Percentages in parentheses refer to approximate

In the SRC I and SRC II processes there is a significant reduction in sulfur content

of the product compared to the original coal. Pyrite, FeS2 , is converted to pyrrhotite,

FeS, thus:

FeS2(s) + H2(g) + FeS(s) + H2S(g)

In addition to a reduction of pyritic sulfur, some of the organically bound sulfur reacts

to form H2S. This conversion is probably due to reaction of H2 with aromatic -SH groups

and by reaction with -S-S- bridging groups in the coal structure. However, some sulfur

functionalities, particularly ring-S (e.g., thiophenic S), are retained in the products.

3. Behavior of Trace Elements During Direct Liquefaction

In previous work [3-6] we have reported the distribution of 35 trace elements in both

SRC I and SRC II process streams using neutron activation and atomic absorption spectros-

copy as analytical techniques. Those studies have reported only elemental concentrations

in input and output streams and have not considered chemical forms, although certain
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deductions about species can be made. In the SRC I process, the filtered mineral residue is

the "sink" for most trace elements, with the important Pxceptions of Ti, Cl, Br, and Hg. In

general, the SRC I product has trace element concentrations of less than 2% of the concen-

trations in the coal. Data for some "non-volatile" elementc (Ti, Al, K), "volatile" ele-

ments (As, Sb, Se, Hg) and possible corrosion product elements (Fe, Co, Cr, Ni) in the major

SRC I (Kentucky coal) and SRC II process streams are shown in Table 3 [3,4,5]. In the SRC

II process, the SRC II distillate product contains only minor concentrations (<1% of elemen-

tal content of the feed coal) of most trace elements, and the vacuum bottoms contain greater

than 99% of each element present in the feed coal. However, Hg and to a lesser extent Se,

As, and Sb are less depleted in the SRC II product. Both SRC I and SRC II process waters

show elevated concentrations of Hg, As, Se, Sb, and Cl; the elements thus are appreciably

volatile in the SRC processes. The volatility of Hg, As, Se, and Sb during coal lique-

faction is discussed further in Sections 6 and 7. A study of the behavior of Hg in the SRC

II process [6] has shown that coal type is an important factor but it is not known why coals

behave differently. In order to understand the chemistry of trace elements in the hydrog-

enation process it is necessary to know the chemical and physical forms of such elements in

the feed coals.

Table 3. Trace elements in SRC products (ppm)

SRC I PROCESS SRC II PROCESS

COAL SRC I RESIDUE COAL SRC II PRODUCT VB

Ti 530 465 3350 822 0.8 1770

Al 11800 200 77200 13800 5.20 28000

K 1550 4.72 11100 1580 0.32 3220

Fe 21100 300 168000 14900 3.40 3500

Co 5..88 0.22 40.7 2.69 0.002 6.24

Ni 14.9 <3 142 8.62 <0.02 19.6

Cr 13.7 1.64 106 15.1 0.032 35.8

As 12.5 2.0 85.7 6.00 0.023 15.1

Se ; 2.0 0.12 16.5 1.35 0.039 3.04

Hg 0.113 0.040 0.508 0.170 0.023 0.094

Sb 0.76 0.06 7.21 0.30 0.0006 0.54

4. Trace Elements in Coals

Many determinations of trace element concentrations in coals have been made in the past

50 yearsabut much less information is available on trace element species in coals. Elements

which are present in the concentration ranges 0.1 - 10% are normally present as readily
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identifiable mineral species, e.g.,Fe in pyrite, FeS2 , or Si as quartz, SiO 2. For elements

present at much lower concentrations (i.e., ppb to ppm), e.g., Hg, As, Se, Coand Ni, dis-

crete mineral species, if present, are difficult to identify by conventional x-ray diffrac-

tion or petrographic techniques because of their low abundance and fine grained nature. In

addition, some elements may not be present as discrete minerals but present as substituents

in host minerals, e.g., As in pyrite, FeS2 , and this association mode is probably very

important for certain elements. A third possibility is the existence of organically com-

bined trace elements. Such species probably exist because of the abundance of functional

groups in coals and the fact that many elements, e.g., Ti, Fe, V, Cu, etc., form very strong

humic aid. complexes. The humates may be important for some elements because humic acids

may be the precursors to coal macerals.

The identification of trace element species has been hampered by the complex nature of

coal. Early work utilized primarily float-sink separations of coals into specific gravity

fractions [7,8,9]. Recent work [11] has utilized SEf-EDX and examination of bituminous

coals has shown that inorganic associations are more probable than organic for many elements

than had been predicted from float-sink data. Mean concentrations in U.S. coals [10] and

probable associations of Hg, As, Sb, Se, Fe, Co, Ni, and Ti are shown in Table 4 but it

should be stressed that individual coals may show very different distributions depending on

depositional factors and later geochemical history.

Table 4. Probable trace element associations in bituminous coals.

MEAN CONTENT
ELEMENT U.S. COALS (ug/g) [10] PROBABLE ASSOCIATION

Hg 0.18 Predominantly inorganic; FeS 2 most probable
host. Organic association possible. HgS
and Hgo are possible but rare in coals

As 150 Mostly as sulfides; FeSp most important;
FeAsS is rare; other suTfides,e.g., As 2S3rare in coals

Sb 1.1 Mostly as sulfides; Sb2S3 possible but not
common

Se 4.1 PbSe or in sulfides, FeS2 , ZnS

Fe 16000 FeS2 , FeCO 3, FeO.OH, FeSO4

Ni 15 Sulfides, NiS, (Co, Ni) 3S4; FeS2 associa-
tion

Co 7.0 Probably sulfide; (Co, Ni) 3S4 ; FeS 2

Ti 800 TiO (rutile, brookite, anatase), clays;
strong organic association in some coals;
FeTiO

3
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5. Potential Reactions of Trace Elements in Coal Liquefaction

Reactions of trace elements during hydrogenation at T = 4500C and PH = 100 atm can

be classified as: (i) formation of volatile inorganic compounds; (ii) formation of volatile

organic compounds; (iii) formation of non-volatile organic complexes; (iv) changes in min-

eral structure or composition; and (v) corrosion and/or erosion reactions producing trace

element species.

5.1 Formation of Volatile Inorganic Compounds

In the reducing atmosphere of the coal solution reactor, formation of hydrides or ele-

mental species may occur, for example in the case of Hg and As present as sulfides,

HgS(s) + H2(g) r- Hgc"g + H2S(g)

As 2 S 3 (s) + H2 (g As 2S2 (s) + H 2S(g)

As2 S3 (s) + 3H 2 (g) 1/2As 4(g + 3H2S ()

As2S 3 (s) + 6H 2 (g 2AsH3 (g) + 3H2S M

and in the case of Se as PbSe (clausthalite),

PbSe + H2S PbS(s) + H2Se(g)'

Although the carbon monoxide content of the SRC reactor product gases is low, carbonyls

such as Ni(CO) 4 may form in cooler zones (i.e.,pressure let-down units) by reaction of CO

with Ni or Ni compounds formed as corrosion products of the high pressure alloys. Similar

considerations apply to Co, Mo, and Cr which are constituents of the alloys and which have

been observed in liquid-liquid separator solids (see Section 6).

5.2 Formation of Volatile Organometallic Compounds

The elements Hg, As, and Se form volatile inorganic species but it should not be over-

looked that many organometallic compounds of these elements are known. Examples that may be

important in coal liquefaction are CH3HgX, (CH3)2Hg; mercurated aromatic compounds, e.g.,

PhHgX, (C6H50)HgX; (CH3 )2Se; substituted arsines, arsonic acids, and arsinic acids, to

mention only a few. No data presently exist to prove the formation of these compounds in

the SRC processes.

5.3 Formation of Non-Volatile Metallo-organic and Organometallic Compounds

There are many possible organic complexes or organometallic compounds that may form

under liquefaction conditions, particularly during the coal pyrolysis stage. Likely candi-

dates are metal complexes of aromatic compounds, e.g., phenols, polyphenols, N and S hetero-

cyclic compounds and metal-asphaltene structures similar to those that have been identified

in crude oils. Of particular interest is the nature of Ti species in SRC I solid and this

topic is discussed in Section 8.
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5.4 Changes in Mineral Composition

Some mineral species found in coals undergo changes in composition during hydrogenation.

The most important of these changes is the conversion of pyrite, FeS2 to pyrrhotite, FeS

(see Section 2). Other changes are the formation of Wollastonite from CaCO3 and SiO2 and

dehydration and/or organic complexing of clay minerals. These changes do not result in

mobile metal species being produced in the process.

6. Behavior of Hg, Se, As, Sb, Co, Cr, and Ni in the SRC II Process

Evaluation of trace element distributions in SRC process streams [2] has shown that Hg,

Se, As, and Sb are significantly volatile. High concentrations of these elements were

found in certain liquid-liquid separator light oils and aqueous phases. It was also found

that Cr, Co, and Ni were present in these materials at higher than normal concentrations.

Solids were removed from the liquid-liquid separators (designated No. 1 and No. 3) and these

solids have been analyzed by a variety of techniques [12]. Neutron activation analysis has

shown that the solids also exhibit abnormally high concentrations of Hg, As, Se, Cr, Ni, Co,

and Sb. Mineralogical examination revealed that unaltered coal minerals were present-in the

solids indicating physical transport of mineral matter from the reactor through the pressure

let-down units to the liquid-liquid separators by mechanical entrainment. However, if the

concentrations in the separator solids are converted to enrichment factors, Ef, relative

enrichment (or depletion) compared to "non-volatile" K can be estimated. The enrichment

factor, Ef is defined as

E _ [X]solid [K]coal
E = [solid coal

where X = element of interest

[ ] = concentrations; phase indicated by subscript.

Thus elements that have Ef =1 are transported by essentially the same process (i.e., physical

entrainment in product gases) as is K. The Ef values calculated are shown in Table 5. The

data show clearly that Hg, Se, As, and Sb are enriched relative to K in all solids and that

higher Ef values are found in separator No. 3 solids than in separator No. 1 (except for Hg

in 3A'). This behavior is consistent in that separator No. 3 contains condensate from the

first pressure let-down unit and therefore represents the major gas flow. The data also

indicate that the volatility order as deduced from the concentrations in the solids for

separator No. 1 is Hg>Sb>As>Se and for separator No. 3 is Hg>As>Sb>Se. The Ef values for

Co, Ni, and Cr indicate either transport of these elements (from the coal as volatile species,

e.g., carbonyls) or concentration in the solids as a result of corrosion or erosion of con-

struction materials which probably results in formation of sulfides. The latter process

appears more likely because Co, Cr, and Ni are major constituents of high pressure alloys

(e.g., Hastalloy C) and H2S is a gas constituent.
Mineralogical examination [12]of the solids after low temperature ashing (LTA) showed

the presence of both sulfide and non-sulfide minerals. Major non-sulfide minerals identified
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Table 5. Enrichment factors for separator solids.

ENRICHMENT FACTOR Ef (K = 1.00)

SEPARATOR 1 SEPARATOR 3A SEPARATOR 3B

As 1.72 9.90 22.6

Se 1.58 2.09 7.92

Hg 42.1 37.5 72.4

Sb 3.57 6.95 12.3

Fe 1.25 1.09 1.14

Co 2.03 2.54 4.22

Ni 4.56 19.1 92.3

Cr 2.11 18.4 55.6

by x-ray diffraction (XRD), optical microscopy (OM), microprobe (MP) and scanning electron

microscopy-x-ray fluorescence (SEM-EDX) were illite, kaolinite, quartz, rutile, siderite,

barite, and wollastonite. The sulfide minerals identified are shown in Table 6. Most of

the minerals listed have been identified in feed coals but some represent reaction products

of the hydrogenation process, e.g., wollastonite, CaSiO3; pyrrhotite, FeS; and the mixed

Cr/Fe/Ni sulfides that are probably corrosion products. The identification of realgar,

As2S2 is doubtful but if confirmed this would represent a condensate reaction product of

Table 6. Sulfide species identified in liquid-liquid separator.

MINERAL/COMPOUND BULK COMPOSITION IDENTIFICATION IMPURITIES

Pyrite FeS 2  XRD, OM, Ni, Cr, Co,
SEM-EDX, MP Hg, Zn

Pyrrhotite FeS XRD, OM, Ni, Cr, Co,
SEM-EDX, MP Hg, Zn, Se,

Sb

Sphalerite ZnS OM, MP

Realgar (?) As 2S2  SEM-EDX

Chromium Sulfiide Cr2S3  MP Fe

Mixed Sulfide (Cr, Fe, Ni)xS MP, SEM-EDX

Cr-Fe Sulfide (Cr, Fe) 2S3  MP, SEM-EDX
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the decomposition of As2S3 or FeAsS present in the coal. Analysis of individual pyrite and

pyrrhotite grains indicates that these minerals contain high concentrations of Ni, Cr, Co,

Hg, Zn, Se, As, and Sb. These probably exist as coatings on the grains formed either by

condensation of volatile species (As, Se, Hg, Sb) or by deposition of fine grained sulfides

of Cr, Co, and Ni formed as corrosion products of H2S.

Thermodynamic equilibrium calculations of the behavior of Hg, As, Se, and Sb can be

made from existing data [13]. Depending on the chemical form of the element present in the

coal, both sublimation and reaction with H2, H2S, or with a H2-donor (e.g.,tetralin) may be

important in controlling volatility. For example,in the case of Hg, assuming that HgS is

the form present in coal, partial pressures (PHg) computed from thermodynamic data are

large, as shown in Table 7. Thus either sublimation or reaction of HgS with H2 should

result in almost complete volatilization of Hg from the coal during hydrogenation and Hg

should be depleted in the residual vacuum bottoms that is, the "sink" for the non-volatile

elements. Despite thermodynamic prediction, coals from different localities behave differ-

ently and the percentage of Hg retained in the vacuum bottoms residue varies from 16-80%

[2,4]. Thus kinetic factors probably control the volatility of Hg. One important factor

may be diffusion out of pyrite-pyrrhotite grains during conversion, thus:

FeS2 (H9)s + H2(g) + FeS(s) + H2S(g) + Hg(g)

Similar equilibrium calculations can be made for As and Se assuming As2S3 or FeAsS as As

minerals and PbSe as the Se mineral. Table 8 lists partial pressures of AsH3 , H 2Se, and

Hgo computed from thermodynamic data [13].

Table 7. Transformations of mercuric sulfide (700 K) [13]

SUBLIMATION

HgS(s) + HgS () Hg ( + iS2 (g)

red black

log P = -5580 + 6.49 PHg = 0.02 atm

REACTIONS

HgS(s) + H2 (g) * Hg 0 (g) + H 2 S (g)

AG* 7 0 0 = - 2.3 Kcal/mol*K

log Kp = 0.0715 : Kp = 5.19

At PH2 = 100 atm PH2 = 2.0 atm, PHg large
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Table 8 lists partial pressures of AsH 3, H2Se, and Igo. These data indicate that the

volatility order is Hg>As>Se, which is consistent with the order deduced from the separator

solids data.

Table 8. Calculated volatility of Hg, Asand Se [13].

REACTION CALCULATED P (AIM)*

As 2 S2(s) + H2(g) $ AsH3(g) 2.06E-3

FeAsS(s) + H2(g) * AsH3(g) 4.7E-4

PbSe (s) * PbSe (g) 2.0E-9

PbSe(s) + H2S(g) * H2Se(g) 4.0E-5

PbSe(s) + H2(g) * H2Se(g) 3.3E-6

HgS(s) _ Hg*(g) 2.0E-2

HgS(s) + H2 (g) Hg*(g) large

*Assumes PH2 = 100 atm ! PH2S = 2.0 atm

Further research needs to be done to determine the Hg, As, Se, and Sb species produced

during coal hydrogenation, particularly since organometallic compounds are possible products

(Section 5.2) and have not been considered in the thermodynamic calculations.

7. Behavior of Hg in SRC II Process Waters

The volatility of Hg, Se, and As in the SRC II process is reflected in relatively high

concentrations of these elements in condensate process waters [2,4]. Table 9 shows the

approximate composition of SRC II process waters, including Hg, Se, As, and Sb concentra-

tions and the percentages of each element in particulate form. The waters contain princi-

pally NH4HS and (NH4)2S plus some polysulfides (and S203
2- as an oxidation product) and

high concentrations of phenols. The very low concentrations of particulate Hg, Se, and As

indicate that anionic species predicted by equilibrium theory, e.g., Hg(HS)~ and HgS2
2 -, pre-

dominate. In the SRC II process, the process waters are treated by lowering the pH to

approximately 6-7 by Al(OH) 3 flocculation and further by bacterial degradation, primarily

to remove phenols and some other organics.

The combined flocculation/biotreatment process reduces Hg levels in effluent waters
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Table 9. Approximate composition of SRC II process water.

COMPONENT CONCENTRATION OR VALUE [12]

NH 3  0.33 M

S2-, HS- (+S 20 3
2 -) 0.15 M

phenols (phenols, cresol, 4000 mg/L
naphthols, etc.)

TOC >4500 mg/L

pH 9 - 9.6

Hg (ppb) 120 (0.8% particulate)

As (ppb) 27 (0.9% particulate)

Se (ppb) 1300 (0.3% particulate)

Sb (ppb) 0.87

to approximately 2 ppb Hg. However, the clarifier solids [primarily A1(OH) 3] and digested

biotreatment solids have Hg concentrations of 47-95 ppm Hg and 17-38 ppm Hg (dry weight

basis), respectively. Probable reactions of Hg in the water treatment process are summar-

ized in Tables 10 and 11. Although the behavior of Hg can be understood in terms of in-

organic species, the role of organic species of Hg should not be overlooked, particularly

biomethylated species that could form in the biodigester under anaerobic conditions. Also,

the high concentrations of phenols and heterocyclic compounds (e.g., thiophenes) could favor

mercuration reactions in the process waters [14]. The high concentrations of H9 (and Se,

As, and Sb) in the waste solids are of environmental concern if these materials are to be

disposed of by conventional techniques.

8. Behavior of Ti in the SRC Processes

In the SRC I process, most elements are efficiently removed in the mineral residue and

are more than 98% depleted in product SRC I. Thus elements that are found predominantly in

mineral rather than maceral components of the coal are efficiently removed, e.g., Fe, Na,

K, Rb, Cs, Al, Ca, Mg and the rare earth elements. However, Ti is an important exception

in that the concentration of Ti remaining in SRC I may be as high as 88% of the Ti in the

original coal [1]. The smell depletion of Ti in the SRC I process is consistent for a

given type of coal [3] and several explanations for this behavior are possible:

i) Ti occurs in coal as very finely divided Ti02 (rutile) which passes through the fil-

tration system unlike other minerals which are efficiently removed.

ii) Organic Ti compounds are present in the coal and are soluble in the coal-SRC solution.

iii) Organic Ti compounds are formed from inorganic TiO2 during the hydrogenation process

or from other organic Ti species in the coal.

Miller and Given [15] have postulated that Ti may be present in low rank coals bound to the
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Table 10. Mercury chemistry in treatment of coal liquefaction wastewaters.

REACTION

Hg0 (s) + H2  + HgS(5 ) + H2(g)

AG300 = -4.0 Kcal/mol *K : K = 840

HgS(s) + S2 HgS (aq)Process Water
(Condensate)

H = 9.0

SIT = 0.18 M

Reactivator

pH 6.8 - 7.4

For HgS2

K = 3.72

sat = 5.52 x 10-5 M (14.6 ppm Hg)

HgS2 (q) 20 + HgS( + HS + OH

HgS2 (aq) + H 2 0 +j02 ; HgS(s) + S* + 20H

Table 11. Behavior of mercury in SRC biodigester.

Hg2+ + H2 S + HgS (s) + 2H+

Hg(II) + bacteria + CH3 Hg+( q) + (CH 3 ) 2 Hg(g)

2CH 3 Hg +(q) + H 2 S + (CH 3 Hg) 2 S(aq) + 2H+

(CH 3 Hg) 2 S(aq) + (CH 3 ) 2 Hg(g) + HgS(g)

Hg(II) ;+ Hg*9g

CONDITIONS: pH = 6.8 - 7.2

pE = -5 - (-8)

S2 = 10- 2 MT
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organic matrix and Ti has been shown to form strong bonds with humic acids [16]. However,
in bituminous coals used in the SRC I process, it appears likely that most of the Ti present

in the coal is Ti02 [11]. Thusexplanations (i) or (iii) above may explain the behavior of

Ti. Organic complexes of Ti, if formed, are not volatile under SRC II conditions because

more than 99% of the Ti in the feed coal remains with the residual vacuum bottoms. There

are several lines of evidence that point to organic Ti compounds being formed during coal

hydrogenation. These are:

i) very low depletion of Ti in SRC I compared to feed coal

ii) loss of hydrocracking ability of Co-Mo hydrodesulfurization catalysts which has been

attributed to organometallic forms of Ti [17]

iii) chromatographic behavior of Ti and V

iv) x-ray absorption study of SRC I and SRC II residue.

Recent [18] chromatographic separation of THF soluble SRC I on Si0 2 using the separa-

tion scheme of Farcasiu [19] has shown that Ti elutes in the ethanol-chloroform, ethanol-

THF, and ethanol-pyridine fractions as shown in Figure 2. These fractions contain high

concentrations of phenols, polyphenolsand other highly functional molecules [19]. Titanium

forms highly stable phenoxides and may form complexes with highly functional multi-ring

phenols and polyphenols. Such complexes, if formed,would probably be non-volatile under

SRC II conditions. Size exclusion chromatographic data published recently [20] confirm an

organic association for Ti in SRC I.

The most concrete evidence for organic species of Ti being formed in the SRC processes

is provided by recent x-ray absorption spectroscopy studies carried out by Sandstrom et al.,

[21]. The use of x-ray absorption spectroscopy to probe chemical states of Ti and other

elements has its physical basis in the absorption of x-rays which occurs upon photo-excita-

tion or photoemission of the metal atom core-level electrons. For x-ray photon energies

near the core-level binding energy, transitions occur to bound states of the molecule con-

taining the metal atom, giving rise to characteristic structure in the absorption spectrum

in the vicinity of the absorption edge. This near-edge structure has been measured for Ti

in SRC materials in the present study.

For x-ray photon energies far above the core-level binding energy (e.g., >50 eV) photo-

electric transitions are to the continuum in which final states are delocalized among the

atoms in the vicinity of the x-ray absorbing metal atom. An electron interference phenome-

non then gives rise to oscillations in the x-ray absorption spectrum called the Extended

X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS). Near-edge Ti spectra were measured at the Stanford

Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory of the feed coal (787 ppm Ti), SRC I product (445 ppm Ti),

SRC II vacuum bottoms (1540 ppm Ti) using procedures described by Sandstrom et al., [21].

The results are shown in Figure 3 along with the near-edge spectrum of 2% TiO 2 in Si02 glass
(fourfold 0-Ti bonds). Although the coal spectra contain fairly high levels of noise, it is

readily seen that both the SRC I product and SRC II vacuum bottoms spectra exhibit features

at the energy position of the pre-edge peak in the TiO2 -Si02 spectrum for the glass.

The appearance of the pre-edge feature in the SRC product material spectra of Figure 3,
and its absence from the feed coal spectrum, provides evidence for the conversion of mineral
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1 -7 .7

Figure 2: Separation of THF-soluble SRC I on Si02 using
different eluants [18, 19]
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Figure 3: Near-edge x-ray absorption spectra for feed
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forms of Ti (octahedral) to organic forms (tetrahedral) during coal liquefaction. A similar

but enhanced pre-edge feature is seen in the SRC II vacuum bottoms when compared to the SRC

I spectrum. If the pre-edge feature is associated with lower symmetry organic forms, the

enhancement can be explained by the longer residence (reaction) time in the SRC II process.
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Discussion

Question (E. A. Woolson): Several years ago there were published papers on the fact that

arsenic in coal existed in two forms: the sulfidic form that you mention here, and also

as a clay contaminant--either iron arsenate or calcium arsenate. Would the processes that

you've looked at pick that up or has that been discredited?

Answer: I personally have not seen that. Most of the arsenic that's normally present in

coal, unless it is highly weathered, would be present as a sulfide species, and most of

what I've seen could indicate that. Under conditions where there will be significant

weathering oxidation, where we have conversion of pyrite to iron sulfate, it's possible

that some of the arsenic could be converted to an arsenate form.
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Speciation of Aqueous Contcminants -
Role of the Geochemical Model

Everett A. Jenne
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A combination of accurate, selected analytical determinations and a

competent geochemical model constitutes the only possible means of achieving

a sufficiently thorough and reliable aqueous speciation of waters for the

evaluation of societal risks resulting from anthropogenic inputs from

energy related technologies. Thorough aqueous speciation is essential to

adequately estimate the thermodynamic activity of those solute species

having biological availability, hence toxicity, as well as high sorption

potential. A reliable calculation of the distribution of species requires

analytical determination of: 1) the quantity of each element in true solu-

tion; and 2) the amount of quantitatively and/or environmentally important

aqueous species which are in disequilibrium. Because redox couples are

rarely at equilibrium, the quantity of each redox state of multiple valence-

state elements must be analytically determined. Due to the: 1) very

numerous organic compounds which may be present, 2) the absence of Gibbs

free energy and enthalpy data defining the association of these organic

compounds with trace and major elements, and 3) the lack of competence of

speciation-solubility models for organic ligands, the quantity of organic,

trace-element complexes must, at the moment, be addressed analytically.

Key words: aqueous speciation; computerized; geochemical model; heavy

metals; redox couples; trace elements.

1. Introduction

Anthropogenic sources of heavy metals and other trace elements entering natural

waters represent a significant societal risk. They have the potential to decrease the

well being of the populace by increasing risk of disease. The conventional wisdom in the

field is that different molecular species of an element may have markedly different

bioavailabilities, different organ distribution patterns and, hence, toxicity. This

dependence of bioavailability and toxicity upon chemical form in aqueous media is one of
the reasons that aqueous speciation is so important. Unfortunately, considerable ambi-

guity presently exists concerning: 1) the exact factors determining which aqueous

species are biologically available and the degree thereof; 2) the dependence of
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bioavailability upon aqueous species concentration, charge, and coordination; 3) the

variability among different biotic taxa, species, and age; and 4) the possible inter-

active effects among these variables. However, it is generally believed that it is the

uncomplexed ion that is the primary biologically available species [14]. Speciation

calculations are also of major importance to the understanding and interpretation of the

adsorption of inorganic elements by solid substrates, and therefore, their hydrologic

transport because neutral inorganic species have a lesser tendency to be absorbed than

charged species, especially the positively charged species.

Florence and Batley [7] have painted a rather dismal picture of the current spe-

ciation capability saying that "for natural waters at least, the prospects of developing

an analytical procedure which can measure the concentration of all individual chemical

species present in water are very bleak. Computer modeling techniques aim to perform

this function, but until a great deal more reliable thermodynamic data become available,

chemical modeling methods are unlikely to produce results which even approximate the

true situation." Florence and Batley [7] have overemphasized the limitations of and dis-

crepancies between geochemical models primarily because they considered models that were

incompetent.1 As will be pointed out later in two examples, omission of a single con-

stituent can result in significant errors in speciation even if the thermodynamic data

are adequate. Further, the need for critical evaluation of thermodynamic data is greater

in many instances, than for new values. Florence and Batley [7] took little note of the

discord observed between analytical determinations from different laboratories. It will,

therefore, be instructive to note the uncertainties in the analytical data, as opposed to

the thermodynamic data. Geochemical models have numerous uses in addition to speciation

per se. These uses include the evaluation of the reliability of measured pH and EH and

other analyzed constituents in the analytical scheme and determination of the need for

lower analytical detection limits, as well as greater analytical accuracy. These evalua-

tions can be made by using the geochemical model in a sensitivity analysis mode. Geo-

chemical models may also be utilized to choose among discordant thermochemical data for a

given complex or solid and to derive "apparent" solubility values.

The thrust of this paper is to point out the usefulness of computerized geochemical

models in aqueous speciation, to identify the primary limitations on equilibrium and

kinetic speciation modeling, as well as to suggest approaches to their resolution.

2. Importance of Solute Speciation

The limited number of studies conducted to date indicate that it is the uncomplexed

metal ion which is predominately the bioavailable species [14]. Because most toxic

effects require the uptake of an element, it is assumed that accumulation and toxicity

:re both functions of the activity of the bioavailable species of an element. The

activity of a first transition series metal in highly polluted waters may be only a small

An incompetent aqueous speciation model is one lacking the necessary constituents, i.e.,
Ca, Cu, NO , NH4, etc., and complexes to permit a sufficiently accurate speciation to
address a .iven problem.
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fraction of its total concentration. In the combined surface- and ground-water drainages

from a pile of retorted oil shale, inorganic complexation plus ionic strength effects may

cause the activity of Cu2+ to be 2.4 x 10- 2 to 3.1 x 10-10% of the analytically deter-

mined total soluble molality of Cu. To obtain this information directly by analytical

chemistry would require the analytical determination of a number of Cu species.

Magnuson et al. [16], utilizing an earlier study by Andrew et al. [1], computed the

aqueous speciation of Cu, carried out factor analyses and concluded that 60% to 70% of

the toxicity to Daphnia magna could be attributed to the Cu 2+, Cu0H+, Cu2(OH)2+, and

Cu(OH)2 species. The combination of the data available and the statistical techniques

used did not permit breakdown of the toxicity to individual species. Another 15% of the

toxicity was attributed to anionic hydroxo Cu complexes. Another recent study indicates

that toxicity to cutthroat trout is a function of Cu2+, CuOH+, and Cu(OH)2 species [4].

The adsorption study of Mattigod et al. [17] shows that the sorption of Ni by

kaolinite from nitrate or sulfate solutions yields a linear relationship with the activity
2+

of Ni in suspensions of very similar pH. However, the slopes of the adsorption curves

are different from the nitrate than from the sulfate solution. This suggests the pos-

sibility that a significant amount of NiNO was also absorbed. The Ni(N43)2 and NiSO4
complexes, being neutral, would not be expected to adsorb. It is the dependence of

adsorption on the species present that makes aqueous speciation important in modeling the

hydrologic transport of trace elements in general and hydrolyzable metals in particular.

3. Geochemical Modeling

Geochemical models consist of both speciation and solubility submodels and may or

may not contain submodels for adsorption, ion exchange and/or mass transfer (i.e., pre-

cipitation and dissolution) [12]. Kinetic submodels are much needed but are generally

missing from state-of-the-art geochemical models largely because most applications have

been in situations where equilibrium is a reasonable possibility. There are basically

two approaches to equilibrium speciation modeling--the process of free energy minimi-

zation and the equilibrium constant approach. The latter technique is used in the WATEQ

geochemical model [12] which is the principal model in use at Pacific Northwest

Laboratory.

Although aqueous speciation is the topic of this conference, some advantages of

concomitant use of the solubility submodel should be pointed out. Erroneous analytical

values can often be identified from mineral equilibria plots even when such values cannot

be identified from the tabulated analytical data. To do this, it is necessary that there

is presumptive evidence that the particular solid phase is serving as a solubility

limiting phase.

Geochemical modeling may also be used to evaluate the need for additional analytical

parameters to be measured and for lower detection limits. For example, in a study of

drainage waters from the Missouri, Oklahoma and Kansas Tri-State mining area [13] a

number of points were found to fall above the error band when the disequilibrium
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index2 for otavite, CdCO 3, was plotted against conductivity. Considerable time was

spent checking the thermodynamic data for otavite and searching for important Cd complexes

which might be missing from the model. It was then determined, by assuming various

sulfide concentrations and making test runs with the geochemical model, that if dissolved

sulfide was present at a fractional milligram por liter level, the complexation of Cd by
sulfide would be adequate to reduce the activity of Cd sufficiently to cause the otavite

disequilibrium indices to be decreased and thereby fall within the error band for otavite.

We have found a number of instances in the Piceance Creek Basin in the Colorado oil shale

mining area in which the disequilibrium indices for ferrihydrite, amorphic Fe(OH)3,

disequilibrium index indicates oversaturation. In some instances this may be the result,

in part, of errors in the estimation of redox potential (EHPt) with the platinum electrode

used for the valence speciation of total dissolved Fe. However, this is not a likely

explanation because the error would have to be as much as 400 mV to account for the

oversaturation. This apparent oversaturation with amorphic Fe(OH) 3 is almost certainly

due, in part, to Fe3+ complexation by organic ligands (Andy Felmy, Pacific Northwest

Laboratory). In our geochemical modeling of waters contaminated by oil shale leachates,

we have determined that detection limits for sulfide and phosphate need to be at least as
low as 0.005 mg L 1 and 0.01 mg L- 1 , respectively, in order to reliably evaluate solubility

equilibria for several metal sulfides and phosphates.

Geochemical modeling can be used to evaluate the accuracy of both pH and EH mea-

surements. Various ground waters are supersaturated with CO2 . When such waters exit at

the land surface, the outgassing of CO 2 results in a rise in pH which make the deter-

mination of pH values representative of the in situ ground water difficult, if not

impossible. We have concluded, based on equilibrium between calcite, CaCO3 , and ground

water, that nongeothermal deep ground waters have increased as much as one pH unit

during pumping and sampling as a result of CO2 outgassing. In ground waters where

organic complexation is presumed to be minimal, we have estimated EH from ferrihydrite

equilibrium using published water analyses. Although these analyses were published in

1965 and 1973 and may have relatively large standard deviations associated with them,

the EH values calculated from ferrihydrite equilibria agreed within +50 mV of values

computed in a similar manner assuming equilibrium with siderite, FeCO3 , as well as with

sparse platinum electrode values [5].

In one instance geochemical modeling has been used to show that the accepted solu-

bility value for fluorite, CaF2, was inconsistent with analytical data from geothermal

waters [18]. It was then shown that a new solubility value obtained from a critical

reevaluation of the literature was concordant with the analytical data on the geothermal

waters. It has since been shown that this revised value for fluorite is appropriate

to nongeothermal waters [5,13]. Similarly, we have recently observed in a creek draining

a retorted oil shale area that barite, BaSO4, was greatly oversaturated although the

'The disequilibrium index is the ratio of the activity product, AP, to the solubility
value, Ksp, for the solid in question, e.g., AP/Ksp = 1 for the equilibrium condition.
Oversaturation is indicated by AP/Ksp > 1.
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disequilibrium index was relatively constant. Subsequently, an "apparent" solubility

value for Ra-bearing amorphic BaSO4 was found in the literature [25]. This value was

calculated from analytical measurement of dissolved Ba and SO4 following their addition

to coprecipitate Ra as a (BaRa)S04 solid solution compound, from the waste water of a

mining operation. The apparent solubility value of this "amorphic" barite agrees quite

well with data from two field sites.

4. Limitations on Aqueous Speciation

It may be useful to identify the principal limitations imposed on the computation

of the aqueous speciation by both analytical chemistry and geochemical models.

4.1 Limitations of Analytical Data

A total aqueous speciation by analyzing each species in tens of samples is simply

impossible for several reasons which include the:

" sheer magnitude of the manpower required

* labile nature of the complexes (i.e., rapid rate of dissociation)

" small quantities present of many complexes

* chemical similarities between some complexes.

The accuracy of the computed speciation can be no better than the accuracy of

analyses of the total dissolved constituents in waters having complex matrices of dis-

solved solids, as well as solutions separated from suspensions. For example, one of the

technological problems of this decade is to assess the safety of nuclear repositories.

To this end, literally thousands of measurements of radionuclide sorption have been made

over the past two decades. One would suppose that the techniques of determining the loss

of dissolved Cs, Sr, Pu, etc. tc solids suspended in the aqueous phase would have been

thoroughly worked out. Unfortunately, this is not the case as illustrated in Table 1.

The differences as measured by various laboratories, in Cs remaining in solution at

"equilibrium," is marked and is of such a magnitude as to render speciation-adsorption

modeling a pointless exercise. The same report [23] shows interlaboratory differences

for a similar adsorption comparison, on splits of the same samples, for Pu where the

distribution coefficient 3 varied by several orders of magnitude. In an interlaboratory

calibration study of marine waters (Table 2), Brewer and Spenser [3] report the coeffi-

cient of variation of the grand means for 7 of 15 trace elements to range from 18 to 34%.

This variance is of such a magnitude as to suggest that it is likely to be very difficult

to show related bioavailability effects between studies simply because of the unreli-

ability of the reported concentrations of trace inorganic constituents in waters.

It is apparent that it is both essential and unavoidable to use geochemical models

for the bulk of the aqueous speciation. The key question then becomes "what are the most

3 Distribution coefficient is defined as the ratio of an element, usually at trace levels,
to that sorbed by the suspended earth material to that remaining in solution, normalized
to unit volume and mass (generally on 110*C dry weight basis).
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Table 1. Distribution Coefficient Values for Cs (mg L1 + standard deviation)
[After 23, Table 5]

Subsampl ea Experiment

Laboratory Size (g) 1 2 3 4

Ab 1 65 + 2 0.14 + 0.01 401 + 21 1.48 + 0.05

B ? 1.3 + 0.4 0.2 + 0 .49 31 + 2 1.4 + 0.4

CC 1 88 + 1 -0.12 + 0.129 265 + 4 0.6 + 0.2

D 1 or 2 49 + 5 0.16 + 0.9 296 + 10 1.52 + 0.04

Eb ? 60 + 30 0.5 + 0.59 290 +70 1.6 +0.1

F-If 1 227 + 14 0.6 + 0.3 380 + 5 2.2 + 0.2

F-IId ? 663 + 61 0.1 + 0.39 453 + 12 1.79 + 0.01

Ge 1 880 + 160 3.3 + 0.1 380 + 70 4.6 + 0.3

Hf 2 6.8+ 0.6 0.04+ 0.039 255+ 7 0.95+ 0.13

aOral communication from John Relyea, Pacific Northwest Laboratory.
bEffluent was filtered.

CEffluent centrifuged at 16,000 rpm for 1 h then decanted, sequence was repeated 3 times.

dTime of solution-rock contact was 700 h .

eEffluent centrifuged for 20 min at 7000 rpm.

fEffluent was obtained by centrifugation and the blank correction used.
9Not significantly different from zero.

Table 2. Elements Analyzed in Sea Water by Various Laboratories Ranked
in Order of Increased Coefficient of Variation of the Grand
Means, Calculated From the Pooled Standard Deviations [3]

Coefficient Abundance Coefficient Abundance

Element of Variation (jg kg-l) Element of Variation (pg kg-)

Sr 2.5 8100 Zn 18.4 5

F 2.8 1350 Cu 20.4 3

Rb 5.4 121 Co 22.0 0.1

Cs 5.5 0.3 Mn 24.5 1.5

U 5.6 3.3 Fe 25.8 14

Sb 10.2 0.4 Pb 29.2 5

Ni 33.5 2
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pressing analytical needs to generate the maximum information with the required accuracy?"

Some of these are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Some Needed Analytical Methodologies for Leachates
of Solid Wastes from Fossil Energy Technologies

Constituent Comments

Classes of organic compounds

Thiols

Separation techniques are needed to permit deter-

mination of quantity classes of organic compounds

present and provide samples for determination of

trace element-organic association constants. This'

is one way to include organic ligands in the

speciation calculations.

Needed for metal speciation calculations.

Reduced valence states

S(0)a and other reduced sulfur

species

Needed for polluted waters high in dissolved organic

compounds and/or dissolved solids. Methods need to

have quite low detection limit.

Needed for polysulfide, and ?-/So and So/56+, etc.

redox couple computations in waters containing up to

hundreds of mg L-1 of dissolved organic carbon;
perhaps carry out by liquid chromatography.

aRoman numeral in parentheses following the symbol for an element indicates a valence
state, i.e., S(0) signifies all dissolved sulfur of zero valence whether complexed or
not. This contrasts to superscripts which signify the valence of a particular aqueous
species.

4.2 Limitation of Geochemical Modeling Capability

The two greatest limitations in computing the aqueous speciation in natural waters,

in general, are the absence of appropriate methods to address the complexation of metals

by organic ligands and the disequilibrium between redox couples. Additional limitations

include the lack of sufficient thermodynamic and kinetic data and the lack of competence

of the available geochemical models.

It is likely that the preponderance of dissolved first transition metals in surface

waters are complexed by organic ligands: this is also true to a slightly lesser extent

in ground waters [11]. Water passing through piles of solid wastes from fossil fuel

technologies may contain from tens to many hundreds of milligrams per liter of dissolved

organic carbon. The resulting complexation of metals may be so pervasive as to affect

the speciation of Ca as well as first transition series and other heavy metals. The

large number of organic compounds present in both natural and polluted waters, the great
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effort required to identify and quantify even the lower molecular weight portion of the

organic compounds, and the lack of association constants for many of these compounds

with the metals would appear to preclude an approach of modeling the speciation of the

metals with individual organic ligands. However, it should be noted that the possibility

remains, in relatively unpolluted waters, that a few ligands may be the dominant complexants

of particular metals as has been found to be the case for the metabolic products of

certain soil fungi [27]. Either a select group of organic compounds needs to be quanti-

tatively determined or classes of organic compounds need to be quantified along with

the determination of their association constants. This must be done for all metals of

concern, in a routine way, for each water sample having a dissolved organic content of

greater than some minimum. A significant effect of the very high dissolved organ'..

carbon levels that occur in leachates of solid wastes of fossil energy technologies is

that even Ca may be complexed by organic ligands to a degree which causes apparent

oversaturation with solubility limiting phases such as calcite. A limited number of

"conditional" stability constants for selected metals and natural dissolved organic

materials, or fractions thereof, exist. However, these constants cannot be readily used

in speciation modeling because "conditional" stability constants are calculated using

concentration terms rather than activities. In the case of hydrolyzed metals, such as

Fe(III), the conditional and thermodynamic stability consists may differ by orders of

magnitude [15].

Certain trace element-organic complexes such as cobalamin or methylmercury deriv-

atives, are said to be physiologically active, i.e., they pass membrane barriers intact.

The formation of such complexes has the effect of increasing the bioavailability of the

trace metal instead of decreasing its bioavailability, as is normally observed for trace

element-organic complexes. The single reported observation, known to this author, in-

dicating that organic ligand complexation increased the bioavailability of a toxic metal

is that of George and Coombs [9]. However, there are ambiguities concerning their ex-

perimental technique. It seems likely that the organic complexes they used served to

increase the "availability" of the metal in the soil fertility sense, i.e., decreased

the rate and/or extent of its precipitation and/or adsorption.

The other primary limitation on aqueous speciation is that of partitioning an

element among its valence states. Use of platinum electrode potentials frequently

results in a computed near-equilibrium with ferrihydrite, the amorphic iron oxide [2].

Rhodochrosite, MnC03, computes to be an equilibrium phase in some reducing ground and

interstitial waters where the redox potential was obtained with platinum electrodes or

Fe 2+/Fe3+ potentials. Thus, it appears that the Fe and Mn redox couples are frequently,

if not generally, in near equilibrium. This would be expected from observations of the

close proximity of Mn and Fe as electron acceptors during microbial-driven reduction of

sediments [10, pp. 356, 367]. However, there is no evidence that the Fe2+/Fe 3+ couple is

in near equilibrium with the S2 S, So S6+, As 3+/As5+, Cr3+/Cr6+, I-/I03 and 02/H20

couples. In fact, the opposite is reported [6,20,26]. Thus, it could be quite valuable

to know in detail the kinetics of both the oxidation of reduced valence states and
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reduction of oxidized states to predict the time-course of such reactions in natural and

contaminated waters. It should be noted that oxidation rates of reduced valence states

may be quite sensitive to the presence of both inorganic and organic catalysts. Because

organisms, bacteria in particular, may derive energy from the oxidation of reduced

valence states, there may be a significant biological factor in these oxidation reactions.

Similarly, because the oxidized valence state [02, Mn(IV), Fe(III) and S(VI)] serve as

electron acceptors, reduction rates will be greatly affected by microbial respiration

rates. This could be one reason for differences, which can be enormous, between oxida-

tion rates in the lauu y acid in the field (Table 4) [6].

Table 4. The Computed pe and EH for Various Redox Half Reactions for the
Oxygen-Sulfide Interface Zone of Sannich Inlet, British Columbia [After 6]

(Subscripts: g = gas, s = solid)

Couple pe EH

02/H20 12.8 0.76

N03/N2 (g) 11.2 0.66

I1/I~ 10.5 0.62

MnO2 (s)/Mn
2+ 8.9 0.53

Cr02-/Cr(OH)+ 6.6 0.39

N2 (g) /NH -2.6 -0.15

Fe00H(s)/Fe2+ -2.7 -0.16

S04-/HS -3.4 -0.20

There is a great need for certain thermodynamic data, and an equivalent intense need

for critical evaluation of available, but often discordant, thermodynamic data. These

are very labor intensive, and hence, costly efforts. For aqueous speciation, the experi-

mental data needed are for association constants and their temperature dependence.

Relatively little information appears to be available on the temperature dependencies of

the association constants. Certain specific needs are listed in Table 5.

Aqueous speciation and other aspect.; of geochemical modeling are currently limited

by the competence of the available models. Competence is used to indicate the complete-

ness and comprehensiveness of the model, e.g., the inclusion of all necessary elements

and complexes for aqueous speciation and all solids and their solid solution properties

for solubility modeling. For example, a water draining from a pile of retorted oil shale

had 0.03 vs 0.003 mg L of total dissolved Cu depending upon the technique used for

sample preservation. The 10-fold higher Cu level complexed an amount of S2- (3.5 x 107
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Table 5. Summary of Urgently Needed Thermodynamic Data for Speciation
Modeling Relative to Contamination of Water by Leachates of

Solid Wastes from Energy Technology

Gibbs Free Energy

Technology Waste (and Enthalpy) Comments

of Formation

Coolant,

solid waste

1 eachate

Leachate of

high organic

solid wastes

Additional Data

Cu(OH)2

S2-toS2-

Present literature estimates from the

literature differ by several orders of

magnitude [21,22,24]; this discrepancy

is major limitation on computation of Cu

speciation in nuclear cooling waters

mixing with coastal marine water.

Association constants are known only for

Ag, Cu and Zn; needed for Cd, Pb and

other metals.

Fe(SO4 )~, The existence of these complexes needs to

FeHSO 2+ be established, as well as their free

energy and enthalpy of formation
Fe(HSO4)2 determined [19]. They may be important

in waters high in sulfate and ferrous

iron.

Compilations and Critical Evaluations

High organic

content solid

wastes

All leachates

high in

dissolved solids

SO3' S203,
SCN, S(0)

CaCl+, MgCl+

Available data have not been critically

reviewed.

Presence in one model caused outstanding

difference in model comparison [20].

molal; 75% of total S2 as H2S) that resulted in otavite, CdC03, being at equilibrium

solubility. The lower Cu level, however, resulted in apparent oversaturation with

otavite. Because otavite is a solubility limiting mineral in drainage from mine tailings

drainage [13], we take this as indicating that the higher dissolved Cu concentration is

closer to the true value. Thus, reliable speciation modeling requires that all metals,
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which can form quantitatively important complexes with sulfide, be included in the

model. By the same token, all ligands which can complex the metals must be included in

the model. It follows that efforts might most profitably be directed towards improving

the competence of existing models rather than the creation of new models. By virtue of

the great effort required to develop such competence, new models tend to be incompetent

except for rather restricted problems.

The importance of, and the kinetic limitation on, redox reactions necessitates that

kinetic submodels be incorporated into equilibrium speciation models. This; along with

the development of kinetic data, could provide a major increase in competence of specia-

tion modeling.

Another major problem in the development of competent models is that investigators

commonly feel that if a given complex does not account for at least a few percent of the

total dissolved metal or ligand in the aqueous media in which they are working, the

complex is not worth the required effort for inclusion in the model. However, inevitably

another investigator obtains the model and attempts to use it on an aqueous media very

high in either the metal or the ligand or both, not being aware of this particular

limitation of the model. The result is that he finds the model incompetent and fre-

quently concludes that geochemical modeling does not provide a useable tool for inter-

preting his data. It is unreasonable to expect that every user will have the competence

and the time to independently determine that an additional complex needs to be added to

the model for his application. Therefore, there needs to be a continuing effort [13] to

establish that the competency of the model being used (e.g., "partially validated") by

obtaining good agreement between measured and calculated speciation or by the fit of

points of a solubility limiting phase for the waters being modeled. The concept of

validation, thoroughly accepted in hydrologic modeling, is largely ignored by geochemical

modelers.

5. Summary

An understanding of geochemical processes permits an assessment of the relative

risk to man of leachable constituents from the solid wastes of alternative energy tern-

nologies and waste-disposal practices. Comprehensive and accurate aqueous speciation is

valuable because it permits, along with other information, determination of the bio-

availability of toxic elements from anthropogenic inputs. Aqueous speciation is an

essential basis for future aquatic and terrestrial modeling of the accumulation, and

distribution between biotic compartments, of toxic elements. Speciation is also essential

to an adequate modeling of the hydrologic transport of toxic elements and radionuclides.

Sufficiently accurate aqueous speciation is likewise a necessity for useful solubility

modeling.

Comprehensive aqueous speciation is not feasible by analyzing individual complexes

because of the enormous manpower required, the labile nature of many of the complexes,

and the trace concentrations of various complexes.
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Currently, the most urgently needed support includes: 1) analytical techniques of

separating dissolved organic compounds into classes, quick determination of stability

constants which are independent of hydrolysis, other complexation, and ionic strength

effects; 2) improved methods for the analytical valence speciation and/or information on

estimating the redox potential of one couple from another redox couple; 3) increased

competence of state-of-the-art geochemical models; and 4) critical evaluation of selected

thermodynamic and kinetic data and collection of additional thermodynamic data on

certain complexes.

The most meaningful application of analytical speciation efforts would be for the

validation of computed speciation, as in the early paper on speciation of major ions in

sea water by Garrels and Thompson [8] and the determination of important species which

cannot be computed because of nonequilibrium conditions or the absence of thermodynamic

data.

The very helpful reviews of Donald C. Girvin, Andy R. Felmy, and Kenneth M. Krupka

and typing and proofing by Sharon Lepel are much appreciated.
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Discussion

Question (R. A. Durst): What evidence is there that redox disequilibrium is involved?

Answer: If one has analytical values for nitrite, nitrate, ammonia, and so on, and if one

then computes the redox potentials from those, you get this kind of a range of computer

potentials. It says they're in disequilibrium. If you use these values to compute the

distribution of Fe(II) and Fe(III), you get a horrendous range in computed molarity of

F2+ and Fe3 .

Question (R. A. Durst): Do you expect for the metallic couples you indicated earlier that

these would be in equilibrium?

Answer: We have evidence that iron and manganese are in apparent equilibrium. We know

that arsenic is not, and there is reason to think that chromium is not. We don't have

data sets to compare to the other couples. For example, part of the problem is the nitrogen

and sulfur couples are microbiologically driven, in fact catalyzed, but there may be some

activation energy between them. I've seen some constancy through the difference in poten-

tials, but never had data sets adequate to test the hypothesis.

Question (R. S. Braman): Could you again describe what you mean by the ratio of the

activity product of the Ksp?

Answer: Actually, this is a way of presenting it which is conceptionally easy to under-

stand. We are looking at the log K of reactions.

Question (R. S. Braman): The activity product, defined by the thermodynamic Ksp is equal

to what?

Answer: It is an equilibrium, consequently, we are using that as a test for equilibrium

of the dissolved species to the appropriate solid for waters.
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Question (R. S. Braman): What kind of ionic strengths are in these waters?

Answer: Mostly below one molal. The extended Debye-Huckel equation will go up to sea water.

Question (R. S. Braman): Sea water? Which extended Debye-Huckel? I thought it was only

good to about 0.1 molal.

Answer: No. The V-dot [for example, see Petybridge, Prue, Progr. Inorg. Chem. 17, Part II:

327 (1972) - Eds.]
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Biogeochemical Cycles of Metals and Metalloids - The Role of Methyl-
Cobalamin and Some Other Chemical Routes to Methylation in the Environment

P.J. Craig* and S. Rapsomanikis

School of Chemistry, Leicester Polytechnic,
P.O. Box 143, Leicester LEl 9BH, England.

The evidence for the role of methylcobalamin, CH3CoB12, as the proximate source of

the methyl group in heavy metal methylation is discussed. For metals in low or zero

oxidation states other methyl donors are suggested. Chemical routes to methylation

of already partially methylated species are detailed, particularly for the (CH3 )3M+
species (M = Sn, Pb).

Key words: environment; GC-MS; heavy metals; lead; mass spectrometry; mercury;

methylation.

1. Methylcobalamin as an Environmental Methylating Species

During the past decade there is little doubt that attention has been heavily focussed
on methylcobalamin CH3CoB12, as the proximate source of the methyl group donated to heavy

metals in environmental methylation. CH3CoB12 may be simplistically described as an octa-

hedrally coordinated cobalt(III) species with a cobalt methyl group bond. Its empirical

formula, C63H91014N13PCo, however suggests its true complexity. A detailed structure for

CH3CoB12 is available [1). It is suggested that the methyl group donated to heavy metals

(e.g., mercury) is that which is bound to the cobalt -tom.
The origin of this suggestion irises in the seminal Wood, Kennedy and Rosen paper of

1968 [2). CH3CoB12 proved an excellent substrate for methane formation in extracts of

Methanobacterium omelianski (MOH). When Hg2+ compounds were added, methane formation was

inhibited and CH3Hg+ and (CH3 )2Hg were formed. This suggests the organism may use the

cobalamin methyl group for methane formation but in the presence of mercury may transfer it

to the metal. The authors were able to carry out the methyl transfer from CH3CoB12 to Hg2+.
a purely chemical, non-biological experiment.

This work provided an excellent candidate for the methylation factor in environmental

mercury methylation. Following Wood et al.,a number of groups produced kinetic and

mechanistic studies of the reaction of CH3CoB12 with Hg
2+ compounds in aqueous media in

purely chemical systems, and in each case CH3Hg+ was produced initially and (CH3)2Hg more
slowly [2-7). These papers all suggest electrophilic attack of the mercury species on

* To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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CH3CoB 12 leading to removal of the methyl group as a carbanion. With this in mind, Wood has

suggested that CH3 CoB12 might be a prime methylating factor in the environment as only this

species can transfer a methyl group as CH3 to other species. If the metal is present in

the environment as an oxidized or electrophilic center (Mn+) then it would tend to be

reactive to carbanions. The other known environmental methylating species, S-adenosyl-

methionine and N-5-methyltetrahydrofolate, both lose methyl groups as carbonium ions which

would tend not to transfer to positively charged metal centers [8). We have to consider

however if metals, even including mercury, are always present in an electrophilic condition

in the environment. For chemical systems, however, as exemplified by mercury, we are left

with the following transfer mechanism as a model for methylation of metals and with

CH3CoB 12 as the methyl source.

HO
CH 3CoB 12 + Hg

2+  2 > CH3Hg+ + H2 OCoB12 +

Does any more direct evidence exist for the role of CH 3CoB12 in real systems? In fact

there is a somewhat neglected paper by Imura et al. [9) which describes how tuna fish liver

homogenates were incubated with 203HgC1 2 to produce CH32O3Hg+. Methylation still occurred

after autoclaving but it did not take place at all if the homogenates were exposed to
visible light. This would accord with the methylation factor being CH3CoB12 which is un-

stable to light in solution, and it is present in liver and kidney tissue. Using

[3H}-CH 3CoB 12 added to liver homogenatesthe authors demonstrated that the radioactivity

and the methylation factor were co-fractional after chromatography under conditions known

to (a) trap and (b) release cobalamin derivatives. The authors suggested that their

findings strongly indicate that CH3CoB12 was involved in methylation by tuna fish liver.

Several authors have noted that addition of CH3CoB 12 to incubating microorganism

systems in the presence of mercury produced more CH3Hg+ than produced by the organisms

alone. However, such results could merely be the superimposition of an abiotic cobalamin

based chemic .1 methyl transfer to a natural mercury methylation process in the organisms
which may not be cobalamin based. Where workers have used CNCoB 12 (Vitamin B 12 ),and extra

CH 3Hg+ has been produced then this is more telling evidence for the utilization of CH 3CoB 12
by the organisms [10-12). However,it has also been reported that addition of CH 3CoB 12 did
not increase the rate or extent of methylation of mercury in certain cases. For example.,
rats fed with 3 ppm or 30 ppm HgCl 2 dosed food did not produce any more CH 3Hg+ when
CH 3CoB 12 was added to the diet [13). A number of other authors have reported broadly

similar conclusions.

Blum and Bartha have recently shown that a saline HgCl 2 is methylated to a lesser
extent by the microorganisms present than it is in freshwater conditions. As mercury is
present in seawater predominantly as the HgCl 2 complex then, if methylation takes place as

a carbanion transfer (as from CH3CoB12 ), the slower rate and lesser extent in saline

conditions is easily understood [141. Similar reductions in reaction rates when mercury is

complexed with excess chloride ion have been observed in transalkylation reactions (vide

infra) where a CH3 group is transferred [15).
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We can be sure .then that CH3CoB 12 may transfer with ease its methyl group to mercury

as a carbanion. It will enhance, as will CNCoB12, methylation of mercury by some other

species and therefore, is established as a credible methylation factor for mercury and per-

haps other metals. However there is also evidence of methylation which takes place by

routes not involving CH3CoB12 '
Transfer of methyl radicals (CH 3")from CH 3CoB 12 has also been discussed as a possible

methyl transfer route, and this has been implicated in certain tin methylation reactions

(vide infra). Carbanion transfer from CH 3CoB 12 is a Type I process, and radical transfer

is Type II [81.

2. Other Routes to Heavy Metal Methylation

For the record it has been shown that ethylene and acetylene (both natural products)

may convert HgCl2 to volatile alkylmercury compounds and mercury vapour [161. The alkyl-

mercury compounds were not identified but were, presumably, more likely to be ethyl rather

than methyl derivatives.

It has also been shown that irradiation of aqueous Hg(OAc)2 in a quartz vessel by a

lamp replicating sunlight produced CH 3 Hg+. The methylation probably occurred by initial

production of CH3C00- radicals and subsequent formation and attack of CH30 species [17-191.

Acetic acid is a natural biochemical metabolite and so this is, in principle, a route that

could operate in the natural environment. It also suggests that extra care should be taken

when, for example, conducting CH 3CoB 12 -based methyl transfer experiments with Hg(OAc) 2 .

Two methylation routes might appear to exist. Chloride ion was shown to inhibit these

methylations so this appears not to be a route applicable in marine or estuarine environ-

ments. Interestinglyphotolysis of Sn(OAc) 4 gives intermediate free radicals [20). It is

not known whether or not tin methylation could take place by this route. In a similar

manner photolysis of aliphatic a-amino acids with Hg2+ salts produced CH3Hg+ [211.

Transmethylation reactions of the type shown below are well known in preparative

organometallic chemistry, and can often operate in aqueous solutions [22). Essentially a
carbanion is being transferred in these reactions.

R M(m-n)+ + M 2 p R-l M(m-n+l)+ + RM p-1 )+
12n -ll1 2

For example, if excess (CH3)3Sn+ or (CH3)3Pb+ are present with Hg2+ species then a

methyl transfer to mercury may take place to give CH 3Hg+. This has been suggested for
sediments from Chesapeake Bay, USA [23,24).

(CH3)3Sn+ + Hg2+ ----- o (CH3)2Sn
2+ + CH3Hg+

Given an environment where two such species are in close proximity then the above reaction

might be a feasible pathway for environmental mercury methylation [251.
Several organisms which do not utilize CH 3CoB12 in their metabolism have been shown to

methylate Hg2+ (e.g., Neurospora [261). In this case,addition of L-methionine did not
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increase the yield of CH3 Hg+, but the presence of DL-homocysteine (though not in large

excess), DL-homoserine and L-cysteine stimulated methylation. It was concluded that CH 3Hg+
was produced in an "incori _" biosynthesis of methionine from a mercury-homocysteine

complex, and this step could be best understood as a non-CH3CoB 12 transfer of CH3 to the
electron-rich mercury complex with subsequent decomposition to CH 3 Hg+, viz.,

XHgSCH 2CH2CH(NH 2 )C00H
[CH

3]or - -- CH 3HgSCH 2CH2CH(NH 2 )C00H

Hg( SCH 2CH2CH(NH 2 COOH) H +

Hg2 -HSCH 2CH2CH(NH 2)C00H + CH3Hg+

Although a carbonium ion transfer was postulated,it appears not to be a direct transfer from
methionine or S-adenosylmethionine. However,it has been pointed out that Hg(SCH3)2 is

produced under the conditions of this experiment [27) and so the mechanistic conclusions
have to be treated with caution.

Other examples of CH3 Hg+ synthesis involving non-CH3CoB12 microorganisms have been

reported, and the existence of mechanistic pathways not involving cobalamin have been postu-

lated. The situation is still not clear; for example, CH3CoB 12 is known to be involved in

the methylation of homocysteine to methionine in certain microorganisms and trace levels of

CH3CoB12 may occur in experimental nutrient solutions [28,29). However, the existence of
non-CH 3B12 methylation pathways for Hg2+ must be considered very seriously.

Another chemical route to full methylation may arise from the disproportionation or

dismutation (catalysed or otherwise) of species which are already partially methylated.

This has been shown to occur in the presence of H2S or sulphide ion as follows:

CH3 Hg+ H2 (CH3Hg) 2S h )(CH 3)2Hg + HgS

This process has been demonstrated to occur under environmental conditions, and,in

producing a volatile hydrophobic species from a complex which would bond firmly to a

sediment matrixmay be a significant pathway for mercury transport in the environment [311.

We have recently demonstrated that an analogous process may occur for (CH3)3Sn+

species [32). The reaction of (CH3)3SnC1 with Na2S produced {(CH3)3 Sn} 2 S. Exposure of this

latter material (0.89g 2.5 mmol) to visible or UV light at 240 or 400C (Philips 300W sun-

lamp; Sylvania Blacklight 8W x 8 lamps) for 24 hours produced (CH3)4Sn and the {(CH3)2SnS} 3
trimer. The samples were identified by GC-MS techniques (V.G. Micromass 16F); over the

above time period,typically)(CH3)4Sn was detected in low yield and the trimer in 30% yield

based on {(CH 3)3Sn} 2S in experiments carried out at 240C. As the reaction did not occur in

darkness a methyl radical transfer may be occurring; alternatively a concerted methyl
migration with its electron pair may be occurring,viz. ,
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CH3  S CH3  CH3  S34 . 3 /
Sn Sn ---- Sn + (CH 3)4 Sn

/ NCH3/
CH3  CH3 1 H 3  CH3 (trimerization)

C3

i.e ., 3{(CH 3 )3Sn} 2 S ---- ) 3(CH 3)4Sn + {(CH 3)2SnS}3 *

In this case,it seems that much (CH 3 )4Sn must have been lost prior to detection or that the

identification techniques were not quantitative. Hencean overall yield or conversion can-

not be quoted with confidence.

The conditions for the GC-MS analysis were as follows:
The column was glass of 4 mm i.d. and 1,200 mm length, packed with 10% SP-2100 on

Supelcoport 80/100 mesh. The temperature of the GC oven was kept constant at 800C and the

flow of helium gas was 30 mL/min. An electron impact ionization source was used at 70eV .
Total ion current traces were obtained as well as the mass-spectrum of each peak. This

data confirmed the purity of the starting material and the production of (CH 3 )4 Sn and the

trimer [321.

An analogous process has also been shown to occur for (CH3)3Pb+ species in the

presence of sulphide ion [331. Under acid conditions (CH3)2S is the main product, but

between pH 6 and 7 (CH3)4Pb is found.

These results do suggest that transformation of partially methylated species is quite
feasible under model environmental conditions and that volatile easily transportedfully

methylated products may be produced. This process is being investigated for other oxygen

or sulphur..containing natural ligands upon which transformations akin to those above may

take place, e.g., methyltin-tropolone complexes [341.
It is when we come to consider the case of methylation of purely inorganic metals and

salts other than mercury that we find less success with CH 3CoB12 as a model. A number of

groups have reported a lack of success in the direct reaction of CH3CoB12 with Pb
2+ salts

[35-381. The reaction with SnCl 2 has been reported although the methyltin product was not

fully identified; it does not seem to have been (CH3 )4Sn. In this case an oxidizing agent

was required (Fe'II) in catalytic amounts and a free radical process involving SnIII was
postulated [391. Characterization was by NMR.

CH 3Co 1 12 + SnCl 2  Fe - CH3SnCly + Co"B12

CH 3CoB 12 has been reported also to react with (C 2H5 )2Pb2+ to produce methyllead
species but it is not known if the fully alkylated lead compound was formed [401.

(14C-CH3)CH3CoB12 was found to be partially demethylated by Pb(OAc)4, Pb0 2 and Pb304
and the radioactivity was lost as a volatile product [41). In principle,this could be
(14C)(CH3)4Pb but it could also bee.g., (14C)C2H6 or CH4. Close investigation of the
identity of the products in this experiment seems called for.

The reactions of the model cobalamin complex (CH3)2Co(DMG)2 with Pb
2+ in isopropanol
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produced a complex with a methyllead bond but full methylation seemed not to occur [42).

Certainly then there appears to be limit-cions in the reactivity of CH3CoB12 under

normal conditions with metals other than mercury, especially in their low oxidation states.

Although carbanion transfer from CH3CoB12 is both intellectually and practically satisfying,

for electron-poor centers perhaps we should now search for parallel methylation routes,

possibly involving carbonium ion transfer, in reactions with electron-rich centres as

complementary additional pathways to the known CH 3CoB 12 routes.

It has been shown recently [431 that CH 3 I can act as a methylating agent for lead(II).
Our own group and that of Dr. Jarvie of Aston University (Birmingham U.K.) have shown the

role of CH 3 I in methylating lower oxidation states of lead [44,45). This reaction is known

in principle and has been used as a synthetic route for (CH3)4Pbbut it has not been

investigated under model environmental (aqueous) conditions.

For example, we have reacted lead metal (80 mesh to dust) with CH 3 I in darkness in

aqueous media and have confirmed the formation of (CH3)4Pb by GC and GC-MS. We have also

designed experiments to test whether CH3I reacts with Pb
2+ salts under our conditions.

In the case of lead metal, reaction with CH3 I produced a volatile identified as

(CH3)4 Pb (together with (CH3)2 Pb
2+ and (CH3 )3Pb+ in solution). We cannot yet confirm

(CH3)4Pb formation from Pb
2+. Our analytical technique may not be sensitive enough.

The methods used for the analysis of (CH3)4 Pb were headspace GC-ECD (Pye-Unicam 104

series) and independent GC-MS (VG Micromass 16F). The conversion to (CH3)4 Pb was less than

1% assuming a partition coefficient of (CH3)4Pb between water and air of a 1:30. Typically

(500mg 2.5mmol) of Pb2+ or Pb0 were reacted in darkness with CH3I (2.13g 15mmol) in aqueous

solution ( 50 mL) in sealed containers. The head space vapours were analysed by GC-ECD
An all-glass column was used, 4 mm i.d. and 1,200 mm length packed with 10% SP-2100 on

Supelcoport 80-100 mesh. The oven was kept at 65 C and the gas was 90 mI/min of oxygen-

free nitrogen. The retention times of the CH3I and (CH3)4Pb were 0.60 minutes and 3.85
minutes, respectively, for on-column injections and detector oven temperature 2650 C.
Absolute identification of products was carried out by GC-MS. The MS used was at 70 eV
with an electron impact source,and spectra confirming the identity of the volatile species
were obtained in each case [451. In addition, both with GC and MS identification was made

by comparison with an authentic sample of (CH 3 )4 Pb.
Evidence therefore exists that the reaction of Pb2+, or Pb complexed (i.e.,electron-

rich species) with CH3 I seems perhaps as plausible an environmental route as by reaction
with CH3CoB12 . Attention here has to be focussed on the fact that CH 3 I is produced on a
large scale by certain seaweed and algae. The large kelp Laminaria produces CH 3 I and in
their environment the concentration can be 103 that of the concentration of CH 3 I in the

open ocean. It has also been suggested that the global production rate of CH 3 I at sea is
40 megatons per year [46,471.

3. Summary

Perhaps we ought to look again at the importance of the work on As(III) methylation by

Challenger and recently by McBride and Wolfe [48,491.
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This work emphasized methyl carbonium ion transfer from SAM (S-adenosylmethionine) to

As(III) for the conversion to (CH3)3As, as envisaged in the scheme below:-

RS (CH3)CH2CH2CH(NH2)C00 + :As1II - > (CH3 )3As:

This could be seen as SN2 attack by As(III) containing a lone electron pair. Such methyl

transfer was confirmed by Challenger using a 14C-labelled methyl group from methionine.

1 4CH3 SCH2CH2CH(NH 2 )COCH - , ( 14 CH 3 )3As

This work by Challenger was done in reducing environments which somewhat paradoxically

may suggest an oxidative addition by CH3 followed by reduction to As(III).

However under varying conditions CH3CoB 12 can yield CH3, CH 3oor CH3. Thereforeit
could be involved in the methylation of heavy metals by routes other than CH3 transfer.

It has been reported by a number of groups that CH3CoB1 2 does not react with Pb(II) in

chemical media, though it seems to react with (CH3)3Pb+, according to kinetic data based on

CH3CoB1 2 conversion [501. There was no positive identification of the product as

(CH 3 )4 Pb.
We conclude that for metals in low oxidation states we should think more carefully

about reactions involving oxidative additions (i.e., CH3 transfer) or free radical CH3
transfer. We do not suggest that CH3CoB12 has no role to play in environmental methyl-

ation; only that it may be one of a number of environmental agents or routes that lead to
methylated species. Our attention should therefore now focus on the identification of
chemical methylating agents known to be present in the environmentand which are suitable

substrates for the methylation of metals. This will enable us to suggest chemical routes

and not to consider environmental methylation as being solely a bacteriological process.

We also emphasize the role of sulphides in promoting disproportionation or dismutation

reactions of already partially methylated metals to fully methylated species. We should
look for environmentally meaningful ligands other than S2 for, e.g., CH3Hg+, (CH3 )3Sn, etc.)
that would promote or catalyse disproportionation to (CH3)2Hg, (CH3)4Sn,etc. This route

can be important; (CH3)4Pb may partially decompose and be remethylated again to (CH3)4Pb by

this route. Methyltin compounds are also used and, in the laboratory at least, undergo

conversion to (CH3 )4Sn. In this case we would have an environmentally beneficial methyl-

ation as the fully methylated tin species is less toxic than the trimethyl compound from

which it derives [511.
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Discussion

Comment (J. Walker): The, Neurospora that you referred to in the Landner paper [Nature

230: 452-454 (1971)] is a fungus and not a bacterium. It would not be expected to synthe-

size methylcobalamin.

Answer: Yes, I made a mistake. The point I was making is that it does not involve methyl-

cobalamin. You are agreeing with that.

Question (D. A. Klein): I just wanted any information on the highest temperatures at

which you've seen these processes occurring. What is the highest temperature at which

some of these processes are going on?

Answer: In a case of tuna fish liver referred to, light exposure stopped methylation.,
but sterilization by heat didn't. Methylcobalamin is fairly heat stable.

Question (D. A. Klein): I was wondering, as far as biological contributions go, what sort

of temperature range?

Answer: Mostly, those people carrying out biological incubations with mercury(II) start

about 20 up to 37 *C. People who are interested in biological systems tend to work at the

temperatures at which the materials will survive satisfactorily.

Comment (D. A. Klein): There are also thermophilic bacteria.

Answer: I don't know if anybody's done any work on mercury methylation with thermophiles.

Question (R. D. Stephens): Are you familiar with any evidence of environmentally or biolog-

ically related methylation?

Answer: Yes, plenty. I think other papers in this Workshop will cover that [see, for

example, Chau and Wong following--Eds.]. The problem is, sometimes it works, sometimes it

doesn't work. There are some systems where you can incubate lead(II) salts in sediments

and you can't find any tetramethyllead. In other situations you can. It appears to be

less predictable, less routine than mercury methylatic.. But I'm pretty sure it happens.
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Some Environmental Aspects of Organo-Arsenic, Lead, and Tin

Y. K. Chau and P. T. S. Wong
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Organometals and organometalloids such as alkylleads, alkyltins, organo-

arsenics have been found in environmental samples. Apart from anthropogenic

sources, amazingly, some of these compounds are synthesized by biotic and

abiotic processes under environmental conditions. These compounds also under-

go complex chemical and biological interactions including, for example,

methylation, transmethylation, hydrolysis, photolysis, degradation, etc.

For these studies, speciation identification and analysis are prerequisites.

The toxicity of organometals towards aquatic biota is closely related

to the nature of the organic groups. Generally, toxicity increases with

increasing carbon chain length, and also with the degree of alkylation on the

metal nucleus. The possibility of using octanol/water partition coefficients

of a number of alkyltin compounds to predict toxicity is discussed.

Key words: alkylleads; alkyltins; chemical speciation; GC-AAS techniques;

LC-AAS techniques; organoarsenics; organometals; partition

coefficients; toxicity.

1. Introduction

One of the many forms of metals in the environment is the organometal which distin-

guishes itself in a unique class with remarkably different biogeochemical and toxicological

characteristics. With the advent of chemical technology during the turn of the century,
organometallic compounds have been produced at an ever increasing rate because of their

extremely versatile applications in almost any type of commodities in commercial and house-

hold, as well as in industrial and agricultural, areas.

Occurrence of organometals in the environment has been considered as a legacy of indus-

trial civilization until recently it was found that some of the compounds can be synthesized

by chemical and biological processes. These processes, however, have been known for almost

a century since Gosio established that the garlic smelling "Gosio gas" liberated from a

green-colored wallpaper (containing arsenic dyes) was an organoarsenic compound, which was

later identified by Challenger as trimethylarsine (1]. Since the Minamata Bay incident of

mercury poisoning in Japan in the early 1950's, studies on the biotic and abiotic methyla-

tion of metals and metalloids have intensified. These processes produce more toxic metal
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species and transport species leading to the mobilization of the element in the environ-

ment. The study of these processes and the investigation of their pathways has pushed the

frontier of analytical chemistry to a new h rizon, demanding element- and molecule-specific

methodology. For toxicological assays, knowledge of the precise form of a compound becomes

even more critical as the toxicity of an element is often not so much a function of concen-

tration as it is the form of the element.

Environmental impacts of organometals have often been assessed by their toxicological

behaviors. The characteristics of the organic moieties in the molecule can greatly modify

the toxicity of the metal. The toxicity on a test biota can therefore be related to the

length of the carbon chain and the degree of alkyl substitution. These parameters, however,

are reflected by the overall lipophilicity of the compound which can be measured by the

octanol/water partition coefficients. The possibility of using these coefficients to pre-

dict toxicity is discussed in this study.

This paper intends to illustrate the environmental and toxicological aspects of some

organometals and to examine the state-of-the-art of their speciation analysis. It is not

intended to provide an exhaustive review of the subject; toxicity information is limited to

aquatic biota only.

2. Occurrence and Toxicity of Some Organometals in the Environment

2.1 Arsenic

Organoarsenic compounds have been found in a variety of environmental samples as a

mixed result of biotic and abiotic processes and from anthropogenic inputs. The inorganic

forms of arsenic, As(III) and As(V), have been widely used as herbicides in controlling

aquatic plants. The most common organoarsenic compounds, mono- and dimethylarsenates

have been found in natural waters [2], in seaweeds, and even in human urine [3]. Production

of methylarsines was observed from soils treated ith inorganic arsenic compounds [3,4].

A study [5] indicated that both As(III) and As(V) ingested by man were converted to mono-

and dimethylarsenic acids and were excreted in urine.

Arsenobetaine has been identified as a major component of the organoarsenic in the

muscle of western rock lobster in Australia [6]. Methylated arsenic acids have also been

found in fish and in sediments near Moira River, Ontario, where there was an abandoned

smelter [7]. A summary of the organoarsenic compounds in some environmental samples is

given in Table 1.

Arsenic compounds are generally not very toxic to bacteria and algae. Several algal

species could tolerate As at levels as high as 20 mg/L [7]. Toxicity of As depends, however,

on its chemical state and valency, arsenite being more toxic than arsenate. Arsine and tri-

methylarsine were even more toxic to animals than arsenite [12]. Toxicity of methylarsines
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Table 1. Organoarsenic compounds in environmental samples

Moire River area, Ontario

Sediment As(III),(V) MMA DMA TMA Ref.

Lake 1.92 2.14 3.25 -- 7
River 1.16 3.75 2.29 -- 7
Pond 6.03 0.63 2.93 7.59 7

50 g of sediment and 140 mL lakewater were incubated for about seven days and the
solutions analysed for different species. MMA-monomethylarsenic acid; DMA-
dimethylarsinic acid; TMA-trimethylarsine oxide. Results in pg/L as As.

Fish Samples (ng/g as As)

Fish As(III),(V) MMA DMA Ref.

Yellow perch 68.00 0.74 2.45 8
White sucker 0.67 0.60 0.24 8
White perch 16.90 0.84 -- 8
Alewife 1.33 -- -- 8
Bullhead 2.05 -- -- 8
Shrimp 1820 tr tr 11

Fish samples were taken from Bay of Quinte, Ontario. tr = traces.

Natural Water and Seaweeds (ng/g as As)

As(III) As(V) MMA DMA Ref.

Seawater, Scripps Pier 0.019 1.75 0.02 0.12 9
Seawater, San Diego Trough 0.017 1.49 0.01 0.21 9
Lake Carrol, Florida ----------- 50----------- 4.39 6.31 10

S. fluitans (S. Bermuda) 1800 17700 100 184 11
Sargassum sp. (Gulf of Mexico) 0 1900 < 5 100 11
Moira River, Ontario ---------- 146-------- 4 52 8
Bend Bay, Ontrio ---------- 453-------- 9 93 8

and many of the organoarsenicals to aquatic biota has not been reported. We have only

carried out some tests on the toxicity of a mixture of volatile arsines to algae by bubbling

biologically generated arsines from a flask containing sediment from the Moira River into

the culture medium in another flask where a test alga (Chlorella pyrenoidosa) was grown.

The primary productivity (by 14C technique) and growth (by cell count) were suppressed by

45 and 44 percent respectively, as compared to control algae without exposure to arsines.

It was not possible to measure the amount of methylarsines exposed, but chemical analysis

of the algae indicated that the total As levels in the exposed algae were more than ten

times that in the control algae.
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2.2 Lead

Organolead compounds in the environment have caused much concern because of their

inherent toxicity. Lead alkyls in air and in environmental samples are probably derived

from two major sources: from spillage and evaporation of leaded gasoline, and from natural

synthesis through biotic and abiotic processes. Although it is outside the scope of this

paper to discuss lead methylation, occurrence of alkyllead compounds in environmental

samples has underscored its significance.

Tetraalkyllead compounds have been found in air [13,14,15] and in fish [16] (Table 2).

Because of their volatile and lipophilic nature, they are not expected to be present in

water and sediment or aquatic plants with low lipid contents. Tetramethyllead has been

found to be accumulated by rainbow trout, mainly in the lipid layer of the intestine with

a concentration factor of 16,000 [17]. Other organs such as gills, air bladders, liver,

also accumulate much Me4 Pb. When the exposed fish were placed in Me4 Pb-free water, concen-

trations of Me4 Pb in the tissue decreased rapidly at first, followed by a slower decrease

and eventually reached residual levels. Several species of fish and animals have beei

reported to metabolize tetraalkyllead to the trialkyllead species [18]. The trialkyllead

compounds were responsible for the toxic actions in animals [19].

Table 2. Tetraalkyllead compounds in environmental samples

Air (ng/m3 as Pb)
Tetraalkyllead Ref.

Urban air < 6 -206 13
Gas station 210 -590 13
Rural air 0.5-230 14
College Street, Toronto Me3EtPb(1) Me2Et2 Pb(2) 15

MeEt3Pb(1) Et4Pb(8)

Total Pb(650)

Fish (ng/g as Pb)
wt. of I II III IV V Total Ref.
fish (kg)

Vineland Creek, Coho salmon 1.23 -- 4.3 2.3 2.8 -- 75 16
Coho salmon 1.36 1.1 1.0 -- 1.8 9.3 95 16

Stoco L., Yellow perch 0.13 1.7 -- 7.1 4.4 2.7 325 16
Sucker 1.00 2.0 -- -- -- -- 45 16
Rock bass 0.14 0.6 -- -- -- 2.8 215 16

Moira L., Sunfish 0.13 0.9 -- -- 2.7 1.9 300 16
Sucker 1.0 1.0 -- -- -- 1.9 110 16
White bass 0.47 -- -- 0.3 -- 1.0 75 16

I = Me4 Pb; II = Me3EtPb; III = Me 2Et2 Pb; IV = MeEt3 Pb, V = Et4Pb.

Sediment (pg/g as gb)
Location Me3Pb Et3Pb. Me4 Pb Et4 Pb Ref.

1 0 3.8 0 0 8
2 0 0.31 0 0 8
3 0 0.76 0 0 8

aThree locations in St. Lawrence River off Maitland, Ontario.
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Alkyllead compounds are very toxic to marine animals and algae. The ethyl derivatives

are more toxic than the methyl derivative and the toxicity increases with degree of alkyl

substitution with the tetra-substituted compounds being the most toxic [20]. In an experi-

ment with freshwater green algae exposed to biologically generated Me4Pb [21], we found that

the primary productivity and cell growth of the three test algae were decreased after a

four-hour exposure. For Chlorella pyrenoidosa and Scenedesmus quadricauda, the percentage

decreases of growth were 74 and 32 percent and percentage decreases of primary productivity

were 83 and 85 percent, respectively. The amounts of Me4 Pb passing through the cultures were

estimated to be less than 0.5 mg of Pb. Some toxicity values of alkyllead on aquatic biota

are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Toxicity of alkyllead compounds

------------------------------Toxic Dose (mg/L)-------------

Test biota Et4 Pb Et3 Pb+ Me4 Pb Me 3Pb+ Me2PbCl 2 Et2PbCl 2 Pb2+ Ref.

Shrimpa 0.02 5.80 0.11 8.80 20
Mussela 0.10 1.10 0.27 0.50 20
Plaicea 0.23 1.70 0.05 24.6 300 75 20
Marine algae 0.10 0.10 1.30 0.80 20
Freshwater algaec < 0.50 1.50 5 21

a96 h LC50 values.

bPhaeodactylum tricornutum, 6 h EC 50 '
cAnkistrodesmus falcatus, 4 h EC50.
LC 50 = lethal concentration killing 50 percent of the test organisms in a given time.

EC50 = effective concentration of toxicant that would affect 50% of the test
organism in a given time.

2.3 Tin

Because of the high consumption of organotin compounds used in plastic stabilizers and

biocides, there is little doubt that residual levels of organotins can be found in environ-

mental samples. The sources of organotin in the environment are mainly anthropogenic even

though methylation of inorganic and organometallic forms of tin through biotic and abiotic

processes have now been reported [22,23,24]. An excellent review on the biogenesis of

methyltin transport species is available [25].

Organotins are likely to be found in waste waters in industrial plants where they are.

produced and in environments where they are used. Harbors and docks with a large volume of

navigation activities are places where leaching of alkyltin from marine antifouling paints

occurs. Tributyltin and tripropyltin ions have been found in the leachates of a navy co-

polymer antifouling paint [25]. Degradation of tributyltin to dibutyltin species was also

observed although the nature of the processes involved has not yet been ascertained. It is
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interesting to note that increasing methyltin concentrations were observed with increased

anthropogenic tin inputs [25].

Apart from the particular organotin compounds detected in locales where they are used,

methyltin species seem to be the main forms of organotin reported in natural waters, rain

waters, and urine. Concentrations of alkyltins in some natural waters and biological

samples are given in Table 4.

Table 4. Concentrations of alkyltin compounds in natural waters and biological materials
(ng/L as Sn)

Location MeSn3+ Me2Sn
2+ BuSn3+ Bu2Sn

2+ Bu3 Sn+ Sn(IV) Ref.

San Diego Bay 2-8 15-45 0 0 6-38 26
San Francisco Bay 0 0 0 0 0.5 26
Grand Haven, Mich. 13 0 1220 1600 490 26
Hamilton H., Ont. 10 10 80 40 27

MeSn3+ Me2Sn
2+ Me3Sn+ Sn(IV) Total Ref.

Human urine [11] 90 73 42 820 1000 28
Rain [10] 5.9 7.4 0.2 11 25 28
Tapwater [2] 4.3 1.3 1.5 2.2 9.2 28
Freshwater [15] 2.0 1.4 1.5 4.2 9.1 28
Estuarine [10] 2.4 1.7 0.5 7.9 12 28
Saline 0.6 1.4 0.5 1.7 4.2 28
Chicken eggshells nd 0.08 nd 2.9 3.0 28
Baltimore H. nd 5-20 5-10 nd-400 25
Toronto H., Ont. 960 290 nd 540 29
Port Dover, Ont. 610 160 nd 140 29

Numbers in brackets indicate
a = ng/g.

no. of samples taken for average; nd = not detectable;

There are not too many documented data on organotin compounds in the environment

chiefly because of the lack of suitable analytical methodology in the past. Speciation

analysis of organotins will begin to accumulate in the very near future with the advent

of highly sensitive speciation techniques discussed in the subsequent sections.

Toxicity of organometals, in general, is influenced by the organic moieties attached to

the metal atom, hence the degree of substitution as well as the nature of the organic groups

play important roles. In a study of the toxicity of organotins on aquatic biota [30], such

structure toxicity relationships were further substantiated. Organotin compounds were

generally more inhibitory to the primary productivity and reproduction of algae than the

inorganic tin species. The responses were similar in pure culture of Scenedesmus

quadricauda, Ankistrodesmus falcatus and Anabaena flos-aquae and also in natural phytoplank-

ton of Lake Ontario. The general order of toxicity of alkyltin compounds to A. falcatus

was trialkyl>dialkyl>monoalkyltin. This reflects that the toxicity is enhanced by the

degree of substitution. Such an order was also observed with animals [31].
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The effect of the size of the alkyl group is reflected by the increasing toxicity with

increasing carbon chain length within the same series of the same degree of alkylation. Such

effect is not so obvious in th monoalkyl series as compared to the trialkyl series. It

appears to be that the size of the organic group has a definitive effect to influence toxi-

city because a unit increase in carbon chain length in the monoalkyl series is magnified

three times in the trialkyltin series. The possible modes of action of the toxic effect of

the trialkyltin derivatives have been discussed in another study [30].

The bioconcentration of a chemical by biota has been shown to be dependent on the par-

tition behaviors of the compound between lipid and water phases. An arbitrary octanol/water

partition system has been used successfully in determining the bioconcentration factors for

chlorobenzenes and chlorophenols in trout muscles [32]. Toxicity of a chemical has been

consequently deduced from this information. For organotins, the partition coefficient is a

function of the number of organic groups attached to tin. Higher alkyltin series are more

soluble in octanol than in water. The methyltin compounds are the most water soluble of the

organotins. Within the trialkyltin series toxicity of the tin compounds on A. falcatus, for

example, is related to the lipophilicity of the compound as represented by higher octanol/

water partition coefficients. This relation, however, does not extend to all other organo-

tins of different substitution. Obviously, lipophilicity is only one factor, among others,

controlling the toxicity of a compound. Table 5 summarizes the ED50 values of a number of

alkyltin compounds and their partition coefficients.

Table 5. Toxicity of alkyltin compounds on the primary productivity of alga
Ankistrodesmus falcatus.

Sn compound ED50 (mg/L) log P (Octanol:H20)

(C6H5)3SnCl 0.01 2.65

[(C4H9)3 Sn]20 0.02 2.29

(C3H7)3SnCl 0.02 0.93

(C2H5)3SnBr 0.20 -1.74

(CH3)3 SnC1 5.50 -2.27

(C6H5)2SnCl 2  8.00 1.92

(C4H9)2SnCl 2  6.80 2.50

(C2H5)2SnCl 2  16.00 -3.15

(CH3)2 SnCl2  21.00 -3.03

(C6H5 )SnCl3  19.00 -0.20

(C4H9 )SnCl 3  25.00 0.41

CH3SnCl 3  23.00 -3.05

SnCl 2  14.00 -2.47

SnCl4  12.00 -3.26

ED 50 = Mean effective dose causing a 50 percent reduction of 14C02 fixation as compared
to control.

P = Partition coefficient between n-octanol and water.
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3. Speciation Techniques

3.1 The GC-AAS System

Speciation analysis of heavy metals at environmental concentrations is one of the

greatest challenges facing analytical chemists today. This requirement is indispensable

because it is essential to almost any ecological and toxicological studies that the chemical

form of an element, its valence state, and the organic groups it is associated with must be

known before any valid interpretation can be made.

Metal elements in solution are generally speciated with regard to their valence state,

aquocomplex (free aquated ion),and complexed forms. Electrochemical techniques are the most

popular tools although some uncertainties are still yet to be resolved. For organometals,

volatile molecular species and the highly polar solvated organometal species in solution as

a result of biogenic and abiotic reactions are of interest. The approach for speciating

volatile organometals has been collecting them in a cryogenic trap and sweeping them into a

gas chromatograph for separation. Element-specific detectorssuch as AAS [33], atomic

fluorescence [34])have been used for determination of tetraalkyllead and dimethylselenides.

Element-selective flame photometric detectors have also been used in speciation analysis of

alkyltins [35,36]. The volatile molecular tetraalkyls of Pb, Sn, etc., have relatively

high vapor pressure so that evacuation of the head space of a closed system [37] or purging

of a water sample can drive them out of the solution [35]. Volatile tetramethyltin and

alkyltin hydrides in estuarine waters have been so determined [35]. For determination of

tetraalkyllead in air, a double trap device has also been developed to avoid the serious

water condensation problems [38]. Thus the GC-AAS system has provided satisfactory methods

for the molecular speciation of volatile organometals.

For the highly polar, solvated species in solution, chemical derivatization techniques

have to be used to render the analytes sufficiently volatile for separation in

the GC. Two approaches have been used. The first one is to convert the alkyl-bearing

element to the corresponding hydrides before distilling to the detector. Methylated arsenic

compounds have been analyzed using DC discharge emission [10] and AAS [7] as detectors.

The second derivatization method is peralkylation of the alkyl species after extraction

into an organic solvent. For example, RnSn(4 -n)+ were treated with an excess of a selected

R' Grignard reagent to convert them to tetraalkyltins RnSnR'4-n) which have sufficient vola-

tility to be separated in the GC column. Butyltin species have been analyzed after methyla-

tion by GC-MS [39] and after pentylation by GC with FPD detector [36].

Accordingly, we have developd a derivatization method [29] for the speciation of

methyltins and Sn(IV) compounds by extracting all the tin species into benzene containing

tropolone in the pretence of NaCl. The extract was butylated with BuMgCl to convert the

tin species to methyl-butyl species.
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These tetraalkytin species are separated in an OV-1 column using temperature programs.
The butylation is quantitative, and the complete procedure gives reproducible results. A

GC-AAS chromatogram for the separation of the methyltin and Sn(IV) species (8 ng Sn) is

illustrated in Figure 1.

Bu4 Sn

Me SnBu3

Me 2 SnBu2

Me3SnBu

Figure 1.
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GC-AAS chromatogram of methyltins and Sn(IV) after butylation.

Column: 6' 3% OV-1; temp. programs, 90*-20*/min-18 0*;

N2 carrier gas, 65 mL/min. AAS: Sn(EDL) 224.6 nm;

transfer line, 1650; Quartz tube furnace gases, H2 , 85 mL/min,

air, 20 mL/min.

3.2 The LC-AAS System

In comparison, the peralkylation derivatization technique gives more consistent yield

and reproducible results, but is less sensitive than the hydride reduction method, because

only a pL-aliquot is injected to the GC. On the other hand, the hydride method is a total

sampling technique which introduces more analyte to the AA furnace. One disadvantage of

the hydride generation is, occasionally, for unknown reasons, the occurrence of rearrange-

ments of the alkyl groups which may cause erratic results.

For speciation of polar compounds in solution, it is recognized that HPLC in conjunc-

tion with an element-specific detector would provide the best system. The main difficulty

in this system is the lack of a "perfect" interface for the HPLC and AAS, although several

techniques have now been used.

The most successful interface technique so far is the use of an automatic sampler to

sample aliquots of the LC effluent from an overflowing well periodically, and to inject into

the graphite furnace for analysis [40]. This technique gives pulsed signals, the frequency
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of which is governed by the cycle time of the graphite furnace (ca. 50 s per sample). Thus,

we can see that if the chromatographic peak is sharp and lasts only ca. 3 min, the summation

of peak heights can be quite variable, depending on how well the synchronization of the auto

sampler is with the emergence of the peak. Continuous testing of the starting time is

necessary to find out the optimum synchronization. By this technique, methylarsenic com-

pounds, As(III) and As(V) [41,42], and di- and trialkyltin compounds [43] have been speci-

ated. The sensitivity of this technique is limited by the volume of sample injected to the

graphite furnace (10-20 pL) which is only ca. 2 percent of the effluent stream.

Other interface techniques include direct piping the effluent into a flame AA burner

which gives a continuous peak representing the whole sample. Sensitivity, unfortunately,

is low. We have attempted to interface the HPLC effluent to an automatic hydride train

with a hope to achieve the higher sensitivity and continuous peak signal for the hydride

forming elements. The HPLC eluent, if containing organic solvents, interferes seriously

with the hydride generation and causes a very noisy baseline.

A microprocessor-controlled interfacing system for LC-AAS has been described [44] with

total sample consumption capability. The system is based on a "homemade" prototype and may

not be readily built by other users. Another technique that has recently appeared is also

making use of ion chromatography separation of arsenite, arsenate, monomethylarsonate,

dimethylarsinate and p-aminophenyl arsonate, followed by hydride reduction and AAS analysis

with a detection limit less than 10 ng/mL for each species [45].

New techniques of interfacing HPLC and AAS will continue to be developed in this area.

4. Summary

We can see that organometals study occupy an important link in the biogeochemistry

cycles in the aquatic environment. The field is just beginning to grow. The future

research will gear very much on how much advancement is made in the speciation analysis

leading to the understanding of the pathways. It is complex, involving thermodynamics

and kinetics driving forces leading to momentary equilibria. Biological interventions

can enter at any stage to start new cycles or to repeat old cycles again.
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Discussion

Question (L. Packer): Are the toxicity data you reported, and others report, on photosyn-

thesis and growth made under conditions of batch culture or continuous culture? I ask the
question because of the point you made about the lipophilicity of these compounds after

they are methylated. Probably the strategy of the organism is to methylate metals so that

they will be more permeable across the cell membranes. This is a mechanism whereby they

can partition these compounds outside of the cell and get rid of them into the ocean

outside which contains a low concentration. Therefore, if you are going to evaluate the

potential toxicity to an organismyou need to define the entire constraints of the system.

Answer: Yes, we begin on batch culture. This is not the way we do our toxicity testing,
because we worry that some of the compounds may get methylated in the water column before

they get into the fish. When they go through the water column, algae are the first biota

to be exposed to these compounds. That is the reason why we did algal testing on the

volatile compounds. When the algae concentrate the compounds in the first step,and the

fish is going to take it up in a bioconcentration step, you in fact find all these compounds

in the lipid layer of the fish. If I dissect the fish and analyze the lipid layer, we

find the organometallic compounds mainly concentrated in the fatty tissues. So this is

exactly what lipophilicity is all about. All these toxic organometal compounds are concen-

trated in the fatty tissue.
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Question (R. D. Stephens): I'd like to return to the lead issue--it's really an important

one, particularly in light of some recent decisions EPA has made. I think you have to be

very careful in making judgments about the anthropogenic origin of substances particularly

in reference to your comment on rural air and the presence of alkylmercury or alkyllead

compounds in rural air. I'd like to comment on the recent findings of PCB in air off the

coastal islands of California and the Pacific atolls far away from any industrial activity.

Also, in your studies on the organoleads in fish and sediments, have you considered

looking at lead isotope ratios at all, in that they vary a great deal with the origins of

lead? It's been shown by recent articles [Environ. Sci. Technol. 13: 105, 558 (1979)]

that one might identify the origin of the organolead compounds from their lead isotope

ratios. Therefore man-made organolead compounds in motor fuels might be identified by

the lead isotope ratios. Maybe what you're looking at is not environment methylation but

absorbance from lead motor fuel.

Answer: Yes, I think it's possible and I agree with you.

Question (D. A. Becker): Have you investigated the biomethylation potential of the high

concentrations of lead found in used or waste lubricating oils? I might also mention that

these oils also contain high concentrations of magnesium as well as chlorine and bromine.

Answer: No.

Question (R. J. Mehlhorn): I wonder about the toxicity sequence that you showed for the

alkyltins? As I understand it, in animals, it's not the same order.

Answer: Yes, they're different. This sequence is mainly for aquatic biota, that is, fresh-

water algae.

Comment (R. J. Mehlhorn): I want to make a comment concerning the trialkyltins. They

seem to be unique in a way, in that they don't exert their toxicity chemically, but rather

in terms of their action at the membrane level. They seem to collapse pH gradients. They

exchange chloride ions for hydroxide ions and only the trialkyltin ions have this action.

This may explain the mechanism of toxicity.

Answer: Health people use rats and mice and the environmental people like to use algae,

because these are in first link of the food chain. Algae are convenient for several

reasons: it is easy to use a four-hour bioassay, whereas other test animals will need

several days, and during that course of time the compounds may have chemically changed.
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Question (D. A. Klein): Can you comment on accommodation in the biological system, in

other words, first and sequential additions of toxic metals to the system?

Answer: We used one-shot additions, because of time our bioassay is short--a four-hour

exposure to light. Because we use a one-shot addition, when we do the metal toxicity for

a complexed metal or trace metal, in our continuous flow system, we take samples frequently

to make sure it's still in that chemical form.

Question (E. Jenne): You have indicated something of the scope of the occurrence of

certain of the alkylated metal species and some of the reactions. My question is, to what

extent is it now possible to predict, given some adequate description of the sediment-water

system, what will be the quantity of alkylated tin, arsenic, or mercury in the algae?

Answer: We have not tried that yet. I think it should be possible, based upon the nature

of the metal. Wood has already outlined [Naturwiss. 62: 357 (1975); et al. Science, 197:

329 (1977)] the metals that can be methylated, and the metals that are difficult to methyl-

ate, and metals that are impossible to methylate. With that guidance, one could more or

less estimate the feasibility of environmetal hazards of these elements. We are working

on this list. We are thinking about doing gallium methylation. Gallium would be affiliated

with acid rain, and acid rain will be leaching out all our aluminum. Aluminum happens to

be in the same Periodic Group as gallium. Wherever you find aluminum you find gallium.

Question (L. Packer): If the concentration of the such products are increasing in the

environment, will the biological process be shut down by it?

Answer: The methylated product in this system is not a volatile one. It wouldn't go away,

though methylation and demethylation are going on simultaneously. There are some bacteria

which can do the job. A Japanese group has worked on demethylating bacteria to clean up

Minimata Bay. We found that tetraalkyllead is methylated by the fish and we found tri-

methyllead species as an end product in the fish. There is an internal cycle in any

aquatic environment and so I do not know whether your speculation is valid.

Comment (F. E. Brinckman): This goes back to earlier comments, especially the one by Dr.

Jenne, and also by Dr. Packer, to Dr. Chau. There is an obvious need for the predicted

fate, particularly of biological impact, by organometals in environmental circumstances.

The problem requires full kinetic and thermodynamic considerations. Dr. Weiss will discuss

some work in our laboratory dealing with molecular substituent parameters based on equilib-

rium measurements in thermodynamic conditions. Linear free energy relationships of these

substituents can be shown to additively provide prediction for separation of materials in

certain matrices. These are also related to factors such as the solvophobic constant of

Hansch and Leo [Substituent Constants for Correlation Analysis in Chemistry and Biology,
Wiley, New York, 1979]. They also relate to predicting the potential for the possible
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membrane or lipid uptake. Membrane solution is really what we're talking about, or, if you

prefer, a membrane partitioning coefficient in the aquatic medium which is organism--or

species-specific. The relationship of kinetic and thermodynamic measurements will now need

to come forward in dealing with this special class of compounds, the organometals.

Question (R. H. Fish): I'd like to correct Wood's mechanism on the biomethylation of tin,

which I think is still in doubt. Tin(III) is actually a tin radical. We did some unpub-

lished experiments that where we reacted organotin radicals with methylcobaltoxime, a

methylcobalamin model, and found no reaction taking place. Trialkyltin radicals (R3 Sn.) are

probably some of the most nucleophilic radicals known. If R3Sn.won't react, I doubt

whether any X3 Sn.will react. Does either Dr. Chau or Dr. Craig have any comments on that?

Answer (P. J. Craig): I think the mechanism involving tin(III) radicals was just a sugges-

tion based on the reaction conditions because I'm not too sure that the electrode potentials

are right for the production of tin(III). I don't know whether any further work has been

done on that. However, I think methyl free radical or carbonium ion addition to tin(II)

is probably a more realistic pathway than methylcarbanion attack on tin(II). You've got

to oxidize the metal by removal of two electrons whereas oxidative addition does that for

you. The chemical route involving CH 3+ appears very attractive where the metal is in a

low oxidation state. The purpose of my talk was to focus attention on this alternative

pathway.

I've got another point as well. I hear of methylating other metals besides the most

popular ones. One must bear in mind is that many methylmetal species are extremely unstable

under environmental conditions. Using non-aqueous solvents, you can make methylpalladium

species; you can make methyl species out of almost any metal in the Periodic Table.

Methylpalladium has been studied very carefully, and shown to decompose rapidly in water.

So, unless there's some further stabilization by an organic ligand present in the environ-

mental situation, I think we can narrow the list of methylmetals down quite considerably.

The list of metals that we ought to look at should be those with methylmetal bonds that

are very stable in water. I think we should bear that in mind.
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The principles of environmental chemistry may be applied to predict pollut-

ion problems from synthetic fuels manufacture, enabling corrective action to be

taken at the design stage. One of the environmental concerns in synthetic fuels

manufacture is the mobilization in soluble and/or volatile forms of trace elements

originally present in the solid fossil fuel feedstock. Some of the conditions that

may obtain during various coal conversion or shale oil retorting operations conduc-

ive to production of mobile trace element species are a hydrogen-rich reducing

atmosphere, high carbon monoxide pressures, presence of aromatic compounds, and

presence of chelating molecules. It is important to determine if mobile trace ele-

ment species are produced; it is equally important to determine if they are not

produced to avoid unnecessary concern over nonexistent environmental problems. This

chapter describes studies of potential mobilization of trace elements from coal

pyrolysis, simulated in situ coal gasification, and shale oil retorting

Key words: coal; environmental chemistry; shale oil; synthetic fuels; trace elements.

1. Introduction

1.1. Environmental Chemistry and Emerging Energy Technologies

Environmental chemistry may be defined as the study of the origins, transport,

reactions, effects, and fates of chemical species in the water, air, terrestrial, and

biological environments [1]. Ideally, with a broadly-based view of the interactions of

chemical species in the hydrosphere, atmosphere, geosphere, and biosphere, the environ-

mental chemist should be able to predict those aspects of new industrial operations that

are likely to cause environmental problems and recommend corrective action before the prob-

lems actually develop.

Practiced for decades under other names, largely by non-chemists, environmental chem-

istry has emerged during the last 10 years as a distinct, viable sub-discipline in the field

of chemistry. It should be noted that environmental chemistry is not simply analytical

chemistry applied to environmental problems. The very rapid pace of development of analyt-

ical chemistry - as exemplified during the last decade by techniques such as high perform-

ance liquid chromatography and inductively-coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy -
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has greatly facilitated the study of environmental problems. However, the success of new

analytical methodologies has resulted in the potential for a "data explosion" which,
even with the assistance of computers, threatens to overwhelm investigators with numbers.

The application of environmental chemistry can help mitigate this problem through the design

of research protocols designed to yield maximum information about potential environmental

effects with minimum analytical data.

A major synthetic fuels industry in the U.S. poses the best opportunity to date for the

application of environmental chemistry at the earliest stages of development of a large new

industry which could cause considerable environmental harm, if not properly managed. This

is particularly true in that the environmental problems about which least is known associ-

ated with this industry tend to be chemical problems. These include saline water contamin-

ation from spent oil shale, carcinogenic potential of coal liquids, organic contamination of

groundwater by in situ coal gasification, and, the subject of this book, trace metal contain-

ing substances from energy-related processes. In some cases environmental and occupational

health considerations may well determine which of two or more otherwise comparable synthetic

fuels manufacturing processes will be developed commercially. Therefore, large sums of

money and a huge public interest are dependent upon high quality, comprehensive environ-

mental studies. It is not acceptable to wait until large commercial-scale plants are in

operation to discover environmental and occupational health problems by monitoring the sur-

rounding environment for pollutants and hazardous substances. Instead, the principles of

environmental chemistry and engineering must be applied at the laboratory scale and there-

after so that environmental problems may be detected and appropriate remedial action taken.

1.2. Trace Elements in Coal

Coal used for fuel or coal conversion consists predominantly of organic matter, with

a lesser amount of mineral matter. The organic matter in coal consists of a variety of

moieties of variable and largely unknown structure. Figure 1 shows a hypothetical "molecule"

H3  OH

H3C SH H

00
H

H -O

H -0HS

H3C " 0 -H

OH

Figure 1. Hypothetical coal "molecule" with the approximate formula, C 1 00H 85S2N 20 10 '
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of coal with an approximate formula of C10 0H85S2N2010 [2]. This formula approximates

that of Illinois No. 6 bituminous coal. It is believed that coal consists largely of

aromatic structures connected by linkages consisting of alkane, ether, and other groups.

Organically bound sulfur and nitrogen in coal may be associated with the binding of some

heavy metals to the organic coal matrix.

Practically any coal sample contains significant levels of trace elements at levels of

the order of 1 ppm. Virtually all of the 91 naturally-occurring elements have been found

in various coals. The occurrence of trace elements in coal is illustrated by the selected

values given in Table 1, based on the analysis of 101 coals, largely from the Illinois

Basin. In addition to illustrating the presence of a variety of trace elements, these

Table 1. Trace element content of selected coal samplesa

Analytical value(opm)a

Trace element

Antimony

Arsenic

Boron

Beryllium

Bromine

Cadmium

Cobalt

Chromium

Copper

Fluorine

Gallium

Germanium

Mercury

Manganese

Molybdenum

Nickel

Phosphorus

Lead

Antimony

Selenium

Tin

Vanadium

Zinc

Mean

1.26

14.0

102

1.61

15.4

2.52

9.57

13.8

15.2

60.9

3.12

6.59

0.20

49.4

7.54

21.1

71.1

34.8

1.26

2.08

4.79

32.7

272

Minimum

0.20

0.50

5.00

0.20

4.00

0.10

1.00

4.00

5.00

25.0

1.10

1.00

0.02

6.00

1.00

3.00

5.00

4.00

0.20

0.45

1.00

11.0

6.00

Maximum

8.90

93.0

224

4.00

52.0

65.0

43.00

54.0

61 .0

143

7.50

43.0

1 .60

181

30.0

80.0

400

218

8.90

7.70

51.0

78.0

5,350

Standard deviation

1 .32

17.7

54.7

0.82

5.92

7.60

7.26

7.26

8.12

21.0

1.06

6.71

0.20

40.2

5.96

12.4

72.8

43.7

1.32

1.10
6.15

12.03

694

b

aData from Ruch, R. R.; Gluskoter, H. J.; Shimp, N.F. Occurrence
and distribution of potentially volatile trace elements in coal.
Illinois State Geological Survey Environ. Geol. Note 72; 1974.

bStandard deviation for analyses of 101 coals.
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values show a wide variation in the content of each specific trace element among different

coals. The levels of trace elements in coal tend to be reasonably close to their average

crustal abundance (Clarke values). Boron, chlorine, and selenium tend to be enriched rela-

tive to their Clarke values, as is arsenic in some cases.

Little is known about the binding of trace elements in coal. Float-sink separation of

coal organic and mineral matter in solvents of appropriate densities have enabled determin-

ation of the affinities of trace elements for coal as compared to mineral matter associated

with the coal. A compilation of these studies [3] has shown germanium to be consistently

associated with the organic fraction; boron, beryllium, and titanium are predominantly

bound to the organic fraction; cobalt, nickel, chromium, selenium, and copper show intermed-

iate behavior; and zinc and arsenic are generally bound to mineral matter. It is expected

that the chalcophilic (sulfur-seeking) elements, such as arsenic, cobalt, nickel, lead, and

antimony, would tend to associate with sulfur minerals in coal. For those elements bonded

to the organic fraction it is anticipated that the transition elements (e.g., vanadium,

nickel, copper, iron) would be bonded to N-containing moieties, because of their preference

for nitrogen atoms as donors. Metals with high ionic potentials (boron, germanium, titan-

ium, gallium, beryllium, selenium, aluminum) prefer oxygen atoms as donors, and may well be

associated with oxygen-containing functional groups, particularly in lower rank coals.

1.3. Mobile Forms of Trace Element Species from Coal Conversion Processes

Conditions obtain under various coal conversion processes that are conducive to the

mobilization of various trace elements as volatile or soluble species. A generally reduc-

ing atmosphere tends to prevent formation of generally immobile oxides and may even convert

some metals (particularly mercury) to volatile elemental forms. The presence of hydrogen

and carbon monoxide may lead to the formation of volatile hydrides and metal carbonyls,

respectively. The presence of organic moieties may lead to the formation of 7r complexes
or arene carbonyls. Hetero atoms, particularly nitrogen, present on organic molecular

products of coal liquefaction and byproducts of coal gasification may act as electron

donors for the formation of metal complexes and chelates. Free radicals produced as trans-

ient species during the pyrolysis or hydrogenation of coal can react with metals to form

organometallics. Organic moieties already bound to trace elements may be released by the

breakdown of the coal molecular structure. It is by no means certain that all these occur,

but there are abundant possibilities for trace element mobilization (see Figure 2).

AsH 3 , GeH 4 , -
H2Se, PbH4  -

Hydrides -
CO

Ni(CO)4, Fe(CO)5
Porphyrin Arene Metal locenes

Carbonyls derivatives carbonyls (Tr complexes)

Figure 2. Examples of mobile trace element species possibly produced by coal conversion.
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2. Volatilization of Trace Elements during Pyrolysis of Coal and Hydrogenated Coal

2.1. Coal Pyrolysis

Coal pyrolysis (coking) is practiced on a large scale for the production of metallurg-

ical coke. It consists of heating the coal to a high temperature to drive off volatile

organic gases and liquids, leaving a carbonaceous residue. Coal pyrolysis is the sim-

plest coal conversion process for the production of gaseous and liquid hydrocarbons from

coal because it takes advantage of the hydrogen content inherent to the coal, without

adding hydrogen from an external source. The char product can be used as a furnace fuel.

Because of the widespread metallurgical applications of coking, and its potential for syn-

thetic fuels manufacture, the fate of trace elements during coking is a subject of consid-

erable importance.

2.2. Experimental Aspects of Coal Pyrolysis Studies

Coal to be pyrolyzed was placed in a silica boat contained in a 20 cm x 3 cm o.d.

silica tube heated in a tube furnace. Volatile matter was swept from the tube into a

system of four traps by a stream of helium gas. Traps 1 and 2 each contained 50 mL

methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) to retain chelatable metals, acid-soluble species were

trapped in 50 mL of 0.5 M HNO 3 in a third trap, and the fourth trap contained 50 mL

of 0.01 M EDTA at pH 10 to retain base-soluble species and chelatable metal ions. A

5-g portion of coal was pyrolyzed by raising the temperature to 1000*C over a period of

85 min, and maintaining this temperature for an additional 35 min.

The bituminous coal used in this study was obtained from the Bruceton mine in Allegheny
County, Pittsburgh, Pa. A 100-mesh size was used. The trace elements spiked into the coal

were bromine, chlorine, vanadium, manganese, selenium, arsenic, chromium, and cobalt. The

spiking levels used were of the order of 1 mg per g of coal. The halides were added as
sodium salts and the inorganic forms of the other elements as sulfides: V 2S 5 , MnS, SeS2 ,
As 2S 3, Cr2S3, and CoS. The non-halide elements were added in the organically bound form
as salts of coal humic acid prepared and purified as described in the literature [4].

The coal, char residues, and trap contents were analyzed by instrumental neutron act-

ivation analysis (INAA) using standard methodologies [5]. For Br, V, Cl, and Mn the INAA

conditions used were 1-min irradiation at 8x1013 n cm- 2 s , 20-min decay, and 500-s count-
ing time. The other elements were determined with a 10-h irradiation at 3.5x1013 n cm- 2

s-1, 14-day decay (3-day for As), and a 500-s count.

2.3. Results and Significance of Coal Pyrolysis Studies

The results of these studies have been summarized [5]. During the course of the coal
pyrolysis, 32% of the weight of the coal was lost as volatile matter; the remainder con-

sisted of coke and ash staying in the boat.

The volatility data for the elements studied are summarized in Table 2. Some striking

differences in volatility are observed among elements and between spiking forms of the same

element. Significant losses of both bromine and chlorine were observed, although the max-

imum pyrolysis temperature (1000*C) was below the boiling point of both NaBr (1390*C) and
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Table 2. Fate of trace element spikes in pyrolyzed coal

Total weight of element in
sampl1e , mgbPecncde

Element and Percent
spiking forma Spiked coal Coke volatile Weight recovered, mgd recovery

Inorg. Br 4.1310.38 1.70+0.16 58.8 0.430 0.012 51.6

Inorg. Cl 24.8 1.2 13.0 0.5 47.6 3.49 0.07 66.5

Inorg. V 4.18 0.15 3.72 0.18 ---f <3x10-5 __f

Org.V 9.05 0.62 8.63 0.74 ---f <3x10-5 _-f

Inorg. Mn 1.96 0.16 2.32 0.29 --- f <6x10 4 -

Org.Mn 18.7+2.2 18.0+1.0 ---f <6x10-4 -

Inorg.Se 2.18 0.07 0.414 0.021 81.0 1.89 0.03 105

Org. Se 2.75 0.15 2.18 0.14 21.0 0.606 0.018 101

Inorg. As 5.01 0.32 2.58 0.02 48.4 0.853 0.057 68.5

Org. As 1.65 0.10 1.53 0.08 7.5 0.035810.0033 94.6

Inorg. Cr 3.54 0.17 3.86 0.35 --- f <3x10-5 __f

Org. Cr 15.0 0.2 14.4 0.7 --- <3x10-5 __f

Inorg.Co 2.04 0.22 2,02 0.30 --- f 2.3x10- 4 0.3x10-4 --

Org. Co 2.15 0.15 2.16 0.03 --- 2 .6 x1 0 ~4+ 0 .3x1 0 -4 -

alnorg. denotes inorganic spiking forms (Na
indicates spiking by organic coal humate sa

halides, sulfides of other compounds); Org.

bTotal weight of element in original 5-g sample pyrolyzed (spiked coal) and in coke res-
idue from that sample (coke).

c Wt. element in spiked coal - Wt. element in cokex100Percent volatile = Wt. element in spiked coal

dTotal weight of element recovered in four traps, usually the first trap.
e Wt. element recovered in traps + Wt. element in coke
Percent recovery = Wt. element in spiked coal

fPercent volatile and percent recovery not calculated for these elements because of appar-
ently complete retention in coke.

NaCl (1413*C). These elements were likely lost as volatile hydrogen halides or ammonium

halides. The transition metals (V, Mn, Cr, Co) did not appear to exhibit any significant

volatility, and were retained with the coke product. Within the detection limits of the

analytical methodology employed, cobalt was the only metal even detected in the traps.

With the possible exception of cobalt, there was no evidence for the production of volatile

metal species.

The most significant observation from this study was the striking difference in vola-

tilities between inorganically and organically bound selenium and arsenic. Selenium spiked

into coal in the inorganic form was 81% volatile, whereas selenium from the organic spike

was only 21% volatile. The corresponding values for arsenic were 48.4% and 7.5%, respect-

ively. It is plausible that the sulfides of these elements are readily converted to vola-

tile hydrides, whereas the organically bound elements are trapped by the char residue dur-

ing pyrolysis and retained with the coke.
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3. Trace Elements in Shale Oil Products

3.1. Fractionation and Analysis of Shale Oil

INAA has been applied to the determination of trace elements in fractions of shale

oil [6,7]. The original shale oil in this study came from an in situ oil shale retort

experiment conducted by the U.S.D.O.E. Laramie Energy Technology Center near Rock Springs,

Wyoming, in late 1976. The fractions analyzed and their designations are dewatered shale

oil (SO); residuum from upgrading distillation of shale oil (DR); heavy distillate from

Hempel vacuum distillation of shale oil, 200-300*C, 5300 Pa pressure (HD); light distillate

from Hempel distillation, 106-200*C, 5300 Pa pressure (LD); naphtha from Hempel distillation,

50-200*C, atmospheric pressure (NA); and waxes precipitating from heavy distillate as it is

cooled from 25*C to - 23*C (WX).

For INAA all irradiations were carried out at a flux of 1x1014 n cm-2s1nc - For the
elements analyzed, the irradiation, decay, and counting times were, respectively, the fol-

lowing: 5 s, 15 s, 20 s (Se); 1 min, 3 min, 200 s (V, Al, S, I, As); and 1 min, 12 min,
500 s (Br, Mn, Na, Cl).

3.2. Results and Significance of Shale Oil Study

Table 3 shows the trace element contents of the shale oil fractions analyzed. As

expected the elemental concentrations generally follow the trend DR>HD>LD>NA, reflecting

accumulation in the less volatile fractions and residuum, The halides are apparent except-
ions, suggesting that the lighter fractions should be analyzed for organohalide compounds.
With the exceptions of Al, V, and Na, the waxes are distinctly depleted in trace elements
compared to the heavy distillate from which they precipitated. These waxes are paraffinic

hydrocarbons (>C-20) with little functionality capable of binding trace elements.

Table 3. Trace element contents of shale oil fractions.

Trace element concentration (ppm)a

Element SO DR HD LD NA WX

Al 0.61 3.8 0.52 0.59 1.2 3.5

V 0.11 0.18 0.001 0.0012 0.19 0.0034

S 6.9x103  8.1x10 3  5.3x10 3  5.9x10 3  5.4x10 3  2.3x102

Mn 0.08 0.14 0.11 0.16 0.013 0.09

I 0.066 0.088 0.021 0.039 0.25 0.0062

Cl 8.7 23 9.1 14 48 5.9

Br 0.14 0.18 0.046 0.12 0.30 0.044

Na 1.2 1.4x10 2  3.7 5.1 0.64 30

As 4.6 11 4.4 1.4 --- 0.084

Se 1.1 2.1 0.61 0.65 0.24 0.031

aFor letter designations of fractions, see Section 3.1.
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4. Laboratory Tests of Fates of Traci Elements in In Situ Coal Gasification

4.1. The In Situ Coal Gasification Process

Underground, or in situ,coal gasification is a unique approach to the utilization of

coal resources that cannot be exploited by conventional mining technology. The principles

of in situ coal gasification are illustrated in Figure 3(A). The in situ process involves
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of contaminated water therefrom.

combustion, gasification, and pyrolysis of coal between two wells drilled into a coal seam.

Oxygen from air or pure 02 injected into the injection well burns part of the coal and

char to produce heat required for gasification. The main reaction producing combustible

gas is between steam and hot carbon in char or coal:

C + H 2 0 + CO + H 2
(1)

Combustible methane gas is also produced, largely by pyrolysis of coal.

Many inorganic and organic byproducts are produced as a result of in situ coal gasifi-

cation. The former includes soluble salts and gases, such as NH 3 and HCN. The latter

includes literally hundreds of compounds, particularly aromatic compounds and phenols, as

well as nitrogen and sulfur compounds. Byproduct species are mobilized in the vicinity of

the cavity left by gasification by dissolution in infiltrating groundwater, as shown in Fig-

ure 3(B), and by transport through surrounding geological strata in the vapor form [8].

The fates of trace elements are particularly important in the case of in situ coal gas-

ification because containment is largely dependent upon surrounding geological strata, and

very few pollution control measures can be applied underground. Therefore, it is essential

to have simple laboratory tests to determine the mobilization potential of trace elements.

Figure 4 shows a simple apparatus for performing such tests. The operation of this device

is discussed in Section 4.2.
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4.2. Experimental Aspects of Simulated In Situ Coal Gasification Studies

The device used to simulate in situ H20-saturated 02->
coal gasification shown in Figure 4 con-

sists of a 1-cm i.d., 12-cm long silica

tube connected to a trapping system for

the removal of volatile byproducts from

the gas product stream. Water-saturated

air or 02 passes downward through a col- Granular coal-

umn of granular coal held in the tube. Flame front-- Gas

The coal can be gasified in either a har-

forward or reverse burn mode to simu-

late forward and reverse burns in act- Silica wool--->

ual underground coal gasification. An

initial reverse burn occurs when a

flame front is initiated at the down-

stream (bottom) end of the column of

coal. The flame front progresses up-

ward counter to the flow of oxidant,

leaving a residue of char containing Trapping medium-
approximately 3% methylene chloride-

extractable coal tar. If allowed to

continue, the flame front reverses

direction at the top of the column

and consumes the char in a "second

forward" burn of char, leaving a sin- Figure 4. In situ coal gasification sim-
lator.

tered ash residue. An "initial forward"

burn of coal can be carried out by init-

iating the flame front at the top of the coal column, such that it proceeds downward,

completely consuming the coal and leaving a sintered ash residue. Because of the exces-

ively high temperatures generated in a vertical forward burn, a modification in which the

combustion tube is held horizontally is preferred for a forward burn.

This apparatus permits the collection of volatile products in traps containing organic

and aqueous solvents; a train of several traps may be employed. Heavy tar that collects in

the tube leading to the first trap may be collected. In addition, tar may be extracted from

the char residue of a reverse burn. The char and ash may both be analyzed.

4.3. Studies of Trace Elements in Simulated In Situ Coal Gasification

The apparatus shown in Figure 4 enables rapid laboratory investigation of the fates

of trace elements either inherent to the coal sample or spiked into it. Studies are cur-

rently underway to determine the degree of mobilization of trace metals spiked into sub-

bituminous coal in various forms; the results will be reported in a later publication.

An example of the type of useful information that may be obtained from the use of this
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apparatus has been cited [9]. In this case, the particular question to be answered was the

possibility of conversion of inorganic chloride associated with coal to organochlorine com-

pounds. To test this hypothesis, granular subbituminous coal was spiked with solutions of

NaCl and CaCl 2 and dried to give a product that was 0.5% Cl. This product and unspiked coal

were subjected to separate reverse and initial forward burns; and the organic products col-

lected in cyclohexane were subjected to gas chromatographic analysis employing electron cap-

ture detection of organochlorine compounds.

Figure 5 shows partial chromatograms

of the organic byproducts of a reverse burn

(A) and a forward burn (B) of NaCl-spiked

subbituminous coal employing electron cap-

ture detection. Both chromatograms were

identical to those obtained with CaCl 2-

spiked coal and unspiked coal. Thus, the

presence of inorganic chloride had absolutely

no effect upon the production of organochlor-

ine compounds. In all cases only one major

organochlorine peak, marked with an asterisk, A
was observed. Even this peak, as shown by

comparison of chromatograms obtained with

flame ionization detection represented a B

minor constituent compared to the other Figure 5. Chromatograms of the byproducts
compounds present. Thus, it may be con- of a reverse burn (A) and a forward burn

cluded on the basis of a simple laboratory (B) of NaCl-spiked subbituminous coal.

test that a possible environmental problem

with in situ coal gasification - incorporation of inorganic chloride into organochlorine

byproduct compounds - does not in fact exist.

As shown in Figure 5, the quantity of the one significant organochlorine compound pro-
duced is much less for a forward burn than for a reverse burn. The same observation was

made for nitrogen and sulfur compounds [9]. These observations are explained by the fact

that during an initial forward burn tars are produced in a hydrogen-rich reducing atmos-

phere ahead of the flame front resulting in hydrogenation of molecules containing hetero

atoms, with conversion of these atoms (X) to their corresponding hydrides as shown in the

reaction below:

(Organic)-X + z{H} + H ZX + Hydrocarbon (2)

5.0. Conclusions

As illustrated by the preceding examples, the many tools of analytical chemistry can

be combined with an environmental chemical approach to predict, prove or disprove, and rec-

ommend corrective action for environmental problems related to trace elements in synthetic
fuels manufacture. In many cases laboratory studies may be performed to provide satisfacto-

ry answers to some problems at a fraction of the cost and effort required to perform field
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investigations. Such laboratory studies are particularly useful in designing field analyses

that will yield the maximum useful information.

An especially promising tool in determining trace element species mobilized as a result

of synthetic fuels manufacture is the combination of gas or liquid chromatography with

element-specific detection. In principle, chromatographic separations combined with induct-

ively-coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy could provide such a tool [10]. Ideally,

a "three-dimensional chromatogram" could be obtained giving a series of elements on differ-

ent channels, with different species containing the same element on each individual channel

of the plasma emission spectrometer output. In practice, elemental detection limits com-

bined with the dilution inherent to chromatographic separations may preclude application of

this technique to most samples of interest, but the promise of the method justifies contin-

ued research.

Helpful discussions involving aspects of this research were held with Richard Poulson

and David Sheesley of the U.S.D.O.E. Laramie Energy Technology Center (LETC), Laramie,

Wyoming. The in situ coal gasification studies were supported by U.S.D.O.E. Contract

DEZO 78L 00570 through LETC
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Discussion

Question (E. Jenne): Do you see a slug of mercury coming off initially in your retort?

Answer: We haven't looked for it. That's a good idea and it would be relatively simple

to do. I think you could readily run the gas through a flameless mercury apparatus and

just look for it.

Question (R. D. Stephens): In your model experiment, where you spiked the flame, what was

the temperture you're talking about. Did you make any attempt to identify species?

Answer: We have tried to make some measurements on the flame front, but I wouldn't give

any credence to the measurements. I cannot say what the temperature is there, but it's

white hot. However, the transit time of the flame front through a particular zone is very

short. It's hot enough to melt pyrex, but not hot enough to melt silica.

Question (R. D. Stephens): Pyrex melts down at what temperature, about 800 *C?

Answer: I would imagine it is over 1000 *C.

Question (R. H. Filby): What was the form

species? An arsenate?

Answer: I believe that it was an arsenate

was then precipitated by acidification.

of the organoarsenic species? Was it an oxidized

salt that was added to the humic material which

Question (R. H. Filby): And the inorganic form?

Answer: That was the arsenic sulfide.
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Oil shale wastewaters are complex mixtures containing a large number of

trace elements and organic ligands present at potentially significant concen-

trations. Speciation of the trace elements in these wastes is necessary in order

to effectively evaluate possible environmental impacts. Speciation methods should

include size fractionation measurements for trace elements and organic ligand

identifications to fully account for possible complexes, both stable and labile.

Ultrafiltration of oil shale wastewater has indicated that most trace elements

exist as simple hydrated molecules or as labile complexes with organic ligands.

Complexing measurements have shown that oil shale wastewaters contain significant

concentrations of organic ligands that are capable of forming complexes with trace

elements. The organic compounds that have been identified in this work as important

ligands include substituted pyridines, quinolines, and anilines. The complexing

ability measurements have indicated a correlation with the nitrogen base content

in oil shale wastewaters from three different and distinct operations. Specific

compounds, some of which form complexes, are toxic, and are biorefractory, have

been identified.

Key words: alkylpyridines; dissolved organic compounds; gas chromatography/mass

spectrometry; hydrophobic bases; metal complexation; nitrogen bases; oil shale;

retort water; speciation; trace metals.

1. Introduction

Industrial wastewater quality studies have traditionally been focused on the measure-

ment of potentially toxic trace elements and process-derived organic compounds. Typically,

measurements of the total concentrations of particular analytes (inorganic or organic) have

been used to assess likely environmental impacts of new industrial activities. However, it

*Present address: Analytical Chemistry Dept., Midwest Research Institute,

Kansas City, MO 64110.
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has been realized that the biological availability, toxicity, and transport of toxic trace

elements can be influenced by interaction with complexing organic compounds. The advent

of a large synthetic fuels program, in particular oil shale development, has been accom-

panied by recognition of the need to learn as much as possible about the speciation of

toxic trace elements and organic ligands in solid and aaueous wastes. Wastewaters derived

from processing raw oil shale have relatively high concentrations of dissolved solids and

contain toxic trace elements at varying concentrations depending on the particular process

or retort conditions. Oil shale wastewaters or retort waters are also characterized by

high concentrations of dissolved organic compounds, some of which are relatively strong

complexing agents with nitrogen and oxygen functionalities [1].

Because many metal ions are substitutionally labile [2], attempts to speciate

complexes which are likely to be present can usually only be successful if the overall

mixture of potential complexing agents is examined. Only for a limited number of substi-

tutionally inert complexes in which ligand exchange occurs slowly is it possible to isolate

or identify a discrete complex stable enough to be characterized without dissociation or

alteration in the process of probing or isolating it. Many metal complexes are in very

rapid equilibrium with numerous ligands in the complex retort waters. Ligand exchange

rates are of the order of milliseconds for most of these metal complexes, even though

stability constants may be high and the predominant species determine or influence mobility,

toxicity, bioavailability, etc. [2]. Since some complexes cannot be isolated without

altering the species and the equilibrium, the wisest strategy is to learn as much as

possible about the identities and concentrations of the ligands present and couple this

information with knowledge of metal coordination chemistry to assess what form the complexes

will likely assume. The more inert complexes can be studied by direct isolation and

characterization.

The organic compounds or ligands that are of primary concern in this investigation are

the heterocyclic nitrogen compounds and aromatic amines that are found in the basic extracts

of crude shale oil. These types of compounds have been shown to partition into retort

wastes and a number of nitrogen bases have been isolated and identified by Stanley [3,4],

Caolo et al. [5,6], Stuber [7], and Fish [7a] has identified arsenic species. These com-

pounds are of interest because of potential interaction with toxic trace elements as com-

plexing ligands and because fractions of crude shale oils containing nitrogen bases exhibit

mutagenic activity [8], and tend to be bio-refractory [9].

2. Results and Discussion

Due to the complexity of the oil shale wastewaters, several approaches were required

to attack the problems of identifying toxic trace element-organic ligand interactions. The

analytical techniques included physical separation by membrane ultrafiltration, and

pre-separation of constituents in the complex wastewaters by macroreticular and ion-

exchange resins. Toxic trace element concentrations were measured by high temperature

graphite furnace atomic absorption spectrometry and inductively coupled plasma emission

spectrometry. The nitrogen base organic ligands were identified by extracting the macro-

reticular resins and analyzing the concentrated extracts by high resolution, fused-silica,
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capillary chromatography with flame ionization detection, nitrogen-phosphorous selective

detection, and mass spectrometry. The distribution of dissolved organic carbon in various

fractions was determined with a total organic carbon analyzer, and the complexing ability

of organic ligands in three different oil shale wastewaters was estimated by two methods

[3,4,18]. The analytical procedures have been discussed in more detail by Stanley et al.

[3,4]. The oil shale wastewaters examined during these studies included retort water from

a true in-situ retort, a modified in-situ retort, and an above-ground retort. The collec-

tion and history of each of these samples has been recorded by several authors [3,4,10-14] .
It should be emphasized that these wastewater samples may not be indicative of an actual

process or technology that will be used to commercially produce shale oil; however, they

probably contain many of the compounds expected to contaminate water. The designations

are for purposes of identification only, and should not be construed as indicating that

water from one process is more or less polluted than from another. In the case of the

true in-situ process, there was substantial dilution by groundwater.

2.1 Ultrafiltration Membrane Separation

Size fractionation by ultrafiltration has been used to study the distribution of

several trace elements in a true in-situ retort water, Florence and Batley [15] as well

as Hoffman et al. [16] have recently demonstrated the importance of this technique in

studying trace element distrubutions in natural water systems. Size fractionation can be

used to identify whether a toxic trace element is present in particulate matter (>0.45 um

diameter), adsorbed on organic or inorganic colloids (10-500 nm in diameter), or dif-

ferentiated as stable organic or inorganic complexes (1-4 nm in diameter). Simple hydrated

metal ions are separated and characterized as species that are less than 1 nm in diameter.

The ultrafiltration membranes used in this experiment were selected to separate

compounds at molecular weight intervals of 500, 1000, 10,000, 20,000, 30,000, and 50,000.

The results from this experiment should not be interpreted as indicating the presence of

compounds in this molecular weight range but, rather, should be considered as molecules that

may pass through membrane pore sizes of less than 5.1 nm to less than 1.0 nm. The true

in-situ retort water used for this experiment has been previously filtered through a 0.45

micron cellulose acetate Millipore filter prior to introduction into the ultrafiltration

cell. Each of the filtered solutions was analyzed for fifteen elements by inductively

coupled plasma emission spectrometry, and by graphite furnace atomic absorption spec-

trometry for arsenic and selenium [3,4].

The trace element analysis of the fractionated samples indicated that a large percent-

age of strontium, magnesium, and iron exist as fairly large molecules or are adsorbed onto

particulate matter that cannot pass through the pores of a 0.45 micron Millipore filter.

Concentrations of arsenic and silicon were also noted to decrease during this filtering

step.

Very little other size fractionation was noted for any of the elements studied in

this experiment with the exception of iron which did seem to show approximately a 50%

difference between the ultrafiltration membrane equivalent to 20,000 molecular weight units
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and the membrane that allows molecules of less than approximately 10,000 molecular weight

units or 1.9 nm in diameter to pass.

These results indicate that the majority of trace elements studied in this retort

water exist as small, simple ions not associated strongly with high molecular weight

compounds, with the possible exception of iron, or are readily dissociated. It is

possible that the Lrace elements identified as small, simple hydrated ions in the smallest

size fractions may actually exist as labile complexes with organic ligands in solution.

Iron, magnesium, silicon and strontium removed by a 0.45 micron filter are possibly present

as various mineral forms or, ii the case of iron, as a hydrous oxide.

2.2 Adsorbent Separation

Three different oil shale wastewaters were fractionated by adsorption on macroretic-

ular and ion-exchange resins by a procedure described by Leenheer and Huffman [18].

Hydrophobic solutes are adsorbed cn Amberlite XAD-8 resins and fractionated according to

class by controlling the pH of each wastewater; hydrophilic solutes are concentrated on

the ion exchange resins. The cation and anion exchange rosins allow a class fractionation

of basic and acidic hydrophilic solutes, respectively. Trace element analyses were con-

ducted for aliquots of the wastewater collected after elution through each resin (Tible 1 )

The results from these experiments should not be interpreted as the isolation of

metal-organic ligand complexes from the original wastewaters. Acidification of the retort

water causes drastic changes in the aqueous chemistry. One of the most obvious changes

occurs in the sulfur speciation of the retort waters. Thiosulfate is a major sulf~ar species

in oil shale wastewaters and upon acidification results in the precipitation of copious

amounts of elemental sulfur. The organic acids are also precipitated, as evidenced by their

removal on the surface. Selenium, cobalt, lithium, and copper were removed after acidifica-

tion by the second XAD-8 column that also removes organic solutes classified as hydrophobic

acids. The cation exchange resin, AGMP-50, was effective for removing calcium, barium,

manganese, and magnesium from eluent'of the second XAD-8 resin and molybdenum remaining

in solution was effectively removed on passage through the AGMP-1 anion exchange resin.

Arsenic did not behave the same in the three different water samples. In the true

in-situ retort water, 90% of the arsenic was removed by the final adsorbent column, the

AGMP-1 anion exchange resin, indicating arsenic was present as a simple anionic species.

Very little difference in arsenic concentration in the modified in-situ retort water

was observed between the original water and the water collected at the end of the total

fractionation scheme. The above ground retort water shows almost a 50% loss upon passing

through the second XAD-8 resin after acidification, but greater than 3 ig/mL of arsenic

remained in the final solution.

The loss of selenium from the oil-shale retort water after acidification and passage

through the second XAD-8 column is also very interesting. Leenheer and Huffman [18]

studied a natural water that contained high concentrations of selenium using the adsorbent

separation scheme; the selenium in the water was not reduced in concentration until it

had passed through the anion exchange resin. However, the concentration of selenium was

reduced significantly in the retort water following acidification and passage of the water
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Table 1. Trace elements (pg/mL) in three oil shale wastewater
at various stages in adsorbent separations

As Ba Co Cu Li Mg Mn

Above-GrounS Water 5.5 0,58 1.00 0.26 4.1 1110 0.22 0.38 5.77 0.03
XAD-8(A)b 6.1 0.59 0,91 0.28 4.1 1040 0.20 0.32 5.94 0.09
XAD-8(B 3.3 Q.25 0,31 <0.01 1.4 410 0.11 <0.02 0.31 <0.01
AGMP-5g 3.7 0.0.1 0.22 0.05 <1.0 340 0.07 <0.02 0.33 <0.01
AGMP-1 3.3 <0.002 0.0.8 <0.01 1.4 340 0.08 <0.02 0.19 <0.01

Modified In-Sitj 1.02 0.44 0.16 0.04 5.7 108. <0.005 0.21 <0.01 0.02
XAD-8 (A) 1.02 0.43 0,14 0.03 6.1 102. <0.005 0.19 <0.01 <0.01
XAD-8 (B) 1,30 0,21 <0,01 0.03 1.2 35.9 <0,005 0.09 <0,01 <0.01
AGMP-50 1.02 0.002 <0.01 <0.01 <1.0 <0.3 <0.005 0.10 <0.01 <0.01
AGMP-1 0.90 0.004 <0.01 <0.01 1.3 <0.3 <0,005 <0.02 <0.01 <0.01

True I.-ij 0.73 0.31 0.01 0.01 2.0 21.8 0.04 0.68 0.16 0.19
XAD-8(A) 0.76 0.48 0.Q2 0.06 3.0 26,2 0,05 0.65 0.12 0,21
XAD-8(R) 0.77 0.10 <0,01 0.02 <1,0 20,5 0,06 0.17 Q.03 0.14
AGMP-50 0.73 <0.002 Q.01 0.02 2,0 11.8 0.,01 0.13 0.05 0.08
AGMP-1 0.06 <0.002 <0.01 <0.01 3.0 14,8 0,01 <0.02 0.01 0.02

Standard Deviatione 0901 0.002 0.01 0.01 1.0 0.3 0.005 0,02 0.01 0.01

aConcentrations after

bConcentrations after

cConcentrations after

dConcentrations after

passage through first styrene-divinylbenzene

acidification with HNO3 to pH 2, and passage
passage through AGMP-50 cation exchange resin

passage through AGMP-1 anion exchange resin

eStandard deyi'ations were determined for standards and blanks only

resin at intrinsic pH of wastewater

through second XAD resin
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through the second XAD-3 adsorbent. This suggests that the form of the selenium is dif-

ferent in retort waters than that in the creek water studied by Leenheer and Huffman.

2.3 Dissolved Organic Carbon Distribution and Complexing Ability Measurements

The oil shale wastewaters were further characterized by determination of the distri-

bution of.the total organic carbon content. Table 2 presents the data for hydrophobic-

hydrophilic solute distribution and a breakdown of each major classification into acid,

base and neutral subfractions, as well as an estimation of the complexing ability of each

of the three wastewaters. Compounds classified as hydrophobic were removed by adsorption

on XAD-8 resins, while hydrophilic compounds were removed by -ion exchange resins.

Table 2. Distribution of the dissolved organic carbon (DOC) content of three
oil shale wastewaters and complexing capacity measurements

Oil shale Total Hydrophobic Solutes Hydrophilic Solutes Complexing
Wastewater DOC (ig/mL) (pg/mL) Ability
Samples (ig/mL) Acids Bases Neutrals Acids Bases Neutrals (yg Cu/mL)

Above 41,900 21,800 2280 5720 1940 5690 4770 570 30
ground (52%) (5%) (14%) (5%) (13%) (11%)

Modified 2300 630 70 420 390 <5 810 8.6 0.4
In-Situ (27%) (3%) (18%) (17%) (<1%) (35%)

True 1000 190 130 170 290 120 100
In-Situ (19%) (13%) (17%) (29%) (12%) (10%) 42 2.1

aComplexing ability measurements were made according to the procedure described by Manahan

and Jones [19].

bValues in parenthesis represent percentage of total DOC.

cDOC values for the true in-situ water, reported by Leenheer and Huffman [18].

The complexing ability determinations for the three wastewaters were accomplished by

following a procedure described by Manahan and Jones [19]. This technique involves the

measurement of copper complexes in solution at pH 10. If no complexing ligands are present,

the copper concentration would be less than 0.1 ug Cu/mL due to precipitation of copper

as copper hydroxide. The results in Table 2 indicate that each of the three wastewaters

contain substantial amounts of complexing ligands that might influence the fate and trans-

port of various trace elements. The order of complexing ability is above-ground >true

in-situ >modified in-situ wastewater. This is the same order noted for the concentrations

of the basic components in the wastewaters. By contrast there is no correlation of dis-

solved organic carbon concentrations with complexing ability. This suggests that important

complexing agents exist in the hydrophobic base fraction, so the study focussed on the
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ligands present in that fraction.

:2.4 Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry Identification of Nitrogen Bases:

After the organic solutes from the oil shale wastewaters were separated into sub-

classes, the fractions were subjected to high resolution fused silica column gas chromato-

graphy coupled with mass spectrometry to identify as many individual compounds as possible.

Identification of the nitrogen base compounds in the hydrophobic base fraction (Figure 1)

was based upon examining fragmentation patterns of each peak in the chromatograms and

matching of retention times of pure compounds on the SE-52 silicone coated capillary

column. Methylene chloride solutions (splitless injection, 2 PL) stripped from the sorbent

were analyzed with the column temperature programmed from 30 to 2700C at 40C per minute.

The peaks numbered in Figure 1 are identified in Table 3.

The differences in nitrogen base content in the three different wastewaters becomes

apparent when the chromatograms in Figure 1 are compared.The true in-situ retort water has

a more even distribution of pyridines, anilines, and quinoline compounds. By contrast,

more quinoline compounds than pyridine or aniline analogs were identified in the extract

from the modified in-situ retort water, while the above ground process water contains sub-

stantially greater amounts of substituted pyridines and simple anilines than quinoline

derivatives. The above-ground process water also appears to contain more high boiling

compounds than either the true in-situ or the modified in-situ retort waters. Compounds

that have been identified by mass spectra and/or retention time in these three samples

are given in Table 3.

Each of the wastewaters contains 2,4,6-trimethylpyridine, which has been identified

positively through mass spectra and retention time comparisons. Other compounds in these

samples also exhibit similar fragmentation patterns, indicating that the other trimethyl-

pyridine isomers are present. Van Meter et al. [20] have identified the 2,3,5-,2,3,6-,

2,4,5- and 2,4,6-trimethylpyridine isomers in crude shale oils through distillation and

formation of pyridine derivatives. The 2,4-,2,3-, and 2,5-dimethylpyridine isomers have

been identified in the wastewaters and these plus the 2,6-, 3,4-, and 3,5-dimethyl isomers

were also identified in the crude shale oils [20]. More extensively alkylated isomers of

pyridines have also been tentatively identified (C4- and C5-alkyl substituted). Alkyl-

substituted isomers, such as those with propyl, butyl, or pentyl groups have been reported

[21 ]to be present in crude shale oils, but have not been previously observed in the

aqueous waste. We have identified acridine, a known mutagen [22], in one sample of oil

shale wastewater by both chromatographic retention time comparisons as well as mass

spectrometry.

Aniline compounds have been previously reported to be present in crude shale oils by

Brown et al. 1l ] The extraction of these nitrogen compounds with XAD-8 resin from retort

waters has been described by Stuber [7], who used HPLC techniques to identify several

simple isomers.
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Table 3. Nitrogen base compounds identified in the hydrophobic base
fractions of three oil shale wastewaters.

Peak no. Compound True In-Situ Modified In-Situ Above-
! Ground

GC MS GC MS GC MS

1 pyridine x x
2 2-methylpyridine x x x
3 3-and/or 4-methylpyridine x x x x
4 2,4-dimethylpyridine x x x x
5 2,5-dimethylpyridine x x x x
6 2,3-dimethylpyridine x x
7 aniline x x x x x x
8 2,4,6-trimethylpyridine x x x x x x
9 N-methylaniline x x
10 N,N-dimethylaniline x x x
11 N-ethylaniline x x x
12 2,4-dimethylaniline x x x x
13 N,N-diethylaniline x x x x x x
14 quinoline x x x x x x
15 isoquinoline x x x x x x
16 2-methylquinoline x x x x x x
17 7-methylquinoline x x x x x x
18 3-methylquinoline x x x x x x
19 2,6-and/or 2,7-dimethylquinoline x x x x
20 2,4-dimethylquinoline x x x x x x
21 acridine x x

GC = identification by matching retention time of
to a nitrogen phosphorous selective detector.

pure compound and demonstrating response

MS = identification by comparing mass spectrum of eluent peak with that of known standard.

X = denotes evidence of presence in the sample.

Other organic ligands that have been identified in the three wastewaters have included

carboxylic acids and phenols, which are also recognized as complexing ligands.

3. Summary

In summary, several organic compounds have been identified in oil shale wastewaters

that are known to be complexing agents [23,24] and may affect the mobilization and

toxicity of trace elements. Phenols, carboxylic acids, alkyl pyridines, quinoline, iso-

quinoline, alkylquinolines, and acridine have been identified in wastewaters. Whether

mobilization of toxic substances actually occurs under the various conditions that may

exist in the field remains to be learned.
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Discussion

Question (E. Jenne): We made a fairly extensive effort about a year and a half ago to use

the Leenheer scheme [Leenheer and Huffman, J. Res. U.S. Geol. Surv. 4: 737 (1976)], and in

spite of extensive washing, we found so much residue came off with the sodium hydroxide

wash that analyses were not meaningful. Did you have a problem with that?

Answer: We have not had a problem with that. I don't know whether it's related to the

fact that we are using the new fused silica columns; however, we did have some problems

with the older glass columns.

Question (E. Jenne): I'm speaking of the bleed from the macroreticular resin bed.

Answer: I can't say that we've had that problem. I thought you meant in high resolution

chromatography. How did it show up? As degradation products?

Comment (S. E. Manahan): I might make a t3mment about that question. We have tried the

Leenheer scheme with the typically contaminated water samples from in situ coal gasifica-

tion. We have not had very good success. I think it works pretty well on some types of

samples. We are in the process of developing a solvent extraction scheme using methylene

chloride. If anybody is interested in trying this solvent extraction scheme, we'd be happy

to send you the procedure.
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Answer (R. Sievers): Let me make another comment about the qualitative observation that

as you go through the different steps in the Leenheer-Huffman cleanup, you'll notice that

the odor of the tar water changes markedly. In the case of the Occidental and the Omega 9

waters, these became virtually colorless and odorless. Clearly, with the 100 or 200

compounds that I showed in the chromatograms, it's clear we are getting compounds back off

of the resins as well.

Question (F. E. Brinckman): For other polar molecules besides gases such as CO, that you

showed in the atmosphere sample, could you use this selective EC sensitization detection

method? For example, could you see trace organometals? Has anybody done much with this?

Answer: That's an interesting proposal. I don't think anyone has tried using the sensi-

tized electron capture for organometals; it should be tried.
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Isolation of Metallic Complexes in Shale Oil and Shale Oil Retort Waters
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This paper describes and discusses methods applied to the fractionation

of trace metals in shale oil by silica gel and alumina chromatography and

the fractionation of retort waters by C18 partition chromatography. Direct

current plasma emission spectroscopy was used to analyze Fe, Ni, Cu, and Mo

in the oils and B, Zn, Mo, Fe, and Mn in the waters. Instrumental neutron

activation analysis (INAA) was used for the determination of arsenic in the

oils. In the silica gel separation most of the metals eluted in two frac-

tions corresponding to the moderately polar and highly polar fractions of

the oil. In contrast, nickel eluted in the slightly polar fraction of the

oils. Further separation of the nickel-enriched fraction on alumina yielded

a fraction rich in nickel-porphyrin type compounds, one of which was tenta-

tively identified as Abelsonite porphyrin. Following.C18 Sep-pak fraction-

ation of the retort waters, boron and manganese remained associated with

the aqueous, or hydrophilic, fraction. Portions of the zinc, molybdenum

and iron partitioned in the hydrophobic organic fraction of the retort waters.

Key words: chromatography; direct current plasma; hydrophilic; hydrophobic;

metal complex; porphyrin; shale oil; speciation; trace metals.

1. Introduction

Considerable interest presently is being placed upon the speciation of trace metal

contaminants in shale oils and retort waters from various retorting technologies including

both aboveground and in situ processes. The significance of this interest is related to:

(1) the potential for the trace metals to act as catalytic poisons during the refining

process of the oil; (2) the choice of an appropriate waste water treatment facility; and

(3) the direct impact of metals on the environment if shale oil is used as a boiler fuel.

Average trace metal concentrations present, in decreasing order, in shale oils are iron,

arsenic, nickel, cobalt, molybdenum, silicon, selenium, vanadium, nickel, cadmium, and

copper [1]. The major difiarences are quickly noted when comparing oils processed by above-

ground and in situ retorting processes: (1) much higher concentrations of arsenic in the

aboveground oils and (2) much higher concentrations of molybdenum contained within the

in situ shale oils.
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The oxidation state of the metals contained within the shale oil and retort water

matrices is of considerable interest due to the effect on the refining process and their

mobility and toxicity in the environment. A well-known example is the comparison of As3+

to As5+. It has been empirically determined that As 3+ is much more toxic to biota than

its As5+ counterpart [2].

Retort waters co-produced with the shale oil during retorting are of special interest

since they come in direct contact with shale oil and have a tendency to extract the hydro-

philic compounds from the oils. High concentrations of arsenic (1 to 20 ppm) and boron

(10 to 100 ppm) have been measured in some retort waters. Arsenic speciation studies have

confirmed the presence of methylarsonic acid, phenylarsonic acid, and arsenate anions in

the retort waters [3,4]. There is also interest in determining if the trace metals are

associated with the hydrophobic organic fraction of the retort waters. This information,

when applied to modeling of trace metal migration in ground water, will give a more accurate

estimate of migration rates for these metals.

2. Experimental

2.1 Oils

Two oils representing different retorting technologies were chosen to be fractionated

on silica gel. Retort A represents an aboveground retorting process and Retort B repre-

sents a vertical modified in situ process. The oils were centrifuged for 60 min at 4100 G

followed by filtration with nitrogen through 0.45 pm nuclepore membrane filter using a

Millipore filtering aparatus. This procedure was carried out at 37 *C due to the high

pour point of Green River retort shale oil.

A 19 mm i.d. x 450 mm column was loaded with activated silica gel (heated 4 h at

120 *C) in hexane. One gram of filtered shale oil was dissolved in a minimal amount of

hexane and loaded onto the column. The complete elution scheme is shown in Figure 1.

Twenty-nine 75 mL fractions were collected. Each fraction was evaporated to dryness,

weighed, and redissolved in 10 mL of methylene chloride for determination of nickel,

chromium, iron and molybdenum by direct current plasma emission spectroscopy (DCP).

Subsequently, an aliquot of the silica gel Fraction 9 of Retort B crude oil was dried,

weighed, and redissolved in 2 mL of toluene then loaded onto a 10 mm i.d. x 150 mm glass

column loaded with activated alumina in toluene. A total of five 25 mL fractions were

collected starting with 100 percent toluene and ending with 100 percent chloroform

(Figure 2). Each sample was analyzed by ultraviolet-visible (UV-VIS) spectroscopy, dried,

weighed, and redissolved in 5 mL of methylene chloride and analyzed by DCP for nickel. The

fraction with the highest nickel concentration was then analyzed by direct probe mass

spectrometry.
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SILICA GEL

FRACTIONS SOLVENT
(75 mIs)

1

2 HEXANE
4
5
6 25% TOLUENE 75% HEXANE
7

6
9 50% TOLUENE 50% HEXANE

10

11
12 75% TOLUENE 25% HEXANE
13

14
15 25% ETHYLACETATE 75%TOLUENE
16

17
1s 50% ETHYLACETATE 50% TOLUENE
19

20
21 75% ETHYLACETATE 25% TOLUENE
22

23
24 50% ETHYLACETATE 50% METHANOL
25
26
27 METHANOL
23

. ALUMINA
FRACTIONS SOLVENT

(25 mIs)

1 100% TOLUENE

3 10% CHLOROFORM 90% TOLUENE

5 100% CHLOROFORM

Figure 1. Fractionation parameters used to
isolate nickel porphyrin compounds.

SHALE OIL
+

SILICA GE' COLUMN

1 SLIGHTLY I MOER I~
NON-POLAR POLAR NICKEL ATL HIGHLY POLARFRACTION P [LAR

ALUMINA COLUMN

I i NI-FRACTION 3 11:12
ANALYSIS:
1) UV-VIS
2) MS
3) PES

N(POYRINS

Figure 2. Isolation of nickel porphyrins from
retort B shale oil.
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2.2 Waters

Retort waters were filtered through 0.45 pm filter just before C18 partition chroma-

tography. Each C1 8 cartridge was activated by passing 2 mL of methanol through the

cartridge followed by 4 mL of Milli-Q-purified water. For each of the retort water

samples, 30 mL in 10 mL aliquots were forced through the Sep-pak with an all-glass syringe.

For each subsequent extraction, 30 mL of the spent water was forced through each Sep-pak

for a total of five extractions (5 X spent H 20). Immediately following, each of the

Sep-paks was rinsed with 2 mL of Milli-Q water. The C 18-bound organics (hydrophobic

organics) were then eluted with 2 mL of methanol. If samples had a high organic mass

loading, the C18 cartridge was finally rinsed with 2 mL of methylene chloride. All Che

subfractions of each sample, i.e., spent water, rinsed water, methanol, and methylene

chloride were combined and the total volume measured. The samples were then analyzed on

the DCP for cadmium, boron, zince, molybdenum, iron, manganese, chromium, nickel, and

copper (Figure 3).

RETORT WATER

Cis-PARTITION CHROMATOGRAPHY

U OHYDROPHOBIC
AQUEOUS ORGANICS

SPENT RINSE CH0H CHCI0
H20 H2O SOLUBLE SOLUBLE

ETAL ANALYSIS
(PES)

Figure 3. C18 -fractionation of retort waters.

2.3 Instrumentation and Standards

2.3.1 Plasma Emission Spectroscopy

A Spectrometric Spectra Span III, three-jet, direct-current plasma emission spectrom-

eter with a multielement cassette was used to analyze all metals except arsenic. The

instrument was set up according to manufacturer's recommendations. For the methylene

chloride solutions a Conostan D-20 standard diluted to 1 ppm metal concentration was used.

The instrument was spanned to 1 ppm concentration and blanked on pure methylene chloride.

The methanol solutions were standardized by dissolving 1000 ppm aqueous standards in

methanol to a concentration of 1 ppm metal. The instrument was then spanned to 1 ppm

metal concentration and blanked on pure methanol. After three samples the blank solution

was aspirated to check baseline drift and stability. After six samples, the 1 ppm standard

was aspirated. If the value drifted greater thin 10 percent of the original value, the

instrument was respanned.
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2.3.2 Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA)

Arsenic in the samples was analyzed by INAA. A 1 mL aliquot of the 10 mL oil fraction

in methylene chloride was pipetted into pre-weighed 2/5 dram polyethylene vials and

evaporated to dryness under a heat lamp. One milliliter of hexane was added to each vial

and evaporated to dryness. Each sample was then weighed and placed in two-dram polyeth-

ylene vials, heat sealed and sealed in polyethylene bags,and irradiated. The samples were

irradiated for 5.5 h at a neutron flux of 1.1 x 1012 neutron cm-2 s- . Immediately

following irradiation, 1 mL of methylene chloride was added to each sample and the vial

and the contents placed in a clean two-dram vial and counted. A Ge(Li) detector, with an

active volume of 86 cm3, a relative efficiency of 17 percent, and a resolution for the

1332 keV 60Co line of 2.12 keV, was used. The 559.1 keV line from 76As (t = 26.3 h) was

used to compute quantitative As values in the sample as compared to standards.

2.3.3 UV-VIS Spectroscopy

A Cary 1605 UV-VIS spectrometer was used for the analysis of all of the Retort B frac-

tionated shale oil samples. All solutions were analyzed in methylene chloride. Each of

the samples was scanned from 350 nm to 700 nm at a scan rate of 40 nm min- 1 . The solutions

were diluted when necessary.

2.3.4 Mass Spectrometry

A Hewlett Packard 5982 gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer (GC-MS) was used for the

analysis of the nickel porphyrin fraction. The sample was introduced via a direct probe

inlet. The probe temperature was 200 *C, source temperature of 176 *C and the ionization

voltage was 70 eV.

2.3.5 Reagents

All the organic reagents were Burdick and Jackson HPLC-grade solvents. The water was

supplied by a Millipore Milli-Q water purification system. All glassware was acid washed

and rinsed with Milli-Q water. The silica gel used was Baker's analyzed grade 60-200 mesh.

The alumina used was activated alumina catalyst grade Al-0102 made by Harshaw S(ientific.

The C18 Sep-paks were purchased from Waters Associates, Incorporated.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1 Oils

The two oils studied (Retort A and Retort B) had similar concentrations of iron (56 ppm

vs 59 ppm, respectively) but radically different concentrations of nickel (3.6 ppm vs 22 ppm),
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molybdenum (less than 0.2 ppm vs 10 ppm), and arsenic (29.3 ppm vs 8.2 ppm) (Table 1). The

weight distribution of the shale oils after silica gel fractionation showed (Figure 4) simi-

larities in most of the fractions, specifically fractions 4 through 23. However, notable

differences occured in fraction 2 and 24. Fraction 2 of Retort B had a 44 percent greater

mass than the same fraction of Retort A, indicating a higher percentage of nonpolar species.

Fraction 24 in Retort A was 57 percent greater in mass than the same fraction of Retort B,

demonstrating a much higher content of highly polar compounds.

Table 1. Chemical Composition of Filtered Dry Shale Oil.

Element Retort A Retort B
(Surface) (in situ)

pg/g pg

Fe 56.0 59.0
Ni 3.6 22.0
Mo < 0.2 10.0
As 29.3 8.2
Co 1.5 3.6
Se 1.46 2.6
V 0.20 1.38
Zn 0.5 < 2.0
Cr <0.1 <0.3
Sb 0.051 0.050
Mn 0.09 0.08
U < 0.01 < 0.03

I -z
52
w
QI
Wd

""-RETORT A
76.93 % RECOVERY

--- RETORT B
20 -- 84.09 % RECOVERY

10

10-

n . . . . . .
'0 5 10 15

FRACTION
20 25 30

Figure 4. Weight distribution of fractionated shale oils.
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As Figures 5A and 5B indicate, no metals were detected in the nonpolar silica gel frac-

tions, i.e., 1 through 6. A significant amount of nickel chromatographed in the slightly

polar fraction (8 through 10) of both oils. As the polarity of the eluant increased,

beginning with fraction 15, iron, nickel, and arsenic eluted rapidly from Retort A crude

and molybdenum, iron, nickel, and arsenic eluted rapidly from Retort B crude oil. Subse-

quently, the metal concentrations of the fractions dropped off sharply. Beginning with

the highly polar fractions (23-28) metals began to elute once more. In Retort A crude oil

fraction 24, iron, nickel, and arsenic co-eluted. In Retort B crude oil, molybdenum, iron,

nickel, and arsenic co-eluted. For Retort A crude oil, arsenic and iron slowly bled off

the column; for Retort B crude oil, molybdenum and arsenic slowly bled off the column.

Close examination of Figures 5A and 5B reveals a number of similarities and differences

between the t%:o oils. In both cases a significant amount of nickel eluted in the moderately

polar region (8 through 10). On the other hand, a high concentration of nickel eluted in

the highly polar region (fraction 24) of Retort B crude, but none appeared in the highly

polar region of Retort A crude.

30

20

10

ARETORT A

LiNU .
5 10 19

FRACTION

,
/ 26

30

20
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=F 21 6
o N. 71 9

As 376

.n op'

% RECOVERY

.* Mo 224
p Fs 2769
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A. 479

in U -
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Figure 5. Silica gel fractionation of shale oil metals.
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All of the silica gel fractions of Retort B were analyzed by UV-VIS spectrometry.

Fractions 8 and 9 in the slightly polar region absorb strongly at 392 nm and maximize in

Fraction 9. This absorbance corresponds to the Soret band of a porphyrin complex. Evidence

provided by the UV-VIS spectrometer and the results of the trace metal analysis on the DCP

suggested that a nicker porphyrin had been partially isolated. However, on the basis of

the UV-VIS spectrum, other organic material was present in this fraction, and further puri-

fication was necessary.

Purification of the porphyrin fraction was successfully carried out by chromatography

on alumina. Of the five fractions collected, fraction 1 contained 72 percent of the total

mass with only a trace of the nickel appearing. Conversely, fraction 2 contained only

3 percent of the mass but 90 percent of the nickel. Fractions 3, 4, and 5 contained from

2 to 5 percent of the mass with no detectable nickel being identified. When comparing the

nickel concentration of the various fractions to the original oil, we see an enhancement

of 1.73 in fraction 1 and 214 for fraction 2 (Figure 6). The UV-VIS spectrum of fraction 2

shows that most of the organic residue had been separated when compared to the spectrum of

fraction 9 of the original silica gel separation (Figure 7). Nickel octaethylporphyrin was

used as a UV-VIS standard (Figure 8). Although the spectra was not identical, the general

characteristics were present. Milton et al. previously identified a nickel porphyrin in

Utah Green River Oil Shale deposits [5] (Figure 9). It exhibited a UV-VIS absorption spec-

tra almost identical to the nickel porphyrin isolated in this work (Figure 10).

Z-
W

wE
Z
W
Z

1 2 3 4 5
FRACTION

Figure 6. Enrichment of nickel after alumina
separation (compared to original oil).

The alumina fraction 2 was further analyzed by mass spectrometry (Figure 11). The

resulting spectrum showed the possible presence of three to four different porphyrin species

with parent peaks located at m/e = 518, 490, and 487. The ion cluster m/e = 503 is probably

due to the M-15 (loss of CH3) of the m/e = 518 ion cluster. This 518/503 relationship com-

pares well with the partial mass spectrum of the Abelsonite-type porphyrin published by
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Figure 7. Nickel-aromatic fraction before and Figure 8. UM-IS spectrum of nickel

after alumina separation. octaethylporphyrin.
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Milton, et.al. (1978)

Figure 9. Proposed molecular structure of Abelsonite
C31H32N4 Ni [5].
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Milton et al. (1978)
392

W
ua Z 550

O
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Figure 10. UV-VIS absorption spectrum of type Abelsonite
(in benzene).
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Figure 11. Mass spectrum of species in nickel-aromatic

fraction after alumina separation.

Milton et al. (Figure 12). With the evidence supplied by the UV-VIS spectrum, the DCP metal

analysis, and the mass spectrum of the porphyrin-rich fraction, we tentatively can 
identify

the presence of Abelsonite porphyrin in Retort B shale oil.
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PARTIAL MASS SPECTRUM OF Ni PORPHYRIN ISOLATED
FROM SHALE OIL

S18
80 I

U,
Z
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PARTIAL MASS SPECTRUM OF ABELSONITE FROM GREEN
RIVER FORMATION. UTAH. Milton, et.al. (1978)

X 100 S18

S60-
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40-

20-

U 0

520 510 500
M/E

Figure 12. Comparison of Ni shale oil porphyrin and Abelsonite.

3.2 Waters

Three different retort waters with varying concentrations of trace metals were frac-
tionated by C18 partition chromatography (Table 2). Retort A water was condensate water
from an aboveground retort. Retort B and C waters were from a modified vertical in situ
retorting process, but from different locations. The five metals studied were boron, zinc,
molybdenum, iron, and manganese. Analysis showed that molybdenum in Retort A, molybdenum
and iron in Retort B, and zinc and iron in Retort C were associated with the hydrophobic
organic fraction of the samples. A large amount of mass imbalance occurred with all waters,
but to a lesser degree in B and C waters. This could possibly be due to the irreversible
bonding of the metals to the walls of the C18 cartridges or to the C18 support itself. In
all three waters most of the metals remained associated with the spent retort waters or was
lost on the C18 cartridge. Only portions of zinc, molybdenum, and iron partitioned with
the hydrophobic organics (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Fractionation of selected metals in retort
waters by C18 partition chromatography.
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Table 2. Selected Metal Concentrations in Oil Shale Retort Waters

Retort A
Element (Condensate) Retort B Retort C

pg/mL pg/mL pg/mL

Cd < 0.005 < 0.005 < 0.005
B 1.09 0.277 7.8
Zn 0.043 0.011 0.234
Mo 0.041 0.124 0.145
Fe 0.981 0.169 0.150
Mn 0.147 0.011 0.006
Cu < 0.005 < 0.005 0.013
Al < 0.005 0.048 0.040
Ni 0.032 0.005 0.008
Cr 0.008 < 0.005 < 0.005

4. Conclusions

4.1 Oils

The isolation of the metallic complexes from the shale oil matrix by silica gel chro-

matography proved to be a suitable method for the partial separation of the metallic

complexes from the other organic constituents of the shale oil. However, final verifica-

tion of the existence of the nickel porphyrin requires a further purification,. This was

quite satisfactorily achieved by alumina chromatography.

The large number of samples generated in using silica gel chromatography required a

rapid and accurate method of analysis for trace metals. Analysis procedures in common use

would require either an acid digestion or fusion step or the use of INAA. These techniques

are time consuming or costly, particularly when a large number of samples are analyzed.

Using the DCPa total of 60 samples could be analyzed daily with a total of 10 metals per

sample. The detection limits were very low, ranging from 2 to 5 ppb for most metals. The

characterization of the nickel prophyrin Abelsonite in the shale oil demonstrated the

ability of this and related compounds to survive the retorting process and be carried over

into the shale oil.

The development of the chromatographic method will now enable us to investigate many

of the other metallic complexes present in the shale oil. Specific interest will be on

molybdenum and arsenic speciation and structural determinations of these complexes.

4.2 Waters

Metals did partition between the hydrophobic and hydrophilic fractions after C18 parti-

tion chromatography. It was interesting that most of the metals did not associate with the
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hydrophobic organics, and, of the metals that did, only a small percentage of the total

metal was associated with the organics. The next step is to fractionate large quantities

of retort waters so that the analysis of organometallic complexes present in the waters can

proceed.
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Discussion

Question (B. Bathija): On this level of chromatography, where do you think the Cr(III) and

Cr(VI) elute?

Answer: I have no idea.

Question (R. H. Fish): Have you identified any species other than the nickel porphyrin

you showed? What about the arsenic compounds?

Answer: We have started a scheme involving arsenic speciation. We know where the arsenic

elutes thus we can take a closer look at those latter fractions where the arsenic is

associated. We tentatively have another porphyrin identified in the more polar regions,

fraction number 24, I think. A soret band peak appears there. We are attempting to further

purify and characterize the fraction.
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Question (R. H. Fish): What about molybdenum?

Answer: We haven't characterized any molybdenum-containing organometallics. We're continu-

ing to work on that.

Question (R. H. Filby): Did you see any vanadium porphyrins? It's somewhat unusual to

find the nickel and not the vanadium.

Answer: Not yet. The vanadium line we have on our detector cassette is above 350 nm; that

would require us to go back and to analyze the other vanadium line which is below 350 nm.

Question (S. E. Manahan): I had a question in regard to the organophilic fraction or

hydrophobic fraction on the waters in the methylene chloride. Was this analyzed by plasma

emission analyses?

Answer: Yes.

Question (S. E. Manahan): With lines above 350 nm or below 350 nm?

Answer: We did not use anything above 350 nm for the analysis in the plasma. I mean below

that.

Question (S. E. Manahan): For the materials initially in water, it should be relatively

easy to transfer the methylene chloride fraction to an aqueous medium. Presumably these

materials are soluble in water and you can do that by simply putting the methylene chloride

aliquot in the water and taking it off under vacuum. The materials are soluble in this

aqueous medium and you should be able to use the other lines as you need to.

Answer: That's correct.
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The measurement of the bioavailability and speciation of trace elements is

extremely important for the assessment of potential health effects which may

occur as the result of exposure to emissions from energy-related processes. This

paper presents the current state-of-the-art in the use of mass spectrometry for

trace analysis and also suggests areas for future research. Different methods

of sample ionization are compared and contrasted and the advantages of various

methods of sample introduction are discussed. Representative analyses are

presented in order to exemplify the various conclusions which have been presented

in this publication.

Key words: bioavailability; element speciation; gas chromatography; ionization

processes; liquid chromatography; mass spectrometry.

1. Introduction

It is anticipated that during the next decade there will be a more extensive use

of fossil fuels for the generation of electricity and for the production of synthetic

fuels to be used for transportation and for feedstocks in the petrochemical industry. The

high temperature combustion of these products typically results in the generation and the

emission of ultrafine aerosols (particle size < 1.0 um) which are difficult to remove with

the usual control devices which are designed to trap larger particles and gases. The

ultrafine particles are environmentally significant since they remain suspended in the

atmosphere for significant periods of time. Also, particles with diameters less than

2.0 pm are of respirable sizes andas a resultcan enter the deep lung where they may be

deposited by Brownian diffusion. This particulate matter, once deposited in the deep lung,

will remain there until it is cleared by phagocytic cells or by muco-cillary action. The

average clearance time for the removal of ultrafine particles is currently not known but

it is expected to be on the order of days, and the clearance time will also be dependent

upon particle shape. Since the deposition and clearance of ultrafine aerosols are not

well characterized, it is difficult to quantify their potential biological effects.

These effects will be dependent upon the solubility of the aerosols in the physiological

fluids and cells that are found in the deep lung or in the gastro-intestinal tract. The
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particles enter the gastro-intestinal tract as a result of the action of swallowing the

particles removed by muco-cillary action. The chemical composition of the ultrafine

aerosols will be the dominant feature which accounts for their direct biological effects.

The particles that are emitted from high temperature combustion sources will have both

inorganic and organic character. The organic character of these particles consists of a

predominately carbonaceous core with a minor amount of partially oxidized functional

groups. Also, these particles have various organic molecules sorbed onto their surfaces.

These molecules include such species as: carbonyls (e.g., acrolein), acids (e.g., hydroxy-

benzoic acid), bases (e.g., isoquinoline), polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (e.g., benzo-

(a)pyrene), and substituted polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (e.g., anthracene quinone,

phenanthrone, hydroxyfluorenone, and nitropyrene) [1,2]. These organic compounds can

also be sorbed onto the surface of the particles which are predominantly inorganic in

character. The compositions of the inorganic particles are dependent upon the trace

elements which are contained in the fossil fuels. These trace elements are generally

emitted as the oxides or silicates, although the element can be emitted directly if it is

volatile and stable. The mechanisms which produce these particles will also play a major

role in their speciation. Another factor which stresses the importance of the ultrafine

aerosol is that a number of publications have reported that the more toxic elements are
concentrated in the smaller particles [3-6 ]. These data can be rationalized by the

hypothesis that the toxic elements (lead, antimony, cadmium, selenium, arsenic, zinc,

nickel and chromium) are emitted in the gaseous state at the temperature of the exhaust

gases. If the hypothesis is valid then the volatile toxic elements, mercury and

beryllium, should be added to this list.

The published data on the health effects of exposure to trace elements have tradi-
tionally been focused on acute toxicity but the current trend of investigations is to

explore the effects of chronic or sub-chronic long-term exposures. The direct effects

of such exposures can be expressed as increased incidences in cancer, chronic lung

diseases, anemia and neurological, reproductive, or kidney disorders [7]. In addition,

exposure to trace elements can result in indirect effects such as compromising the

host to be more susceptible to infection or to the effects of exposure to other toxic

chemicals [8]. Often the diseases, which are produced by exposures to acute levels of

trace elements, are misdiagnosed as to their causes and the extents of misdiagnoses are

magnified at the chronic or sub-chronic levels particularly since the diseases are seldom

specific to a particular chemical agent.

In view of the difficulties of recognizing health effects of trace elements and

also understanding the mechanisms which can explain these effects, most of the health

effects studies have been obtained using concentrations of trace elements without regard

to their speciation. This trend has been primarily caused by the analytical chemist

who has developed techniques which are designed to quanitify elements. The major thrusts
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of analytical chemistry in recent years, have been towards developing techniques with

increased selectivities and improving the limits of detection of all techniques. The

implications of trace element interactions have also been recently realized as a result

of the published work in the area of nutrition by Underwood [9] and Mertz [10]. These

workers and others [11] have established that the copper dietary requirements are

dependent upon the occurrence of molybdenium in the diet. Similarly, selenium has been

found to protect experimental animals against cadmium poisoning [12]. This work

has also been extended to include the interaction between selenium and arsenic or

mercury. These data stress the importance of quantifying a series of elements when

evaluating the results of toxicity experiments. Nutritionists have also made other

important observations with regard to the influence of element speciation on bioavaila-

bility [10]. For example, the oxidation state of iron is important since Fe(II)is thought

to be more available than Fe (III). Similarly, the coordination state has also been shown

to be important since heme iron is readily absorbed as compared to non-heme iron, and

the cobalt in vitamin B12 is more important than the total cobalt concentration in

serum. It is reasonable to expect that this trend will be followed by other elements

which are also required for metabolism. In terms of toxicity of elements, there is

much less available information on the importance of metal speciation apart from the

well-known carcinogenic effect of Cr(VI)as compared to Cr(III)which is required for

normal metabolism [11]. This area of research is currently receiving considerable

attention since the biological effects of elements will be intrinsically related to

whether there is an uptake of the element by the tissue. Currently, health effects

scientists are hampered by the lack of availability of analytical chemistry techniques

which are capable of monitoring low levels of elements in terms of their speciation.

This is currently particularly important since there are a number of new industrial

processes which are envisaged that could emit elements in a form not usually found in

ambient air. An excellent example of this type of compound is the emissions which may

be produced during the manufacture of synthetic fuels from coal or shale rock. These

processes generally involve hydrogenation or reduction steps in order to increase the

carbon-hydrogen ratio of the resulting fuel. These conditions can be expected to

produce reduced forms of various elements such as arsine, stibine, hydrogen selenide,

and metallic mercury which will have markedly different toxicities as compared to

their oxides. Also, it is reasonable to expect that interactions will occur between the

ultrafine aerosols and other pollutant gases since the former species are known to have

long residence times in the ambient air. Atmospheric particles are known to sorb other

species on their surfaces and, with the current levels of acidic species in polluted

atmospheres, it is likely that some elemental oxides will be solubilized during their

transport from the source. The resulting potential health effects of these chemically

transformed particles will be very different from those produced by the particles prior

to reaction.
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2. Mass Spectrometric Analysis

It should be therefore obvious that there is a considerable need for the development

of analytical chemistry methodologis which will be able to monitor the speciation of

elements at trace levels. There are a number of techniques which could conceivably be

used for this application and this paper will discuss the use of mass spectrometry.

Mass spectrometry is ideally suited to this problem since it is well-established in its

ability to identify and quantify any species which can be vaporized and ionized.

Historically, mass spectrometry has been used since its inception to study inorganic

species for both Thomson [13] and Aston [13] used nickel carbonyl to obtain the isotopic

abundances of nickel. While this work was not performed with the object of metal analysis,
it can be considered to be the foreruviner of trace element analyses by mass spectrometry.

The major limitation of any analysis by mass spectrometry has been the pruduictl[on

of gas phase species characteristic of the element which can be ionized prior to

separation on the basis of its mass-to-charge ratio. This generally does not present

a problem with organic moleculesbut inorganic molecules seldom exhibit sufficient

volatility at typical temperatures. One approach to solve this problem has been the

use of a radio frequency spark source which produces ions directly by the impact of

high energy electrons. The technique has been used extensively for trace element

analysis since it is a multielement technique and is capable of analyzing for any

element with an atomic number greater than helium. An excellent monograph by Ahearn

[14] has discussed this technique in detail. However, it has recently suffered an

eclipse as a multielement technique with the introduction of optical spectrometric

instrumentation such as the inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometer

since this is a multielement technique capable of quantification at the trace or ultra-

trace level [15]. However, the major use of the spark source high resolution mass spectro-

meter has continued to be its ability to measure isotopic ratios. The measurement of

isotopic ratios has a major use in studies which are concerned with the measurement of

the bioavailability of trace elements since it allows enriched stable isotopes to be

used as markers. These types of markers are gaining in popularity since they can be

used for those clinical studies in which the use of radioactive isotopes are not

warranted or are potentially harmful. The major problem experienced with the use of

spark source mass spectrometry for trace element analysis has been the presence of

interfering matrices which make interpretation of the data difficult. This problem

is particularly evident with biological suples. As a result, alternative methods of
ionization have been adopted and one of the most promising has been the use of thermal

ionization [16-19]. This method of ionization, while not novel, represents an analytical

procedure which may be used to measure bioavailability by the use of enriched stable

isotopes. The major advantage of thermal ionization is its simplicity since it can
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be performed with minor modification to most low and high resolution mass spectrometers.

This modification involves replacing the standard solids probe with a probe which

includes an electrically heated rhenium filament. The method of sample introduction

involves placing an aliquot of the sample solution onto this filament. The preliminary

reports to date have shown that this technique is ideally suited to the alkali metals

and the alkaline earths with a minimum amount of sample pretreatment. While the published

data have only been concerned with studying clinical specimens, such as urinary calcium

in newborns and children [16], they could be applied to samples that are produced as a

result of environmental or occupational exposures. The extension of this method of

ionization to other trace elements is currently receiving considerable attention and

these results will establish whether this methodology has as wide an application as

spark source mass spectrometry.

The use of standard solids probes for the introduction of inorganic samples has

also been reported by a large number of researchers but these applications have been

limited by the volatility of the sample species. This limitation has generally meant

that the trace elements must be reacted with ligands to form volatile complexes.

The development of this latter field has paralleled the development of gas chromatography,

although gas chromatography has more stringent requirements for volatility and thermal

stability of the solute. The use of gas chromatography to separate metal complexes

was pioneered by Lederer in 1955 [20] and various reviews have discussed the development

of this field [21-25]. The most common ligands have been based on 2,4-pentanedione

by the substitution of the heteroatom fluorine. Table 1 lists some of the more common

anions..

Table 1. Anions of S-diketones

1
R- C-CH-C- R

I I
0 0-

R R

CH 3- -CH 3  2,4-pentanedionato (acac)
CF 3- -CH 3  1,1,1-trifluoro 2,4-pentanedionato

(tfa)
CF 3- -CF 3  1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro

2,4-pentanedionato (hfa)
CF 3CF 2CF 2- -C(CH 3)3  1,1,1,2,2,3,3-heptafluoro 7,7-

dimethyl-4,6-octanedionato (fod)
(CH3)3C- -C(CH 3)3  2,2,6,6-tetramethyl 3,5-

heptanedionato (thd)
CF 3CF 2- -CF2CF 3  1,1,1,2,2,6,6,7,7,7-decafluoro

3,5-heptane-dionato (dfhd)
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These ligands have been used more successfully for trivalent metals than divalent metals,

and for this latter group of metals Uden and his coworkers have developed bidentate

and tetradentate -ketoamines [25]. However, in spite of the wealth of published infor-

mation on the gas chromatography of metal complexes, only beryllium, chromium, and possi-

bly aluminium, can be separated at the trace or ultratrace levels. This limitation

probably results from irreversible adsorption on the chromatographic column and will

probably be solved by the use of fused silica capillary columns. These columns are

currently revolutionizing the field of gas chromatography since they enable new classes

of compounds to be separated successfully.

The first electron impact mass spectrum of a metal S-diketonate [Cr(acac) 3] was

reported by McLafferty in 1957 [26] and, since that time, a considerable number of

researchers have reported the mass spectra of these complexes. These publications have

dealt with the measurement of appearance potentials of metal complexes to the analysis

of chromium in lunar materials and a recent review has discussed this research [27].

One of the major problems experienced in these studies was the production of

intense parent ions for these metal complexes as often the analyses were performed

using the more intense fragment ions. This difficulty was magnified when mixtures of

metal complexes were analyzed. For this reason, chemical ionization has received

considerable attention since it simplifies the mass spectrum and increases the intensity

of the molecular ion. Chemical ionization is a more gentle form of ionization than

electron impact ionization and, in the positive ion mode, produces sample ions as a

result of ion-molecule reactions between the gaseous sample and the reactant ions.

The resulting ion is generally formed by proton transfer or by hydride abstraction.

This method of ionization was found to produce intense molecular ions for the metal

complexes with very minor intensities of fragment ions [27]. Negative ion detection

of the species, produced in a chemical ionization source, has also been used successfully

to study the mass spectra of metal complexes. These studies have shown that all the

complexes studied will form stable negative ions as a result of the resonance capture

of thermal electrons [27]. The conclusions which may be drawn from these studies

are that negative ions appear to be more useful than positive ions since there are

no competetive ion-molecule reactions to change the isotopic abundances of the sample

ions. Two applications of chemical ionization were reported: the determination of

ruthenium on membrane filters and the use of enriched 54Fe to study iron absorption

[27]. The sensitivities of electron impact ionization and chemical ionization were

comparable 10-7 to 10-13 g of element since the limitation in sensitivities has been

the methods of sample introduction.

Metal complexes have been introduced into the source of the mass spectrometer

via the solids probe or by the gas chromatographic inlet. The former mode of intro-
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duction suffers from the irreproducible loss of sample by sublimation during the

insertion of the probe through the vacuum seal, and the latter from the irreversible

absorption on the column. These sample losses cause this methodology to be unsuitable

as a general analytical technique for trace or ultratrace element analysis although

it does provide excellent analyses for those metals which form stable and volatile

chelates (Cr, Be and Al). Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry could, however, be

used to speciate and quantify those elements which are emitted as volatile species.

Examples of such applications are as follows: volatile hydrides of arsenic, antimony,

selenium and tellurium; metal carbonyls of iron, chromium, molybdenum and tungsten;

and the alkyl derivatives of mercury, lead)and tin. All these compounds have been

successfully separated and quantified by gas chromatography using more conventional

detection systems [22]. The analysis of metals via the formation of volatile complexes

can only be used for those studies which are concerned with the quantification of

trace elements since these types of complexes are unlikely to be potential environmental

emissions. However, the major advantages of the formation of metal complexes are that

they can be used to concentrate the metals by solvent extraction into a suitable

organic solventsor else can be used to remove the metal from an interfering matrix.

Also, the formation of metal complexes could conceivably be used to quantify unbound

metal species if there is a difference between the formation constants for the bound

metal versus the metal chelate.

The most exciting recent advance in the field of mass spectrometry has been the

successful coupling of a liquid chromatograph to a mass spectrometer. This advance

has recently been reviewed by Arpino and Guiochon [28]. Liquid chromatography only

requires that there exist a difference between the interaction of the solute and

the mobile phase versus the solute and the column packing materials. This field of

separation offers a wide variety of mobile phases and column packing materials which

allow the separation of almost any sample. In fact, the only limitation to the type

of sample which can be separated has been the paucity of detectors to monitor the

column effluent.

The publications which have reported the separation of metal species by liquid

chromatography have been extensive. Ion-exchange chromatography has been the most

popular, and studies reporting the high performance liquid chromatographic separation

of metal complexe: have been less prolific even though the first application of this

technique was reported by Huber et al. in 1972 [9 . The major limitation has been

monitoring the column effluent since metal species are often ultraviolet transparent.

This problem has been solved by the use of various atomic spectrometric detection

systems and already these detectors have enabled metal speciation to be performed.

Van Loon has recently reviewed these very limited applications [30,311. This mode of

identification relies extensively on the chromatographic retention data and the use of
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known standards since the detector is element specific. The liquid chromatograph-mass

spectrometer will remedy this obvious deficiency.

A number of designs for the interface have been reported and, currently, commercial

interfaces are available [28]. The pioneers of this field have been Horning, McLafferty,

Scott, Vestaland McFadden and all their designs have attempted to overcome the major

problem which is the removal of large volumes of mobile phases. This difficulty has

been solved by a variety of methods and, often, the residual mobile phase, has been

used as the reactant gas to ionize the sample via chemical ionization. The results to

date have been encouraging, and detection limits on the order of 10-12 g have been

obtained. An additional benefit has been accrued by the direct coupling of a liquid

chromatograph to a mass spectrometer since with this system it has been shown that it is

possible to obtain the mass spectra of non-volatile samples. This advantage was predicted

by Giddings et al. in 1970 [32], and will be a major utility in the speciation of trace

elements. However, if the volatility of the sample does present a problem in the

generation of intense mass spectra then post-column reactions between the column effluent

and suitable reagents could be used to increase the volatility of the sample. Currently,

most of the published reports have been more concerned with the development of improved

interfaces and, as a result, the applications of direct-coupled liquid chromatographs-

mass spectrometers are still limited. Although no applications of this recent advance

have been reported in the area of trace element analyses it is probably only a matter of

time since this area has major significance.

3. Conclusions

Mass spectrometry is an analytical technique which can provide important information

on the bioavailability and speciation of trace elements. These measurements are crucial

if the emissions from energy related sources are to be evaluated for their potential

health risks.
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Discussion

Question (R. E. Sievers): I'm wondering if the problem that you mentioned with respect to

the instability of the iron-THD complex in the chromatographic system could be overcome by

using a column with little less active surface, like a fused silica capillary column.

Have you tried that yet?

Answer: No, we haven't tried for this obvious solution. I'm really quite interested in

trying liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) because of its ability to separate

geometric isomers.
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Question (R. E. Sievers): I think you're going to have a problem looking at geometrical

isomers of at least iron(III) complexes by LC, because of the expected rapid rate of

interconversion.

Answer: The point that I was trying to make is that LC doesn't introduce a new dimension.

Question (R. S. Braman): Please explain how you're going to interface a liquid chromato-

graph with a mass spectrometer.

Answer: There are two commercially available LC-MS systems. One involves a moving band

in which the column effluent, before it goes into the mass spectrometer, is evaporated

leaving a residual component.

Question (R. S. Braman): How does the band get into the mass spectrometer when the mass

spectrometer is pumped down?

Answer: That's really not a major problem, because you can go through seals. That is the

Finnegan system. There is another system which has been used which is based on a heated

drum. The column effluent passes it through a heated drum at very fast pumping speeds.

Question (R. S. Braman): Are there some types of prepumping stage with a control inlet?

Answer: There are various designs in the vessel system, one case even uses a oxyacetylene

torch to evaporate the sample. There's another group here at NBS with Harry Hertz, who is

involved in LC-MS design [Christensen, Hertz, Meiselman, White, Anal. Chem. 53: 171 (1981)].

He's just taking a small portion of the overall sample. The point is valid; whenever you

use the gas as a mobile phase, it's relatively easy to remove through separators and

pumps. With liquid chromatography, that is a major problem. You've got a liquid mobile

phase which means a lot more material must be vaporized. It is quite probable that the

designs that are available now aren't the ultimate designs.

Question (R. Braman): Those little technology problems sometimes can get very big, and

that's why I asked the question.

Answer: The amount of analytical chemistry one possibly finds when interfacing on LC with

a mass spectrometer is extensive. I think it was in 1979, Arpino and Guiochon wrote a

review [Anal. Chem. 51: 682A (1979)]. There was a whole series of designs given.
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Question (W. R. Wolf): You mentioned use of mass spectrometry for speciation, and that the

species must be volatile for identification. Except for those of us who have spent so

many years working with volatile metal chelates--the p-diketones--the interest as far as

health aspects and exposure to these is rather limited. How do you propose to look at

volatile species which may be of more interest from a health aspect?

Answer: The point is valid. Mercury is one example, the nonmetals such as arsenic,

antimony, and selenium are other examples known to form volatile hydrides. These are

reasonable species that can be analyzed by mass spectrometry. In terms of metals that

occur naturally complexed with humic acid metal-chelating complexes, I think that's where

LC-MS is going to be an important area; where you hope you don't require the stability or

volatility necessary for analysis by gas chromatography/mass spectrometry. LC-MS will be

very useful in speciation of metals. Ideally, one hopes that the column effluent will

retain its integrity during the process of passage into the mass spectrometer.

Question (W. R. Wolf): You mentioned the stability of some of these p-diketones. What are

some other classes of ligands or chelates that could be used to form stable compounds? Or

can you use these for some metals which don't form stable p-diketonates?

Answer (R. E. Sievers): The work of Prof. Uden with respect to formation of Schiff base

complexes, starting with a S-diketonate and something like ethylenediamine or the higher

polyamines) applies here. He has shown thatfor certain of the divalent elements, the coor-

dination sphere of the metal ion is higher in the case of the divalent metal ions, such as

the alkaline earth ions or certain of the divalent nickel or cobalt ions. Where these

extra coordination sphere positions can be filled by something besides water, you end up

with a more stable complex. These complexes are not likely to decompose due to self-

hydrolysis to form refractory polymers. I think there is promise also in building multi-

dentate P-diketonates that have the potential for greater stability. There are literature

reports in the last few years on several p-diketonate moieties combinations giving intrin-

sic additional stability. So those are two possible directions in which one might go.

I think we picked up on what Dr. Risby said concerning speciation of oxidation states.

If you can form the derivative that's volatile and can get information about it without an

oxidation state change, then you're ahead of the game. I think it's generally assumed

that there will be very few compounds of the metals that are sufficiently volatile for

mass spectrometry. Nevertheless, given that in many of the processes for upgradings, say

pyrolysis of oil shale to get the first crude shale oil, you're still getting measurable

concentrations of certain elements appearing in the distillates. Assuming that these are

not physically transported by some sort of aerosols, these had to get into the gas phase.

We don't need anywhere near the volatility to obtain a mass spectrum that we need to get

progression through a gas chromatographic column at an appreciable rate. So, a combination

of more stable complexes, more inert chromatographic media, and fused silica capillary

columns are a great help in that respect.
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Question (S. E. Manahan): Dr. Uden, your work has been mentioned so much this afternoon

... Do you have any comments?

Answer (P. C. Uden): Regarding to Dr. Wolf's last question, I think one area of possible

development which is not being pursued too much at the present time concerns metal

speciation of volatile n-bonded organometallics, not the a-bonded organometallics of the

tetraalkyllead variety. In that context, I mention this in my paper, the cyclopentadienyl-

chromium carbonyl. Apparently, some people feel that such species may be related to the

uptake of metals in actual energy-related systems.

I think my observations are very near Dr. Siever's comments on the fused silica

columns. Many things which previously were thought not susceptible to chromatography we

now know are at least worth a try. That is quite an exciting development.

If the chemistry compound allows the organometallic to be volatilized or sublimed, then

there's a good chance that it can be handled in this way.

Question (R. H. Fish): Dr. Sievers, I'm particularly interested in polymeric ligands.

What about putting p-diketones onto polystyrene backbones for removal arsenic compounds

and vanadium compounds, etc. from some of these effluents, such as shale, retort oils,

water, and heavy crude oils. It seems to me this is an interesting area. One method

would be to react these effluents with immobilized macroligands. Do you have feelings

about specificity and types of polymers that could be made or are available?

Answer (R. E. Sievers): Indeed, there is and has been activity in the introduction of com-

plexing groups in polymer matrices for a variety of very interesting applications, not the

least of which is the removal of gold and other precious metals from mine waters. The

patent work of Ernst Bayer and his colleagues [Chem. Abstr. 85: P13139t (1979) et seq.]

relates to very specific ligand-containing moieties that have much higher affinity and

selectivity for the precious metals than for the common metals. Consequently, you don't

load up on your resin with unwanted elements like iron. It is just a question of deter-

mining what you want to do and whether you can bear the cost for those elements you need

to remove, and whether there's value in recovering them or whether you're only trying to

immobilize them and to provide alternative waste treatments.
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Question (F. E. Brinckman): Dr. Risby, this applies to your comments on the coupling of

LC with mass spectrometry, or possibly other detectors, and the comments made by a number

of speakers today on the need for speciation of metals or metalloids with respect to their

oxidation states. The difficulty frequently lies in the separation methodology available

for liquid chromatography, particularly ion exchange chromatography and ion-pair chromatog-

raphy. You must have a proper system with some salt content, some ionic strength. What

prospects do youor others here, see in solving the mass transport of buffer solution plus

the analyte in going across and removing an aqueous, at least water-containing effluent

from the column, plus the salt, and still retaining the integrity of separated analyte

species?

Answer (P.C. Uden): There's one approach some people might be aware of. Barry Karger has

shown a continual extraction process for reverse-phase separations where you can handle

systems difficult for mass spectrometry. You continue the extraction process then transfer

into a liquid phase which is more compatible with the mass spectrometer. Karger set up

this particular design for the Finnegan moving band system about a year and a half ago, but

it's certainly amenable to any particular system that's been devised.

Comment (T. H. Risby): But the problem with that is that it's not designed for ion

exchange.

Answer (P. C. Uden): No. One has to address the problem of the chemistry; you have to put

your extraction chemistry to work and your reaction chemistry to work because there is a

real gap between some of the separation processes and some of the detection processes.

It's a hard problem and I think many people are going to spend a lot of many years

over this.

Question (R. E. Sievers): In relation to your studies in which you're trying to very

gently separate things and see whether there are any associations that can be made, have

you considered what's called droplet counter-current chromatography? The counter current

streams moving little droplets that people in natural products chemistry have used so

successfully in the last couple of years. Has anyone here had any luck with droplet

counter-current chromatography? It would appear to me that this is a very gentle and yet

effective way of pulling things apart for further examination, whether by MS, AA, or what-

ever. No' Well, I think that's something we're going to try then.
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Hollow air sampling tubes having chemisorbing interior coated walls offer

several attractive features useful in preconcentration for air analysis. A

high discrimination of gaseous versus particulate forms is achieved based upon

the much greater diffusional activity of molecules. Since the preconcentration

of gases is achieved without the use of filters, particle-gas interconversions

are avoided. The dynamics of such a system have been described mathematically

and form the basis for accurately determining the diffusion coefficientsand

hence the molecular form of gases in air, even at sub-ppb concentrations.

Several different selective chemisorbing surfaces can be used for studies of

mercury, arsines, sulfur compounds, and nitrogen compounds in air.

Key words: air analysis; diffusion; hollow tubes; mercury; preconcentration.

1. Introduction

Speciation for trace analytes in air analysis is often done by a combination of precon-

centration, separation and detection techniques. Selective absorption on surfaces in packed

tubes or cold trapping are often used followed by gas chromatographic analysis. In most

cases little attention is given to discriminating between the gaseous and particulate state

of an analyte or in determining its molecular form or associations in ambient air.

A number of problems can arise in preconcentration and analysis of air samples. Photo-

chemical oxidants are generally present in much greater amounts than many trace analytes

sought. Ozone can range from 30 to 100 ppb,even in comparatively non-polluted air. Nitric

acid, N204,and PAN are often present in significant amounts. When analytes are preconcen-

trated by some general physical method such as cold trapping, considerable amounts of the
oxidants are also trapped and interaction of trapped materials on surfaces can occur to

alter the analyte composition.

Filters are subject to the same and similar problems when trying to discriminate

between the particulate and gaseous forms of an element. Reactions on filter surfaces can
alter analytes. Alkaline trapped particles can react with acidic gaseous molecules. Vapors
can be absorbed on trapped organic particulate and thus appear to be in the particulate.

Filters also are limited in the discrimination that can be made in particle size. The

smallest filter sizes used appear to be near 0.1 micrometers. Determinations of particle

size distributions are made above this size using filter stacks. The larger particles in

the 2 to 10 micrometer range generally have the greater mass of total particles. The

entire range of analyte physical sizes from molecular to 0.01 micrometers are not easily

studied, largely because appropriate analytical methods are not readily available.
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Optical light scattering methods are usually employed for the sizes below 0.3 micrometers.

The main thrust of this discussion is to examine a new analytical approach involving

the collection of analytes on the specific chemisorbent interior coatings of hollow tubes

as preconcentrators. This technique has the following characteristics:

* Volatile components are preferentially removed from gas samples without encountering

filter reaction problems.

* Experimental results agree closely with the mathematically modeled dynamics of the

tubes.

* Diffusion coefficients of chemisorbed gases can be determined with reasonable

precision.

* Diffusion coefficient studies permit the prediction of the molecular form or detect

the presence of weak associations of detected molecules.

* Studies can be carried out on ambient air samples at ambient concentrations.

*The technique is applicable for any analyte for which a rapid surface chemisorption

reaction and reversible desorption,or removal, is available.

The general approach is to preconcentrate gaseous analytes on a specific absorbing

surface and particulate analytes on a filter or packed tube. This is followed by an

analysis of eitheror bothpreconcentrators. To date, only a few specific applications

have been made, but the potential applicability is great. The theory of the hollow tube

functions will be developed first below followed by a review of current and projected

applications.

2. Theoretical Behavior of Hollow Tubes in Laminar Flow

2.1 Fundamental Equations

The deposition of gases and particles from a gas stream under conditions of laminar

flow has been described mathematically by Gormley and Kennedy [1]. Laminar flow (as con-

trasted to turbulent) is a condition in which the distribution of particles or molecules

from the tube stream is parabolic to the tube surface. Deposition of molecules or parti-

cles is by diffusional transport. In a practical sampling system,a certain length of

intake tubing is required to establish laminar flow. This length, L, depends upon flow

rate, tube diameter and the kinematic viscosity of air (which is influenced by temperature).

From equation 1 which relates L to the Reynolds number, Re, and tube radius r,

L = 0.1 r Re (1)

one can obtain

L = 0.2 F/ff0.1562 (2)

which relates L to the air flow rate in cc/s and the kinematic voscosity of air at 25*C,

0.1562 stokes. From equation 2 L for 1.5 L/min is 10.2 cm. Sampling tubes are, conse-

quently, constructed with 10 - 15 cm of uncoated lead-in sections.
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A second major requirement is that collisions be effective and essentially irreversi-

ble. This is likely the case for particles and multimolecular aggregates. For molecules

reacting with a chemisorbing surface, the following equilibrium is important:

A(g) k i A(p) k3 A(c) (3)
k2 k4

gas phase physisorbed chemisorbed

The rate constant of transfer to a chemisorbed (or reacted) state, k3, must be suf-

ficiently rapid that the absorption rate constant k1 becomes the overall rate-controlling

process. The rate constant, k4, of reversible chemisorption is generally vanishingly

small except for thermally reversible cases at higher temperatures.

When the above conditions are met, the first three terms of the Gormley-Kennedy equa-

tion describe gas and particle absorption:

C/C* = 0.819 exp (-3.6568 fD-LF-1 ) (A)

+0.0976 exp(-22.3-T-D-LF-1)

+0.032 exp (-57w DLF-1 )

In equation 4, C/C* is the fraction of analyte leaving a hollow tube of length L cm,

having a diffusion coefficient D cm2/s, with a gas flow rate of F cc/s. Some typical

values for analyte absorption efficiencies calculated from equation 4 are given in Table 1.

In making these calculations only the first term of equation 2 is significant, a situation

which persists down to values of u = 0.2, where p = ff-L-D-F- 1 . Diffusion coefficients for

most small molecules fall in the range of 0.1 to 0.2 cm2/s, and so the efficiences cal-

culated may be considered typical. Hollow tube preconcentrators then are usually 30 - 40

cm in length and operated with 0.5 to 1.0 L/min flow rates to obtain maximum efficiency.

Equation 4 is not precise for particles or larger molecules having small diffusion

coefficients and becomes increasingly inaccurate for values of p = 0.05 or less. For

p = 0.05 or less, the particle diffusion equation of Gormley and Kennedy [1] is used.

N/N* = 1 - 2.56 p2/3 + 1.2p + 0.177 p4/3  (5)

In equation 5, N/N* is the fraction of analyte particles or molecules passing through the

hollow tube and p is the grouping wDLF- as before. A combination of equations 4 and 5 can

be used to describe collection of gases through small particles on hollow tubes.
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Table 1. Calculated Hollow Tube Absorption Ef iciencies

Tube Length Diffusion Coefficient Flow Rate % Trapped

(cm) (cm2/s) (L/min)

10 0.20 1.0 79.4

20 0.20 1.0 94.8

30 0.20 1.0 98.7

5 0.20 0.2 97.4

10 0.20 0.2 99.9

10 0.10 1.0 58.9

20 0.10 1.0 94.8

30 0.10 1.0 89.6

40 0.10 1.0 94.8

5 0.10 0.2 85.4

10 0.10 0.2 97.4

Discrimination of hollow tubes against diffusional collection of particles is shown

in Table 2. Particles in the 0.1 micrometer range constitute a small fraction of the total

particulate mass and even these have only an extremely small collection efficiency. Col-

lection of particles by gravitation is small but minimized by vertical mounting of hollow

sampling tubes [2].

2.2 Tubes of Finite Capacity

Equations 4 and 5 were developed with the assumption that no tube depletion occurs.

In chemisorption active sites or chemical capacity is diminished upon use. Collected

analyte deposits at the inlet end down the tube length and depletes the tube in what is a

first-order process dependent upon analyte concentration, gas flow rateand tube capacity,

which is a function of tube length assuming a linear homogeneity in coating capacity.

Equation 4, using only the first term, then becomes:

C/C* = 0.819 exp (-3.6568 f-DF-1 Lo exp - kt) (6)

where Lo is the apparent capacity at time zero and k = f-C*/g, for a total tube capacity

of g. Equation 6 has been used to model tube depletion over reasonable values of . which
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also decreases during tube depletion. By taking the logarithm of equation 6,twice the fol-

lowing is obtained:

ln(-ln C/C* 0.819) = ln 3.65687r-D-LoF~1 = kt (7)

Plotting ln(-ln C/C* 0.819) versus t gives a straight line. The value of k can be deter-

mined from the slope and Lo from the intercept. Although diffusion coefficient values may

theoretically be determined from the intercept, they were found to be less accurate and pre-

cise than the method discussed later.

Table 2. Theoretical Discrimination of Gases vs. Particles

Size, Efficiency of Equation
Radius D(cm2/s )a Collectionb Used

0.1 PM 2.2 x 10- 6  0.36% 5

0.01 uM 1.4 x 10-4 5.4% 5

HNO3  0.12 95.5% 4

NH3  0.236 99.7% 4

Hg 0.16 98.3% 4

aFrom ref.3 for particles, ref. 4 for gases or calculated.

bFor 1.0 L/min. 35 cm tube.

2.3 Diffusion Coefficient Determination

Hollow tubes have been used to determine diffusion coefficients of particles and gases.

Thomas [5] reported the use of "diffusion batteries" for determining the diffusion coef-

ficients of comparatively high concentrations of ammonia and sulfur trioxide in airand of

particles of sodium chloride in air. Sinclair [6] and Sinclair et al. [7] have also used

the diffusion battery for particle diffusion coefficient work. All of these methods ana-

lyzed the particle or gas concentration coming through the apparatus rather than analyzing

the trapped analytes. No attention was given to the problem of finite tube capacity.

In earlier work [8],it was shown that, for a single analyte, equation 4 can be used

to describe the amount of the analyte absorbed in various sections of a long hollow tube.

A section-by-section analysis verified the prediction of equation 4 that an absorbed ana-

lyte is distributed exponentially down a tube.
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Equation 4, in terms of the amounts found on the first hollow tube in a series is:

Sl = ST[1 = 0.819 exp (-3.6568-D-L1F-1 )] (8)

where Sl is the analyte found on the first tube and ST is the total analyte passed through

the tube series. If, in a pair of tubes, sufficient length of the second one is used, it

can be considered to collect essentially ST - S1 of the analyte. From the ratio Sl/ST and

a carefully measured tube length, reasonably precise values of D can be calculated. Sam-

ples sizes must be sufficiently small so as not to significantly depelete the first tube.

Samples used in recent work have been on the order of 1% of the total tube capacity, an

advantage of sensitive detection techniques. If the depletion rate constant, k, is known

for a tube, an estimate of its mean effective length can be made and an appropriate cor-

rection applied.

2.4 Error Function for Diffusion Coefficient Determinations

The precision of diffusion coefficient values determined from use of hollow tubes and

equation 8 depends upon the precision in measuring L, F and Sl and ST. The precision in D

is directly proportional to the precision of L and F which can be measured to within 1%

r.s.d. An error function can be derived to determine the effect of precision in the ana-

lysis data ratio, Sl/ST, on the precision of D. If S1/ST = R, equation 8 is rearranged and

the logarithm taken;

ln(1 = R/0.819) = -bD (9)

where -b is -3.6568 7-L/F. Differentiation of equation 9 leads to:

dD =1 .1 = dR (10)

Division of equation 10 by equation 9, and assuming dD = AD, obtains the error function for

D in terms of AR.

AD = 1 AR (1
~D - -[(1-R in (1-R)/0.8 9 ' R( 1)

The value of the function in the brackets may be determined versus R as is shown in

Table 3. The minimum is also a minimum in AD/D. The minimum error is a R value of 0.70,

but reasonably good precision is obtained over a wide range of R values. Experimental con-

ditions of L and F can be adjusted so that R is in the minimum error range.
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Table 3. Error Function for Diffusion Coefficient Determination

R(SlST) Error Function R(Sl/ST) Error Function

0.20 53.3 0.70 3.33

0.30 9.10 0.80 3.55

0.40 5.36 0.86 4.04

0.50 4.05 0.90 4.76

0.60 3.49 0.96 8.28

0.66 3.35 0.98 13.47

From Table 3 it can be seen that a 1% uncertainty in R, AR = 0.01, produces a 3% un-

certainty in D. Several determinations can be averaged. The precision of diffusion coef-

ficient determinations is on the order of a few percent, suitable for detecting the pre-

sence of hydrates, dimers, and aggregates.

Equation 11 is quite similar to the equation expressing the error plot for spectro-

photometric measurements. In the analogy, 1-R corresponds to transmittance and L to con-

centration.

2.5 Diffusion Coefficients from Physical Data

Mole ular diffusion coefficients of compounds in air can be calculated with reasonable

accuracy (+ 8%) using the method of Wilke and Lee [4]. Data are needed on the molal volume

of the liquid at its boiling point, its composition, and boiling point temperature. Since

very little is available on the diffusion coefficients or organometallic compounds, few

calculations for selected compounds of interest have been made. Values calculated using

the best molal volume and boiling point numbers available are in the 0.06 - 0.12 cm2/sec

range.

From the diffusion equation of Wilke and Lee one can observe two important character-

istics of diffusion coefficients. They depend inversely upon total pressure and

D = -r-- k (12)

directly upon the 1.5 power of the absolute temperature. (The constant k in equation 12

is a collection of physical data not dependent upon temperature or pressure.) Day-to-day

fluctuation in pressure will exert only 1-2% changes in D. Corrections to 25*C can be made

for purposes of comparison. Hollow tube preconcentration systems should not be operated

at reduced pressures if diffusion coefficients are to be measured.
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3. Applications

3.1 Review

Applications of hollow tubes in air analysis are given in Table 5. Hollow tubes were
first used to remove interferences from gas streams being analyzed. Nitric acid was re-

moved from an air stream being analyzed for total NOX compounds in a method developed by

Shaw [9]. A parallel sampling line not having a nylon filter was analyzed simultaneously;

the difference could be attributed to nitric acid. Stevens et al. [10] used the absorp-

tion of NH 3 on phosphoric acid for its removal to avoid interferences in H+ analysis of

aerosols. Durham et al. [11] have used the method for removing S02 from aerosols.

Ferm [2] developed a hollow tube preconcentration method for ammonia in air based upon

absorption of ammonia on an oxalic acid surface. The tubes were washed out and analyzed

for ammonia by ion-selective electrode.

The only completely developed regenerative surface method to date is that of Braman

et al. [8] using tungstic acid, an amphoteric solid surface on quartz which collects both

ammonia and nitric acid and then is analyzed by thermal regeneration and detection by a

chemiluminescent analyzer. Fractional ppb concentrations of the analytes could be deter-

mined.

2NH 3 + H2W0 4 -+ (NH 4 )2W04

2HN03 + (HO)2WO2 -+ (N03)2WO2 + H20

(NH4)2WO4 heat -+ 2NH3 + H2WO4

(N03Y2WO2 H20 + heat -- 2NO2 + 402 + H2WO4

Diffusion coefficient data were also obtained in this work.

Table 4. Applications of Hollow Tube Preconcentration

Analyte Sought Collecting Surface Remarks Ref.

NH 3  oxalic acid not regenerated 2

NH3 , HNO3  H2WO 4  regenerated NOx analyzer, ppb 8

NO 2  Ag regenerated NOx analyzer, ppb 15

Hg Ag regenerated, d.c. discharge 12

AsH3 , CH 3AsH2 , (CH3)2AsH Ag potential application, regen. 16

H25, S02 , DMS, COS, CS2  Au potential application, regen. 17

HNO3  NaCl not regenerated solution --
analysis, ppb
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3.2 Elemental Mercury

In earlier work [12] on the speciation of mercury in air, tubes packed with silver or

gold coated glass beads were used to preconcentrate mercury compounds. Mercury was de-

sorbed by heating and detected in a d.c. discharge. Detection limits were on the order of

0.01 ng Hg per sample.

The same detection system is being used in current work but with silver metal coated

hollow tubes as preconcentrators. To datelinvestigations have been limited to studies of

elemental mercurybut silver does not preconcentrate dimethylmercury nor collect particu-

late mercury so some speciation is provided. Elemental mercury was found to preconcentrate

on silver hollow tubes and is readily thermally desorbed in 5 - 15 seconds so that sharp

peaks are observed.

The diffusion character of elemental mercury indoors proved to be interesting and com-

plex. Published values of diffusion coefficients, 0.15 - 0.16 cn2/s, indicated that

elemental mercury could be efficiently removed by amalgamation on 25 cm lengths of precon-

centrator surface at 0.5 to 1.0 L/min. This was not found to be the case for mercury.

Syringe samples of saturated mercury vapor in air essentially all passed through silver

hollow tubes without collection and were collected on packed tubes which collect the par-

ticulate forms.

Subsequent analyses were made of room air and breakthrough capacity runs were carried

out using silver tubes. These indicated that the mean apparent diffusion coefficient for

mercury was well below the reported range. Table 5 gives values from selected analyses.

Mathematical analysis of the flow rate versus S1/ST indicates that more than one mercury

component is present, one having the 0.16 cm2/s diffusion coefficient (65%) and another

having a diffusion coefficient typical of condensation nuclei sized particles (35%). It

appears that mercury in air, at least for indoor air samplesis in an equilibrium. Satu-

rated mercury

x Hg ; (Hg)x (0.01 - 0.001 u)

in air likely has a much higher percentage of condensing mercury droplets.

3.3 Other Applications

As indicated in Table 4,a number of applications of hollow tube preconcentration are

already indicated by recent, current work. In the area of organometallic preconcentration

the arsines are the most likely target analytes. Arsines are basic in characterbeing

chemical analogs of ammonia and the amines. Consequently, an acidic coating such as oxalic

acid, phosphoric acid or the regeneratable tungstic acid could be used. Silver was used

in the referenced work.

Metals need not be used, nor thermally regenerable surfaces. The variety of acid-

base, complexation or redox-surfaces is only limited by the chemical character of analytes

sought.
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Table 5. Diffusion Coefficient Data on Mercury

Flow Rate Calculated D.

L/min cm2/s Remarks

0.90 0.0729 Room air

0.80 0.0669 "

0.70 0.0604 "

0.60 0.0681 "

0.50 0.0617 "

0.40 0.0611 "

0.30 0.0550 "

0.20 0.0477 "

1.0 0.17 Filtered room
air

0.12 0.0539 From breakthrough
capacity study

Series, 0.16 Room air, from mixture
0.9 - 0.2 analysis

- 0.160 25*C, Ref. 13

0.160 25*C, Ref. 14

This work was supported in part by EPA grant no. R-806688010. The assistance of

Carol Beadle in the work with mercury is hereby acknowledged.
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Discussion

Question (R. E. Sievers): What is your evidence that the gas being regenerated when you

heat the tungstic acid after you collected nitric acid is, in fact, NO 2 rather than gaseous

HN03?

Answer: The gaseous HN03 would collect on the transfer tube, and it doesn't.

Question (R. E. Sievers): What is your transfer tube?

Answer: Tungstic acid.
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Question (R. E. Sievers): I don't understand, nitric acid is the transfer tube.

Answer: That is to separate the ammonia out; when you heat the first tube, NO2 from the

nitric comes out and ammonia from ammonium tungstate comes out. If you just simply ran it

straight into the detector both give a single peak because they would both come out at the

same time. What we need to do is separate the ammonia from the NO2 . So, if we run through

a cold tungstic acid tube, that tube takes out the ammonia and allows the NO2 to go through.

Then you heat it up, and off comes the ammonia.

Question (R. E. Sievers): One more question. If you put gaseous nitric acid through a

tungstic acid tube at the one part per billion level, what do you measure coming out the

other end, that is, what fraction is actually measured exiting the end of the tube?

Answer: These tubes are really preconcentrators. What you do is pull air samples through

for a definite period of time, as a collector, and then when you heat it you get the

spike. For example, I might typically collect 10 or 20 liters of air by preconcentrating

from that many liters of air. You then get off into the short period of time the spike

that's one or two analytes.

Question (R. E. Sievers): I understand that. I mean during the collection step, what

doesn't get collected? What do you measure coming out of the bottom of the tube?

Answer: We don't actually measure anything, we collect the particulate on a packed tube

in the sampling step and what comes out is simply air that's had nitric acid and ammonia

removed from it. Plus the particles also.

Question (R. E. Sievers): What's the detection limit, because that's important?

Answer: Well, for my set-up, it's around a nanogram. We've also used a "Knox box," and

we were able to detect nitric acid and ammonia with about a one liter sample. So they

give a better detection limit and that of course is one of the problems. I have to collect

40 liters but the Knox detector would only require ten or two.

Question (R. E. Sievers): I still don't know what percentage of the nitric acid is being

collected as it goes through the tube.

Answer: 100 percent or close to it. For a 30 centimeter tube you can calculate this from

the Gorman-Kennedy equation and you get exactly that efficiency.

Question (R. E. Sievers): I understand that you can calculate, but I want to know experi-

mentally what's retained?

Answer: 95.6 percent of it. Exactly what's predicted by the Gorman-Kennedy equation.
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Kinetic and Equilibrium Control of Interfacial Reactions
Involving Inorganic Ionic Solutes and Hydrous Oxide Solids

Marc A. Anderson

Water Chemistry Program, University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Environmental ecosystems are largely heterogeneous with most chemical and
biochemical reactions occurring at a solid-liquid interface. The availability

of chemical species for biological assimilation and/or physical transport is

governed by factors that influence the kinetic and equilibrium controls of this

partitioning. This paper addresses the current state-of-the-art models that

describe interfacial reactions of inorganic ionic solutes. Discussion is

divided into equilibrium versus kinetic controls over interfacial reactions.

Experimental data is compared with the prediction of current models and

inadequacies are assessed.

Key words: adsorption; desorption; hydrolyzable cations; hydrous oxides;

kinetics; protolyzable anions; thermodynamics.

1. Introduction

Competition between solids, liquids, and gas for various chemical species in the

environment effectively buffers external perturbations and determines the chemical

compositions of an ecosystem. This competition can be described using a variety of
"partition coefficients". A good example would be the competition for CO2 . Distribution
of C0 2 between the atmosphere and water is described by Henry's Law coefficient KH. In

the aqueous solution, CO2 undergoes hydrolysis and dissociation according to coefficients

C02, K1, and K2, which specify the species distribution of H2C0 , HCO3, and C03,respec-
tively. If sufficient Ca++ ions are present, CaC03 precipitates according to the degree

dictated by its solubility product KC03. Thus, if CaC03 is present as a solid species in
a system open to the atmosphere, three phases will compete for C0 2. Diagrammatically, this

competition process which serves to buffer the pH of many alkaline lakes [1] is shown in

Figure 1.
In addition to other inorganic and organic ligands which may also compete for soluble

C02, thereby forming aqueous complexes or solid precipitates according to their own distri-

bution coefficients, the biological community also competes for this and other essential

nutrients in a very rigorous fashion. Indeed, biological competition may tremendously alter

the species distributions that might otherwise be predicted from purely geochemical

considerations. Both active and passive uptake of essential and nonessential chemical

species can occur at the organism-aqueous solution interface [2, 3]. The role of phyto-

plankton, for instance,in cycling nutrients [2],as well as heavy metals [4],is well
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Figure 1. Multiphase competition for Co2 in an alkaline lake system open to the atmosphere.

established. Biotic uptake of heavy metals is supplementary to hydrous oxide influence on

these species in aquatic systems through adsorption processes [5].

Species composition is therefore subject to both abiotic and biotic control andsince
most environmental systems are heterogenous, controlling reactions for chemical species,

especially trace constituents, are interfacial reactions. While our understanding of both
homogenous and heterogenous systems is reasonably comp ete with respect to major species
distribution, it is severely limited when it comes to ,nterfacial reactions involving trace
ionic species. Present knowledge of interfacial equilibrium and kinetics is simply not
sufficient from which to predict system composition. The thrust of this paper is to review
the current body of knowledge concerning the equilibrium and kinetic aspects of trace ion
species distribution between inorganic solid substrates and aqueous solutions. Attention
is primarily focused on the adsorption of protolyzable anions and hydrolyzable cations to
oxy-hydroxy surfaces. Since similar physical-chemical principles probably govern the
passive uptake of nutrient anions such as phosphate, and toxic metals, such as Hg++, by
biotic surfaces, implications for biological interfacial processes are immediately apparent.
The text that follows presents a short historical perspective of major developments in
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adsorption chemistry. It highlights the predominant variables in adsorption modeling and

gives the reader a general idea of where we've been, what has gone wrong, and what needs to

be done. For a recent and more comprehensive review of ionic adsorption see The Adsorption

of Inorganics at the Solid-Liquid Interface by Anderson and Rubin [6].

2. Equilibrium Modeling of Adsorption Reactions

A. Effect of:

(1). Solute or adsorbate concentration

Early attempts to describe the partitioning of anions and cations between solids and

aqueous solutions involved the use of simple equilibrium models (e.g.,the Langmuir model)

or empirical equations (e.g., the Freundlich equation). These early attempts were designed

to describe the frequently observed dependence between solution adsorbate concentration and

the degree of its adsorption to solid substrates. Adsorption studies were often conducted

under a wide range of experimental conditions with adsorption as the independent and

concentration as the dependent variable. Little consideration was given to the stability

of the solid, pH, ionii strength, or reaction time frame; temperature was perhaps the only

controlled variable other than concentration. Years of effort resulted in a bewildering

array of adsorption isotherms, each having its own system-specific set of empirical constants

which described the functional dependence between "equilibrium" adsorbate concentration

(Ceq) and adsorption coverage (r). System-specific modeling was somewhat enhanced by a

variety of methods to mathematically linearize otherwise curvilinear adsorption isotherms.

Subsequently, these methods led to a statistically better means for interpreting and

analyzing data, and thereby fitting empirical constants. They also led to early suggestions

that adsorption was not simply a single process of binding one adsorbate species to a single

receptor site on the solid surface. Muljadi et al. [7], for example, noticed that) over a

large "equilibrium" adsorbate concentration range, a single set of model constants could not

be used to describe the entire data set. Instead, speculation arose that more than one

adsorption site, or binding mechanism was involved. This concept is illustrated graphically

in Figure 2 where a linearized Langmuir equation is "fit" to hypothetical data using three

sets of KL and rmax values.

(2). pH
At this same time, and despite uncertainty concerning binding sites, research was

being conducted on the effect of pH [8]. In general, this dependence, shown diagram-

matically in Figure 3 for hydrous oxide adsorbents, is such that hydrolyzable cation

adsorption increases and protolyzable anion adsorption decreases with increasing pH.

Matajevic et al. [9] postulated that this abrupt rise in the adsorption-pH envelope with

respect to cation adsorption was associated with cation hydrolysis and subsequent

adsorption of the hydrolyzed species. James and Healy [10, 11, 12] later disputed this

claim as coincidental, and attempted to show pH dependence was related with hydration

energies in bonding cations to surfaces. Hohl and Stumm [13],as well as Shindler [14],on

the other hand,suggested that the pH dependence could be interpreted simply by adsorption
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Figure 2. Linearization of the Langmuir equation showing three separate binding regions
each having its own binding constant, KL, and associated rmax saturation value.
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Figure 3. Diagrammatic pH dependence

adsorption on

for protolyzable anion and hydrolyzable cation
hydrous oxide adsorbents.

The adsorption-pH envelope could then be "fit" by a suitable choice of binding constants.

On the other hand, Hingston et al. [15] suggested that adsorption was a function of acid

dissociation constants and the number of protons that could be donated by adsorbing 'Ions.

It should be noted that these ionic adsorption reactions are not simply ion exchange

reactions, but 4;volve energies in excess of those commonly attributed to electrostatics.

That is not to say, however, that electrostatic effects are not important.
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(3). Electrostatics

The chemical and electrostatic effect on adsorption was discussed long ago by Stern

[16]. More recent versions of Stern's equation have been used by Bowden et al. [17] and

by Anderson and Malotky [18] to model the role of electrostatics. Qualitatively,

electrostatic contributions to adsorption can be demonstrated most dramatically. In

Figures 4A and 4B, which are adaptations from the original data of Anderson et al.[14],

adsorption of a protolyzable anion onto an amphoteric hydrous oxide,such as amorphous

aluminum hydroxideshifts the isoelectric point of the solid. Depending on the degree of

coverage, a new isoelectric pH is created above which adsorption diminishes due to

electrostatic repulsion. In a sense, it is difficult to separate electrostatic and pH

effects since the proton can directly affect both.

(4). Ionic strength

Equilibrium modeling became even more complex with the observation by Yates and Healy

[20] that ions, thought previously to be inert, were actually reacting with the surface.

- Increasing Protolyzoble Anion Adsorption

I I
I I

''- I

0
Oxide
Alone

A
W

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.o

1.2

B

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1O

pH

Figure 4. A. Diagrammatic mobility dependence on adsorption and pH for protolyzable

anion adsorption on amorphous aluminum hydroxide. B. Adsorption envelopes showing

decrease in adsorption at pH values greater than isoelectric pH for a given degree

of anion adsorption (after Anderson et al. [19]). C. Reduction of curves in B.
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Research then began to reexamine reactions conducted in constant ionic media such as

potassium perchlorate and nitrate solutions. On close examination of previous datait

became clear that extrapolation to zero charge conditions produced constants that were

functions of ionic concentration [21]. Adsorption now, was not just a matter of describing

concentration dependence, but pH, electrostatics, and ionic media had to be included as

well.

(5). Chemical speciation

Elemental speciation can have profound effects on adsorption as shown in Figure 5 for

arsenite and arsenate adsorption on the hydrous oxide adsorbents of iron and aluminum.
Arsenate adsorption is seen to saturate at high equilibrium adsorbate concentrations.

Arsenite adsorption, on the other hand, is linear for the entire concentration range

examined. Effects of redox state, ligand characteristics, and degree of protonation are

all factors that have been implicated in determining the degree of ionic adsorption. While

some speciation modeling has been performed with computer analysis [22], little experi-

mental work with respect to verification of surface species has been done. Obviously, more

spectroscopic surface analysis is needed.

B. Thermodynamic model
In an attempt to account for all the above reaction variables, Davis and Leckie [21]

devised an adaptation of the complexation model. This highly sophisticated "triple layer"

(triple layer because it balances charge by considering ionic contributions at three
interfacial planes) model includes interfacial capacitance, total site density, and ionic

binding constants for protons, counterions and coionsand adsorbates. A computerized model

was developed at Stanford which employs the program MINEQL [23] as an operational tool for

handling the complex array of equations which must be solved simultaneously. In Figure 6,

this model is employed to illustrate sensitivity to changes in binding constants. The

original data is from Hohl and Stumm [13]. Experimentally, Hohl and Stumm [13] determined

the binding constant of Pb+ to A1 203 to be pK = 5 from potentiometric titration data.
Notice that a change in binding constant from pK = 5 to pK = 3 results in a 40% better "fit".

C. Inadequacies in equilibrium adsorption modeling

At present, equilibrium adsorption modeling is ahead of experimental verification.

Models employed currently assume reaction stoichometry and utilize adjustable binding

constants, which cannot be verified experimentally. To illustrate these problems, Westal

and Hohl [24] in a recent paper, examined five electrostatic equilibrium adsorption models

and concluded that they could represent experimental data equally well regardless of

model chosen, but that the values chosen to represent the same parameter in each model were

different. Hence these parameters were not all representative of physical reality. The

simplest model for a- given system should be the model of choice since no model seems to

totally reflect physical reality. Benjamin and Leckie [25] found that the Davis and

Leckie [21] model could not be applied over a large concentration and pH range and instead
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invoked a multi-site density model not unlike that of the original model proposed by

MulJadi et al. [7]. It would seem that research on this subject has come full circle.

a 
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I 2 3 4
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Figure 5. The dependence of adsorption on elemental speciation. Arsenite and arsenate
adsorption on amorphous oxices of iron and aluminum. High and low concentration

ranges. *As(V) on FeOOH, OAs(V) on Al(OH)3EAs(III) on FeOOH, AAs(III) on Al(OH)3.
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Figure 6. Lead adsorption on A1203 fit by Stanford Model [21] using pKPb++ = 5 and

pKPb++ = 3. Original data is that of Hohl and Stumm [13].

3. Adsorption Kinetics

Most of the experiments mentioned above involved a wide variety of independent

parameters and were conducted over variable "equilibration" periods. For the most part,

little attention was given to reaction kinetics. In the few cases where kinetics were

investigated, surface reactions were found not to be single step reactions [26, 27]. Even

in the recent paper by Benjamin and Leckie [25], trace metal adsorption was found to

involve two steps; first, a rapid and almost complete uptake lasting no more than one hour,

followed by a second, slower uptake process perhaps lasting days, weeks, or possibly months.

The first was thought to be true adsorption, and the second to be slow adsorbate diffusion

into the solid substrate. Earlier results using isotopic exchange [28, 29, 30],as well as

observations showing desorption hysterisis [31],further illustrate that adsorption is a

complex process. It may be that these processes are largely irreversible and therefore

impossible to model using thermodynamic first principles implied above. In any case, it

appears that each .mechanism must be individually modeled before any universal system

applicability can be achieved.
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A. Effects of:

(1). Time

The adsorption kinetics of phosphate onto geothite examined by Stanforth [32] are

illustrated for a very low adsorbate concentration range in Figure 7. The initial

r 30
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Figure 7. Adsorption kinetics of phosphate on goethite for initial concentrations of

phosphorus ranging from 0.1 to 3.0 UM and for solids concentrations of 0.02975 g/L
(204C) (from Stanforth [32]).
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concentration of phosphate is varied in these experiments holding temperature, pH, and

amount of solid constant. Adsorbate concentrations were kept low in an attempt to

minimize iron phosphate precipitation. It is readily apparent, for higher initial

phosphate concentrations, that rapid initial uptake occurs in less than five minutes.

This is followed by a much slower process of uptake requiring several hours or days. For

adsorption levels less than 10 umoles/g, uptake removes almost all solution phosphate

within five minutes.

These results may be interpreted by one of several speculative hypothesis: 1. rapid

binding followed by slow rearrangement [31], 2. rapid binding followed by diffusion into

the solid [8, 25], or 3. rapid binding followed by precipitation [26]. The most recent

precipitation hypotheses was developed by Van Riemsdijk and Lyklema [33, 34] in order to

explain the two-step process of phosphate adsorption onto gibbsite. While the first

attachment process is almost instantaneous, precipitation of aluminum phosphate also occurs

very early in the reaction time frame, even at concentrations as small as 5 umoles/L. Only

below this concentration range were these authors able to study the attachment mechanism

solely. These findings are partially in agreement with observations shown in Figure 7 as

calculations for "monolayer" coverage [32] indicate that'"monolayers" are achieved at

surface densities <10 imoles/g and precipitation or multilayer formation may occur at

higher levels.

(2). Isotopic exchange

Two minute isotopic exchange was used by Stanforth to study the attachment of phosphate

onto goethite at various times into the adsorption reaction [32]. The results are shown in

Figure 8, and indicate that:1. a very small percentage of phosphate is exchangeable in two

minutes and 2. this amount decreases with reaction time. This would imply some removal

mechanism is effectively burying phosphate with time. At these adsorption levels, it could

be postulated that the reaction is already into the precipitation mode.

(3). Temperatur ..

The temperature dependence of both adsorption and isotopic exchange are complex. In

Stanforth's study [32], the initial 5 min adsorption increased with temperature, but

adsorption rates after 5 min were independent of temperature. On the other hand, Chen et al.

[26] found initial 24 h adsorption of P onto hydrous aluminum oxide to be independent of

temperature,while for longer reaction times adsorption increased slightly with temperature.

Van Riemsdijk and Lyklema [33, 34] found a strong temperature dependence for long term

reactions. Stanforth [32] also found isotopic exchange to be a complex function of

temperature. Since both Chen et al. [26] and Van Riemsdijk and Lyklema [33, 34] observed

precipitation after long reaction times, it is reasonable to hypothesize a three-step

reaction: 1. an initial adsorption step which is temperature dependent, 2. a surface
rearrangement that is temperature independent followed by, 3. a temperature-dependent
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precipitation or crystallization step. Different studies utilizing widely varying P

concentrations have emphasized one or another of these steps in the solid-P interaction.
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Figure 8. Two minute isotopic exchange kinetics for phosphate adsorption on goethite as a

function of reaction time. Initial concentration of phosphate was 6 PM whereas
solids concentrations were 0.118 g/L (20 C) (from Stanforth [32]).
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B. Kinetic Models

Kinetic modeling attempts have for the most part failed to adequately describe adsorp-
tion over large concentration and time ranges due to the fact that interfacial reactions
cannot be described by a single mechanistic step. Conventional first-or second-order
reaction rate equations have usually failed. For the most part, mathematical descriptions
have largely been empirical. A few of these mathematical expressions are illustrated in

Table 1. The Elovich equation [27] is the most applicable over large concentration ranges

Table 1. Kinetic models

Non-mechanistic 27j
r = 1/Bin + 1/B inAB (Elovich Eq.)

Adsorption-desorption [35]
dm/d+ = k1(1-) (1-/2)e-BO

+ k2(1-0/2)eB(
2-0) _ 02/2eBO

Mechanistic L33, 34]

(rm- r )-2 = A + B+

r= 1.6 x 105C /+

where: r = adsorption C = eq. adsorbate concentration
rA = attachment adsorption k1 = adsorption rate

rmax= "monolayer" adsorption k2 = desorption rate
rp = precipitation (adsorption) A,B = empirical adjustable constants

* = fraction adsorbed (r/rm) in = natural logarithm
t = time

but it has no mechanistic meaning and fails to describe desorption hysterisis. The equation
describing rates of adsorption and desorption [35] accounts for differences between ions
being taken up or released by surfaces. It does not indicate that adsorption itself is a

two-or three-step process. The recent equations proposed by Van Riemsdijk and Lyklema [33,
34], even though empirical, have the most mechanistic boundaries with respect to concentra-
tion and time. In spite of having a more reasonable format, this model fails to describe the
desorption process. Unfortunately these models do not account for the effects of pH ionic
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strength and electrostatics upon the adsorption rate. In spite of the fact that constants

used in thermodynamic modeling were not validated experimentally, these constants did

possess physical significance. Kinetic models, on the other hand, contain constants with

no physical significance.

4. Conclusion

Partitioning of chemical species between solids and aqueous solutions plays a key role

in determining the environmental pathway and fate of chemical components in an ecosystem.

In spite of many years of effort in the attempt to interpret these interfacial reactions,

there are only limited use system-specific models from which to predict chemical composition.

This failure can largely be ascribed to the indiscriminate selection of systems, parameters,

and time frames which have been used to interpret these reactions.

Adsorption on hydrous oxides can have an important effect on the concentration of many

trace metals and anions in an ecosystem. A complete understanding of partitioning of these

materials between the different phases and between different species in one phase requires

a better understanding of the adsorption process, particularly adsorption as well as desorp-
tion kinetics. While equilibrium models have been used successfully to interpret parametric
affects in site-specific situations, these models have postulated mechanisms using
unvalidated stoichiometrics and artificial physical constants. On the other hand, kinetic

experiments have suggested a complex variety of mechanisms without a totally unifying or
satisfactory model.

It would seem at this time there is more need to enhance kinetic interpretations and
modeling of these interstitial processes by using stable systems and a very selected set of

parameters with which to describe the individual reaction mechanisms that go on at the

surface of solid substrates. Beyond describing rate expressions and reaction mechanisms~an

effort should be made to interpret the effect of the key variables in these systems, e.g. pH,

adsorbate concentration, ionic strength, and electrostatic effects. In addition,

consideration should be given to the stability of the solid substrate, the type of solid

substrate ligands, the affect of oxidation potential, as well as chemical speciation on

solid solution reactions. Only then will there be not only a means of predicting

composition but also the time frame in which this composition is achieved.
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Discussion

Question (B. A. Fowler): On behalf of the biology I would like to say yes to everything

that you've said here. We have the same problem in biological systems except, to add on

top of that, each of the parameters have been changed as the organism responds. In other

words, the question of absorption of incoming species to cell membranes or inside the cell

must recognize that an organism is an agent that's capable of responding by producing more

or less binding by changing essentially the absorbing surfaces.

Answer: I think that's very true. My research right nowwith regard to biological

substrates,is looking at phytoplankton uptake of arsenicals. My interest involves the

process of what happens at the cell wall because the component has to get to the cell wall

before it gets actively transported through it. I'm interested in seeing what happens,

but it's a difficult thing to do because I'm not a biologist and I've got to get biology

people interested in physical chemistry.
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Comment (B. A. Fowler): If you treat the algae or other organisms over a period of time

you will find that the plot that you predict based on a lot of these sound chemical prin-

ciples will vary. It isn't that the plot's wrong, it's just that the animal has changed

in response to the incoming agent. We've seen this time and time again, typical cell

membranes and the permeability characteristics change and the absorption characteristics

change.
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One approach used in the study of trace metal speciation is the

measurement of metal-complex stability constants, which are then combined with

models of the metal systems under study to predict the species present. The

electrochemical techniques used to measure metal complex species have the

advantage of sensitivity and specificity, but suffer a number of limitations.

For voltammetric techniques, these include requirements of excess ligand and

rapid kinetics. We have developed a new approach to voltammetric studies of

metal complexes; this approach uses the Kalman filter, a recursive, linear,

digital filter, to model overlapped electrochemical peaks arising from,

parallel reduction paths, including the situation where two or more complexes

undergo slow exchange. Stability constants are calculated from the individual

electrochemical responses extracted by the filter.

This approach has been applied to studies of the complexation of NTA with

various trace metals. A description of the model and results for the systems

will be discussed.

* Present address: Department of Chemistry, Washington State University,

Pullman, WA 99164.

** This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office

of Basic Energy Sciences, Chemical Sciences Division of the U.S. Department

of Energy under Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48.
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1. Introduction

Electrochemical techniques have long been used in studies of metal complexation.

Potentiometry and voltammetry are fairly common methods for measuring metal complex

stability constants required for the accurate modeling of chemical species [1].

Additionally, both methods have been used for detection of the aquo complex of certain

metals in partitioning schemes [2].

The measurement of metal-complex stability constants by voltammetry is still largely

based on the method first used by de Ford and Hume in 1951 [3]. In this scheme, the

curve obtained by plotting the shift in the voltammetric response (usually the

polarographic half-wave - potential) as a function of the ligand activity is analyzed by

polynomial regression. The regression coefficients are equal to the stability constants

for the metal complex system.

This method, however, involves an inconvenient assumption. The complexes MLn+,

ML2n+, ...,MLpn+ are all presumed to be in equilibrium with each other and with the aquo

complex (designated Mn+) at all times and in all regions of the solution, including the

diffusion layer; even the passage of current during the experiment is presumed not to

disrupt this equilibrium. The assumption limits study to systems capable of very rapid

ligand exchange relative to the time of the electrochemical measurement [4,5]. The

assumption also requires that the ligand be in sufficiently large excess that its

concentration change is negligible in the double layer as the aquo complex reduces.

Although specific systems have been studied [6,7], no general way of circumventing

this assumption has been developed. Complexometric titrations have been used to study

non-labile complexes with some success [8], and Shuman [9] has developed an empirical

approach for examination of the quasi-labile complex CdEDTA2 .

The work described in the present paper uses a new method for peak separation based

on the Kalman filter to extract the voltametric peak produced by the reduction of the

aquo complex, and thus determine the concentration of the aquo complex. Titrations of
ligand with metal or metal with ligand can be performed, and plots of "free" metal
concentration versus moles of titrant can be analyzed by non-linear regression analysis

to yield stability constants for the metal-ligand complexes. This method is similar to a
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potentiometric titration, but should be more versatile because a wide variety of

voltammetric and polarographic techniques could be used in place of a metal specific

electrode enabling studies at low concentration.

To demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, two systems with multiple reduction

peaks were studied.

2. Theory

For a solution in which the ligand is not in excess, the diffusion layer contains

the metal aquo complex, the metal-ligand complex(es), and (perhaps) some uncoupled ligand.

These species are presumed to be in equilibrium before the electrochemical experiment.

For a suitably rapid scan over the appropriate potential range, the aquo complex reduces

first, disrupting the equilibrium in the diffusion layer as a result of the lack of

excess ligand, and causing some subsequent dissociation of the metal-ligand complex to

form free metal. The metal released will be observed as a second peak, cathodic of the

peak produced by reduction of the aquo complex; the cathodic shift depends in part, upon

the concentration of the ligand in solution and upon the stability constant of the

metal-ligand complex [6,10]. This second peak can also be broadened by the kinetics of

the dissociation reaction [5]. Other peaks may occur as a result of the direct or

indirect reduction of the metal-ligand complex(es).

The approach taken here separates the peak produced by reduction of the aquo complex

from subsequent reduction waves. The model treats the observed current as the sum of

currents produced by reduction of the individual species, and assumes no shape dependence

upon concentration for the various electrochemical peaks. With these assumptions, the

current, i, due to reduction is:

i(E) = CT-.S(E) + v(E) (1)

where CT is the row vector of surface concentrations for each component, S(E) is the

column vector of the normalized current response of each component, and v(E) is the noise

in the measurement. For the aquo complex, the surface concentration is equal to the bulk

concentration, since the system began at equilibrium.

The vector CT is estimated using a recursive minimization algorithm known as the

Kalman filter [11]; the filter has previously been used for multicomponent analysis in
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electrochemistry [12] and in ultraviolet spectroscopy [13]. The filter requires that

S(E) be known. Previously, S(E) has been generated by normalizing voltammograms of pure

components by their concentrations [12]. Other approaches using theoretical waveforms

[14] or empirical, multicomponent waveforms are also possible. In this study, all three

approaches have been used to model the S(E) vector. Details are discussed below. The

Kalman filter outputs estimates of the peak height and the variance for each of the

components.

Theoretical waveforms were generated from the equation for a reversible

semidifferential wave [15,16]:

e(E) = n2 F2ACox(vDo) /4RT sech2 [nF/2RT (E-E )] (2)

In equation 2, n is the number of electrons involved in the charge transfer, F is the

Faraday, A is the surface area of the electrode, Cox is the concentration of species, v

is the scan rate, Dox is the diffusion constant of the oxidized species, R is the gas

constant and T is the absolute temperature. The parameter E2 is the reversible half-wave

potential [15]. Semidifferential waves are readily produced from linear scan

voltammograms by differintegration [17]. They have ,the advantage of being narrow,

symmetric waves with a simple theoretical description, unlike linear scan voltammograms.

They also provide better resolution in the Kalman filter because they allow a more

sensitive observation of the innovations sequence [14]. Parameters used for the

generation of theoretical waveforms were obtained by fitting experimental data using

simplex optimization [18].

3. Experimental

Standard solutions of Cd(II) and Zn(II) were prepared from reagent grade CdCl 2 and

Zn(N03 )2 , respectively. They were titrated with standard EDTA, and their concentrations

were found to be [Cd(II)]=1.596x10-2M and [Zn(II)]=2.39x10-2M. Aldrich "Gold Label"

nitrilotriacetic acid (disodium salt) was dissolved in distilled water to give a

3.07x10-2M solution whose pH was adjusted to 6 using reagent grade HC104 . The supporting

electrolyte used was 0.13M NaC104 .

Standard addition curves for Zn(II) and Cd(II) were taken over concentration ranges

spanning those observed for the free metals in the speciation studies; both were strictly

linear, with regression coefficients greater than 0.999.
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Thirty-seven NTA additions were made to a 6.35x10-5M Cd(II) solution held at pH

4.05 0.05; NTA concentrations ranged from 1.222x10~5M to 5.69x10-4M. In both cases, the

temperature was held at 295.4 K and the pH was recorded before each run. Eight NTA

additions were made to a 1.010x10-4M Zn(II) solution held at pH 5.6 0.1; NTA

concentrations ranged from 2.44x10~ 5M to 1.942x10~4M.

A Princeton Applied Research Model 173 potentiostat was used to apply potentials,

and a Model 176 current-to-voltage converter was used to monitor the working electrode.

Potentials were applied using a Digital Equipment Corp. MINC 11-B microcomputer

interfaced to the potentiostat through a 16 bit digital-to-analog converter and a scan

generator. Data were analyzed on a separate PDP-11/23 microcomputer equipped with 128K

words of memory, floppy disks and graphics terminal. Programs used to perform linear

scan voltammetry, to filter data and to perform semidifferentiation have been described

previously [16,18]. Details of the Kalman filter algorithm are reported elsewhere [12].

MINIQUAD [19] was used to perform non-linear least-squares regression on the curves of

[Mn+] vs. total NTA; the program was modified to run on the PDP 11/23 used for this

study [20].

4. Results

Figure 1 shows plots of ten of the thirty-seven semiderivative voltammograms

produced by NTA additions to Cd(II). Two peaks are readily visible. Initial application

of the Kalman filter, using the Cd aquo-complex peak observed before NTA additions as a

model of the first peak and a theoretical sech2 waveform as model of the second peak,

showed the presence of a third peak in all scans. This peak was modelled by simulating a

reversible charge transfer preceeded by a homogeneous chemical reaction. A typical fit

using a three-component model in the Kalman filter is shown in Figure 2.

It was observed that the first peak, presumed to be due to reduction of the Cd aquo

complex, did not shift potential nor broaden with additions of NTA. The height of this

peak was related to the bulk concentration of the Cd aquo complex using a standard

addition curve measured previously. Figure 3 shows the titration curve obtained. The

irregularities in the curve are due to small pH fluctuations in the unbuffered solution.

The second peak appears to shift cathodically with the first additions of NTA and then

remain stationary; however, the shape did not change with additions of NTA. The second

peak is attributed to reduction of Cd aquo complex obtained by homogeneous dissociation

of the CdNTA~ complex [20-22]. The third peak did not shift or change shape with NTA

additions; its position was sensitive to pH changes. This effect is visible in Figure 1.

Regression analysis gave a stability constant of 9.34 (log K) for the CdNTA complex, in
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Figure 1: Semiderivative voltammograms of NTA additions to Cd(II)
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Figure 2: Typical results from a Kalman filter fit to one of the Cd-NTA semiderivative
voltammograms. Curve 1 is due to the "free" Cd(II); curve 2 is due to Cd(II) in equilibrium
with Cd-NTA; curve 3 is due to the direct reduction of Cd-NTA; curve 4 is the original
voltammogram; and curve 5 is the fit voltammogram
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Figure 3: Titration curve for Cd with NTA
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Figure 4: Semiderivative voltammograms of NTA additions to Zn(II)
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excellent agreement with literature values [23].

Figure 4 shows plots of the eight semiderivative voltammograms produced by additions

of NTA to Zn. Here, three peaks are evident. Because the peak due to the reduction of

the Zn aquo complex was well separated from the others, the Kalman filter was not

required to separate peaks. However, the filter was used to separate the two peaks

produced by reduction of the NTA complexes. Theoretical sech2  models were used to

separate the two overlapped peaks; neither was found to shift or to change shape upon

addition of NTA. The uneven spacing of peak heights for these peaks presumably results

from slow exchange kinetics [24]. The peak height for the Zn aquo complex was related to

the bulk Zn concentration using a standard addition curve obtained previously.

Non-linear regression on the curve obtained by plotting the concentration of the Zn aquo

complex versus the concentration of NTA added gave a value of 10.51 (log K) for the

Zn(NTA)~ complex, in excellent agreement with reported results [23,25].

5. Conclusions

This study demonstrates the feasibility of using peak separation techniques, such as

the Kalman filter, to obtain accurate estimates of the peak height of the aquo complex in

a quasi-labile metal-complex system without large excesses of ligand. The metal aquo-

complex concentrations thus obtained can be regressed as a function of ligand addition to

obtain stability constants. Examples using NTA show the constants thus obtained agree

well with those determined by other means. Extention of this work to more labile systems

is in progress.
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Discussion

Question (Y. K. Chau): I have the feeling that you have not solved the problem of adsorp-

tion, that is, electroabsorption?

Answer: No, in fact we haven't.

Question (Y. K. Chau): I think most biological systems irn.olve very weak complexes, such

as copper-glycine. I don't think any electrochemical technique can differentiate free

copper, aquo-copper(II), and copper-glycine or even weaker complexes. Copper acetate has

a pK value below 10. NTA has a pK value of 10; and we use it to define whether it is

labile copper or free copper. I do not think that your system can do any weak complexes

below pK 10?
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Answer: It can't. We have looked at systems other than copper. We avoid copper because

of irreversibility; we can't fit it as well. If we look at lead hydroxide and other

systems we see double peaks. The reason we use the Kalman filter is that the double peaks

are very close together. The Kalman filter can pull them apart with essentially no error

in the fitting. All the error comes from the electrochemistry. We are able to get

constants from that. But you're quite correct about adsorption. The reason I don't show

the lead hydroxide system, is there are preadsorptive layers o" the hydroxide species. We

are currently modifying the filter to try and model the adsorption. The problem is that

there aren't very good models for the adsorption. One student who has been working on this

for about two years originally started with the adsorption models, but decided to go to

speciation because it was easier.

Question (M. A. Anderson): The discussion on these surfaces a while ago suggests what we

really need some good experimental methods for determining equilibrium constants on sur-

faces, providing that we have thermodynamic control. In a system where you have a lead

ion adsorbing less, say, to an aluminum oxide surface, as I showed here from the data of

Hohl and Stumm [J. Colloid. Interface Sci. 55: 281 (1976)], you can use this technique.

Suppose you have arsenic or selenium, how do you apply the technique here to get surface

binding complexation constants?

Answer: The problem here is that the ligand exchange rate has to be such that the electro-

chemistry can handle it. If the ligand exchange rate is very slow, as in the case of some

of these ...

Question (M. A. Anderson): Well the point is that I don't think that you can use an

electrode to detect these things?

Answer: No. You can't detect the ligands, being complex species.

Question (M. A. Anderson): All you can detect is the proton?

Answer: You can detect the proton or you can detect the free lead, but that would be it.

Question (M. A. Anderson): If there is no lead in this system?

Answer: Free arsenic plus three you can detect, but not As(V).
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The relationship between electroactive Cu concentrations and biological

uptake of Cu was investigated to determine if electroactive Cu concentrations

would better predict bioavailable Cu than total Cu concentrations. Measure-

ments of electroactive Cu were made using differential-pulse anodic stripping

voltammetry (DPASV) at pH 8 with a mercury-coated glassy carbon electrode.

The Cu complexing capacity of Pacific Northwest coastal waters averaged 18.7

pg L-1 (S.D. = 5.5, N = 57). When Cu is added at concentrations that exceed

the complexing capacity we observe both increased DPASV-measurable Cu and

increased Cu body burdens in exposed animals. DPASV is a practical method

for monitoring biologically active forms of Cu in contaminated waters.

Key words: anodic stripping; bioavailability; complexing capacity, copper

speciation.

1. Introduction

One of the major problems limiting prediction of effects of a contaminant, such

as Cu, in the marine environment is the inability to relate an analytically defined

fraction of the total amount of material in the environment with a biological re-

sponse. The toxicity of Cu to marine organisms is reduced by its ability to complex

with other ions or compounds. By adding organic or inorganic Cu chelating compounds

to Cu bioassay systemsthe toxicity of Cu was reduced [1, 2, 3, 4]. The purpose of

this study was to develop an analytical method that could be used to predict the Cu

uptake rate and toxicity to marine animals. The relationship of electrochemically

mea, - Cu and Cu uptake by marine organisms was investigated.

* This work was supported by the Department of Energy under Contract

#DE-AC06-76RL0 1830.
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2. Experimental Design

Whole body Cu uptake experiments were conducted on the bivalve, Macoma inquinata,

and the shrimp, Pandalus danae. Animals were collected from an unpolluted bay (Sequim

Bay) about 75 km northwest of Seattle, Washington. The bay is cleanwith Cu concentra-

tions of 0.18 0.11 SD pg L~ 1 [5]. The animal exposure consisted of 100 L tanks

holding 20 animals each for each Cu concentration. Sea water flowed through each tank

at a rate of 3 L min 1. This was equivalent to a tank retention time of less than

three hours. Copper was added from a CuSO4 de-ionized water stock solution through a

mixing funnel and metering pump at dilution rates to maintain Cu concentrations of 5,

10, 17 and 30 pg L~1.

All exposure tanks were monitored daily for dissolved 02, pH, salinity and tem-

perature. The following ranges were observed for these variables, 02, 7 - 9 mg L 1;

pH, 7.8 - 8.2; salinity, 29 - 300/oo; and temperature, 10 - 12*C. Dissolved organic

carbon was approximately 1.0 mg C L-1 and suspended load was about 2 mg L 1 (dry wt).

After exposures of one month, clams were depurated in fresh sea water for three days,

shucked, dried at 60*C, digested in hot concentrated reagent grade HN03 , taken to

dryness, resolubilized in 0.4 N HN03 ,and analyzed for total Cu on an Instrumentation

Laboratories 251 atomic absorption spectrophotometer. National Bureau of Standards

SRM 1577 Bovine Liver was analyzed by the same method and yielded Cu values consistent

with NBS certified values.

3. Analytical Methods

Measurements of Cu in sea water were made using a Princeton Applied Research 174A

Polarographic Analyzer in the differential pulse mode linked to a Houston 2000 Omni-

graphic XY Recorder. The Sylon-CT®-coated borosilicate electrolytic cell (PAR 9330)

connects to a plastic top with five ports that support the working Mercury Film

Electrode (MFE), reference and counter electrodes.

A teflon-coated stir bar (9 x 2 mm) within the cell was activated to 300 R.P.M.

by a Magnestir unit. The working electrode (MFE) was a PAR 9333 Glassy Carbon elec-

trode. The glassy carbon electrode was lapped on a buffing wheel prior to the appli-

cation of a fresh mercury film. A -1.00 V. vs. SCE was applied for 45 s to the

glassy carbon electrode which was immersed into 1 mg Hg+ L~1 solution. This pro-

cedure insures a workable mercury film.
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The analysis of electroactive Cu in sea water was carried out at ambient pH. A

plating voltage of -0.5V vs. SCE was used. The system was standardized by the method

of standard additions. To determine the Cu complexing capacity of sea water, several

aliquots of sea water were spiked with CuSO4 solution to give total Cu concentration

of 5 to 50 pg Cu L 1. These aliquots were analyzed for electroactive Cu after more

than 3 hours of aging to allow the Cu time to complex. The Cu complexing capacity was

calculated by plotting instrumental response to electroactive Cu versus concentration

of Cu added. The resulting curve usually becomes linear after the Cu complexing

capacity has been reached. The Cu complexing capacity is the point where this linear

portion, when extrapolated, crosses the Cu added axis [6]. For analysis of total

copper in sea water, 30 mL of sea water was acidified to pH 2.2 with Ultrex HN03 and

analyzed 1 hour later for electroactive Cu at -0.8V.

4. Results

The concentrations of electroactive Cu compared to total Cu (equivalent to Cu

added) in the unaged and aged tanks are shown in Table 1. In the unaged tanks,approxi-

mately half the Cu is complexed or not electrochemically active in the sea water dosed

with 5 and 10 mg Cu L- 1 . Sea water dosed with 17 and 30 ug Cu L-1 showed little Cu

complexation. Electroactive Cu levels were lower in the tanks containing Cu-dosed sea

water aged for 72 hours than those in the unaged tanks. Total Cu concentrations in

all tanks were within 5% of the dosed concentration, indicating wall loss was not a

significant problem.

Measurements of electroactive Cu by DPASV indicate that when Cu is added to sea

water the concentration of electroactive Cu decreases rapidly at first and continues

to decrease during the next 3 days before approaching equilibrium (Figure 1). The

relative percentage of Cu remaining as electroactive species increased with increasing

concentrations of total Cu added (Table 1).

Total body burdens after exposure to unaged Cu-seawater solutions increased in

clams and shrimp with increasing total seawater-Cu concentrations. The increase with

respect to total seawater Cu is not linear, but more closely approximates an expo-

nential or sigmoid function. Copper body burdens in both clams and shrimp were less

for animals exposed to the aged copper seawater as compared to unaged Cu dosed sea

water (Table 1).
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Figure 1. The concentration of electroactive Cu decreases

as a Cu/seawater mixture ages.
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Table 1. Cu body burdens after one-months exposure to Cu without
sediment present in the clam M. inquinata and the shrimp
P. danae.

UNAGED

Electroactive
Added Cu Concentration after Body Burden

Cu CoD. 72 h equilibration Clam Shrimp
pg L pg L 1  ppm Cu dry wt

N x S.D. N i S.D. N i S.D.

0 3 0.00 0.00 10 15 8 20 65 16

5 3 2.00 0.12 20 25 17 19 146 23

10 3 5.20 1.02 15 28 18 19 190 19

17 3 16.00 0.24 6 97 34 15 260 32

30 3 28.70 2.00 5 84 26 8 322 46

AGED

Electroactive
Added Cu Concentration after Body Burden

Cu Con. 72 h equilibration Clam Shrimp
pg L pg L 1  ppm Cu dry wt

N i S.D. N x S.D. N x S.D.

0 3 0.00 0.00 20 10 4 18 73 18

5 3 1.50 0.00 20 10 3 13 119 14

10 3 3.90 0.12 18 13 5 14 147 27

17 3 10.60 0.60 10 39 20 15 176 23

30 3 23.60 0.25 7 84 28 16 227 42

Thus, aging of seawater-Cu solutions prior to animal exposure reduced the bio-

availability of Cu. This probably occurs through a slow complexation of the added

ionic Cu by natural organic compounds present in the sea water. The same concentra-

tion of Cu present in sea water will result in Cu body burdens approximately 24 times
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lower in animals when the sea water is "aged" for 72 hours. That is, Cu that has been

aged in sea water is significantly less bioavailable to clams and shrimp than unaged

Cu. The higher Cu concentrations were stressful to the animals. Survival of shrimp

and clams during the 30-day exposure was high in controls, but markedly reduced at 17

and 30 pg L 1 (Table 1). Electroactive Cu concentrations in sea water during the

exposures averaged 25% lower in aged than in unaged Cu-seawater solutions (Table 1).

Copper uptake appeared to be determined more by the concentration of electroactive Cu

than the total Cu concentration in sea water. Thus, final Cu body burdens occurring

during the 1-month exposure of clams increased with increasing concentrations of

electroactive Cu present in sea water according to:

Y = 12.7 + 3.03 x (n = 10, r2 = 0.83)

and for shrimp: Y = 107 + 7.16 x (n = 10, r2 = 0.83)

where: Y = pg Cu/g dry wt, and

X = concentration of electroactive Cu in pg L 1

Thus, our results with shrimp and clams indicate that the concentration of Cu as

measured by anodic stripping voltammetry is a better indicator of the amount of bio-

available Cu than measurements of total 'Cu concentrations in the water (Figure 2).

5. Discussion

Our results indicate that dissolved substances present in sea water reduce the

proportion of electroactive Cu and at the same time reduce Cu bioavailability. It is

likely that in many oceanic and freshwater environments, especially those with high

concentrations of dissolved organics, Cu exists primarily in the complexed form and is

not bioavailable. Copper-seawater concentrations used in the animal exposures ranged

from <1 pg L1 (control sea water) to 30 pg L'1. This range lies between those

reported for natural sea water [7] and extremely contaminated coastal waters [8]. The

Cu chelation capacity of sea water falls in about the same range as our Cu exposure

concentrations, ranging from 3 pg L- 1 for oligotrophic to 40 pg L- 1 for eutrophic

marine waters and is apparently due to organic substances with molecular weights

<10,000 daltons [5,9].
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Ionic Cu+2 is believed to be the Cu species primarily responsible for toxicity

[4, 10]. DPASV measurements of electroactive Cu concentrations includes ionic Cu+2

and Cu weakly complexed by organic or inorganic ligands but not the strongly complexed

Cu species. Previous work in our laboratory has shown that DPASV-measurable Cu was a

good indicator of toxic copper to shrimp zoeae and uptake by clam gills [5, 11]. Our

results further indicate that DPASV can be a useful analytical tool for determining

the bioavailable fraction of Cu and possibly other metals present in sea water.

In setting water quality standards and in predicting the bioavailability of toxic

trace elements, careful attention should be paid to existing knowledge of chemical

speciation and biological species differences. Copper levels known to be toxic to

oligotrophic waters may become complexed and totally innocuous in eutrophic waters or

in sediment. Our results, as well as others discussed here, point to the fact that

measurements of (ionic) free copper concentrations in water are important in predict-

ing potential toxicity or bioaccumulation of Cu..
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Discussion

Question (S. E. Manahan): Could you say a bit more about your digestion procedure at pH 2

to establish the total copper level. Is this an oxidation type of digestion?

Answer: Yes, we added nitric acid and heated it for a while. It's not an absolute method.

We don't get all the copper out of the system, but it allows us to digest the sample, free

up most of the copper in the water and analyze electrochemically in fairly simple and fast

manner.

Question (S. E. Manahan): Did you check it with furnace atomic absorption?

Answer: Yes, but for furnace atomic absorption we have to preconcentrate, and different

preconcentration methods have been used. We are not necessarily removing all copper from

the system.

Comment (S. E. Manahan): This could give some problems; we have found that some humic-type

complexes, which you probably don't have in your system, with copper, tend to be stable

even at that low pH and could precipitate out of the solution. To get true total copper

you might want to look at this also.

Question (J. A. Brierley): Did copper uptake by the clam gill itself or are there

microflora on the surface in the gill participating in the uptake?
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Answer: We believe it is the clam gill itself. We tested this by putting antibiotics in

the water, but the results can't be taken as conclusive. We've also removed the gill

after the gill has been exposed and dipped it in dilute acid for a short time. It doesn't

desorb a significant amount of copper, but that doesn't prove that the copper wasn't

absorbed.

Question (R. J. Breteler): In your gill experiment you showed the copper uptake in the

filtered aged seawater is almost the same as in the nonfiltered aged water. Doesn't it

indicate that the most inorganic species foster c.;rplexation and decrease the

bioavailability?

Answer: 6t indicates that, in this exposure, filtering the water did not remove a signifi-

cant amount of copper complexing capacity. Whether you filtered or did not filter the

water, if you added copper(II) and aged it awhile, the body burden in the gill did not

change over a 24-hour period.

Question (R. J. Breteler): You said earlier that the organic matter is probably a compo-

nent in seawater that complexed the copper, and therefore decreased its bioavailability.

But filtering it depends on the filter process? I would imagine you take out most of your

organic ligands.

Answer: In coastal seawater there is about a milligram per liter of dissolved organic

carbon with only about a few tenths of a milligram per liter of particulate organic carbon.

Most of the organic matter in seawater is dissolved in our system. If you get very high

suspended loads, particulate organics will become predominant.

Question (S. M. Silverstein): Would you care to speculate on what you think the nature of

the complexing agent is?

Answer: We made major attempts to determine the stability constant for the dissolved

organic copper and dissolved organic matter and found about 109. Then that information

was put into a chemical model for copper speciation in sea water. The chemical model said

that it is not a strong enough complexing agent and we need a stability constant of about

1016 to 1018 before the dissolved organic matter would become important. So we have a

tremendous disagreement between the analytical measurement and the chemical speciation

model. Dr. Jenne and I are trying to resolve this.

Comment (Y. K. Chau): It is dangerous to assume that the copper loss is due to complexa-

tion alone. Algal exudates will account for most of the complexing capacity of natural

waters. We were working in fresh water where algae excrete material in the first few

minutes with the free copper. This exudate has a pK value of about 8 to 9, and that would

account for most of the complexing capacity of natural water. Speculating on the nature
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of this thing, we measured the pK value for several algal exudates and compared the pK

value of humic and fulvic acids with copper. We also measured the molecular weight using

amicon filtration and found the molecular weight, cut-off point between 5000 and 100,000.

This is very wide molecular weight range and falls in with the copper complexes of humate

and fulvate materialss.

Answer: I quite agree and mention that we haven't ruled out that absorption might be the

process that's removing the available copper from the water.

Comment (J. G. Sanders): Dr. Chau, is that in fresh water that you are working? We find

that in marine systems and estuarine systems the copper is associated with much lower

molecular weight organics. So it may not just be humic material.
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The concept of direct interfacing of specific elemental and molecular identifica-

tion devices with high-resolution gas chromatographs is established in such areas as

GC/MS and GC/IR. Emission spectroscopic detection for element speciation has in

recent times taken on new importance and this paper discusses some of the current

trends in this field. Particular attention is paid to the interfacing of plasma

emission spectrometers and the advantages of alternative systems are discussed. An

atmospheric pressure helium microwave plasma is discussed for trace determinations

in packed and open tubular column GC. Metal compounds and halogen compounds are

covered with discussion of applications in the area of chlorinated organics in

aqueous systems.

The atmospheric pressure DC argon plasma is applied for both gas chromatographic

and high pressure liquid chromatographic studies involving various mobile phase com-

binations. An echelle spectrometer is incorporated in the system and applications

include the determination of metal complexes and organometallics such as gasoline

additives.

Key words: chromatography; detection; metals; plasma emission; specific
elements; spectroscopy

1. Introduction

In all forms of chromatographic separation, of both high and low resolution, the iden-

tification of eluted peaks or developed bands is of primary importance. Identification is

needed to assure the integrity of known species for quantitative purposes and to identify

and characterize unknown members of multi-component mixtures [1]. While in GC practice, the

greatest development in directly interfaced peak characterization has been in the area of

mass spectrometry (GC-MS) [2] and vapor phase infrared spectroscopy (GC-IR) [3], other func-

tional parameters of eluted species, measurable in the vapor phase, have been employed;

these include thermal fragmentation [4], and molecular weight measurement [5] among others.

All of these methods offer primarily information on the molecular form of eluates.

Increasing attention is being paid in GC to specific element detection and monitoring,

since for many complex mixtures, adequate resolution of the species of concern, either involv-

ing themselves or matrix interferences, is not possible in a single chromatographic experi-

ment. If the components of analytical interest share some common property, the use of a

detector responsive solely to that particular parameter may serve to simplify qualitative

and quantitative analysis; specific element detection exemplifies such a procedure.
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In HPLC the eluate matrix is more complex than in GC since the liquid solvent mobile

phase is almost always present in the detector along with the eluates. Eluate characteriza-

tion is thus greatly facilitated through measurement of a property not apparent in the

mobile phase. Here element-specific detection not only fulfills this function but intro-

duces many practical advantages.

In the area of environmental speciation and monitoring needs for inorganic substances

including those from energy-related processes, concern is usually for trace determination

in samples containing large quantities of interfering species. Atomic spectroscopic methods

are singularly appropriate for specific metal monitoring in both GC and LC applications.

While both flame and furnace atomic absorption have been employed with good effect for metal

specific detection as has, to a limited extent, atomic fluorescence [61, these techniques

suffer limitations in sensitivity, in their inability to accommodate simultaneous multiele-

ment measurements and in furnace AA, the necessity for discontinuous segmented profiling.

By contrast with atomic absorption spectroscopy, atomic emission spectroscopy has the

advantage of multielement capabilities and frequently has a linear dynamic range up to five

or six orders of magnitude. The advent of various accessible plasma sources, particularly

in combination with high-resolution monochromators to minimize spectral interferences, has

provided a resurgence of analytical application of atomic emission methods. The chromato-

graphic application of plasma sources is most attractive. The latter have been variously

applied for element-selective detection with most development being for microwave-induced

and sustained plasmas (MED) in gas chromatography. Other plasma systems have also been

demonstrated as viable for both GC and HPLC, notably the DC argon plasma (DCP) and the

inductively coupled plasma (ICP).

The major advantages of interfacing plasma emission spectroscopy in chromatography are:

(a) ability to perform speciation, either before or within the chromatographic column for

many metals and non-metals. Application may be either direct or by derivatization. (b)

ability to tolerate non-ideal chromatographic conditions and elution characteristics. The

specificity of plasma emission enables the analyst to tolerate incomplete resolution, a

factor of great importance in complex matrices. Here the selectivity of the particular

element is the primary concern. (c) sensitivity of plasma emission detection which, with

the possible sole exception of the electron capture-GC detector,is more sensitive than any

other GC detector (pg/s and lower). (d) potential multielement capacity of plasma emission.

(e) compatibility with existing chromatographic systems through the incorporation of simple

interface devices.

2. The Microwave Induced and Sustained Atmospheric-Pressure Helium Plasma Emission

GC Detector (MED)

McCormack et al. [7] first used a low-power, 2.45 GHz, electrodeless, atmospheric-

pressure argon discharge in a tapered cavity to detect organic compounds containing I, S,

Cl, Br, and P atoms. The column was directly interfaced to the plasma tube within the

cavity. Emission was observed laterally across the tube. The design was improved by

Bache and Lisk [8,9], who utilized a helium plasma discharge at 5-10 mm pressure.

The reduced-pressure MED discharge was shown effective for selective metal detection of
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Hg [9]; Cr, Be and Al [10], and Cu, Ga, Fe, Sn, and V [11]; in addition to many non-metal-

lic elements such as As and Sb [12] and P, S, Br, Cl, I, C, H, D, N, and 0 [13]. Line

emission is observed for all spectra in the helium plasma making it preferable for selective

detection over the argon discharge in which some elements such as F, Cl, Br, N and 0 ex-

hibited only diatomic molecular emission. Problems arise from the deposition of carbon from

solvents on the quartz emission tube; eluting solvent may also extinguish the plasma [10,111.

The former problem has been solved by adding oxygen scavenger gas, but in general, from the

standpoint of the chromatographic interfacing, the disadvantages inherent in the use of

discharge at reduced-pressure adds to the complexity of maintaining a constant vacuum at

the exit from the chromatograph.

McLean et al. [13], employed a low-pressure helium plasma, sustained in a thick-walled

quartz capillary of 10-mm o.d. and 1-mm i.d. and overall length of 15 cm. Pressure was ad-

justable from 0.25 torr, and microwave power from 100 to 200 W at 2.45 GHz was applied. A

10-cm plasma was typically obtained. Detection limits for C., H, D, F, Cl, Br, I, and S,

ranged from 3 x 10-1 - 9 x 10-1 g/s and for N and 0, were about 3 x 10-9 g/s selec-

tivities over carbon were usually below 1000,however. An important feature of the plasma

system is that response is proportional to the number of atoms of a particular element pres-

ent and is independent of structure. Thus it is possible, by comparing element response

ratios of unknown compounds with those of a standard containing the same elements, to deter-

mine empirical formulae. This system has been subsequently developed as a commercial unit

(Applied Chromatography Systems Ltd., Luton, England).

The TM0 10 cylindrical resonance cavity described by Beenakker [141 gives such in-

creased efficiency of transfer of microwave power to the discharge that an atmospheric pres-

sure helium (or argon) plasma can be sustained at the same low power levels as use< with

previous cavities. This offers a great advantage in GC applications. A further facility

offered by this design is the ability to view light emitted from the plasma axially. With

cavities in which the helium plasma is operated at reduced pressure, it was viewed trans-

versely through the walls of the quartz discharge tube. Deposition of materials on the dis-

charge tube walls and devitrification of the quartz result in gradual attenuation of sample

response with time. The addition of small amounts of oxygen or nitrogen to the helium to

acts as a scavenger gas reduces carbonaceous deposits, but deposition of metals and devitri-
fication still present limitations for low pressure cavities which are not experienced in
the Beenakker design.

The TM010 cavity has been successfully interfaced with both packed columns and open

tubular columns in GC. One limiting feature of this cavity is its low tolerance for large

eluting peaks (such as solvent). A practical limit is between 50 and 100 vg of organic

material entering the discharge. Greater amounts will extinguish the plasma and require

cleaning or replacing the discharge tube. This drawback is avoided by either inserting a

high temperature low dead volume switching valve between the GC and MIP to divert large sol-

vent peaks from the plasma [151 or by utilizing a fluidic logic gas switching system [16].
When flexible high resolution fused silica capillary columns are employed and if dual detec-

tion with a parallel flame ionization detector is not required, an even simpler approach
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Figure 1. MED element specific detection of lead alkyls in leaded gasoline. Column 12.5 m
SP 2100 fused silica capillary, temperature programmed from 40 to 1400C at 50C per minute.
0.1 pL sample split 1:100. a) carbon at 247.9 nm, b) Lead at 283.3 nm.

allows the column to be terminated within a few millimeters of the plasma. In this case
sample injection splitting is employed to attain allowable plasma sample levels [16].
Power supplies, tuners, and spectrometers employed are fully described in the original
papers [15-17]. Both a high-resolution echelle grating monochromator (Spectrametrics, And-
over, MA) and a low-resolution 0.35 meter, Czerney-Turner monochromator have been used ef-
fectively.

In addition to specific element heteratom detection,a 'non-selective' mode from the
GC point of view is in carbon-specific detection for organics. In Figure 1 is illustrated
carbon-specific and lead-specific detection for a leaded gasoline sample. The trace a
shows a typical carbon trace obtained on a fused silica capillary column, while trace b
shows clearly the five tetraalkyllead compounds present in the sample. Selectivity
of lead over carbon at 283.3 nm is ca. 2.5 x 105.

In Figure 2 is depicted a comparison between carbon specific detection at 247.9 nm and
flame ionization detection for a series of n-alkane hydrocarbons. A glass capillary column
is employed with a 1:1 effluent split to plasma and F.I.D.; the fluid logic gas switching
system is employed. The absolute detection limit of 2-3 pg/s for carbon rivals or exceeds
that of the F.I.D.

An extensive application of the GC-MED system has been specific halogen detection for
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Figure 2. Dual detection chromatogram of an n-alkane mixture; top F.I.D., attenuation x
128; bottom carbon MED detection at 247.9 nm. Column 30 m OV-101 glass SCOT. 0.2 PL
sample split 1:25.

Cl and Br [18,19]. Utilizing purge-and-trap techniques, detection limits for trihalometh-

anes and other purgable organohalides in water are below the parts-per-billion level. A

major advantage is the consistent molar response factors for halogen atoms determined re-

gardless of chemical environment. This is in contrast to the behavior of the electron cap-

ture detector, for example. Sensitivity is comparable to the Hall electrolytic detector for

all halogenated species and is appreciably better in some instances. Its major advantage

is individual determination of halogens rather than total response to halogens exhibited by

the Hall detector. The MED has proved very useful in capillary-column GC studies of the

volatile or volatilizable aqueous chlorination products of humic and fulvic acids, the nat-

urally occurring macromolecular organic species in water [191. The method has been applied

with advantage to the characterization of drinking water samples.

A comparison between non-methylated and methylated chlorinated humic acid samples is

shown in Figure 3 with chlorine-specific detection at 481.0 nm. In the upper trace peaks

1, 2 and 3 correspond,respectively,to chloroform, trichloracetic acid and 2-chlorophenol.

In the lower trace peaks, 1-5 correspond respectively to chloroform, methyl trichloroace-

tate, 2,4,6-trichlorophenol methyl ether, 2-chlorophenol and pentachlorophenol methyl ether.

As has been no4 ed, both detection limits and selectivity over carbon are particularly
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Figure 3. MED chlorine selective chromatogram of non-methylated chlorinated humic acid ex-
tract (above) and chlorinated humic acid methylated with diazomethane (below). Column
100 m OV-225 glass SCOT. (Reprinted by permission from "Analytical Chemistry" reference
[19], copyright 1980, American Chemical Society ).

important for interfaced GC applications. Differences in the quality of peak shape for dif-

ferent compounds necessitates quoting both an absolute detection limit for each element and

a 'rate-based' detection limit. In Table 1 are given operational values for a number of ele-

ments of particular interest in environmental and energy related studies.

3. The Atmospheric Pressure DC Argon Plasma Detector for GC

For general application of an interfaced plasma emission technique for chromatographic

detection, the ability to employ readily available spectroscopic instrumentation is import-

ant. This led to the development of a system based on a commercially available atmospheric

pressure DC argon plasma (the Spectraspan System, SpectraMetrics, Inc., Andover, MA) as an

excitation source, together with a single channel high-resolution echelle monochromator.

This system was employed for both GC detection [20] (GC-DCP) and HPLC monitoring [21] (HPLC-

DCP). For GC interfaces have been designed for quantitative transfer of relatively high

boiling metal complexes and organometallics without peak broadening or sample degradation.

An important criterion in interface design is to avoid hot or cold spots in the trans-

fer line at which high-boiling components could be lost or labile species degraded. The

transfer line must also have a sufficiently small volume to avoid band spreading and loss of
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Table 1. MED detection limits, selectivities and linear dynamic ranges

Element & Absolute Detection Selectivity Linear
emission detection limit, pg/s vs Carbon dynamic
wavelength, limits, pg range

nm

Hg I 253.7 60 0.60 7.69 x 104 103

B I 249.8 27 3.6 9.25 x 103 5 x 102

Al I 396.2 19 5.0 3.90 x 103 5 x 102

C I 247.9 12 2.7 1.00 103

Si I 251.6 18 9.3 1.58 x 103 5 x 102

Sn I 284.0 6.1 1.6 3.58 x 105 103

Pb I 283.3 0.71 0.17 2.46 x 105 103

P I 253.6 56 3.3 1.06 x 104 5 x 102

As I 228.8 155 6.5 4.70 x 104 5 x 102

Se I 204.0 62 5.3 1.09 x 104 103

aS I 545.4 140 52 4.59 x 103 5 x 102

aCl II 479.5 310 86 1.49 x 103 5 x 102

aBr II 470.5 212 67 1.06 x 103 5 x 102

a) Values obtained with refractor plate spectral background correction.

resolution, this being most important in capillary column applications. Stainless steel,

nickel and flexible fused silica tubing have all been employed, the latter proving best

[22].

Of importance also is the optimal positioning of the transfer line exit orifice under-

neath the plasma excitation spot. This has been accomplished conveniently by the construc-

tion of a suitable holder which allows ready positional adjustment. The orifice position is

particularly critical when a fused-silica, narrow-bore capillary column, which can be passed

directly through the heated interface from the GC oven to the plasma, is employed. The us-

ual experimental arrangement for packed-column and glass-capillary-column gas chromatogra-

phy permits a one-to-one or some other suitable ratio split at the end of the column be-

tween the transfer line to the plasma and a flame ionization detector. In this way simul-

taneous detection was obtained for all species and for the element of interest.

We have recently devised a similar split system for fused silica column operation

[22].

The DC argon plasma has proven to be a suitable detector system for metallic elements

where efficient excitation is obtained and also for such elements as boron and silicon
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which are of interest in chemical derivatization for GC. A major advantage for silicon is

the absence of elemental spectral response produced from the quartz plasma tube used in the

MED. The greater selectivity of silicon over carbon, ( 2 x 107 - Table 2 ) as compared with

that seen for the MED (1.5 x 103 - Table 1 ) is also a considerable advantage although the

higher resolution of the echelle spectrometer contributes in part to this improvement.

In Figure 4 are shown dual detection chromatograms for two samples containing silicon

and iron respectively. Both chromatograms were obtained utilizing a wide bore (320 um i.d.)

fused silica column from which the eluent was split equally to the F.I.D. and the dc plasma.

The split lines were made from coated fused silica lengths set to give equal hold-up to both

detectors [22). Samples were injected in the splitless mode to maximize the amount of ma-

terial seen by the detectors in individual peaks. Figure 4a depicts chromatography of a

trimethylsilyl derivative of anthranalic acid. It may be noted that both chromatograms

show a 'solvent' response, in the case of the F.I.D., the response is from the acetonitrile

solvent and excess silylating agent while in the DCP trace, it derives solely from the lat-

ter or silylated by-products. The chromatogram of ferrocene shown in Figure 4b indicates

the high selectivity of the DCP detector which allows low level peaks to be readily seen

a) - b)

DCP DCP
Si Fe
288.2nm 372.Onm

Trimethylsilyl- Ferrocene
anthranilic acid

ca. 20 ng Si 6.5 ng Fe

ca. 60 ng C 14 ng C

FID FID

130 150 170 190 *C 0 2 4 6 minutes

Figure 4. Dual detection chromatograms by flame ionization and dc argon plasma emission.
Column 11 m, 320 um i.d. SE 30 fused silica capillary (J and W). a) temperature prog-
rammed from 1300C at 50C/minute; top, silicon detection at 288.2 nm of trimethylsilyl-
anthranalic acid, bottom F.I.D. detection. b) isothermal at 110OC; top, iron detection
at 372.0 nm, bottom F.I.D. detection.
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Table 2. GC-DCP detection limits, and selectivities

Element Detection Selectivity
emission limit, pg/s vs Carbon
wavelength

nm

bCr 267.7 4 5 x 108

aCu 324.7 5.6 > 106

aNi 341.4 320 > 106

bSi 251.6 25 2 x 107

bSn 286.3 60 2.5 x 106

bPb 368.3 100 5 x 105

aHg 253.6 65 6 x 105

bB 249.8 3 3 x 105

a) Values obtained for 2 electrode plasma jet (Ref. 20).

b) Values obtained for 3 electrode plasma jet (Ref. 22).

in the presence of large amounts of co-eluting solvents.

In Table 2 are shown operational values for GC-DCP for a number of elements. In com-

parison with the GC-MED data, the absolute detection limits for some elements such as lead

and mercury are some two orders of magnitude higher. Others, such as boron are similar.

For individual analyses there are different advantages seen for the two systems. The atmos-

pheric pressure MED is ideally suited to high resolution capillary column work and its very

low detection limits allow trace determinations to be made in small injected samples. It is

limited however in its capacity to handle larger samples, packed column applications demand-

ing solvent venting systems to be used. The DCP system is somewhat less convenient to in-

terface to the gas chromatograph although fused silica transfer lines have helped to sim-

plify this problem. For most elements the DCP has lower absolute sensitivity but this pro-

blem is offset by its ability to handle large injected volumes without extinction of the

plasma. Further, the very high selectivities shown vs carbon enable good detection in the

presence of high level backgrounds.

Both instrumental systems are relatively simple to set up and analytical applications

in many areas of environmental and energy concern are readily envisaged.

With regard to the application of the DCP to specific element detection in HPLC [21],

initial investigations have shown considerable promise using both 2 electrode and 3 elec-

trode plasma jets. Unlike the atmospheric pressure microwave plasma the DCP (and the in-

ductively coupled plasma - ICP) can accommodate the continuous solvent flow rates required

in HPLC. Problems in these applications presently center on the difficulties experienced

with non-aqueous solvent systems but a number of groups are exploring possibilities for
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both plasmas [23-26]. As yet little exploited for trace metal monitoring purposes, HPLC-

plasma emission techniques promise much both for direct determination and speciation of in-

dividual chemical species and possibly in derivatization to introduce specific elements for

characterization.

The potential of the combination of chromatographic separations and elemental atomic

emission spectroscopy is now beginning to be realized and major developments will undoubted-

ly occur in many fields of application.
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Discussion

Question (J. J. Cooney): As a microbiologist, I don't know anything about fused silica

columns. I don't know what problems you have using them --would you give us an idea?

Answer: This is very much a gas chromotographer's technology. In the last year and a

half a very major change over in high resolution gas chromatography with development from

a number of sources of very inert, very efficient, open tubular silica columns giving you

a high efficiency chromatography. The problems in the past have been degradation of low

level samples on active sites within glass columns. Over decades, an immense amount of

work has been done on trying to get inactive chromatograph systems. These true silica

columns which are now commercially available from a number of places go a long way to

answering that problem of column instability. They also, in process, are very good because

they can be made very long and very flexible, and you can do things with them: surface

phases can be bonded onto them so that they have high temperature utility. There are

other many nice advantages too. The disadvantage is that they don't take very much sample.

If your lab is in any way involved in gas chromatography these days, silica capillary

columns offer very current and very important technology advances in gas chromatography.

Question (R. D. Stephens): Could you expand on your statement about microwave plasmas and

inductively coupled plasmas on nonmetals, and their advantages?

Answer: In the data which I've seen so far on inductively coupled plasmas [ICP], I have

yet to see any sensitivity values for halogens for instance, which approach within 4 or 5

orders of magnitude of most of the metals. This is a spectral problem and not a chromato-

graphic one, obviously. There is another debate because inductively coupled plasmas are

highly energetic; temperatures of about 9,000 to 10,000 *C are regularly considered. The

microplasmas are very small: it is a tiny little plasma between 90 and 100 watts but its

plasma density is very high. The energy density for a small area is high. So all this

has to do with the total energy; it has to do with the way in which the elements behave,

whether atoms or ions are produced, whether you are looking at the atomic emission or the

ion emission. Our observation so far is that the microwave emission plasma has given by

much the best data that I have seen anywhere yet for the halogens.

Question (W. Slavin): A characteristic difference is that you do the microwave plasma

work in helium, and you do the ICP work typically in argon. For reasons that have to do

with the energy level distribution in the rare gas, the halogens aren't excited in the

argon atmosphere.
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Answer: Some very subtle physics here, I think. It is not simply looking at ionization

potentials and saying you can make it better. Maybe you have some comment whether you

have looked at the halogens problem.

Answer (C. R. Vogt): We have not looked at the halogens in GC-ICP although I understand

that there is a group at our University that is looking for the organometallics. The

sensitivity is very much comparable to what you have quoted in that picogram/second rate;

these are classical volatile organometallic model compounds.

Answer: The microwave plasma system can be put together for a few thousand dollars, as

opposed to the ICP costs, and it takes typically 50 to 100 mL per min of helium to run

instead of large quantities of argon. With miniturized ICP's coming along this means

improved costs, though.

Comment (C. R. Vogt): I would like to also mention that your interface using fused

silica is, I think, a very good idea. We are using the same interface with the ICP. .-As

you said, with the flexible nature of the silica, you are able to just put it right into

the plasma itself. Therefore, the chromatographic efficiency that you get from the capil-

lary column is well preserved and not lost during the transfer line. As you said, one

problem that needs to be resolved with fused silica is that the surface is very nonpolar,

or deactivated. In one way this is an advantage to chromatographic techniques, but the

disadvantage of this nature surface is that you cannot put a very polar liquid phase onto

it.
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Application of Molecular Substituent Parameters for the Speciation of Trace Organometals
in Energy-Related Process Fluids by Element-Selective HPLC
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High performance liquid chromatographic separations coupled with element-

selective detectors provide trace molecular speciation methods applicable to

energy-related process fluids and associated waste leachates. These materials

present a challenge because they contain complex matrices whose chemistries

are not well understood, and the processes have the potential to generate

compounds containing toxic metals and metalloids that are either unexpected

or have not been previously identified. Consequently, the ability to reliably

ascertain the molecular structures of such unknown substances by relatively

simple measurements of their chromatographic retention properties is very

desirable. Our present work shows a linear correlation of the logarithm of

the chromatographic capacity factor with the linear sum of the appropriate

structural substituent parameters for a number of organoarsenicals, sepa-

rated by an ion-exchange mechanism, and a number of organotins, separated by

a hydrophobic mechanism. An illustration of the application of this linear

free energy relationship as a diagnostic in the separation of trace organo-

arsenicals, by ion-exchange chromatography, was performed on the analysis of

process waters from oil shale retorting and on leachates from raw oil shale.

Key words: atomic absorption; energy-related process fluids; leachate;

linear free energy; liquid chromatography; molecular substituent;

oil shale; org noarsenic; organotin; retention index; speciation.

1. Introduction

1.1 Trace Element Speciation

The molecular characterization, or chemical speciation, of metal and metalloid species,

at trace levels has provided valuable information in the areas of: the aquatic chemistry

of trace metals [1]; the microbial transformations of trace metals [2,3]; the biochemistry

of trace metals [4]; and the chemistry of controlled release biocides containing metals [5].

This information is not obtainable by total trace metal analysis [6].

National Research Council--National Bureau of Standards Postdoctoral Research Associate,
1980-1982.
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A widely used method for trace metal speciation is the chromatographic separation of

the metal-containing compound, with element-selective detection in either on-line or

off-line modes. This technique is capable of characterizing trace metal species in the

presence of numerous other interfering compounds which may prohibit the use of many, if

not all, direct spectroscopic identification techniques. Thus, chromatographic separations

with element-selective detection have been and will be used extensively to characterize

trace metal-containing compounds in the variety of complex matrices generated from energy-

related processes [7-9]. In general, both gas and liquid chromatographic systems are

used. Element-selective detectors are preferably used on-line, thereby minimizing sample

handling, analysis time, and the time needed to optimize the chromatographic system. The

element-selective detectors include: emission and atomic absorption spectroscopy, and

electrochemical, and radioactivity detectors [10]. The technique relies upon the

elution of the trace metal-containing compound with a retention time unique from all

other compounds containing the trace metal under investigation, as determined by an authen-

tic standard.

Gas chromatographic retention has been related to volatility, and that relationship

has provided a useful index of retention, the Kovats Index [11]. In speciation studies

involving liquid chromatographic separations, it would be useful to have a rational system

based on thermodynamic properties, with due consideration of kinetic rates on the chroma-

tographic time scale, in order to:

a. predict the retention of a sought after compound;

b. predict the possible structure(s) of unknown compounds from the experimentally

determined retention times;

c. predict the possible co-elution of interfering compounds; and,

d. optimize chromatographic systems for the desired separation.

The relationship between structural substituent parameters and chromatographic retention

has provided a starting point for such a system and has been applied to the separation of

many organic compounds [11-13].

1.2 Structural Substituent Parameters

The electronic structural substituent parameter, a, is based on the ionization of a

derivative compound with respect to its parent compound. The determination of a is based on

equation 1,

pa = log Kx - log KH (1)

where Kx is equal to the ionization constant of the derivative compound, and KH is the

ionization constant of the parent compound. The constant was first introduced by Hammett [14]

in 1935, based on benzoic acid as the parent compound, with meta and para derivatives. In

1953, Jaffe et al. [15] published a values for aromatic phosphonic acids. In 1956,
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Mastryukova and Kabachnik [16] published co values for the aqueous ionization of a large

variety of substituted phosphorous acids.

The hydrophobic structural substituent parameter (n) is based on the partitioning of

a derivative between octanol and water, with respect to the partitioning of its parent

compound, expressed as,

nx = log P, - logPM , (2)

where Px is the partition coefficient of the derivative and PM is the partition coefficient

of the parent compound [17]. The hydrophobic (or lipophilic) parameter as well as the

octanol-water partition coefficients have been applied to: the transport of compounds

across biological membranes [18]; the chromatographic separation of organic compounds [12],

including herbicides [19]; the correlation of the bioaccumulation of organic compounds in

both fish and microbes [20,21]; and toxicological structure activity relationships [22].

1.3 Application of Molecular Substituent Parameters to Chromatographic Retention

Two publications have laid the foundation for the elucidation of the mechanisms of

chromatographic separations, based on thermodynamic principles, as well as the prediction

of liquid chromatographic retention. In 1949, Martin [13], while discussing theoretical

aspects of partition chromatography, predicted that the addition of a substituent group to

a parent compound would change the partition coefficient by a pertain factor dependent

upon the nature of the substituent group "but not on the rest of the molecule". Lederer [23],

in 1957, reviewed the paper chromatographic applications of this principle to homologous

series of compounds, differing only in the number of methylene groups, in relation to

solvent selection and temperature variations.

In 1976, Horvath et al. [24] presented a model of solvophobic chromatographic separa-

tions based on thermodynamic principles. Chen and Horvath [25] then extended this work to

determine quantitative structure-retention relationships, and Naham and Horvath [26] have

evaluated octanol-water partition coefficients from chromatographic measurements. Baker [11]

has developed retention indices for liquid chromatographic separations based on Hansch's n

parameter that are similar to Kovsts Indices, used for gas chromatography. In these

studies, the solutes were all biogenic organic acids and bases, and a wide variety of

drugs. Other reports of quantitative structure-retention relationships for phenols [27]

and herbicides [19] have been made.

The first application of thermodynamic principles to the.chromatographic retention of

organometal molecules involved the separation of di- and triorganotins by ion-exchange

chromatography with atomic absorption detection. Jewett and Brinckman [28] demonstrated a

linear relationship between the logarithm of the chromatographic capacity factor k' and the

CF molecular substituent parameter, with a correlation coefficient of 0.992, based on
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23 individual k' values for five trialkyltin compounds, separated in water as the R3 Sn+

cations.

2. Experimental

2.1 Instrumentation

The high-performance liquid chromatograph (HPLC) coupled with graphite furnace atomic

absorption (GFAA) detector is illustrated schematically in Figure 1. For the separation

of the arsenicals, the HPLC consisted of two dual-piston pumps, computerized chromatographic

controller, high pressure mixing chamber, and an ultra-violet (UV) absorbance detector.

The injection valve was equipped with a 200 pL sample loop. The GFAA spectrophotometer

was equipped with an As electrodeless discharge lamp, a dual-channel recorder, for recording

both UV absorbance and the histogrammic GFAA output, and a digital integrator for more

accurately determining the GFAA output.
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Mixer 
Pump

uv Figure 1.
Detector Column
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Injection

Auto-

Sampler

Fraction ~ A
Colleto~r I A

HGA
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Digita} __ A-D _ Analo
Printer Pulse Ht. Recorder

Area

Schematic of HPLC-GFAA system

showing programmed solvent

gradient flow and in-line UV

and GFAA detectors [5,28].

The GFAA spectrophotometer

consists of a heated graphite

atomizer (HGA) and an atomic

absorption spectophotometer

(AA).

For the separation of the tetraorganotins, the HPLC employed a single piston pump (with

pulse dampener) and a UV absorbance detector. The injection valve was equipped with a

20 pL sample loop. The GFAA unit was equipped with an electrodeless discharge Sn lamp.

The data were collected on a dual channel recorder, and an integrator was used to digitize

the GFAA output.

The experimental parameters for the two atomic absorption spectrophotometers used during

this study are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Experimental GFAA Conditions

AA Unit Dual-pump Single-pump
HPLC-AA system HPLC-AA system

Element As Sn

Wavelength 193.7 nm 224.6 nm

Band-pass 0.7 nm 0.7 nm

Dry 20 s, 115 *C 20 s, 85 *C

Char --- ---

Atomize 7 s, 2700 *C 7 s, 2700 %

Integrate Peak Ht, 8 s Peak Ht 8 s

2.2 Chromatographic Systems

The separation of the arsenicals was based on the work of Woolson and Aaronson [29].

The chromatographic column was a weak anion exchange column (3 mm x 250 mm). The gradient

elution employed consisted of elution with 80:20 (vol.%) H20:MeOH initially for ten min,

and a linear gradient of 5% min-1 to 85:15 H20:MeOH [0.02 M (NH4)2C03 ]. The separation of

the organotins was accomplished under isocratic conditions using a C18 (octadecylsilane)

reversed bonded-phase column (10 pm particle size). The mobile phase employed was

93:7 (vol.%) methanol:H20.

2.3 Reagents and Standards

The distilled water employed during this study was further purified using an exchange

resin system to obtain 18 M-cm resistivity. The methanol used for the separation of the

arsenicals was spectrograde, while the methanol used for the separation of the organotins

was chromatographic grade. The ammonium carbonate used was analyzed reagent grade. The

arsenic standards employed were obtained commercially and from Profs. Irgolic and Zingaro

(Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M University), whose generosity is greatly appreciated.

The organotin compounds were either obtained commercially or synthesized in our laboratories.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Relationship Between Chromatographic Retention and Molecular Substituent Para-

meters

3.1.1 Separation of Arsenicals

The calculation of the 20 values for the arsenic compounds chromatographed is

simply the linear sum of the a parameters of the individual molecular substituents, which
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replace the ionic oxygen substituents in the parent compounds. The method for calculating

the iao values is presented in Table 2; the parent compound is taken as the trisubstituted

form of arsenate whose Xao value is designated as 0, where A = B = C = 0~. The ionic form

of the derivative compound is very important because simple monoprotonation of the compound

contributes -0.39 a unit to the total Rao value of the derivative. In most cases, the

ionic form of the derivative was determined by considering the pKa of the compound with

respect to the pH of the eluting solvent. In the cases of dimethylarsinic acid and the

diphenylarsinic acid, the neutral forms were considered in an attempt to obtain the best

fit of the data. Considering the pKa's of these compounds, to ascribe these as neutral

forms is not entirely satisfactory; however, there might be some non-additive electronic

effects due to the presence of two organic substituents on the central arsenic atom.

Table 2. The Calculation of the 20 for Organoarsenic Acids

A

Parent Compound As O F = 0

B C

Substi tuent O (Ref.16)

-0 0.00

-OH -0.39

-Ph -0.48

-CH 3  -0.96

Substituents

Molecular Ion A B C A + B + C= 2A

HAsO4
2  0- 0 OH 0 + 0 + (-0.39) = -0.39

H2AsO4  OH OH 0 (-0.39) + (-0.39) + 0 = -0.78

Ph-AsO3H Ph OH 0 (-0.48) + (-0.39) + 0 = -0.87

CH 3As03H CH 3  OH 0 (-0.96) + (-0.39) + 0 = -1.35

(CH 3)2As02  CH 3  CH3 0 (-0.96) + (-0.96) + 0 = -1.92

(CH3 )2AsO2H* CH 3 CH3 OH (-0.96) + (-0.96) + (-0.39) = -2.00

The separation of the arsenicals, using the HPLC-GFAA system, is demonstrated in

Figure 2. The non-response of the UV absorbance detector is to be noted with the exception

of the chromophore 4-aminophenylarsonic acid. The histogrammic output of the GFAA signal

results from the discrete sampling of the HPLC effluent limited by the drying, charring,
atomization, and cooling cycle of the graphite furnace at approximately 45 s intervals [5].

The relationship between the natural logarithm of the chromatographic capacity

factor for the arsenic compounds and the calculated 20 values for these compounds is pre-
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sented in Figure 3. The relationship is linear, with a correlation coefficient of 0.971

based on 111 data points. Similar linear relationships also were obtained using different

non-linear convex and concave HPLC elution gradients. This linear relationship provides a

method for: predicting the retention time of a sought after compound based on the calcu-
lated xa* value; predicting the co-elution of an interfering compound, based on the com-
pounds which have a similar IO value; and optimizing the desired separation by changing
the chromatographic system to achieve the needed change in retention time for the difference
in Y-0 values of the compounds to be separated.

3.1.2 Separation of Organotins

The method for obtaining the In values for the R4-nR'nSn tetraorganotins used in
this work is presented in Table 3. The In value for each neutral organotin molecule is
simply calculated by the linear summing of the individual n substituent parameters.

The separation of the organotins using the HPLC-GFAA system is demonstrated in
Figure 4. The non-response of the UV-absorbance detector is to be noted, with the exception
of the chromophoric dibutyldiphenyltin and the tetraethyltin. In the case of the tetra-
ethyltin, the UV response possibly arises from the large column loading of this compound,
due to the difficulty in detecting volatile compounds because of losses during the drying
cycle of the GFAA.
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Figure 3. The linear regression between in k' and Ia obtained on a weak anion exchange

column (WAX) is shown for the following arsenicals: 1, Me2 As(0)OH; 2, Pe 2As(0)0;

3, Ph2As(0)OH; 4, Me2As(0)0; 5, BuAs(0)(OH)0; 6, EtAs(0)(OH)0~; 7, MeAs(0)(OH)0 ;

8, (4-NH2Ph)As(0)(OH)0 ; 9, PhAs(0)(OH)0 ; 10, AsO(OH)20 ; 11, As(0)(H)022

12, (4-NO2 Ph)As(0)02
2 . The black circles indicate estimated ln k' for alternate

choices of protonated or deprotonated arsenic species not acceptable in the fit

shown.

Table 3. The Calculation of In for Tetraorganotins, R4 -nR'nSn

Substituent Solvophobic Parameter (n) [17]

-CH 3  0.56

-C2H5 1.02

- C3H7 1.55

i-C3H 7  1.53

-C4H9  2.13

-C 6H 5  1.96

R R' n in
CH 3  0 4 x 0.56 = 2.24

CH 3  C2H5  2 (2 x 0.56) + (2 x 1.02) = 3.16

C2H5  0 4 x 1.02 = 4.08

C3H7  0 4 x 1.53 = 6.12

C6H5  C4H9  2 (2 x 1.96) + (2 x 2.13) = 8.18

C6H5 C4H9 1 (3 x 1.96) + 2.13 = 8.01
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The relationship between the natural logarithm of the chromatographic capacity
factor for the organotins and the calculated n values for these compounds is presented in
Figure 5. The relationship for the alkyl and mixed alkyl derivatives is linear, with a
correlation coefficient of 0.989, based on 41 data points. The relationship for the mixed
butyl-phenyl organotins is also linear, with a correlation coefficient of 0.989, based on
31 data points, but with a much larger slope. The difference in behavior between the
alkyl and phenyl derivatives is possibly due to steric, electronic, or solution properties
of the phenyl group operating differently under the bulk conditions, used to determine the
octanol-water partition coefficients, and the sterically constrained octadecylsilane chain
configuration, present in the C18 bonded-phase HPLC column.

3.2 Application to Oil Shale

Elemental analysis of sedimentary deposits has shown the enrichment of a number of
elements, including As, in the carbonaceous deposits of coal, black shale, petroleum, and
asphalt over average crustal abundances [30]. Both coal and oil shale, in general, contain
higher concentrations of these elements than petroleum. The increased use of coal and oil
shale as alternatives to petroleum will cause the redistribution of arsenic contained in
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these matrices depending upon the form of arsenic originally present, the type of process

used to convert these materials to conventional liquid fuels, and on their final use.

The association of arsenic with sulfide deposits, particularly pyrite, in coal has

been reported [31], although no analogous conclusions have been reported for arsenic in

oil shale. The accumulation of arsenic by modern day algae may indicate the manner of

enrichment of arsenic in oil shale, the fossilized remnants of ancient algal mats, by

initial bioaccumulation and the subsequent metamorphosis of arsenic [32].

The partitioning of arsenic during simulated in situ oil shale retorting has shown

that a significant quantity of arsenic is distributed to the product oil and the retort

waters [33]. The application of the weak anion exchange separation of arsenic containing

compounds to a number of retort waters generated during oil shale retorting has been

performed [32], and is illustrated in Figure 6a. The chromatogram reveals the presence of

arsenate, phenylarsonic acid, methanearsonic acid and a neutral arsenic-containing compound.

The origin of these organoarsenic compounds is not clear. It is possible that they

are synthesized during the retorting process by the reaction of alkylhalides with arsenite,

according to the Meyer reaction [34]. It is also conceivable that these organoarsenicals

were initially present in the oil shale, being liberated during the retorting and parti-

tioned into the retort waters. In order to investigate this possibility ground oil shale
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was extracted, via a Soxhlet apparatus, with methanol. Figure 6b shows the separation of

arsenic containing compounds in this methanol extract, indicating the presence of a neutral

arsenic containing compound, phenylarsonic acid, and arsenate. At the present time, the

identification of phenylarsonic acid is only tentative because of interference from a less

ionic form of arsenate found in methanolic solutions, as previously reported [29]. This

less ionic form of arsenate is probably the dimethyl ester of arsenate, which has a IQO
value of -0.24. It is therefore predicted to elute from the column with a retention time

similar to phenylarsonic acid. A recent report on the hydrolysis of arsenate triesters

indicates that the first and second hydrolysis steps are very rapid, when conducted at

pH \, 12 [35]. In the present work the hydrolysis rate does not appear to be as rapid on

the chromatographic time scale, possibly due to the lower pH (7.1 to 8.1) of the eluting

solvent, the ammonium carbonate buffer, and the presence of the column substrate. Prelim-

inary hydrolysis experiments of the methanol oil shale extract indicate the presence of

phenylarsonic acid, but more extensive kinetic experiments and the use of an alternate

measurement method are now necessary to confirm and quantitate phenylarsonic acid.

L-2 Spiked With As Stds

inJ
uv

0 

y.16 AUFS

L-2 (I 10 dilution) PhAs(O)(OH)O

As(O)(OH)0 2 -

II I I

o 25 50 I I I I
Min O 20 40 min

(A) (B)

Figure 6. (A) The separation of arsenicals in a process water generated by a simulated

in-situ retorting process (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory L-2). (B) The

separation of arsenicals in a methanolic extract of ground oil shale (NBS).

4. Conclusions

The correlation of the linear sum of the appropriate structural substituent parameter

with the logarithm of the chromatographic capacity factor for organoarsenicals (a) and

tetraorganotins (n) has been found to be linear. This allows the prediction of: the
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retention time of a sought after compound, the possible structure(s) of unknown compounds

from experimentally determined retention times, and the possible co-elution of interfering

compounds. In addition, this relationship can be used to optimize diverse chromatographic

systems, including ion exchange and solvophobic mechanisms, for a desired separation. The

analysis of a methanol oil shale extract has demonstrated the utility of structural substit-

uent parameters as a diagnostic tool in the liquid chromatographic speciation of trace

metals and metalloids in complex matrices commonly associated with energy-related processes.
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Discussion

Question (E. A. Woolson): I noticed that near retention time of arsenite you have a peak

in the retort waters, is that arsenite or is that just an artifact?

Answer: I am pretty sure that doesn't point to arsenite, it is some other neutral species

eluting.

Answer (R. H. Fish): It is not arsenite. It is a neutral compound not an organic material

but an arsenical like a trialkyl- or triarylarsine oxide that comes off with the solvent

front. It is unfortunate, we should do other columns to further show the retention times.

Comment (E. A. Woolson): This work is done on the Dionex column. The Bio-Rad Aminex A27

using radial compression will give you better resolution separation than the Dionex column.

You have to use a stronger ammonium carbonate buffer, you have to go to 0.2 molar instead

of 0.02 which you use with the Dionex. But that will separate out some additional things

at the beginning that the Dionex will not. That may help you there.

Question (Y. K. Chau): Also in that HPLC-GFAA chromatogram I notice that you have only

one peak, one histogram. Suppose if your interfacing your automatic sampler is a few

seconds off phase, you miss that peak altogether. What is the minimum peak width of your

HPLC that would enable you to be statistically sound, to sample quantitatively?

Answer (F. E. Brinckman): You must do two things. The minimum width in time is At, that

is fit, the half-width between one pulse. You must run replicates in order to get whatever

confidence interval you want. In this case, for a single peak we do not regard that as a

quantitation peak, it cannot be. We have discussed this in literature, so I won't expand

on it [Brinckman et al. J. Chromatogr. Sci. 15: 493 (1977)]. Normally, we would run, in
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these cases rantfour to six replications where we accept as a 90 to 95 percent confidence

interval the mean retention time plus or minus about 3a.

Second, I would say that this method coupled with the method of standard additions for

quantitation is prerequisite because of the limitations of an histogrammic output as

opposed to a continuous wave or analog output.

Question (K. B. Olson): I have a few questions. What percentage of the arsenic was

extracted from the oil shale by the methanol?

Answer: I think on the order of 20 percent. That is based on preliminary information from

the Office of Standard Reference Materials, NBS.

Question (K. B. Olson): When you did your determination of the arsenic on the graphite

furnace, did you use a complexing agent?

Answer: No I didn't.

Question (K. B. Olson): What percentage of the total arsenic eluted off the column when

you looked into retort waters?

Answer (R. H. Fish): These retort waters were analyzed for total arsenic concentration.

They varied from about 3 to 15 ppm and it is very difficult to account for all the arsenic

in the samples. We attempted by the method of standard additions to semiquantitate each of

these compounds coming off, but not in all cases could we totally account for 15 ppm in

each peak or their sums. I think it is probably more important that we identify the com-

pound than be specific on its concentration.

Comment (F. E. Brinckman): Not only for the retort waters, but really for any system such

as this. In this case the detector is not operating under optimal conditions. It couldn't

for two reasons. Even under isocratic conditions, which these are not, the gradient condi-

tions used non-linear changes. Therefore, the composition of the mobile phase being dried,

charred, and volatilized in the ionization process, is itself undergoing constant change.

So unless you want to operate the GFAA with a considerably complicated computer feedback

program in order to test this change, you really tend to operate it at some guessed at or

empirically learned best mean conditions for the furnace. In consequence, you will get

very good apparent detection limits in one case but not other cases, depending on the

species. That is one consideration. The other can be optimized as Dr. Woolson has elegantly

shorn [Woolson, Aharonson, J. Assoc. Off. Anal. Chem. 63: 523 (1980)] where you can get

coincident calibration slope. You should get the theoretical effect of having the same

apparent system sensitivity for any species. Still another consideration is to use post-

column derivatization; this has been reported in literature. In this instance, after the

molecular separation has occurred and the effulent is delivered from the column to the
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point of sampling for the AA or other detectors, as the case may be, you would simply blend

in a stream because you are in laminar conditions. Our peak broadening is less than 3 per-

cent for the whole system, so that the peak eluting then could be then treated, either

continuously or by design with a program to give you a more optimal response. We haven't

bothered with it because you see the analytical time is still not convenient and we would

rather find out what's out there right now than quantitate. I wouldn't know what quantita-

tion means yet because the water samples were not obtained by us in the field, although

they were sterile, we know that.

Question (W. Slavin): Two questions, or comments; have you used some of the newer techni-

ques, for instance the use of platforms with the graphite furnace, which should very

greatly reduce the difference in seeing the different species of arsenic compounds. I am

surprised you are getting that much variation, but the techniques in the graphite furnace

where the sample is deposited onto a platform provide thermal conditions which are largely

independent of the physical characteristics of the sample. In other words, the organic

compound in which it is present.

A second question relates to the question that Dr. Chau asked. Can't you use your

histogrammic techniques for establishing the time at which the particular compounds of

interest elute from the LC column and then schedule the graphite furnace sampling so that

you are within the center of the peaks. Because all that is required for sample volume by

the graphite furnace is 10 pL per sample or smaller and your chromatographic peaks is cer-

tainly very much larger in peak width than that. Can't you do that?

Answer: Yes.

Comment (Y. K. Chau): I'll comment on that, we cannot, because the graphite furnace takes

one minute cooling time. This is dictated by the cooling time needed so the sampling pipette

arm would not be melted. Secondly, the ashing time, drying time, and atomization time all

add up to about one more minute, minumum. With one minute cooling time it takes two minutes

of hardware for every sample we injected.

Comment (E. A. Woolson): With the GFAA we can inject at every 43 s as low as at 40 s, in

some cases; that is about the minimum.

Comment (F.E.Brinckman): You're right, Dr. Slavin. the platform can be used but it is a

question of lifetime. If you will convince me at $500 per box we can get a 100 or 1000

bangs done in a few hours and avoid a lot of failures in midstream I am all for it. That's

the only reason we haven't pursued it.

Answer (W. Slavin): Lifetime is not a problem.
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Comment (D. A. Becker): I was asked yesterday about the results from an Oil Shale Workshop

held here about 3 or 4 years ago. Dick Fulsom from Laramie said whatever became of that

ton of oil shale that they shipped to NBS. I did some investigating, and I will report a

little bit. First of all, there is an SRM shale oil [NBS SRM-1580] issued last year that

has been certified for ten organic compounds including five PNA hydrocarbons. In addition,

that ton of oil shale has been ground and is in the possession of NBS in powder form. I

think that is the same oil shale that Weiss et al. used in their leachate studies. I am

not sure exactly what is going to be done in terms of a SRM or a reference material.

Tom Gills of the Office of Standard Reference Material has responsibility for that, perhaps

he can say what exactly the priority for an oil shale SRM or reference material is in terms

of the immediate future.

Comment (T. Gills): In view of reading the papers so far on synfuels, I don't know if OSRM

wants to make a committment at this time with the allocation of funds for it. I would

solicit, however, any letters, comments that you can give to me during the conference to

support my effort in trying to get it into our priority listing. June 19, 1981 is the date

that we begin to look at proposals both from inside and outside to make some decisions for

FY 82. If you can assure me that it will be of great need and interest and can give me some

projection of the number of sales then, I will support that in view of our priorities.

I have heard just a few people comment on the need of it; I haven't gotten any feeling that

it is really needed.

Comment (D. A. Becker): There is another class of materials called reference materials

that are not certified for components but are of proven homogeneity, and made available.

I know that the Office of Recycled Materials that I am a part of will make some of these

available which are much less expensive. That might want to be considered also in terms of

having homogeneous materials that everybody could work on. This would facilitate intercom-

parisons but would not necessarily be nearly as expensive as having certified materials.

Both approaches are possible.

Question (R. D. Nadkarni): With the shale oil SRM for organics, is there any plan to

certify it for trace elements?

Answer (T. E. Gills): I think that is the plan. In fact, based on some data that I have

gotten from Dr. Brinckman on some other shale oils, it generated interest within the OSRM

for looking at trace elements, especially things like arsenic. We are going to move ahead

on that front. Already we have asked activation analysis group here at NBS to survey the.

shale oil for trace element content. I think that is one we will move ahead on.
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Comment (M. A. Anderson): I have one other written question that is addressed to me by

Dr. Kirchhoff from NBS concerning the same type of subject matter. That is, the interest

in using SRM to look at adsorption reactions. I think that is the case well taken. Too

many people in my area of research are using a tremendous variety of solid substrates as

well as absorbates to look at the adsorption reactions over the huge concentration ranges

in a variety of time frames. A good start on this system would be our approach with respect

to standard reference solids, particularly if you use some standard reference oxides. We

could use a standard reference clay, perhaps a carbon source, and then we could do some

research on it. I support that idea whole heartedly.

Question (M. A. Anderson): I have a question for Dr. Creceilius. You showed uptake of

copper, the noncomplexed copper just continuing to go up and you didn't show any kill rate

or anything. How long does this go on? I mean does it reach some saturation? I am talking

about the electroactive species.

Answer (E. Crecelius): This uptake, do you remember if this is a whole animal or the clam

gill?

Answer (M. A. Anderson): I don't know if it was the clammed up clam or what it was.

Answer (E. Crecelius): You have the whole clams checked out in the copper how high you can

go. In a clam gill you keep going for at least several days and then that is all the

longer you work with that system. In the case of whole animals, after you get the body

burdens above a certain level, they start dying.

Question (M. A. Anderson): It must have been the clam gill and you just ran out of time?

Answer (E. Crecelius): Yes, we only bought it up 24 hours. When we started with cadmium,

you could go to several thousand ppb before you stop inhibition of cadmium in the clam gill

and then the uptake rate would slow down. So we could get about four orders of magnitude

concentration change. It took a very high concentration of metal to affect the clam gill

in, say, 48 hours.

Question (M. A. Anderson): I have one further question of Dr. Brinckman and his coworkers

here, and particularly all you chromatographers. Essentially I use batch system chromatog-

raphy involving pH and ionic strength, and we look at absorption mechanisms on the surface.

It is no different from what you are doing except that you, for instance, fix the pH and you

don't look at that as a variable. I am interested in these arsenic species; you have essen-

tially determined their binding constants for solid surfaces. Could you comment on using

these methods a little bit more, for, let's say, the effective binding constants in terms

of the other variables, ionic strength, pH, temperature? In getting kinetics too, that is

a timely thing, can that be done?
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Answer (F. E. Brinckman): The elegance of the chromatographic method comes about because

of something that is common knowledge; that is, the array of rather well defined surfaces

chemically bound to support substrates. It means you have a large range of even potentially

immobilized ligands or competitive sites--Brdnsted acids or bases if you prefer. This has

really been done: I will cite three areas of work that respond to this question. First,

there is an excellent review by C. Horvath et al. which appeared in J. Chromatogr. [186:

371 (1979)] who put as nicely as one can a restatement in this particular context of modern

HPLC. From first principles, the situation was treated for either ionic exchange or solvo-

phobic exchange mechanisms which includes partition somewhere in the interim, on the solid-

liquid interface. One can draw a very nice thermodynamic model. Indeed, on a relative

basis the ratios of the stability constants predicted by these defined surfaces, using one

compound as a marker, once you have the column constants that Dr. Weiss showed, is what we

are generating is a column as binding constants. Although in this case, we have done it in

gradient elution but it works just as well in linear or isocratic elution. Once you have

that you can predict the relative stability coefficients and they work.

This has been done the other way around. Segar in this institution several years ago,

gave a very nice paper [Segar, Cantillo, NBS Spec. Publ. 464. Methods and standards for

environmental measurement. November 1977, p. 491] which showed using immobilized copper on

a column and passing the ligand through, and so with a competitive ligand directly measuring

stability coefficients. I think this sort of work is just understated, that has been in the

literature now for five or six years. Lastly, the work of Yoza in Japan [Yoza, Kouchiyama,

Miyajima, and Ohashi, Anal. Lett. 8(9): 641-653 (1975)], who worked with polyphosphates

using element-selective detections)as did Segar. I think the opportunity to control, in a

laminar flow system, selected element measurements and retention times, allows you to make

these direct measurements under virtually thermodynamic conditions, that is equilibrium

conditions.

Question (M. A. Anderson): How do you explain the electrostatic problems? Do you see that?

Answer (F. E. Brinckman): Yes, there is, but it can be minimized with stable surfaces. I

would say the reason is that the effective surface area now available with 5 to 10 microns

type particulates and especially those with nonswollen substrates are ideal. We are using

nonswelling bonded phase substrates with the exception of Dionex which is pretty important

in that regard, there are problems with that. You have in fact a chance of getting a good

base-line equilibration. Your analytes are at very low concentration with respect to the

chemistry going on continuously with the supporting electrolyte. In consequence, you are

in a very non-perturbed system, it is almost at rest at all times. It is a poised system.

Comment (C. R. Vogt): I would like to comment on the reverse-phase chromatography that you

have used. In that technique, I think you could modify the mechanism of separation. You

could introduce an ion pair in the reverse phase and then what you are essentially doing is

an ion exchange. I think you could have it as immobilized ion pairing which means that it
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is not chemically bonded anywhere. What I would like to propose is for somebody to come

up with a column that will give both functional groups, but they are also both chemically

bonded. What this will entail will be the chemical bonding of an ionic site, whether this

is anion and cation, in addition to the reverse-phase functionality.

Question (M. A. Anderson): What you are suggesting then is bonding in the phase of elec-

trostatic repulsion, for instance?

Answer (C. R. Vogt): Yes, you can get both repulsion and attraction on these kinds of

surfaces depending on the species and ion sizes. I believe by this mechanism that you can

get the desired separation along with the desired column stability. No commercial columns

are available which are both functionally and chemically bonded (but see Liao, Vogt, J.

Chromatogr. Sci. 17: 237 (1979)--Eds.]. The approach now is to introduct ion-pairing agents

into mobile phase which gets trapped, or immobilized, within a reverse-bonded phase, such

as C18. The ion-pairing site, in effect, gives an ion exchange function along with

solvophobic properties.
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Mechanisms of Toxicity
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The mechanisms and thresholds of trace element toxicity are highly dependent

upon chemical form, differential binding to intracellular ligands, and interactive

effects with other toxic or essential biological agents. In vivo methylation or

demethylation conversions have been demonstrated for arsenic and mercury, respec-

tively, but the precise influence of these processes on cellular toxicity is

undefined. Major intracellular ligands, such as metallothionein for cadmium and

inclusion bodies for lead, play a primary role in mediating toxicity by competing

with target organelles for these elements. Interactive effects between lead and

cadmium greatly reduce renal lead concentrations and formation of inclusions but

not lead toxicity, thus indicating the importance of intracellular speciation to

assessment under multi-element exposure conditions.

Key words: arsenicals; cadmium metallothionein; cellular toxicity; elemental inter-

actions; lead inclusion bodies; methylmercury derivatives; methylation/demethylation.

1. Introduction

1.1 In vivo Metabolism of Toxic Trace Metals

Biological organisms are capable of greatly influencing the toxic potential of trace

elements by metabolic conversions that may render a particular element more or less toxic

within a given dose range. These reactions may involve methylation/demethylation for

elements such as arsenic [1] and methylmercury species [2], respectively; synthesis of

high-affinity cellular ligands such as metallothionein [3], or similar low molecular

weight proteins in marine bivalves [4], for cadmium; and formation of nuclear inclusions

for lead [5]. In addition, recent studies [6,7] have identified a number of elemental

interactions which may greatly influence both the intracellular chemical species formed

and the ultimate toxicity of the elements involved.

1.2 Cellular Mechanisms of Toxicity

The biochemical mechanisms by which toxic trace elements may injure cells are many.

At a given dose level primary effects may occur as the result of damage to cell membranes

[8], mitochondria [9], lysosomes [10] or nuclear (genetic) function [11]. Higher doses may

produce simultaneous effects at a number of sites. The following discussion will attempt to

briefly summarize some current concepts of how biological organisms respond to toxic trace
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element species and what is known about the relationships between reactions and organelle-

specific damage on an element by element basis. The impact of trace element interactions on

these relationships will also be examined.

2. Specific Toxic Elements

2.1 Arsenic

The primary pathway for metabolism of inorganic arsenicals in mammals, including man,

appears to involve methylation of the trivalent [As 3+ species following inhalation [12] or

ingestion [13] leading to the formation of methylarsonic and dimethylarsinic acids [1,12,

13]. For As3+ it is clear that this metabolic conversion simply requires transfer of the

methyl groups to this atomic species. Excretion of these methyl derivatives following ex-

posure to pentavalent [As5+J arsenate would necessitate an initial reduction of As5+ to

As3+. This reaction, which has been reported to occur in rats [14] and dogs [15,16], has

been the subject of controversy, but it is of potentially great importance since As3+ is

regarded as being more highly toxic than As5+ due in part to its longer biological half-time

in the body [17].

In terms of toxicity, cellular respiration, which is primarily localized in the mito-

chondrion, is highly sensitive to either chemical species [9,18,19]. In vivo studies [9,18,
19] have demonstrated the preferential effects of As5+ and As3+ on mitochondrial NAD-linked

mitochondrial respiration in both rats and mice. The biochemical mechanism for As3+ inhibi-

tion of mitochondrial oxidation of these substrates (pyruvate/malate, and a-ketoglutarate)
is thought to involve complexation of this species with the disulfhydryl groups of the lipoic

acid moiety of the enzyme complex responsible for oxidation of these substrates [19]. In

the case where As5+ is administered, it has been suggested [20] that the observed similarity

of effect could be due to mitochondrial reduction of As5+ to As3 . Alternatively, Matlib
and Srere [21] have shown that simple swelling of hepatic mitochondria by phosphate will

produce a similar effect on mitochondrial respiration, presumably due to disruption of the
physical relationship between the mitochondrial matrix enzymes and the electron transport

chain. Hence, the high amplitude mitochondrial swelling observed with arsenicals could be
responsible for the effect on respiration supported by NAD-linked substrates.

Other in vivo effects of arsenicals on the mitochondria involve changes in membrane
structure and function [9] that are accompanied by concomitant increases in mitochondrial
protein synthesis, suggesting a compensatory biological response to this agent. In
addition, arsenical-induced changes in mitochondrial heme biosynthesis [22] with attendant
porphyrinuria have provided a potentially useful biological index of mitochondrial toxicity
in vivo.

The main points to be derived from the above are that arsenicals undergo metabolic
conversions in vivo and that the precise relationships between these conversions, formation
of active species and observed toxic effects are currently unknown but of critical
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importance since the acute toxicity of the various arsenic species varies greatly. A

second point is that biological organisms appear capable of some degree of compensatory res-

ponse to arsenical toxicity if doses are low enough and administered over prolonged time

periods. Processes regulating these responses and the degree of arsenical effect on mito-

chondrial respiration, heme biosynthesis or conformational behavior are also currently un-

known but of critical importance to toxicity assessment.

2.2 Methylmercury Derivatives

In contrast to arsenic, the primary detoxification pathway for methylmercury species

involves its in vivo demethylation to Hg2+ which is subsequently excreted via the kidneys

[23]. This process also produces the situation where both chemical species [CH3Hg+ and Hg 2+]

are present in target tissues and raises the question of whether the observed cellular

toxicity is due to one or the other chemical species or both. The answer is that no one

really knows for certain. A study performed in our own laboratory [2],using fetal rats

whose mothers had been exposed to methylmercury compounds in drinking watershowed the pre-

sence of both forms in the livers of these animals but the fractional percentage of Hg

appeared to increase with dose suggesting that the demethylation reaction might not be linear

but capable of changing as a function of the dose given.

Correlative ultrastructural morphometric/biochemical studies showed that the earliest
manifestions of mitochondrial toxicity were detectable at dosages below those at which marked

demethylation had occurred, suggesting that CH 3Hg+ was the more active species. Since both

forms were present, however, there is no way of excluding Hg2+ from the toxicity observed.

Future studies must focus not only on the rates of CH 3Hg+ conversion to Hg2+ but also the

intracellular binding sites of both species since biological inactivation by binding to high

affinity ligands such as metallothionein in the case of Hg2+ also mediate toxic potential.

2.3 Cadmium

The synthesis of major intracellular ligands, such as the low molecular weight protein
2+ 2+ 2+ 2+

metallothionein, [3] in response to Cd ,Zn , Bi , and Hg exposure greatly influences the

toxicity of these agents in mammalian and many non-mammalian organisms. The protein metal-

lothionein, which has a molecular weight of 6600, 30 percent cysteine residues and no aro-

mA tic amino acids, has been found to account for 70-80 percent of the total cellular binding

of cadmium. A chemically different protein of similar size [4] has also been reported to
fulfill a similar function in bivalve molluscs. The importance of the ability of biological
organisms to synthesize high affinity ligands in response to some toxic trace elements cannot

be underestimated with respect to the disposition of chemical species entering the cells or

the bioavailability of these species for producing toxicity. One important determinate in

regulating the relationship between metal binding to proteins like metallothionein and

toxicity is protein turnover. Metallothionein, like all other proteins, undergoes turnover

[24]. In some tissues such as the liver, the amount of Cd and Zn bound to the protein
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remains relatively constant over long time periods due to synthesis of new metallothionein

at rates apparently matching degradation. In contrast, the kidney, which accumulates Cd

over time, has been found [24] to show a rise and fall in the amount of Cd and Zn bound to

the metallothionein peak over a 6-month period with an apparent redistribution of the in-

creasing cellular Cd burden to other cellular compartments. Therefore, it is important to

realize that while metallothionein is the major intracellular repository for elements like

Cd, the role played by this ligand in some target tissues is not static and protein turnover

may greatly change the intracellular complexation of the metal in the cells. The exact

mechanism of Cd toxicity to target cells such as those in the proximal tubule of the kidney,

is unknown but studies from our laboratory [10] and others [3] have shown that the circula-

ting Cd-metallothionein complex following injection is nephrotoxic and produces a protein-

uria similar to that observed with chronic Cd exposure. Ultrastructural morphometric and

biochemical data [10] have suggested that proteinuria develops as a result of Cd-induced in-

hibition of secondary lysosome formation and, indirectly, via an inhibition of lysorymai pro-

tease activity following degradation of the complex. In addition, studies have indicated

that the toxic effects and cell death occur as a result of a Cd ion inhibition of basic cell

biochemical functions, in particular, RNA synthesis, due to the rapid release of the Cd ion

within the cell following degradation of the metallothionein molecules. The point here is

that the normal process of protein degradation may play a central role in generating toxic
chemical species.

2.4 Lead

The main intracellular pathway for lead involves the cellular production of intra-

nuclear inclusion bodies [5,26]. These structures, which account for a high percentage of

the total intracellular lead burden [5,25-6], have been suggested [5] to play a protective

role in preventing lead toxicity to sensitive biochemical systems. More recent studies [26]

have demonstrated the presence of cytosolic proteins in kidney tubule cells which may play

a role in the initial cellular binding of lead and possibly formation of the nuclear in-

clusions. The point here is that cells contain high affinity ligands/compartments which

contain most of the intracellular lead burden. A primary area of research concern now

centers on the relationship between initial cytosolic binding of lead, formation of nuclear

inclusions and cellular toxicity.

In terms of toxic mechanisms, lead interaction with the cell and mitochondrial mem-
branes appears to be a primary focus of effect [25,27-29]. Lead binding to the mitochon-

drial membranes has been found to be a dose dependent process [29] which leads to depressed

membrane energization during respiration. In vivo, competitive binding between mitochon-

drial membranes and cytosolic and/or nuclear inclusion body compartments must certainly

exist. This process which also appears to be dynamic would control the relationship between

biological availability of lead ions and toxic effects. At the moment, we know little about
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these relationships and the rates at which they occur in vivo.

3. Elemental Interactions

In recent years, it has become clear that interactions between elements play an impor-

tant role in mediating both the intracellular speciation of elements and toxicity. A recent

comprehensive review [23] of interactions between elements is available which describes

many interactive factors in detail. Two of the more interesting and important interactions

concern mercury-selenium and lead-cadmium and these will be summarized below to illustrate

how these interactions may alter the relationships between intracellular metal species and

toxic effects.

3.1 Mercury-Selenium

Early studies by Parizek and Ostadalova [30] showed that concomitant administration of

selenite protected against mercuric chloride induced renal injury. Subsequent studies [6]

showed that chronic exposure to mercuric chloride and selenate caused formation of nuclear

inclusions in renal pr'ximal tubule cells with an atomic ratio for Hg:Se of 0.5:1 determined

by X-ray microanalysis and loss of cell damage compared to that noted in animals given Hg2+
alone. The formation of these structures in target cells for Hg2+ with an observed absence

of toxic effects indicates a change in the intracellular binding of Hg2+ due to formation

of a new Hg-Se species.

3.2 Lead-Cadmium

Recent studies [7,31,32] have shown an in vivo interaction between lead and cadmium

leading to a marked decrease in formation of renal intranuclear inclusion bodies [31] which

is correlated with up to a 60% reduction of total lead in the kidney and other tissues [7].

Despite these decreases in tissue lead burdens, lead-induced porphyrinuria, which is'used as

an index of toxicity, was not decreased [7,32] thus indicating that the biologically active

lead fraction was not affected. The mechanism of this interaction is presently unknown but

appears to be related in part to decreased lead absorption from the gut and an apparent

interaction between lead and cadmium at the cell membranes of target tissues.

The importance of the above interactions is that they document marked changes in the

intracellular chemistry and biological effects of toxic trace elements by simultaneous ex-

posure to other elements. It is hence clear that such interactive effects should be taken

into account in examining the relationship between intracellular chemical species and

toxicity in multielement exposure situations.
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Discussion

Question (M. A. Anderson): Do you do autoradiography, and label the lead? Perhaps it

would be another way of looking at where it is in the cell.

Answer: Yes.

Question (M. A. Anderson): Is it a very difficult technique? I'm interested in techniques.

Answer: The problem is resolution and the energy of the isotope used. If it is a particu-

lar high-energy isotope, the resolution of a section of tissue would not be particularly

great. We don't know if we have a grain there, if it came from here, or over here in

terms of where it ultimately wound up. With metal isotopes this generally is the case.

You can do this at the light microscope level and you will see that some cells have lead

and other cells don't. What we have found, and I think what may be more reasonable in the

case of lead, would be to use energy dispersive analysis or x-ray mapping. You can get

sufficient excitation of this element in the biological tissue. That in itself is another

story.
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Question (M. A. Anderson): Most of these are done by separating the various fractions by

centrifugation?

Answer: Yes. What is done here, for those of you who are not in biochemistry, is essen-

tially to homogenize the tissue and then centrifuge out different compartments and different

organelles in a sucrose gradient, and then analyze it for either the metal or the isotope.

Question (M. A. Anderson): We thought about doing that and then further speciating that

part--arsenic species in each compartment.

Answer: That has not been done. I would like to see somebody do something like this.
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A methodology for assessing the impact of subacute concentrations of organo-

metallic agents on bioenergetic and oxidative damage processes in animals, cells

and energy transducing subcellular organelles is described. Several of the

assays are noninvasive and thus lend themselves to human tests. At the whole-

animal level we utilize a treadmill chamber where physiological parameters of
exercising animals are monitored. These include parameters of whole animals'

work performance such as oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide evolution and en-

durance. Oxidative damage can be monitored in experiments by analyzing expired

air of the animals for ethane and n-pentane. These alkanes correlate with lipid

peroxidation in vivo. At the cellular and subcellular levels, respiratory

activity, lipid peroxidation and free radical species are assayed. Respiratory

activity is measured in muscle homogenates and isolated mitochondria using sub-

strates which feed into different segments of the electron transport chain. To

demonstrate how these assay procedures correlate, iron deficiency anemia in rats

was analyzed. Physiologically, iron deficiency caused a 90% decrease in endurance

which correlated with an 80% decrease in pyruvate-malate oxidation rates in muscle

homogenates. Significant but smaller effects were seen in hemoglobin/hematocrit

levels (50% decrease) and in maximal oxygen consumption (50% decrease). Tissue

free-radical signals observed by ESR at room temperature increased with exercise.

Respiratory organelles have been shown to be a major source of endogenous free-

radicals which initiate tissue oxidation; hence it is plausible that our exercise

system will aggravate the effects of organometallics which act as pro-oxidants and

that the proposed animal exercise system may be particularly appropriate for eval-

uating the potential impact of these substances on humans.

Key words: animal toxicity; breath analysis, endurance; free-radicals, iron;
organometalloid toxicity; pentane, respiration.

1. Introduction

Much is known about acute toxicity mechanisms of hazardous substances in the environ-

ment. Our knowledge of the biological effects of chronic exposure is relatively sparse,

yet, as our understanding of human aging, carcinogenesis~and other disease processes evolves,

we are becomming increasingly aware that some hazardous substances exert deleterious effects
that may not express themselves for years or even decades. Hence'we are discovering a need
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for short-term biological assays that will warn us of such latent harmful agents in the en-

vironment. Microbial assays, particularly the Ames test, continue to serve a useful func-

tion in screening potential carcinogens but it is now clear that a significant number of

potent carcinogens elude detection with the Ames system. We are presently developing an

assay system which will evaluate substances which may not exert their effect directly on

DNA, but, rather, may react with other biological target molecules, possibly potentiating

carcinogenic agents. A particularly interesting group of substances in this category is

chemicals which initiate or promote oxidative free-radical reactions.

There is a strong correlation between oxygen tension and the lifespan potential of

human cells in culture [1]. In mammals a linear correlation between inverse metabolic

activity and lifespan has been demonstrated provided that tissue levels of the antioxigenic

enzyme superoxide dismutase are taken into account [2]. These and other data illustrate

the hazard posed to aerobic life by oxygen and respiratory activity. A model of oxidative

damage has been evolved. This model focuses upon free radicals as well as the excited

singlet species as being responsible for the destructive effects of oxygen. Endogenous

free radicals, arising during normal respiratory activity are viewed as the initiators

of free-radical chain reactions in which a variety of biomolecules are oxidized. Anti-

oxidants like vitamin E protect against such damage by terminating free-radical chain

reactions. Other protective mechanisms in cells include three enzymes: catalase, which

decomposes hydrogen peroxide and thus eliminates a potential source of hydroxyl radicals;

superoxide dismutase, which decomposes superoxide radicals; and glutathione peroxidase,

which decomposes both organic hydroperoxides and hydrogen peroxide. Within the framework

of this model of oxidative damage, chronic effects of hazardous substances would be mani-

fested in terms of interfering with cellular protective machinery or by acting as

initiators of oxidative reactions.

1.1 Mechanisms of Metal Toxicity

A brief survey of toxicity mechanisms of metals and metalloids reveals a prevalence

of mitochondrial and oxidative reactions. For example, mercury is a potent sulfhydryl

reagent. Methylmercury ion has been shown to inhibit coupled mitochondrial respiration [3]

and to cause the appearance of characteristic porphyrin precursors in the urine of treAted

animals [4]. Selenium also reacts with sulfhydryl groups, possibly acting as a cross-

linking reagent in the formation of selenotrisulfides [5]. Selenium also has the

potential to substitute for sulfur within essential amino acids [6], thus causing possible

errors in protein structure. Arsenicals exert destructive effects in at least two ways:

inorganic pentavalent arsenates compete with phosphate in a number of biosynthetic

reactions [7],including oxidative phosphorylation. Trivalent arsenic is a sulfhydryl

reagent, having been shown to combine particularly avidly with lipoic acid [8] of the

pyruvate dehydrogenase enzyme complex. Thus, arsenicals interfere with respiratory energy

coupling mechanisms. Trialkyltin compounds act as lipid-soluble, ion-pair formers with

anions [9, 10] and thus exert their toxic action in cells by exchanging chloride ions for

hydroxyl ions. In mitochondria this causes pH gradients to collapse and thus interferes
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with energy-coupling mechanisms. These examples of metal toxicity illustrate the preval-

ence of reactions that interfere with mitochondrial metabolism and thus strengthens our

assertion that aerobic metabolic functions are an excellent assay system for potential

destructive effects of hazardous metals and metalloids in the environment.

An example of an environmental agent of concern, particularly with the probable forth-

coming exploitation of oil shale resources, is arsenic. Epidemiological studies strongly

implicate arsenic as a carcinogenic agent, yet no definitive studies have demonstrated that

arsenic compounds can cause cancer in laboratory animals, despite extensive experimentation

[11]. Thus it may well be that arsenic acts as an agent that potentiates the action of

other carcinogens, perhaps by promoting oxidative reactions.

The assay system we are developing will examine the antioxigenic potential of a bio-

logical system. This antioxigenic potential will be stressed by means of the relatively

harmless protocol of forced exercise. In this preliminary report we describe one example

of how our assay system is used - that of iron deficiency anemia.

2. Procedures, Results and Discussion

2.1 Whole Animal Studies

Physiological parameters are measured in environmentally controlled exercise chambers

for rodents. The animals are forced by means of electric prods at the rear of the chamber

to run on a treadmill which moves at a predetermined rate. The chamber currently in use

(access generously provided by Professor Brooks of the Exercise Physiology Laboratory with

whom we are collaborating) is equipped for measuring oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide

evolution and electrocardiograms. It is planned to construct modified chambers which will

provide opportunities for collecting substance in the air expired by the animals using a

cold-finger trap. Of particular interest is pentane, which is a breakdown product of

peroxidized polyunsaturated lipids and volatile metabolites of metalloid substances in-

gested by the animals. flentane evolution from mammalian lungs (but not necessarily
originating in the lung) has been shown to be correlated with the vitamin E status of

animals and to increase with exercise. A physiological parameter which has proven useful

as an indicator of whole-animal integrity is maximum endurance, i.e., the time required for

an animal to become totally exhausted as a result of running on a treadmill at submaximum

speed. Anothi useful parameter is response to exercise training. As shown in the Table,

endurance can be increased about five-fold by training in unstressed rats.

Table: Effect of Endurance Training

Mitochondrial Muscle Cyto- Maximal
Content of chrome oxidase V02 max Endurance

Group Musclemg/g moles/min/g mg kg-1- min-1  min.

Control 18.2 + 0.7 37.4 + 3.1 76.6 + 1.2 36.3 + 2.2

Endurance 36.2 + 1.6* 75.9 + 5.4* 87.7 + 2.0* 182.6 + 10.4*
Trained

*P<0.01 controls vs. endurance trained (t-test), n = 10.
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Summary -- 100% increase in mitochondrial content of muscle, 100% increase in muscle

oxidative capacity, 14% increase in V0 2 max, 403% increase in endurance. Thus endurance

is highly correlated with mitochondrial content of muscle, and muscle oxidative capacity

but only moderately correlated with V02 max. Endurance training provides a useful and

physiologic tool for the study of muscle energetics and whole-animal respiration.

2.2 Tissue, Cellular and Subcellular Studies

Respiratory activity of tissue, particularly muscle homogenates, is performed in a

Clark-type electrode using succinate and pyruvate-malate as substrates. A full battery

of bioenergetic parameters, including respiratory control and V02 max, is measured.

Similar assays are conducted with mitochondria isolated from these tissues. Mitochondrial

yields are related to muscle weight. Lysosomal membrane integrity is evaluated with

latency assays of intralysosomal enzymes. Lipid peroxidation is measured by means of the

thiobarbituric acid procedure [12]. Endogenous free radicals are monitored both in tissue

and homogenates with room temperature EPR techniques. The status of protective enzymes

and antioxidants in isolated mitochondria is evaluated by detecting free radicals with

nitroxide and nitrone spin traps under conditions where free-radical reactions are induced

with exogenous initiators.

2.3 Effect of Iron Deficiency on Endurance Capacity and Respiratory Activity

Iron deficiency anemia in rats was used as a model system to study the correlation

between physiological dysfunction and subcellular bioenergetic parameters [13]. It

was of interest to determine whether gross, noninvasive exercise parameters might

yield evidence of tissue damage of comparable sensitivity to measurements of respira-

tory enzyme activities.

Rats were made anemic by means of dietary iron deficiency over a period of three

weeks. The blood hematocrits of the deficient rats were about 20% compared to those of

normal rats with 40% hematocrits. The most striking effect of iron depletion was a 90%

reduction in the endurance capacity, i.e.,the time period that endurance trained rats

ran until total exhaustion. A comparable but less dramatic decline was seen in the

pyruvate-malate oxidation rates, where an 80% reduction was seen for muscle homogenates

and a 70% decline was noted for isolated muscle mitochondria. Whole animal maximal

oxygen consumption, V02 max, diminished by 50%. When hematocrits of the deficient rats

were increased by means of blood transfusion, V0 2 max values reached nearly normal levels

whereas no significant changes occurred in endurance capacities. The latter result demon-

strated that oxygen utilization at the level of the respiratory chain rather than oxygen

delivery via hemoglobin was limiting in endurance capacity (see accompanying Figure).
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IRON DEFICIENCY: AEROBIC WORK CAPACITY TESTS
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FIGURE. Demonstration that exercise enhances the effects of iron depletion upon

V02 and the respiratory exchange ratio. A substantial reversal of these enhancements

occurs within a few minutes of subsequent rest [14].
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2.4 Relationship Between Exercise, Vitamin E Status, Free-Radical Signals and Damage

Vitamin E is a lipid soluble antioxidant which is found in biological membranes.

Dietary vitamin E manipulations have provided an important tool for demonstrating suspected

free radical reactions involving membranes. Usually the most effective procedure for

testing in vivo free radical involvement is to compare vitamin E-deficient animals with

supplemented ones, since normal diets contain adequate concentrations of this vitamin. In

the study described below, such animals were used to examine the correlation between

vitamin E status, exercise and damaging free-radical reactions.

Two groups of rats, a control group and another group which had been fed a vitamin

E-deficient diet for six months were forced to run in the exercise chambers to exhaustion

[15]. The control group had about twice the endurance of the deficient rats. Both liver

and muscle homogenates exhibited larger free-radical ESR signals in the exercised rats than

in non-exercised animals, regardless of vitamin E status. Results in non-homogenized

tissues were similar and free-radical signals varied in intensity over a range of about

three among the different preparations. Lipid peroxidation. respiratory activity and

lysosomal latency all revealed a correlation between increased free-radical signal

tissue damage. Concerning the effect of vitamin E deficiency, the most marked effects were

increased lipid peroxidation and a greater fragility of lysosomal membranes as reflected in

in decreased latency of alkaline phosphatase activity in the deficient rats.

These results show that the stress of forced exercise exacerbates free-radical mediated

tissue-oxidative processes and lends credence to our proposal that this regimen will enhance

the biological effects of organometallics.

2.5 Susceptibility of-Tissue to Free Radical-Attack

Our recent ESR data suggests that increased metabolic activity during exercise gives

rise to increased generation of endogenous free radicals. Thus a number of oxidative

reactions are likely to be promoted during exercise, as has been shown for evolution of

pentane during lipid peroxidation in the lung. Therefore pentane production is expected to

increase as a function of exercise duration. During the course of these oxidative reactions

the antioxidant defenses of tissues will be progressively depleted and hence their sus-

ceptibility to further oxidative ractions will be increased. In view of these consider-

ations cellular studies of free radical propagation may also provide sensitive assays of

organometallic damage.

To study tissue susceptibility to free radical attack isolated mitochondrial prepar-

ations will be treated with free-radical initiators. Subsequent propagation reactions

will be assayed with nitrone and nitroxide free-radical traps [16] and by means of the TBA

assay for lipid peroxidation. The extent of free radical propagation caused by these

initiators will provide a measure of the antioxidant status of the tissue.

2.6 Relationship Of Iron Deficiency Study to Organometallic Toxicity Assays

Organoarsenicals and perhaps other organometallics react chemically with sulfhydryl

compounds in the mitochondrial enzyme pyruvate dehydrogenase. The iron deficiency study
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revealed a good correlation between loss of pyruvate-malate oxidation rates and maximum

endurance, suggesting that endurance capacity might be similarly impaired when animals are

exposed to certain organometallics. This suggestion is being tested in the exercise system.

The coupling of exercise to the measurement of alkanes and organometalloids in breath

expired by animals and humans offers a new biological assay system which may provide sen-

sitive information about biological damage occurring during exposure to subacute doses of

hazardous environmental agents. Further detailed information which is required for an

understanding of the biological transformations of metalloids and hence their toxicity

mechanism is the chemical speciation of these expired substances by means of state-of-the-

art chromatography with element-specific detectors.

This work was supported by the Assistant Secretary for Environment, Office of Health

and Environmental Research, Life Science Division of the U.S. Department of Energy under

Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48.
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Discussion

Question (R. E. Sievers): An obvious conclusion from your talk would be if you want to

live longer, you lay flat and breath shallow?

Answer: There have been no good studies done on longevity and exercise, except in insects.

In insects it is very clear, all you have got to do is blow some air on an insect and they

will fly. Or you can raise their temperature. Since insects have no temperature regula-

tory mechanism; the higher the temperature the more the insects will metabolize. That is

inversely related to their life span. Of course, most of their oxygen consumption occurs

in insect flight muscle. So it's a muscle problem again does that happen in man? We

don't know. The only studies that have really been done, have been done with athletes. A

couple of years after they finish school they are all lethargic and they don't keep up

exercising, so they are not a good population to study. Probably the best population to

ask is Norwegians or Scandinavians who ski throughout their lives and are generally active

throughout life. Such studies have not been done. So we really don't know, but people do

feel better if they exercise and that is very important.

Question (J. D. Walker): After you determined that the sprint-trained rats did not have

greater endurance, did you test them for their ability to run faster? If you train rats

for endurance, they are going to naturally have greater endurance but if you necessarily

train them for shorter runs they aren't necessarily going to run faster.

Answer: Their V0 2 max which is determined by progressively increasing the work load is

exactly the same. They can work at no higher work loads than the sprint-trained animals.

The stimulation of oxygen consumption in the two animals, the total simulation that can be

obtained, just below the maximum work load, is the same.

Question (R. J. Mehlhorn): You have mentioned pentane in your talk, could you go into

this a little bit?
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Answer: Pentane and other gases like ethane are decomposition products of lipids. Lipids,

of course, are mainly in biological membranes and one of the main processes involved in

oxidative damage is decomposition of lipids. The importance of the pentane and ethane is

that you can determine the decomposition of lipids at the level of the whole animal by

evaluating how much of these appears in the breath. Even though only one percent of the

carbon as a result lipid peroxidation ends up in pentane or ethane, depending on what kind

of fatty acid it is, the test is very sensitive. So you can monitor the generation of

free radicals in the intact body. It doesn't tell you where in the body these are coming

from, but there are other ways to find that out. We can certainly relate it to exercise,

and it is known that during exercise that the amount of pentane that comes out in the

breath is increased by about 2- to 3-fold.
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Toxic and/or Essential
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Both health science professionals and the general public express a high

level of concern with exposure levels of "trace"' metal containing substances

in the environment. Although a great portion of this concern has been with

the potential toxic or detrimental effects of exposure to these substances,

a countering body of concern has developed regarding the nutritional or

positive biological effects of a number of the "trace" elements. This duality

of concern encompasses a widely overlapping list of elements. The same "trace"

element can exhibit multiple biochemical roles from detrimental deficiency

effects at very low levels of exposure, to beneficial optimal nutritional

levels, to toxic effects at higher levels. These different biochemical roles

can depend not only upon the absolute level of exposure, but also upon the

interactions with varying levels of exposure of other nutrients or hazardous

substances. These differing roles also depend strongly upon the differing

forms or species of the element present. Levels of exposure, biotransforma-

tions, and interactions of these species must be understood, quantitated,

and monitored before knowledgable recommendations on cleaning-up "toxic"

elements or supplementing "nutritional" elements can be made, especially for

these elements of dual concern.

Key words: environmental; essential elements; speciation; toxic; trace elements.

There is an increased awareness, concern, and public health interest of the biological

role of micro or trace inorganic elements. These public health interests arise on one hand

from the toxicological concerns regarding exposure to detrimental levels of trace elements.

Examples of these concerns regarding energy related areas have been discussed in other

papers in these proceedings. Additional examples are: lead in paint, cadmium and other

heavy metals in plants grown on soil treated with sewage sludge, and mercury in water or

fish. On the other hand, public health interests also arise from concerns of underexposure

or subadequate intake of essential trace elements. Examples of this are the widespread

incidence of iron deficiency anemia in the U.S., the rapidly increasing clinical concerns

with recognized and potential zinc deficiency, and a widening general concern with potential

inorganic deficiencies of other trace elements such as copper and chromium.

In the not too distant past, these two concerns were usually expressed and studied by

two separate groups. The environmentalists/toxicologists reported cases of high levels

of exposure resulting in detrimental or tragic public health situations. These cases were

used as examples to indict lower and lower levels of exposure of these "toxic" metals as
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their analytical techniques and expertise improved. Another group, the nutritionists, have

historically studied the trace elements shown or suspected to be "essential" or required

for life. They have routinely expressed concern that the levels of intake are not adequate

for many of these elements and that potentially marginally deficient intakes may exist.

Often these two groups were concerned with the same elements. Table 1 lists the elements

considered to be of nutritional interest in humans and/or animals and those elements which

enviornmentalists consider to be of potentially toxic interest.

Table 1. Micro inorganic elements
of interest in human health

Nutritionala Toxicb

As, Co, Cr, Cu, F, As, Be, Cd, Co, Cr,

Fe, I, Mn, Mo, Ni, F. Hg, Mn, Mo, Ni,

Se, Si, Sn, V, Zn, Pb, Pd, Se, Sn, Tl,

V, Zn

a Adapted primarily from [1]

b Adapted primarily from [2]

This duality of interest between beneficial and harmful effects of micro inorganics in

food is evidenced by the specific examples of the elements selenium, arsenic, and chromium.

The element selenium had been regarded only as a toxic substance responsible for conditions

such as alkali disease in livestock [3]. Nutritionally beneficial aspects of Se were

documented with the report in 1957 of a dietary role for Se in rats [4] and later reports

of desirable effects and biological functions in other animal species [5]. Recent works

from New Zealand [6] and the Peoples Republic of China [7] have shown beneficial effects

of Se supplementation for persons thought to be consuming Se-deficient diets. Indeed,the

recent reports from China have indicated the possibility of both Se-toxic and Se-deficient

populations in separate regions resulting from local consumption of foods grown on soils

with differing levels of Se. Careful definition of the Se content of the foods in these

different regions would be very important in formulating public health measures to prevent

either deficiency or toxicity in these situations.

The element arsenic has been known for a very long time to be quite toxic and has a

long illustrious history in use as a poison, both fictionally and in reality [8]. It has

also been known for a long time that arsenic in the diet protected against selenium

toxicity [9,10]. Recent reports have established the essentiality of arsenic in several

species of animals [11]. Suggestions have been made that the arsenic levels in human

diets are dropping with time, although this trend may reflect improvements in analytical

methodology [12]. While the evidence is certainly not yet conclusive for the essentiality

and potential deficiency of arsenic in man, there is a growing biochemical-nutritional

interest in this "trace" element and a challenge to analytical methodology to accurately
measure lower and lower levels of As in foods.
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The element chromium has been shown to be beneficial in human metabolism and cases of

Cr deficiency and response to Cr 3+ supplementation have been reported [13,14]. On the

other side of the chromium coin, toxicological effects have been observed following

industrial exposure to high levels of Cr 6+ [15]. These incidences of high level exposures

have in some cases indicated Cr as a "bad" element and periodically generate a "demand"

for analytical methods to analyze Cr 6+ content of foods, even though no evidence has been

shown that Cr6+ exists in the presence of organic material which readily reduces Cr 6 + to

Cr 3+. Chromium in the 3+ oxidation state has not been shown to have any harmful effects.

More and more knowledge is becoming available regarding a wide range of biological

and metabolic interactions between micro elements. In addition to the example of arsenic

protection against selenium toxicity cited above, a complex network of reported interactions

has been cited [16,17]. Protective interactions of some essential elements with toxic

elements might be attributed to competition for binding sites on ligands involved in homeo-

static capabilities.

Other examples of interactions are: 1) the exaggeration of lead toxicity as a conse-

quence of deficiencies of calcium, phosphorus, iron, zinc, and in some cases, copper [18];

2) the interaction and protective effects of selenium with mercury [19,20]; 3) interactions

of zinc, selenium and cadmium [21]. These are only a few of the many reported interactions

which have been detailed in the proceedings of a recent symposium on this topic [22].

Many of these interactions between elements and the movement of these elements through

the environment depend upon the chemical species or form of the element. For example, the

element selenium can exist in soils as elemental selenium (Se0), as selenites (Se4+), as

selenates (Se 6+),or bound to heavy metals as the selenide (Se2-). Each of these species can

react differently in movement from soil through plants and animals in the environment. Some

of the species, such as insoluble elemental selenium, are not as "biologically active" or

must be biochemically changed to more active species before utilization [3]. In biological

and metabolic pathways, selenium can be incorporated or bound to a number of amino acids,

protein or other organic compounds,and act in a variety of mechanisms such as its role as a

component of glutathione peroxidase [23]. Some of these organoselenium species are "bio-

logically ac ;ive" while others such as the methylselenides are volatile and excreted

through exhalation. The biochemistry of these species is complicated by their interactions

with other metals. For example, the relatively non-toxic species dimethylselenide has been

observed to demonstrate a synergistic toxicity with certain mercuric salts leading to toxic

effects greater than either substance alone [20].

Knowledge of the mutiple biochemical roles of the micro inorganic elements, from a very

low level deficiency state, to adequate beneficial nutritional levels, to harmfully toxic

pharmacological effects at higher levels, has brought a more general awareness of the over-

all role of these elements in man. This awareness has generated a need to much more closely

define their levels of exposure and intake. It is no longer sufficient to merely identify

the presence of these elements or to say that a "trace" exists. The exact levels must be

defined and the variations in these levels quantitated.
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These multiple biochemical roles and levels of action have been recognized in the

latest edition of the Recommended Dietary Allowances [24] which recommend ranges of

estimated safe and adequate intakes of selected inorganic elements (Table 2). Implied

in these recommendations for a range of intakes is the concept of lower limits for

adequate intake and upper limits for safe intakes. For many of the trace elements there

is insufficient information to precisely define these adequate and safe levels.

Table 2. Estimated safe and adequate daily dietary adult
intakes of selected inorganic elements

Element Recommended Daily Intakes, mg

Copper 2.0 -3.0
Manganese 2.5 -5.0
Chromium 0.05-0.20
Selenium 0.05-0.2
Molybdenum 0.15-0.5

a Adapted from [24]

Since the major exposure of these elements to humans comes through the intake of food,

a complete, accurate and quantitative knowledge of the levels and variation of the micro

elements in foods is required. Data on micro inorganic composition of foods are used for a

wide variety of purposes. From a toxicological point of view, food composition data are

used to identify and quantitate actual or suspected exposures leading to acute clinical or

longer term sub-clinical effects in man. Identification and quantitation of levels and

sources of exposure are necessary to formulate recommendations, policies and actions to

prevent future exposure to harmful levels through the food. A good knowledge of levels and

sources is also necessary in order to study the metabolic and biochemical consequences of

exposure to these elements and to make valid assessments of the risks involved in exposure

to these ubiquitously occurring elements. From the nutritional point of view, nutrient

composition data are used by dietitians and nutritionists formulating clinical or institu-

tional dietaries, by policy planners in large scale governmental food programs such as

school lunch or the WIC program; by the food industry in required and voluntary labeling of

foods; by nutrition research professionals carrying out research into the metabolic and

biochemical effects of these elements in the diet; and by government and state agencies for

regulatory purposes.

The ultimate goal of ascertaining and providing for optimum nutrition of the human

population rests upon a sound basis of knowledge in several areas [25]: 1) a complete

understanding and knowledge of the requirements of humans for all the nutrients; 2) a

complete and accurate knowledge of the nutrient composition of and the flow of nutrients

through the food supply consumed by the population; 3) readily available sources of appro-

priate foods that are safe and free from harmful constituents either naturally occurring or

introduced during growth, processing, transportation or marketing. A complete, accurate,
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useful base of nutrient composition data requires that it contain only good quality

analytical data for each individual food and nutrient. It also requires that the data be

comprehensive in describing and being representative of the foods actually consumed by

the population. At the present time, the extent and quality of available knowledge and

analytical data on composition of foods is not completely satisfactory for any of the micro

inorganic elements.

A recent assessment of the state of knowledge of micro inorganic nutrient composition

of foods showed that when some 37 different food commodities or categories were considered

only iron (10 commodities), zinc (7 commodities) and copper (6 commodities) were shown to

have substantial data available in any of the categories [26]. The other commodities had

either inadequate or little to no data available for these three elements. All of the other

nutrient micro elements assessed, namely chromium, selenium, iodine, fluorine, manganese,

nickel, cobalt, silicon, tin and vanadiumhad little or no data available. The availability

of data for individual foods on toxic elements such as cadmium, lead, mercury, antimony, and

others is certainly not much better. These insufficiencies in the available data are due to

several factors, including deficiencies in the analytical methodologies available to produce

the data.

Only within the last twenty years have many of the elements of concern today been of

interest. Also only within the past twenty years have analytical technique and procedures

become sensitive and selective enough to measure these elements more than qualitatively or

at "trace" levels. In fact, the terminology "trace" element has become scientifically

imprecise in light of today's sophistication in analytical techniques and knowledge of the

complexities of the metabolism and biochemical interactions of these micro elements. The

recognition of both harmful and beneficial roles for the same element at different levels

require a much more precise quantitation of levels in foods. For some of these elements

the analytical techniques are available for this definition of food levels (Table 3). They

remain to be applied in concerted large scale studies on a wide varieties of foods.

Table 3. Assessment of analytical methodology for routine
analysis of micro inorganic elements in foods

State of Methodologya Element

Adequate

Can give reliable data Iron
at low cost, short time Zinc

Copper
Manganese

Substantial

Can give reliable data at Chloride
high cost and/or long time Selenium

Mercury
Lead
Cadmium
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Conflicting

No good agreement between Iodine
separate reports of data Chromium

Inadequate

Consensus disagreement Tin
Vanadium
Arsenic
Fluoride
Cobalt
Nickel
Molybdenum

a Methodology assessment adapted from [27].

Most of the very sensitive analytical techniques available give information on total

amount of the inorganic element present. In the future more and more interest will be

directed to identifying the different chemical species or forms that exist for the element

in foods. Analytical quantitation of each species will become more and more important as

more knowledge is gained regarding the biological roles of each species. For many of the

elements, the level of some particular species, which may be in small proportion to the whole

amount, may be far more important, biologically than the total amount of the element. This

points towards the need to develop even more sensitive and more selective analytical methods

for metal-containing species in foods and biological samples. Development and application

of these analytical techniques will lead to an increase in knowledge exceeding the increase

in knowledge of the roles of "trace" elements which has occured in the 1950's and 1960's in

conjunction with the growth and development of sensitive analytical spectroscopic techniques,

such as atomic absorption spectrometry. Only when the individual species can be identified

and quantitated can their metabolic role be studied and understood.
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Discussion

Question (D. A. Klein): With sulfur and some of the noble metals at low levels you see

stimulation of biological activity. Do you see that with any of these types of materials

in these test systems?

Answer: Yes, when you get into a marginal state such as this. If the organism is in a

marginal state, if you add the element you can get up to the optimum state very definitely.

This is one of the main ways that these elements have been shown to be essential. They

are put onto very defined food diets where all the elements taken out are those which are

made marginally deficient and then brought back up. This is one of the mechanisms of

showing or proving that there is a positive effect of these elements.

Question (R. E. Stephens): You made a comment about the incompatability of chromium(VI)

and the lack of toxicity of chromium(III). I think there are problems in both of these

statements: (1) chromium(VI) is only a strong oxidant at acidic pH's, and at pH 7 and

above, can easily co-exist with organics, and (2) there may not be much literature on human

toxicity of chromium(III) but there is a lot of literature on aquatic toxicity. I think

many of the concerns, in certain quarters, for environmental hazards come from aquatic

toxicity.

Answer: I may not be as familiar with that literature.

Question (E. A. Woolson): Trace elements can exist in many different forms, such as

selenate, selenite, arsenate, arsenite, or organic forms. Of course, all these different

forms have different bioavailabilities. It has been well documented for the selenium

forms. Do you have any thoughts on what forms are required? We have recently done some

work with arsenic forms in food products. There is very little inorganic there, it is

almost all organically bound. It may not be bioavailable.
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Answer: I don't think it is really possible to make a general statement about all of the

elements.

Comment (E. A. Woolson): We could be getting into some severe problems because EPA has

recently come out with ambient water criteria for arsenic. Surface waters of a thousand

times less than sea water. You would never be able to detect it.

Comment: I would like to make a comment in some aspects of the problem. If we try to

clean up the environment as much as the regulations say we would run into a deficiency

problem. What I am saying is that we need to define, make these regulations, for both

sides of dose-response curves, not just the top side.

Question (R. H. Fish): How does selenium protect against methylmercury poisoning. Could

you discuss that a little? Whose mechanism is this?

Answer: I've got a paper here by Howard Ganther [Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci. 355: 212 (1980)];

I am not a biochemist and,as I said, I really use these as general examples.

Answer (B. A. Fowler): Fundamentally, there are several things that can happen, and I am

glad to you brought that up about mercury and selenium. One of the things that happens in

kidneys is that there will be complexes formed with mercury-selenium, as with lead, one

can find inclusions in the kidney tubule cells. This is a paradoxical thing here that

Gunther Parazak, who was probably the first person to identify this [et al. Experimentia.

23: 142 (1967)], found that tissue levels of mercury would be maybe two times what they

would be in the case of selenium, but the toxic effects in the kidney would diminish.

What it was really telling us is that later from these conclusions people would analyze

them by energy dispersive x-ray analysis. We've done this too. It seems what we have is

a compound that has atomic ratio of two seleniums to one mercury. That's part of it. I

think the other thing, to tie the comments that Dr. Packer made, and that I would make, is

that selenium is great for stabilizing membranes in many ways. If you proposed a mechanism

that would involve hydrolysis of the membrane somehow influence turnover of the external

membrane, then it might be what we are seeing is essentially a protective effect.

Question (R. H. Fish): What functionalities would it be on the membranes; would it form

sulfur-selenium bonds?

Answer (B. A. Fowler): That- is one possibility. Another is an enzyme called glutathione-

peroxidase. This particular enzyme is involved in one of the things the toxicologists are

conerned with lately. This is the available pool of glutathione as a conjugated sequestor

of reactive materials. Not only metals but other kinds of free radicals seem to be conju-

gated with glutathione.
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Marine algae take up arsenic (selenium) when grown in a medium containing

10 ppm As(arsenate) [10 ppm Se(selenite)]. Some of the arsenate is transform-

ed into an arsenic-containing lipid. Selenium has been found in protein-cell-

ulose, lipid and amino acid/carbohydrate fractions. The identification of

organic arsenic and selenium compounds requires compound-specific, sensitive

analytical techniques. High pressure liquid chromatography with a graphite

furnace atomic absorption spectrometer as an element-specific detector is

presently the most versatile technique for these analytical problems. NMR

investigations of a model system for the methylation of arsenic compounds

consisting of methylcobaloxime and methyldihaloarsines in chloroform solution

showed that methyl-transfer occurs easily and involves several steps. Work

to elucidate the mechanism is in progress.

Key words: arsenate; arsenic methylation; biological transformation; graphite

furnance atomic absorption spectrometer; high pressure liquid chromatography;

selenite.

1. Introduction

Life developed in the presence of trace elements. Some of these elements are essen-

tial, others are innocuous; several are toxic and some may possess a combination of

these.attributes depending on concentrations. During their evolution organisms

presumably adapted to toxic trace elements at low concentrations and developed mechanisms

for their detoxification. A thorough understanding of the role of trace elements in the

environment can be obtained only: (a) when their concentrations, as well as those of their

compounds, in a system are reliably known; (b) when the transformations experienced by trace

element compounds have been studied; and (c) when the interactions of these compounds with

biologically important molecules have been elucidated. The task of fulfilling these

requirements places a heavy burden on the entire spectrum of experts in biochemistry,

biology and chemistry.

Increasingly sensitive methods for the determination of total trace element concen-

trations, irrespective of the chemical nature of the compounds containing these trace
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elements, have been developed during the past decades [1, 2]. Analytical capabilities

have evolved to a state of refinement that every element can be at least detected in

every sample. However, the accuracy and perhaps the precision of many of the quantita-

tive data representing low total element concentrations are often questionable.

The situation does not appear to be too encouraging when one surveys the methods

available for the identification and quantitative determination of trace element compounds.

If one is interested in compounds which are either volatile or can be converted to volatile

derivatives, work can proceed unimpeded. The literature abounds in articles describing

devices, and procedures, some of them successful, employing chemical modification of trace

element compounds to make them volatile [3]. It is now well-established that nature

produces many trace element compounds which are not volatile and cannot be chemically

altered to make them volatile without the loss of structural information. These non-

volatile compounds which are difficult to identify and determine at the present time,

probably play a most important role in trace element cycles and are essential for the

well-being of organisms. To make progress in the area of environmental trace element

chemistry, in toxicology, public health and pertinent governmental regulations, compound-

specific, sensitive and reliable analytical techniques must be available. It is no longer

sufficient to determine the total concentration of a single trace element. When trace

element compounds present at low concentrations are to be determined the application of

only one analytical technique will very likely provide results of questionable value.

Matrix problems and other interferences make analytical results unreliable unless they

are corroborated by at least one independent technique.

During the past few years a number of research groups have identified trace element

compounds in organisms [4]. The results of these investigations begin to provide a

few valuable pieces belonging to a complex mosaic the whole of which is still largely

hidden. Studies of the transformations of trace element compounds by organisms under

controlled conditions are urgently needed. The growth medium must be well-defined.

The energy input into the system must be known, the type of organism or collection of

various organisms in the system must be controlled, and the various trace element compounds

formed in the system from a well-defined starting material must be determined. Successful

experiments carried out in this manner will tell how various organisms transform certain

trace element compounds.

2. Growth of Algae in the Presence of Arsenic or Selenium Compounds

Biologists know that many different kinds of algae exist. Chemists, generally not

experienced in the care and feeding of these organisms, rely on the biologists to select

algal species at the base of the food web for trace element uptake and transformation

studies. An initial screening of algae with respect to efficient uptake showed that

Tetraselmis chui, a unicellular green flagellate, grew well in an arsenate-containing

medium and accumulated arsenic in appreciable quantities (t 0.1 mg in 1.0 L of culture

containing 1x109 cells) [5]. Large scale growth experiments were successfully conducted
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in four 1500 L tanks in an artificial sea water medium containing 10 ppm As in the form

of arsenate. Extraction of the harvested algae with methanol/chloroform and chromato-

graphy on a variety of column materials finally produced a phospholipid fraction which

contained 0.5% arsenic. High pressure liquid chromatography with a graphite furnance

atomic absorption detector indicated that this fraction contained at least two arsenic

compounds [6]. Not much additional work on the transformation of arsenic compounds in

algae has been carried out during the past two years because the development of

urgently needed analytical techniques exhausted all available funds and personnel.

It is reasonable, however, on the basis of the information developed, to suggest

that arsenic is incorporated into lipids, forming arsenolecithins1 [7]. Benson and

coworkers [8] have shown that 2-carboxyarsenocholine2 (R = COOH) is probably present in

many lipids of marine organisms. Arsenocholine2 (R = H) has not yet been detected in

biological materials. Arsenobetaine 3 has been extracted from rock lobster [9] and the

ribosyldimethylarsine oxide 4 has been found in the sea weed Ecklonia radiata [10]. It is

safe to predict that many more organoarsenic compounds will be discovered in organisms.

CH 2-COR'
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CH-OO CHCHzAs(CH4,3
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These discoveries will be made much easier by liquid chromatographic separation methods

using sensitive, arsenic-specific detectors, and will raise interesting questions about the

mode of formation of these compounds, their fate, their function, and their toxicological

properties. In-depth studies of these compounds will be facilitated by the availability

of synthetic samples of these derivatives. The task of finding methods for the preparation

of organoarsenic compounds must be assigned to an organometallic chemist, who thus becomes
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a valuable member of the interdisciplinary group investigating the transformation of trace

element compounds.

In order to follow the transformation of inorganic selenium compounds in algae, six

genera of unicellular marine algae were exposed to selenate or selenite [11]. It came as

a surprise that these algae did not survive in a medium containing 10 ppm Se(selenate),

although they grew well in the presence of selenite at concentrations of 100 ppm Se

(Figure 1). The algae were grown on a larger scale in a medium containing 10 ppm

aJ
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Figure 1. The growth of Platymonas subcordiformis in
artificial seawater containing selenite or selenate.

Se(selenite). The algae were harvested by centrifugation when they had reached the

stationary phase. Determination of the selenium content of the algal cells by graphite

furnace atomic absorption spectrometry identified Tetraselmis chui and Platymonas

subcordiformis as prolific selenium accumulators (Table 1).

The homogenized algal cells were fractionated into protein/cellulose, lipids,

and amino acids/carbohydrates. Table 2 summarizes the results of selenium determina-

tion in these fractions obtained from Dunaliella and Chiorella. Data from the other

algae are not yet available. Most of the selenium was found in the amino acid/carbohydrate

fraction.
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Table 1. Selenium uptake by marine algae

Selenium content, .g Se/g algae

Alga Growth medium with Growth medium with
10 ppm Se(selenite) 0.01 ppm Se(selenate)

ChoreZla sp. 516 *
Dunaliella primolecta 392 *
Platymonas subcordiformis 2953 *
Platymonas sp. 740 *
TetraseZmis chui trace

*Below detection limit.

Table 2. Selenium concentrations in protein/cellulose, lipid, and amino acid/carbohydrate
fractions obtained from Dunaliella and Chiorella grown in 10 ppm Se(selenite)

DunaZiella ChioreZZa

Mass of Percent of Se* Mass of Percent of Set
Fraction Fraction in Fraction Fraction in Fraction

proteins and
cellulose 28 mg 16% 300 mg 1%

lipids 81 mg 12% 53 mg 1%

amino acids and
carbohydrates 377 mg 72% 1,620 mg 98%

*Total selenium content 127 pg. tTotal selenium content 833 pg.

The amino acid/carbohydrate fractions were chromatographed on a Dowex 1 (H+) cation

exchange column. Figure 2 shows the chromatogram obtained with the fraction from

Dunaliella. Four of the peaks were attributed to selenium-containing compounds tentatively

identified as selenite and'/or selenocarbohydrates, selenocysteic acid, selenomethionine/

selenocystine and dimethylselenohomocystine. Mass spectral, NMR,and chromatographic

experiments are in progress to unequivocally identify these selenium compounds.

3. Analytical Techniques for the Speciation of Arsenic and Selenium Compounds

A number of sensitive techniques are available for the determination of inorganic

and organoarsenic compounds either directly or after their reduction to volatile
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Figure 2. Chromatogram of the carbohydrate/amino
acid fraction extracted from Dunaliella primolecta.

hydrides [12]. Solutions containing arsenic compounds at sub-ppb concentrations have
been successfully analyzed. Selenium compounds including selenite, selenate and

methylated selenium derivatives can be determined by similar methods [13],although
interferences more severe than those encountered in the case of arsenic compounds have
been reported [14]. Unfortunately, many arsenic and selenium compounds occur in nature

which are neither volatile nor reducible to volatile derivatives.

At the present time, the best system for the identification and determination of such
recalcitrant compounds combines high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) with a graphite
furnace atomic absorption spectrometer (GFAA) as an element-specific detector. Perkin

Elmer [15] and Hitachi Zeeman graphite furnace spectrometers [12, 16] have been inter-

faced with high pressure liquid chromatographs. Instruments from other companies might
serve equally well as element-specific detectors. Instead of HPLC an ion chromatograph

may be used to separate ionic compounds. Aliquots of the column effluent are automatically

injected into the graphite cup and analyzed. The time intervals between successive analy-

ses, which are easily adjusted by the operator, can be as short as 30 seconds. The

chromatogram showing the separation of selenite and selenate by ion chromatography is
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reproduced in Figure 3 [17]. The advantage of a GFAA detector is its responsiveness only

Dionex Ion Chromatograph 16 Hitachi Zeeman GFAA at 196.3 nm

Sample Size: 20 mL containing Response: 3 Expansion: 3
100 ppb Se(Selenite) and Drying: Ramp 6, 120
100 ppb Se(Selenate) Ashing: No

Columns: Anion Concentrator Col. C za sat 2480*

Anion Precolumn
2.0 -L-10 Anion Separator Col.

Anion Suppressor Col.

Mobile Phase: 0.006 M Na2CO3
Flow Rate: 0.46 mL/min

E

1.0 Selenite Selenate

0 10 20 Minutes 30 40 49

Figure 3. The separation of selenite and selenate by ion chromatography with a
Hitachi Zeeman atomic absorption spectrometer as a selenium-specific detector.

to compounds containing the element selected for detection. Thus, the minimal number of

compounds of the selected element present in a sample can be determined even when the
chromatographic conditions do not allow the separation of these compounds from other
substances.

GFAA is one of the most sensitive techniques for the determination of trace elements.
This sensitivity is retained, of course, in the HPLC-GFAA system. However, chromatography
spreads the compounds in an injected sample into a band, from which aliquots are taken
for analysis. Each aliquot must contain a concentration of the element which corresponds
to the detection limit of the GFAA. The detection limit of the HPLC-GFAA system can
reasonably be expected to be 100 times the detection limit of the GFAA. Preconcentration

techniques can counteract this loss of sensitivity.

GFAA, as are other analytical techniques, is plagued by matrix interferences, many of

which are unknown and unsuspected. In our work with arsenic compounds we noted dis-
crepancies in the arsenic concentrations found in drinking water samples employing various
techniques. The values obtained by GFAA were consistently low. A search for the causes
revealed that distilled water solutions of arsenite and/or arsenate can be successfully
analyzed at an ashing temperature of 11000. However, in solutions containing common ions
such as Na+, A1 3+, K+, C1-, S042- and P04

3- at low ppm levels, low results are produced
at 1100*. Quantitatively reliable values were obtained at an ashing temperature of
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900. Water samples should, therefore, be analyzed for arsenic by first determining the

proper ashing temperature in the presence of a nickel salt and performing the analysis

at a temperature on the plateau of the ashing curve [18].

The methods presently available for the identification and quantitative determination

of trace element compounds are much better than they were only a few years ago. However,

experience in several laboratories indicates that these methods are not yet sufficiently

developed for routine applications with guaranteed accurate and precise results. This

statement is specially pertinent for the HPLC-GFAA system, which requires much additional

work. It is still difficult to reliably analyze for trace elements at the sub-ppm level.

It should not come as a surprise that these difficulties are compounded when one attempts

to determine specific trace element compounds, the compositions of which are unknown, at

ppb concentrations under experimental conditions which are optimal for the task only at

rare and lucky instances. Painstaking, patientand time-consuming work is still required

for these analyses and for the further development of methods.

4. Biochemical Aspects

Many trace element compounds are chemically changed under the influence of the

biochemical apparatus of organisms. In some cases, we know the nature of the starting

material; in fewer instances we have information about the final product, and in most

cases we are ignorant about the interim events. The biologically-mediated'methylation

of inorganic arsenic compounds is a good example for this state of affairs. That arsenite

can be converted to trimethylarsine has been known for more than half a century [19].

We still know little about the mechanism for this transformation.

We investigated a model system for the methylation of trivalent arsenic compounds

consisting of methylcobaloxime 54and methyldihaloarsines in chloroform solution by proton

NMR techniques. This system, although far removed from biological conditions, turned out

to be, contrary to expectations, rather complicated. Upon mixing methyl(pyridinato)bis-

(dimethylglyoximato)cobalt(III) and methyldihaloarsines in chloroform several signals

generated by intermediates and products appeared (Figure 4). It was not possible to

unequivocally assign all the singlet methyl signals. Assignment of signals to reaction

intermediates must by largely based on comparing intensities and intensity changes as a

function of time. Since the resonances of the methyl groups in the cobaloxime are not

sufficiently resolved to give reliable integrals, final interpretation of the spectra

must await results of additional experiments which will be performed with a higher field

NMR spectrometer. A tentative reaction scheme, partly supported by NMR data, is outlined

in equation 1. Broadening of NMR peaks assignable to methyldihaloarsines suggests that

the arsines may be complexed to pyridine and/or cobalt atoms. It is postulated that the

intramolecular transfer of the methyl group (as a carbonium ion) from cobalt to arsenic

is preceded by an isomerization reaction which shifts the apical methyl group into an

equatorial position. Concomitant with the methyl transfer, halogen might migrate to

the cobalt. The reaction mixtures finally deposited green crystals, which turned red
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Figure 4. The proton NMR spectra of CDCl 3 solutions of (A)methyl(pyridinato)bis-
(dimethylgloximato)cobalt(III) and deuteromethyldiiodoarsine fifteen minutes after
mixing, and of (B) methyl(pyridinato)bis(dimethylglyoximato)cobalt(III) and
methyldichloroarsine 144 hours after mixing.

upon exposure to air. The elemental analyses of the green crystals produced results

very close to those expected for the arsonium salt ; (equation 1).
The study of these model systems provide results which will facilitate investigations

with methylcobalamin and trivalent arsenic compounds such as arsenite, methyldihydroxy-

arsine,and dimethylhydroxyarsine. Experiments with variously substituted arylarsenic

derivatives in studies of the rates of methyl transfer reactions will tell whether the

methyl group migrates as a carbanion or a carbonium ion [20].

5. Conclusions

A detailed study of the transformation of trace element compounds in biological

systems would not have been very successful only a few years ago. Progress is being

made in understanding the behavior of a few trace elements, for which arsenic,

selenium, and tin may serve as examples, to allow for the development of reasonable
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plans for mcre sophisticated investigations. Analytical techniques capable of deter-

mining trace elements at sub-ppb levels and trace element compounds at high ppb levels

are now available. Several research groups have begun to mount an interdisciplinary

attack focused on the transformation of trace element compounds. The explanation of

the biochemical pathways which organisms employ to transform trace element compounds

represents a formidable challenge which is being met.

An understanding of the transformation of trace elements in the environment is a~t

least as important as it is difficult to achieve. Cooperation among biologists,

biochemists, analytical chemists, organometallic chemists, synthetic chemists and NMR

experts is needed to make progress in this area. Results are not obtained easily or

quickly. The identities of most of the trace element compounds, which are generally

present in the ppb to ppm range in organisms, are initially not known and compound-

specific, analytical techniques must be developed as a project progresses. Team work is

essential. It is difficult to find graduate students and technicians willing to perform

the not-so-clean work associated, for instance, with growing, harvesting and extracting

microorganisms on a large scale. It is difficult and expensive to maintain a well-

functioning mass culture facility. Projects of this nature are time consuming. Funding

agencies must recognize that adequate support for at least five years is an essential

prerequisite for building and maintaining an interdisciplinary, productive group of

investigators.

Environmental issues associated with trace elements must be decided on the basis

of sound knowledge concerning the chemical and physiological behavior of a substance in
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question. Decisions which establish exposure limits for any element or its compounds

must not be based on fear or bias which may have its roots in ignorance accumulated over

centuries. The speciation of environmentally active substances and knowledge about the

manner in which they are passed from one living organism to another is of fundamental

importance for the protection of the public health. Such knowledge can also prevent the

establishment of unnecessary stringent limits of exposure to specific substances. Such

regulations, when unnecessary, can be the cause of huge expenditures while bringing about

little or no benefit.
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Discussion

Question (E. A. Woolson): Would you comment on the different sensitivity by GFAA for the

different arsenicals? When we use the ammonium carbonate on the Dionex column, we find

essentially the same sensitivity between the different compounds.

Answer: It is very likely that it depends on the matrix which you have, because at the

high temperature of ashing and atomization...

Question (E. A. Woolson): We use 1250 and 2400 *C.
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Answer: You might have reactions with other anions and cations which are present which

produce more volatile arsenic species which of course go off and you lose them. It also

depends on the chromatographic conditions. We just used a "high pH" C18 reverse phase

column. With the normal ones you can buy, you can't go much above pH 8 or 9 otherwise

they break down. With one now commercially available you can go up to 13. So we have

tried that column and separate arsenite, arsenate, methylarsonic acid, dimethylarsinic

acid without any problem. I can't give any good answer on why these different sensitivi-

ties.

Question (W. Slavin): Are the sensitivity differences taking into account the chromatog-

raphy also? Those are not calibrated as spectroscopic analyses, they are calibrated

through standards that have been chromatographed, therefore, depending upon the integra-

tion of the chromatographic peaks?

Answer: Yes.

Question (E. A. Woolson): I believe you all used sodium acetate in your eluting solTents,

didn't you?

Answer: No, not in my work.

Comment (F. E. Brinckman): The work that Dr. Irgolic refers to was a different system

than Dr. Weiss showed earlier today that used your particular method on the Dionex methanol-

water ammonium carbonate buffer. Three points: (1) Dr. Slavin already picked up that the

system sensitivity includes the band broadening and therefore the dilution. So it is not

a spectroscopic detection limit. We always report as a total system detection limit at the

95 percent confidence interval. (2) That is,the matrix, particularly in large sample

inputs gives some history we've noticed with repeated firings, probably because you're not

clearing tubes. There is tube history on these because of heavy repeated use, depending

upon the buffer salt. It depends upon whether you are running a range from ammonium

acetate, or sodium acetate, which we have used in isocratic mode with SAX columns which

are reverse bonded-phase, nonswelling columns, as opposed to the polymer columns such as

Dionex which we use in gradient. If you are not careful about the repeat rate and run the

GFAA warm or you don't use chilled water to cool back down to keep the repeat cycle short

every time you heat bang the furnace, you can get salt deposit buildup. This occasionally

will decrepitate and blow things off. That's why the platform methods and other methods

will improve this. Finally, (3) there are intrinsic differences between the relative

volatilities of the analytes as they elute in that the fixed drying thermal program, unless

you really heat it to high dry rates. We don't like to do this in some instances, particu-

larly in unknown solutions with a lot of organic component like the oil shale. Most of

the organics it will burn off and take out your arsenic. You tend to run rather low

drying temperatures, then go immediately to the atomization. It is not an optimal situation
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as I indicated earlier. All of these contribute to this apparent difference in intrinsic

sensitivity, but it is chromatographic sensitivity we are really concerned with. Is that

a fair statement?

Answer: Yes. If one determines inorganic arsenic, arsenate, arsenite, perhaps selenium,
selenite, selenate, and methylated arsenic compounds as those compounds that are reducible

to volatile hydride, there is no question that we are in good shape in this general area.

But once you get into nonvolatile organic compounds like arsenobetaine, arsenocholine, and

arsenic-containing lipids, there is at the moment no better way than HPLC-GFAA. The
system sensitivity is not as good as we would like to have it, because of chromatographic
problems, not the GFAA. At the moment I don't see the way around that, except if you have

enough sample just concentrate it and run it. Many of these things are sample limited.

Now there is perhaps something on the horizon which might do a little bit better, but it

is an expensive detector for a $10,000 HPLC system; that is the ICP. You can go away from

some of the matrix problems.

Question (W. Slavin): Why do you think that you have less trouble with matrix there?

Answer: You go with 10,000 *K and, in addition, ARL is coming out with a hydride genera-

tion system which can attach directly to the ICP. This doesn't solve the problem of the

nonvolatiles or nonreducibles. But, as I say, I don't see any good solution at the moment,

getting back to the graphite furnace sensitivity, which we can achieve for arsenic and

selenium, once you hook the chromatograph in front of it.

Question (W. Slavin): Obviously, your spectroscopic detector isn't going to do you any

good with respect to your problem of peak broadening in the LC. We had exactly the same

problem when we were doing deliberate labeling, LC separation, and then atomic absorption

detection. The problems are with many of these compounds that you can't get narrow enough

peaks to maintain the kind of sensitivity that you are working for. When you go to the

ICP for most of the metals that you are talking about, your intrinsic sensitivity is very

much less then it is with the graphite furnace so you are giving up the sensitivity. With

the hydride attachment you require a much larger amount of material because the intrinsic

sensitivity is in the spectroscopic technique. Let me answer the one last thing that I

think is important~ at least to think about if you are trying to put all these things in

balance. One of the other people mentioned that you see some difference in sensitivity

with conventional graphite furnace deposited on the wall detection for the various organic

species of arsenic. Yes, some, but not the kind of the factors of two and three that that

are in your paper. Variations that you are seeing are in the system that you are using in

the combination of your liquid chromatography and the way you are handling the particular

graphite furnace technique. There is no particular reason to expect that that is going to

disappear, though it maybe different when you use an ICP technique for the detection. I

think there are a lot of ways to go yet in handling the whole system configuration with
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any of the spectroscopic detectors, to take better advantage of both systems, of both

components.

Answer: I think this is a safe statement to make. The graphite furnace is more prone to

matrix interferences then ICP is, simply on the basis of the temperatures differences in

the furnace compared to the ICP attachment.

Comment (M. A. Anderson): We work with a lot of environmental systems, particularly lake

sediments which get pretty messy at times. I recall that we had some additive, nickel.

In fact, we did have the differences in detectability when we did not add the nickel, but

when we added the nickel everything came out as Dr. Woolson suggested.

Answer (E. A. Woolson): That's fine if you are using the direct injection of standards,

you need the nickel. Having gone through the HPLC in our system, the only thing you've

got there is ammonium carbonate. You have no other matrix. The ammonium carbonate goes

off at 12500 so in atomization, except with initial solvent front, you have no matrix.

Comment (W. Slavin): The nickel will have the effect, even when you have separate HPLC

peaks, of converting of all of the arsenic to a more stable form by the time you go into

the high temperature phase of the GFAA. You will be much less likely to have lost the

arsenic as a volatile material. So, I think, that it is not unlikely that the heavy

metals, if they are not present in the sample in some way, are going to be an advantage

even after having gone through a HPLC fractionation.

Question (R. H. Fish): I would like to address something I think is important. One of

the reasons for this Workshop is to meld the biological impact of what we are speciating

and to get the biologists to help us to define this environmental impact of these compounds.

I would like to know about an Ames-type test that we can use for organometallic compounds.

In other words, we see all these people, who have all these fractions and hundreds of

fractions are used with the Ames test. Well, it doesn't work on organometallic compounds.

It seems to me that if DoE wants to know what the biological impact is of energy-related

compounds, then we have got to come up with some sort of test. What I've seen here are

people doing sophisticated chromatography and not really knowing what fraction is active

biologically. I think that is the important thing.

Answer (L. Packer): Of course, you can only respond in a general way. But, in order for

anything to be effective, it has to cross the biological membrane. That is the key. What

we need to know is whether these substances cross the membrane, how they cross the membrane,

and what they compete with when they cross the membrane. If the substance doesn't get in,

it is not going to have any affect in an Ames test. If a metallic substance can't get in,

it obviously is not going to cause a mutation in bacteria or affect anything. This is
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crucial with any kind of these agents we are looking at, with even simple things like

arsenate. If you use arsenate, as Dr. Irgolic has done with algae, I would ask you the

question--how much phosphate did you have in the medium?--because phosphate and arsenate

compete with each other in every way. Phosphate is known to have two mechanisms for

transported across cell membranes, mainly. One of them is a sort of a general mechanism

whereby it goes across the membrane in its uncharged form. In its uncharged form, it is

permeable; in its charged form it is not, so it is pH dependent. The second way involves a

specific protein carrier, at least in certain cases where it has been studied. It exchanges

phosphate into the membrane. It is known that that carrier is inhibited by arsenate

competitively. Likewise, it is known all the reactions in which phosphate participates in

the cell are competed with by arsenate. So we have to ask the question in those cultures

what is the activity for phosphate uptake. The activity for phosphate uptake can be

different for different organisms. Then you have to ask, how does that phosphate level

compare with the arsenate? If you haven't satisfied yourselves on that, you are not going

to be able to understand the arsenate toxicity. You will, of course, be able to find out

what kinds of arsenic compounds arise if it gets in. That you can do, if it doesn't kill

the essential machinery. If you don't go too far and allow enough arsenic to go in to

speciate, but not so much arsenic to go in to kill the essential machinery that allows it

to be speciated.

Comment (B. Fowler): The kind of question you are talking about is raised in an issue of

Environmental Health Perspectives, Volume 40, which will be out sometime during July or

August of 1981. It deals with metals and carcinogenesis; transformations--reduction of

chromium(VI) and chromium(III) coming across membranes--in relation to a specific and

really important biological process; namely, carcinogenesis. There is also a fairly

in-depth consideration of metals as promoting agents or as co-carcinogens of some of these

other systems aside from the Ames test sort of thing you are talking about. There are a

number of other ways in which metals can interact and these are all laid out pretty com-

pletely and very recently in that particular issue.

Comment (G. W. Standberg): In response to your statements, it is not necessary that the

metals get into the cells to exert their effect. In microbial systems they could exert

their effect on surface-associated enzymes, so you have to be careful making any interpre-

tations in that regard. It wouldn't have to be transported inside but could effect the

transport of other metals.

Comment (L. Packer): Anything on that the extracellular surface which is essential, that

it could interact with, would also would be susceptible to being effective. Normally, in

higher organisms, you would have to exchange across the membranes--the skin, the lung, the

cells of the lung lining, or it could be the cells of the intestine. Their membranes

would be the first place and so on.
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Comment (G. W. Standberg): In using a microbial system as a test system you couldn't

necessarily be concerned this was internal for the metabolism or reaction to take place.

Comment (L. Packer): That is right. Also another thing, in microbial systems at least.

For iron in certain bacteria, when they are deficient in iron, and even if they aren't

deficient, they produce a substance called a siderochrome or enterochelin, which is a

cage-like structure that surrounds the iron and is used to take the iron into the cell.

Then back inside the cell, enzymes dismember the structure and the iron is now free to be

incorporated. It is a very sophisticated mechanism that bacteria have developed and

nobody knows if these kinds of things have been developed for other metals. It has only

really been looked for iron maybe it occurs with a group of some of these other metals.

Comment (G. W. Standberg): Metallothionine has been discovered in bacteria now in blue-

green algae.

Comment (B. Fowler): In reference to that, there are a number of these low molecular

weight proteins of which metallothionine is the most commonly cited, that have been

described in biological systems.

Answer (E. A. Woolson): In answer to your question, the Ames test and most of the bacterial

tests will only give you a positive response if the complex or the elements you are looking

at alter DNA structure. For the metals and the organometals, for the most part, I think,

they probably do not. They might , in case of arsenite, prevent repair if another

agent breaks the DNAlike UV light. It will inhibit the repair function of the DNA in E.

colijfor example.

Comment (R. H. Fish): They will coordinate to all kinds of sites in the DNA.

Comment (E. A. Woolson): If the element of interest does not change the DNA structure so

that you get a mutation, the Ames test and these other bacterial tests won't really show

you an effect.

Comment (L. Packer): That's the reason why you need several kinds of tests. That's an

evaluation of the relationship between mutagenicity and carcinogenicity, but not a relation-

ship to other forms of pathology.

Comment (E. A. Woolson): It depends on exactly what you want to look at. If you want to

look at whether or not something is going to be carcinogenic or mutagenic, the Ames or

some of the other tests will be all right.

Comment (R. H. Fish): I don't think they work on organometallic compounds. As far as I

know, people who do the Ames test say that they don't get any large number of revertants.

They don't get anything.
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Question (R. J. Mehlhorn): What are you addressing is really one of the issues of toxicity

which is DNA transformation. Probably this is one of the most toxic kinds of transforma-

tion, potentially, that exists. But proteins also, particularly since there may be very

important specific proteins where a single "hit" could kill a cell, conceivable. Least

among the targets, I would say, are the lipids. What we know about membrane structures

says that lipids are very accommodating; you can alter the lipid structure a great deal

without harming the cell. Concerning that, I have a question that concerns these algae.

Have you looked at specific selenoamino acids? What is the toxicity of specific seleno-

acids in terms of are they taken up, are they incorporated? Perhaps that will give us

some additional clues as to the mechanism whereby these seleno compounds exert their

toxicity and similarly with the arsenobetaines. Have you looked at the arsenobetaines and

other specific compounds to see whether they are much more toxic than their inorganic

precursors?

Answer (K. J. Irgolic): No, they are not.

Answer (B. Fowler): There are people who are starting to evaluate that too. On the basis

that they are not toxic.

Question (P. J. Craig): I would like to make a comment about your mechanism, Dr. Irgolic.

I am wondering how you can get your trans-cis isomerism, the path that gets the methyl

next to the arsenic, when you've got that great big flat N4 equatorial ligand in the way?

Answer (K. J. Irgolic): The simple answer is, I don't know.

Question (P. J. Craig): There is an order of which ligands will displace with other

ligands when they are bound to a methyl in that kind of configuration. I had a feeling

that it would be the other way around, that pyridine .q'qlt displace arsenic if it was

there, not arsenic displacing pyridine?

Answer (K. J. Irgolic): That's one of the relatively certain things which happens in that

system. From NMR indications, a broadening of some of the peaks indicates an exchange

going on between the trivalent arsenic compound and the pyridine. You see that not only

in the arsenic metal resonances which broaden out, but also in the aromatic region of the

pyridine ring which changes. We do not have any equilibrium constant for that yet.

Question (D. A. Klein): Dr. Irgolic, I wanted to ask you again something I asked earlier.

Are there any differences between the different species you tested as far as effects on

the algal systems in relation to accommodation, or are there any changes physiologically so

that a second piece of the organism, after having been exposed, might give you different

responses?
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Answer (K. J. Irgolic): Yes, we have tried that, not by design but by necessity. Sometimes

something happens to the algae cultures, and in order to avoid growing a new batch to

inoculate we took those that survived and started a new culture and surprisingly enough,

they didn't take up any arsenic. That.,in our eyes at the moment was a failure because it

was suppose to do it.

Question (D. A. Klein): Which form was that?

Answer (K. J. Irgolic): Arsenate. We didn't do anything with arsenite for the simple

reason that, at the beginning, we couldn't get any radioactive arsenite tracer. Arsenate

you can buy and, if you take arsenate and reduce it to arsenite then what every you have

in there, although you try to get all the reagent out, it kills the algae.

Question (D. A. Klein): But now you have arsenite?

Answer (K. J. Irgolic): No.

Comment (L. Packer): I would just like to make another general comment on the essentiality

of the biological membrane. When these substances kill a cell, how do they kill a cell?

You might hit the DNA, you might mess up the protein synthesis, that's clearly one way.

If it hits proteins as Dr. Mehlhorn suggested, that's another way, but you would have to

hit a lot more proteins because there are many protein copies in the cell. If you punch

a hole in the biological membrane, in the general sense, by some affecting some specific

exchange mechanism, whether it be protein-catalyzed or just prevented the lipids from

assembling properly, that would be enough. The cell could no longer cope with life and it

dies. I think a very good example is triphenyltin cation. Triphenyltin, as Dr. Mehlhorn

has made the point yesterday, has been shown to be a chloride-hydroxyl exchanger. It will

pick up chloride on one side of the membrane, go to the other side, exchange it for hydrox-

ides. In that way it will collapse the pH gradient which exists across membranes and

which is essential for any ion transport, or any life process. It will not collapse the

electrical gradient but will collapse the pH gradient. So it immediately becomes of

interest to know what the range of tin compounds that now can be speciated and characterized

and are available--what do they do. It is an interesting problem and I would like to see

someone do it.

Comment (K. J. Irgolic): We have worried about what happens between the outside of an

organism and the inside. Our tools which we are using to determine what is inside and

outside are very rough as far as the membranes are concerned. With selenium there is a

tiny chance that one has a very fine tool with selenium-77 NMR. If the concentration,

by any chance, can be made high enough so that you can see signals when you run the algae

cells for two weeks on the spectrometer, that would be a great thing to do. Of course the

NMR people say you're crazy--two weeks you're tying up the machine. It really isn't so bad
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because if you consider the time involved to figure out what is going on by any other

techniques you are there for six months, but of course that isn't NMR specialist's time,

and that makes a difference. We are looking into that right now with selenium in -lgae and

the question is whether we can either get sufficient signal with the NMR machine we have,

or whether we can afford to buy the selenium-77 which is available at $10/mg.

Comment (B. Fowler): I think one point we should bring up here is that most people think

of biological membranes as being essentially a set of lipids with proteins floating around

in it. The trouble is and the thing that it is frustrating the cell biology people is that

the membranes do not appear to be homogeneous substances; in other words, the arrangement

of things may not be totally uniform. What this sets up then is a sort of heterogeneous

surface that varies depending on what part of the cell we are looking at. The bottom

may be different than the top. In kidney tubule cells this is very much the case. I just

think that whoever solves that is going to have to pick a very simple membrane.
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Microorganisms actively participate in the transformation of metals and

metalloids by various processes including adsorption, absorption, alkylation,

oxidation and reduction reactions. Bacteria of the genera Thiobacillus and

Sulfolobus have a chemolithotrophic mode of metabolism and catalyze various

metal transformations. The mixotrophic thiobacillus-like facultative thermo-

philic bacteria also participate in metal transformations. These bacteria are

primarily involved in oxidation-reduction reactions of metals. Metal sulfides.,

can be either directly oxidized by the microbes or oxidized by ferric iron,

an end-product of microbial metabolism. These processes result in solubiliza-

tion of iron, copper, molybdenum, uranium, and many other metals as well. In

the absence of oxygen, iron and molybdenum may be reduced by microbes.

Bacteria capable of these reactions are found, and they function in a variety

of environments. Conditions which favor their growth are acidic pH (1.5 to

3.5) and temperatures which can be as high as 75*C for Sulfolobus. The

microbes have potential for mobilization of pollutants, or toxic elements,

during resource extraction processes.

Key words: chemolithotrophic-bacteria; copper; iron; leaching; metal-reduction;

metal-sulfides; mineral-oxidation; molybdenum; oil shale; Sulfolobus; Thio-

bacillus; uranium.

1. Introduction

1.1 Microbial-Metal Interactions

Bacteria participate in reactions which can effect the transformation of metals and

metalloids. As such, the microbes are catalytic agents for geochemical processes. These

reactions may be either beneficial and lead to recovery of metal values such as the

leaching of copper or uranium from low-grade ores, or detrimental by solubilizing poten-

tially toxic elements.

The microbes may interact with metals by one or a combination of four processes:

adsorption and absorption; oxidation or reduction; alkylation; and formation or degra-

dation of metal-organic compounds El,2].

1.2 Characteristics of Bacteria

The chemolithotrophic bacteria, by virtue of their metabolism, are effective cata-
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lysts for reactions leading to solubilization of metals. This group of bacteria uses one-

carbon compounds as a carbon source for synthesis of biopolymers, and oxidizable inorganic

elements and compounds (e.g., sulfur, sulfide, thiosulfate, or ferrous iron) serve as

energy sources for growth. Thus, they are able to function in environments such as mine

spoils and tailings which have limited organic-nutrient availability. Bacterial genera

of this group include Thiobacillus and Sulfolobus [3,4]. The unclassified thiobacillus-

like (designated TH) facultative thermophilic bacteria [5,6,7,8], although not obligate

chemolithotrophic, are also metal-trans'orming catalysts. All of these bacteria charac-

teristically grow in acidic habitats at pH values less than 3.5, and they oxidize ferrous

iron and metallic sulfides for energy. The species T. ferrooxidans catalyze metal trans-

formations at temperatures from 20 to 35*C; the TH facultative thermophiles function at

30 to 55 C, and the Sulfolobus species grow at 45 to 70 C. Thus, metal transformations

can be effected by bacteria over a range of conditions. The T. ferrooxidans and

Sulfolobus species have a chemolithotrophic mode of metabolism, but the TH facultative

thermophiles are mixotrophic; they cannot use single-carbon compounds and must have or-

ganic compounds supplied for their growth. However, they do oxidize metal-sulfides and

ferrous iron for energy.

1.3 Microbially-catalyzed Redox Reactions

This report is limited to an overview of bacterially catalyzed oxidation and reduc-

tion reactions of metals. Specifically, microbial oxidation of metal sulfides, ferrous

iron, and the consequences of these reactions are discussed. Microbial reduction re-

actions of molybdate ind ferric iron are also considered.

2. Microbial Redox Reactions

2.1 Oxidation of Metal-Sulfides and Uranium

There are three mechanisms by which the T. ferrooxidans, TH bacteria, and Sulfolobus

participate in solubilization of heavy metals. The microbes produce a strong oxidant,

ferric iron, as a result of their oxidation of ferrous iron for energy (1). The ferric

4 FeSO4 + 2H 2SO 4 + 02 - 2Fe2(SO4)3 + 2H20 (1)

iron can oxidize metal sulfides, such as chalcocite (2), solubilizing the copper as a

cupric sulfate. The reduced iron can then be reoxidized by the microorganisms. Other

Cu 2S + 2Fe 2(SO4)3 - 2CuS04 + 4FeS04 + S (2)

metal sulfides such as chalcopyrite, covellite, anc. bismuthinite [9] are also oxidized by

ferric iron. Reduced, insoluble uranium as uraninite, can be oxidized and solubilized

(3) by ferric iron. This mechanism for solubilizing metals is termed "indirect" since

UO 2 + Fe 2 (S04)3  U02SO4 + 2FeSO4  (3)
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the end-product of microbial metabolism, ferric iron, is the oxidant of the reduced metal,

and the microbial participation may be separated by space and time from the actual metal

solubilization. In acidified solutions, T. ferrooxidans reportedly increased the rate of

iron oxidation over 500,000 the rate which would occur in their absence [10]. The microbes

are able to generate significant amounts of the leaching agent, or lixiviant, for extrac-

tion of metals from sulfides.

A second mechanism by which the microbes participate in metal solubilization is termed

the "direct" process. Ferric iron is not a required participant in the reaction. Copper,

from chalcocite (4), and molybdenum (5) from molybdenite, can be solubilized as a result of

Cu 2S + H 2S04 + 2102 + 2CuSO 4 + H20 (4)

2MoS 2 + 902 + 6H 20 + 2H2Mo04 + 4 H2S04  (5)

the bacteria oxidizing the metal-sulfide substrate. The T. ferrooxidans, TH microbes, and

Sulfolobus are all capable of copper mobilization by the direct process. However, only

Sulfolobus species, growing at 70*C, are able to oxidize the molybdenite [11,12]. This

ability is in part due to the remarkable resistance of Sulfolobus to molybdate; they are

able to grow in media containing 750 ppm molybdenum. Other metal-sulfide compounds which

may be directly attacked by bacteria include arsenopyrite, stibnite, and pentlandite [9].

The leaching microorganisms may also participate in an electrochemical process of

mineral oxidation. The metal sulfide acts as an anode (6) and the cathodic reaction occurs

with either oxygen (7), ferric iron (8), or a mineral of more positive electrode potential.

CuS-S+Cu2 +2e (6)

02 + 4H+ + 4e -+ 2H 20 (7)

Fe(III) + e~ - Fe(II) (8)

The microbes can act as catalysts for the transfer of electrons to oxygen (7), or the

generation of ferric iron (8) which serves as the anode. Microbes may also participate in

the electrochemical leaching process by removal of sulfur formed during the oxidation

step (6). The sulfur accumulation may passivate the metal solubilization process by cover-

ing reactive surfaces. The microbe Thiobacillus thiooxidans can remove the sulfur by

oxidation (9).

S + H20 + 1 02+' H 2S04  (9)

2.2 Reduction of Metals

The chemolithotrophic T. ferrooxidans, T. thiooxidans, and Sulfolobus can reduce
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metals under anaerobic conditions. These microbes reduce ferric iron when oxidizing sul-

fur [13]. However, it is not certain if anaerobic growth occurs. It has been proposed

that thiobacilli may facilitate metals extraction in anaerobic conditions by oxidizing the

sulfur (using ferric iron as the axid,,;t) that covers minerals' surfaces and passivates

the metal solubilization process (6). However, in metals-leaching conditions there will

be little or no ferric iron available to serve as a possible electron acceptor for support

of bacterial growth in anaerobic conditions. Most, if not all, of the ferric iron will

be reduced by reaction with metal-sulfide minerals (2). The ferrous iron can only be

oxidized under aerobic conditions (1).

Sulfolobus has been shown to oxidize sulfur and reduce molybdate in the absence of

oxygen [14]. Hexavalent molybdenum is reduced to the pentavalent state with formation of

"moly-blue". The hexavalent molybdenum appears to serve as a terminal electron acceptor,

and growth of Sulfolobus occurs in anaerobic conditions. This type of reaction may be

involved in molybdenum cycling and transport in various environments.

The reductive reactions may be a detoxification mechanism by which the thiobacilli

protect themselves from the adverse effects of some metals. T. ferrooxidans have been

shown to reduce mercuric ion to volatile mercury [15]. This reaction may be an important

component of the cycling of mercury, particularly in areas where thiobacilli and mercury

may coexist e.g., high pyritic content coal spoils. T. thiooxidans, when growing on sul-

fur, reduce vanadium (V) to vanadyl (lV) ion, an apparent detoxification process [16].

This reduction mechanism was equated to a leaching process, since the vanadyl ion is

soluble in weakly acid solutions.

3. Discussion

3.1 Resource Recovery

The microbial catalysis of mineral oxidation is, in part, responsible for extraction

of metals from mine waste and low grade ores. Both copper and uranium are economically

recovered by biological processes. Approximately 11% of the total copper produced

nationally was estimated to be obtained by leaching practices [17] and much can be attri-

buted to microbial activity. A large copper mine in the western United States obtained

about one-third of total copper by a dump-leaching process involving microorganisms.

Several recent reviews have dealt with this topic [9,18,19,20,21].

Concentrations of copper in leach solutions may be from 0.8 to 8.0 g L 1 [11]. This

range of concentrations will have little detrimental effect on the microorganisms asso-

ciated with leaching. The T. ferrooxidans tolerate concentrations of Zn, Ni, Cu, Co, Mn

and Al at values up to 10 g L~ 1 when growing on ferrous iron [23].

The microbes catalyzing the leaching reaction appear to be limited in distribution

within leach dumps. The T. ferrooxidans have been found in high numbers, 105 to 107 g-1

dump material, at the surface of leach dumps and their numbers decrease rapidly within

the leaching zone [24]. Their restriction to the upper surface, where oxygen is pre-

sumably not limiting, suggests that generation of ferric iron, the leaching lixiviant

(2,3), is the important mechanism for solubilization of metals. Recent unpublished data
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(Table 1) indicate that the concentrations of TH facultative thermophiles, which inhabit

copper leaching dumps [25], also decrease with depth in a leach dump. The high numbers

of these iron-oxidizing bacteria at the dump surface are believed to be due to available

oxygen and high temperatures resulting from solar heating. These data also suggest that

the microbes are assisting in metal mobilization by production of ferric iron which

oxidizes metallic sulfides minerals in the absence of oxygen. However, few studies of

microbial distribution within metal leaching systems have been reported, and further data

may reveal wider distribution and greater involvement of the bacteria in the direct attack

on metal sulfides (4,5).

Table 1. Occurence of facultative-thermophilic thiobacillus-like microbes in a core sample

from a copper-leaching mine dump

Sample depth Bacterial-cell
below surface concentration

cm g-1

0-15 7.0 x 106

15-30 6.2 x 105

30-46 2.6 x 104

aCell concentrations were determined using a most-probable-number technique with incubation

at 50*C.

Uranium has also been recovered on an industrial scale using microbial processes.

Leaching, using T. ferrooxidans, of mined-out zones and low grade heaps has been done at

Elliot Lake, Ontario. Values of 4545 to 5455 kg of U308 have been produced per month by

leaching [26]. The process occurs in an acidic solution using biologically-generated

ferric iron, (3) as lixiviant.

3.2 Transport of toxic metals

In addition to their beneficial role in resource recovery, microorganisms create water

pollution problems by mobilizing toxic elements.

Surface mining operations, which result in exposure pyritic and other metal-sulfides,

may lead to acid pollution of water. As much as 4 millions tons of acidity per year are

produced from both active and abandoned mines in the United States [27]. The T. ferro-

oxidans are catalysts of the acid generation reaction mechanism [28] and the acid en-

vironment encourages microbially-catalyzed solubilization of metal sulfide minerals

(2,3.4,5).

Basic iron sulfate or iron hydroxide, known as "yellow-boy", is a product of microbial

oxidation of pyrite, marcasite, and other iron-containing metallic sulfide minerals. The

"yellow-boy", which covers the bottom of streams polluted with acid mine waters, occurs

when the acidic waters, carrying microbially-generated ferric iron, are neutralized.
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Arsenic, as orpiment, arsenopyrite, and enargite can be solubilized by T. ferro-

oxidans oxidative activity [29,30]. These minerals may be found in associations with

other metal-sulfide deposits. The arsenic is solubilized as arsenite and arsenate, how-

ever presence of iron in solution may precipitate iron arsenite and arsenate.

Other metals, including cobalt, nickel, and zinc can be leached as a result of direct

oxidation by T. ferrooxidans of their respective sulfide minerals [31]. Rates of metal

solubilization have been reported: cobalt 490, nickel 555, and zinc 590 mg L~lhl1.

Energy production from oil shale, has potential for attendant microbially catalyzed

toxic-metal transformations. Raw shale contains high concentrations (25 ppm) of the

potentially toxic elements arsenic, boron, fluoride, lithium and molybdenum. Extraction

of oil shale may cause redistribution of these elements as a result of mining, retorting,

and disposal of processed shale and water [32].

A recent study [33] has considered the possible role of the chemolithotrophic bac-

teria in the catalysis of metal mobilization. Two species of chemolithotrophic bacteria,

Thiobacillus thioparus and Thiobacillus denitrificans, have been found in samples of pro-

cessed oil shale. Both species oxidize thiosulfate for energy; T. thioparus require

oxygen (10), and T. denitrificans can grow with oxygen or nitrate as an oxidant (11).

S203 2- + 202 + OH- + 2S042- + H+ (10)

5Na 2S203 + 8NaNO3 + H20 + 9Na 2S04 + H2S04 + 4N2  (11)

These microbes are not acidophilic, but T. thioparus can grow until the pH reaches about

4.5. It is possible that growth of this microbe may promote a microbial succession re-

sulting in a population of acidophilic bacteria.

If a mining process leads to exposure of materials which have acid generation

potential and a low buffering capacity, microbial processes can catalyze acid generation

and oxidation of metal sulfides. The result will be dissolution of heavy metals which

may ultimately find their way into water and the food chain.

4. Concluding Remarks

Bacteria, which oxidize ferrous iron, metal-sulfides, and sulfur, are catalysts for

solubilization of metals and metalloids including copper, molybdenum, uranium, nickel,

cobalt, zinc, arsenic and sulfur. The bacterial catalysts, which function optimally in

slightly acidic solutions, are T. ferrooxidans, T. thiooxidans, TH designated faculta-

tive-thermophilic thiobacillus-like microbes, and Sulfolobus. The occurrence and activi-

ties of the bacteria can be useful for recovery of metals from mine-wastes and low-grade

ores when the processes are controlled. However, these bacteria may also create pollu-

tion conditions by leaching of toxic metals and metalloids from disturbed lands.

Oxygen requirement largely controls the ability of the bacteria to effect metal

leaching. The process of direct bacterial oxidation of metal sulfides and bacterial

generation of ferric iron, a lixiviant for leaching, require aerobic conditions. Only
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limited anaerobic bacterial activity appears to contribute to metals leaching by oxidation

or reduction reactions.

It is important to understand the conditions which are required for catalysis of

metals and metalloid transformation, since definition of the microbiology, geochemistry,

and solution chemistry of the mechanisms will lead to control of the processes for enhanced

metal recovery and pollution abatement.
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Discussion

Question (E. A. Woolson): In well waters that have been identified as having high arsenic

concentration, you frequently find arsenate and you also find H2S. Would this be due to

bacterial decomposition of a mineral?

Answer: I rather suspect not in the case of H2 S. The sulfate-reducing microorganisms

which are fairly widely distributed, for the most part, will utilize an organic compound

as a reductant for sulfate to sulfide, although hydrogen can serve as a reluctant as well.

They would not, to my knowledge, attack a mineral. The arsenate may be a consequence of

microbial mobilization, but it is not necessarily due to the oxidation of enargite or

orpiment or one of the arsenic-containing minerals. Rather, it could be due to an organic

chelation reaction. This will be addressed by Dr. Klein specifically in his oil shale

work looking at arsenic transformations; it would not be a phenomenon of these types of

organisms I have been describing.

Question (F. E. Brinckman): A Russian group has reported [N. N. Lyalikova, Mikrobiologiya,

43:941 (1974)] on a Stibiobacter, an obligate microorganism, which involves antimony for

an energy cycle in its cell metabolism; I don't recall whether it was an oxidation or

reductive process with respect to antimony. Do you see prospects for more organisms of

this type which require heavy metals or metalloids in direct processes? This presumably

involves cell uptake (cellular storage) rather than just respiration of metals and

metalloids.

Answer: Indeed, we will see more of that. Certainly, uptake is a very real phenomenon.

Now, these organisms here we don't know if they are involved with uptake at all, but we

have examined Sulfolobus, we have done a STEM and an energy dispersive x-ray to see

molybdenum accumulation. I am not sure if I really understood your question.

Question (F. E. Brinckman): My question comes from my bias as a chemist. At this stage,

with increasing sophistication in analytical tools, such as the STEM, one can now get

element mapping of cell parts. You get the idea that there is a remarkable accumulation

of elements being found. I mentioned antimony, but that seems very unusual to me; I can't

imagine it is a good energy process, but this is the argument, at least, of that particular

group. In consequence, it would seem that there is no part of the Periodic Table which

will find relief from microorganisms, so chemists will look to the microbiologists to find

those bugs. This is really the heart of my question: are we now going to see a range of

papers coming along which will start showing unusual or unexpected transformations of

elements in oxidation states? I am fascinated, for example, by the apparent going against

the energy gradient in some of the redox reactions which you showed. Vanadium, for

example, is of interest to me in the five-to-four couple and also the molybdenum couple.

Answer: I am not sure the molybdenum couple is against energy.
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Question (F. E. Brinckman): That may not be, that was anaerobic.

Answer: I think that is quite true. Many of these reactions are probably detoxification

reactions, where you may reduce a metal and it subsequently accumulates. We have seen

this with a lot of other metals--these will be reduced, commonly, in some types of

microorganisms.

Question (T. F. Yen): Vanadium is known to be existing in tunicates, and some of the dry

weight is very high in vanadium content. It is a hemovanadine; some people call it

that. Apparently, it is probably involved in the transport process. It is still clouded

today. What sort o role is the vanadium involved in the oxygen transport in your
organisms?

Answer: In the organisms that you speak about, I presume it is an oxygen transport role.

It's equivalent to hemoglobin using vanadium as an oxygen carrier, but in these bacteria

it has no role--it is detoxification.

Question (Voice not identified): Will these sulfur bacteria show selectively toward

different sulfur bonds in the coal, for example, pyrite and sulfate and organic sulfur?

Answer: The ones that we are dealing with here will oxidize pyritic sulfur in coals.

They will not go after organic sulfur, and, of course, sulfate. There may be an oxidation

product of previous oxidations so that Sulfolobus and Thiobacillus can remove sulfur

from coal by oxidation.

question (J. D. Walter): Could you discuss briefly mobilization of toxic pollutants by

these microorganisms?

Answer: Later, perhaps, if there is time, but Dr. Strandberg will address this area in

his paper. You mean by copper and uranium?
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Microbial Accumulation of Uranium, Radium, and Cesium*

G. W. Strandberg, S. E. Shumate II,
J. R. Parrott, Jr., and S. E. North
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Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Diverse microbial species varied considerably in their ability to

accumulate uranium, cesium, and radium. Mechanistic differences in

uranium uptake by Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Pseudomonas aeruginosa

were indicated. S. cerevisiae exhibited a slow (hours) surface

accumulation of uranium which was subject to environmental factors,

whereas P. aeruginosa accumulated uranium rapidly (minutes) as dense

intracellular deposits and did not appear to be affected by environ-

mental parameters. Metabolism was not required for uranium uptake by

either organism. Cesium and radium were concentrated to a considerably

lesser extent than uranium by the several species tested.

Key words: cesium; metal accumulation; microbial; radium; uranium.

1. Introduction

The intent of this report is to summarize our findings concerning some fundamental

aspects of radionuclide accumulation by microbial cells, to consider these results with

respect to what has been reported about microbial metal biosorption, and to illustrate

the complexities attendant to an understanding of the phenomenon. The studies described

here were carried out in conjunction with our efforts to develop a process to utilize

microbial cells as a biosorbent for the concentration and removal of heavy metals from

select aqueous waste streams - in particular, nuclear processing wastewaters. We felt

from the beginning that an understanding of the mechanism(s) of metal uptake would provide

a better rationale for process design and would potentially enable the enhancement of

metal uptake through environmental or genetic manipulation of the microorganisms being

utilized.

Although microorganisms are capable of concentrating a variety of metal species via

metabolically mediated and growth-associated processes (see refs. 1-3 for reviews and

other papers in these proceedings), the phenomenon of biosorption (i.e., the physical/

chemical complexation of metals by cellular components) appeared to have significant

*Research sponsored by Office of Nuclear Waste Management and Office of Environmental
Research, U.S. Department of Energy, under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the Union Carbide
Corporation.
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advantages for process application [4]. The use of metal biosorption for the treatment of

wastewater and recovery of valuable heavy metals had been suggested as early as 1949 by

Ruchoft [5]. Other workers have since reported schemes for the biosorptive removal of

metal radionuclides from aqueous streams [6-9], and even the biosorptive extraction of

uranium from natural waters has been proposed [10-11].

As indicated, biosorption is generally considered as a complexation between metal

cations and negatively charged extracellular components. For instance, Ruchoft [5]

attributed the ability of activated sludge to remove 2 3 9Pu to a microbial population

providing a gelatinous matrix for metal adsorption. Other investigators [8, 12-14]

have also suggested that microbial extracellular polymers having negatively charged

constituents were responsible for metal ion complexation. A detailed investigation by

Rothstein and Meier [15] provided evidence that surface-associated reactive groups chemi-

cally similar to high-molecular-weight polyphosphates were responsible for uranium uptake

by S. cerevisiae. Dounce and Flagg [16] concluded that the carboxyl groups of proteins

were effective in complexing uranium. Complimentary studies by Beveridge and Murray [17]

and Matthews and Doyle [18] showed that the carboxyl groups of the peptidoglycans in cell

walls of Bacillus subtilis are the primary sites of divalent metal complexation. Tsezos

and Volesky [19] have suggested that the primary site of uranium and thorium binding by

Rhizopus arrhizus is the chitin component within the cell walls of this fungus. However,

their electron micrographs appeared to show considerable thorium accumulation at the

outer wall surface.

Our own studies have been directed at a characterization of uranium uptake by

S. cerevisiae and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. These organisms were selected for study from

an earlier survey [20] because they demonstrated significant uranium uptake, they had

both been used in previous metal uptake studies, and many fundamental aspects of their

physiology and structure were well documented.

The ability of a variety of microorganisms to accumulate cesium and radium was

considered in regard to potential treatment processes for two radioactively contaminated

waste solutions. The results of these studies are discussed briefly to further demon-

strate the complexities of the biosorption phenomenon.

2. Methods

The detailed methodology used in our experiments has been described previously [4, 20,

21]. Essentially, washed cells were resuspended in an aqueous solution containing a known

concentration of the radionuclide. At the desired time intervals, cells were removed

from aliquots of the primary suspension by centrifugation. The remaining soluble uranium

was assayed spectrophotometrically using Arsenazo III reagent [4]. Cesium-137 and 226Ra

were assayed by gamma radiation counting. Cell-free controls were run concurrently.
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Growth-associated 1 3 7 Cs and 2 2 6Ra accumulations were determined as above after

growing the organisms in an appropriate medium containing the radionuclides.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Uranium

Biosorptive complexation of metal cations by definition does not require metabolic

activity by the microorganism, nor is preexposure or adaptation to the metal required.

However, it is possible that preexposure could result in an increase in biosorption

sites if the organism was capable of utilizing the phenomenon as a detoxification

mechanism. Conversely, preexposure might induce a population with a lesser affinity

for potentially toxic metals. In our uranium uptake experiments and in those of the

other workers previously cited, the cells were cultured in the absence of uranium.

Additionally, they were washed free of extraneous nutrients prior to exposure to

uranium. Thus the measured uranium uptake was considered to be due to complexation

sites normally occurring within the cell structure. Uranium uptake by S. cerevisiae

and P. aeruginosa was found to occur rapidly (1-2 h and a few minutes respectively).

In fact, using a specially devised ion-exchange procedure [21], we have determined

that when P. aeruginosa is exposed to a solution containing 100 g/m 3 uranyl nitrate,

approximately 99% of the uranium becomes firmly associated with the cells in less than

10 s. As a consequence of this rapid uptake rate, the apparent lack of any effect of

the conditions imposed during uranium uptake by this organism may be due to our inability

to monitor the time course of reaction within a time frame of several seconds.

Both species have a substantial capacity for uranium in that they can accumulate

from 10 to 15% of their original dry cell weight as uranium. This capacity is similar

to that obtained for a mixed culture of denitrifying bacteria [22] and for R. arrhizus

[9].

Electron micrographs of S. cerevisiae cells that had been exposed to uranium revealed

that the metal accumulated as needle-like fibrils in a layer approximately 0.2 pm thick

on the cell surfaces [21]. Furthermore, only 32% of the cells within a population had

uranium deposits. Since only 32% of the cells possessed uranium deposits, the metal

concentration on that fraction approaches 50% on a dry weight basis. It was difficult

to imagine that there were sufficient binding sites to account for this much uranium.

However, Beveridge and Murray [23] observed a nonstoichiometric accumulation of metals

on isolated walls of B. subtilis. They suggested that metal ions complex with existing

reactive sites and that additional metal crystallizes on these bound molecules.

In contrast to the surface accumulation exhibited by S. cerevisiae, uranium was

found as dense intracellular deposits in P. aeruginosa [21]. These deposits did not
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appear to be associated with a particular structure or physical location within the cells.

Intracellular deposition was demonstrated in cells exposed to uranium for 2 h. Electron

microscopic examination after shorter exposure times has not been attempted. Although we

lack visual evidence of immediate intracellular deposition of uranium, we do know that

uranium is firmly associated with the cells within a few seconds. As was observed with

S. cerevisiae, not all cells of P. aeruginosa possess uranium deposits. Only 40 to 45%

of the cells did so.

Our current investigation is being directed at the question of why only a fraction of

the cells within a population of either species is capable of accumulating uranium. This

has significant process implications for if we can induce all of the cells to accumulate

uranium, we can greatly enhance the potential for utilizing these cells as biosorbents.

We also feel that this question is of fundamental importance to understanding the mechanism

of metal uptake in these cells. We have found that the rate of uranium uptake and total

cellular capacity for the metal by S. cerevisiae is affected by growth conditions, pre-

sumably through growth rate-induced changes in the cell wall composition [21,24]. We are

currently attempting to correlate cell wall composition with growth and uranium uptake

rates and to determine if that fraction of cell population accumulating uranium is altered

by growth conditions.

Consistent with the view that metal biosorption occurs by complexation of positively

charged metal ions with negatively charged reactive sites (e.g., carboxyl and phosphate

groups), uranium uptake by S. cerevisiae was affected by environmental parameters including

pH, temperature, and competing cations [21]. Once bound, uranium could not be removed by

water washing. Metal complexing agents such as ammonium carbonate, nitric acid, and disod-

ium ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (all 0.1 M) were only partially effective, removifig

83.5, 59.3, and 72.3%, respectively, of the bound uranium after 16 h. Any interpretation

of the environmental effects observed must take into account the effect of the environment

on the reactive metal binding sites as well as the complex solution chemistry of uranium.

Although we have not specifically identified the uranium complexing sites on the

surface of S. cerevisiae, experiments employing chemical pretreatment of the cells (i.e.,

formaldehyde) and pure wall components (i.e., amino acids, phosphomannan) suggest that both

phosphate and protein moieties could be involved [21].

Uranium uptake by S. cerevisiae and P. aeruginosa was not metabolically mediated [21].

With the caveat that we have been unable to measure the transition from initial to equili-

trium states during uranium uptake by P. aeruginosa, none of the conditions and treatments.

which affect uranium uptake by S. cerevisiae have an effect on P. aeruginosa. We are

currently unable to explain the uranium uptake phenomenon in this organism.
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3.2 Cesium

The ability of microorganisms to remove 137Cs from solution was considered in regard

to a potential treatment process for select high-level radioactively contaminated waste

solution (SRSSW). The actual waste solution was simulated for our laboratory studies

with a mixture of reagent-grade chemicals. It contained several metal species other than

cesium and high concentrations of nitrate. Unlabeled CsCl was added to SRSSW and to the

other test solutions to attain the concentrations shown in Table 1; also added was about

50 pCi of 137CsC1 as a tracer.

As shown in Table 1, the distribution coefficients obtained were relatively low, and

in all cases the bulk of the cesium (as evidenced by soluble radioactivity measurements)

remained in solution. The denitrifying bacteria grew little, if at all, in the presence

of cesium when ethanol was the carbon source and when the cultures were incubated anaero-

bically under a nitrogen atmosphere.

Table 1. Uptake of 137Cs by microorganisms

Initial cesium Cell
Cell Culture concentration concentration Distribution

Microorganism Stage medium (g/m3) (g/100 mL) coefficienta

Pseudomonas Rest SRSSW at pH 4 0.12 0.4 11
aeruginosa

SRSSW at pH 7 0.12 0.4 12

SRSSW at pH 10.2 0.12 0.4 9

Growth Complex organic 0.017 0.2 16

Saccharomyces Rest Water at pH ti6 0.006 0.6 26
cerevisiae

Growth Complex organic 0.017 0.4 37

Mixed culture of Growth Denitrifyingc 0.013 0.002, 0.003 228, 469
denitrifying
bacteria

Growth SRSSWc 0.013 0.04 9

0.013 0.04 15

0.013 0.006, 0.010 95, 137

0.013 0.03 21

0.913 0.05 49

aDistribution coefficient: cpm 137 per g cells

cpm 137Cs per g solution
bComplex organic medium (see ref. 21).

cEthanol (0.5% v/v) as carbon source (see ref. 20).
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Published reports of microbial cesium accumulation indicate that both growth-related

and adsorptive phenomena occur [8, 25-30]. The growth stage at which maximum accumulation

occurs varies in these reports. Also, it has been found that cesium is not permanently

associated with growing cells and that firm binding is more significant in old cells and

detritus.

We attempted to compare our results with those in the literature. Notably, it has

been shown that cesium accumulation factors or distribution coefficients decrease as the

cesium concentration increases. For example, Fisel et al. [8] observed that Paecillomyces

marquandii exhibits maximum accumulation (34% of added 1 3 7Cs) at the lowest cesium concen-

tration tested (ti0.008 mM Cs). With Chiorella pyrenoidosa [28], increasing the cesium

concentration from a tracer level (10 uCi 1 37 Cs/L) to 0.5 mM decreases the concentration

factor by three fold. Williams [291 also found that a cesium concentration of 0.15 mM
significantly reduces the concentration factor in Euglena intermedia. Cesium incorpora-

tion studies done by other workers [26, 27, 29] involved very low 1 3 7Cs levels (2 to 20 x

10-5 pCi/mL), and relatively high distribution coefficients were obtained.

The results in the literature as well as our own are presented as distribution

coefficients or accumulation factors. Microbial cells appear to have a finite capacity

for accumulating metal ions by biosorption [4, 9, 21] when they are exposed to solutions

containing increasing concentrations of metal ions. Once they have adsorbed all of the

metal possible, soluble metal ions may not inhibit further metal uptake but merely

depress the observed distribution coefficient. We were unable to deduce the loading

capacity from the data in the literature, and our own experiments were not designed to

obtain this value. However, a very rough estimate from our data indicated a loading

capacity of less than 10 yg of cesium per gram of cells. In all cases, the greater

portion of cesium remained in solution, which provides evidence that the cells were

saturated with cesium under the conditions imposed.

3.3 Radium

Radium-226 incorporation by microbial cells was considered with regard to another

radioactive waste problem - namely, contaminated waste storage ponds. In addition to

12 6Ra, the water contains a variety of other metal species and 1.3% nitrate. Samples

of the pond water were treated as indicated in Table 2. Radium-226 incorporation was

determined for resting cells and under growth conditions.

It can be seen that some organisms can accumulate 22 6 Ra under resting cell or growth
conditions (Table 2). However, the distribution coefficients are relatively low.
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Table 2. Uptake of 22 6
Ra (345 pCi/L) from contaminated

pond water by growing cultures and resting cells

Distribution
Microorganisms and conditions coefficient

Growing cultures

Mixed culture of
denitrifying bacteria

Glucose grown (20 d) 104,119

Ethanol grown (20 d) 124, 126

Ch lorela pyrenoidosa

Shake culture (17 d) 51

Static culture (17 d) 41

WS algaeb

Shake culture (17 d) 46

Static culture (17 d) 32

Resting cells

c
Pseudomonas aeruginosa pH 4 <<lc

pH 6.9 <<l

Saccharomyces cerevisiae pH 4 «1c
<<1

Ashbya gossypii pH 7.7 344

Penicillium chrysogenum pH 7.7 624

Mixed culture of pH 3.9 7
denitrifying pH 5.7 95
bacteria pH 7.7 38

c e pCi LL6 Ra/g cells
Distribution coefficient:-

pCi 226Ra/g solution

bMixed algal, blue-green algal population isolated from

pond water.

cpCi 226Ra/g cells essentially equivalent to background.

Little is known about the microbial accumulation of radium. Jilek et al. [6] ob-

served the removal of 
2 2 6Ra from a waste stream by chemically derivitized mycelia of

PeniciZlium chrysogenum, but no distribution coefficients or cellular capacities were

reported. P. A. Taylor of the Chemical Process Department, Y-12 Development Division,

Union Carbide Corp., Nuclear Division, Oak Ridge, Tennessee (unpublished), found 95%

of the 2 2 6Ra removed during long-term (months) growth of denitrifying microorganisms
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in the same pond water we examined. Methanol was used as a carbon source. In contrast,

we found very little 226Ra removal either by biosorption or during short-term (weeks)

growth experiments. Further experimentation will hopefully resolve these differences.

4. Conclusion

Our studies and the work of others provide adequate evidence that the biosorptive

association of metal cations with microbial cells involves varied and complex phenomena.

There are significant differences in the extent of accumulation as well as the mechanisms

by which accumulation occurs. In a process environment, using pure or defined mixed

cultures, it is possible to exercise some degree of control over the phenomenon. However,

in a natural environment containing a multitude of microbial and chemical species, it

would be difficult to predict, except in a general way, the association of radionuclides

with microbial cells.
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Discussion

Question (R. J. Mehlhorn): Have you attempted to test your idea that these are carboxyls

or phosphates that may be binding these metals, by chemical modfication techniques of

those groups?

Answer: Not yet; we intend to do it. We were mostly looking at this from a process

standpoint and just were trying to do what we could in this area. From a microbiology

standpoint, I was more interested in this, but I had to work on the process development.

Question (R. H. Filby): Looking at the uranium data, given the concentration levels of

hundred parts per million, the phenomenon looks much like precipitation rather than adsorp-

tion. The surface distribution and, of course, the pH of the solution is not necessarily

the pH of the cell membrane. Have you considered the possibility of all precipitation

under these conditions; whether there is something going on involving, say phosphate?

Answer: Precipitation apart from its association with the cell?

Question (R. H. Filby): Right, actual precipitation on the surface.

Answer: It's a difficult thing, our only evidence is that we can see the uranium. The

demonstration that it is on the cells was done at pH 4. At initial pH 4, the uranium

should stay soluble under those conditions.

Question (R. H. Filby): If you got 15 percent uranium by weight, it is hard to see that

that could be adsorption?
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Answer: We don't have any way of separating uranium from cells after it is on there.

We've definitely shown that there's not uranium precipitating; we can do this under con-

trolled pH conditions. It seems to be associated with the cells. That's all I can say.

Comment (N. A. Nadkarni): If it is precipitation, you will expect radium to act probably

the same way as uranium which it didn't seem to.

Question (R. H. Filby): Although the concentration is not so high, radium probably does

not exceed its solubility product with any salt?

Answer: Usually we don't see any uranium precipitation in our experiments until we get

above pH 5 to 5.5. In these solutions, even though there is a pH change, it doesn't get

that high. So we expect uranium is staying soluble and is being taken up by the cells.

With the Pseudomonas I don't know how you would get the precipitation that fast.

Question (B. A. Fowler): Have you considered using things like ruthenium red or lanthanum to

see how they bind at surface? These have been used for years, and, in the recent case

ruthenium, their binding sites are pretty well worked out by cell biology people who

have been looking at glycoprotein. Another thought is, have you considered trying to

separate your population of cells that have a coat from those that don't by differential

centrifugation?

Answer: Once the cells have got the uranium on them, we can separate by cesium chloride

centrifugation. We tried to culture cells out of the bands. The separation is not 100

percent complete, but what we have cultured out of the two bands has the same uptake char-

acteristics as the original culture.

Question (J. J. Cooney): I'm fascinated by your observation that you get intracellular

inclusions of uranium even in killed cells or inhibited cells?

Answer: I won't say that this occurs intracellularly in the killed cells. We have had

problems getting the electron microscopy done and this is something we definitely want

to look at.

Question (J. J. Cooney): Then, I guess you have not attempted to isolate those inclusions

to see what form you have. In regard to your observation that only 40 percent of the cells

take up uranium, of course, a large number of cells in any population are nonliving.

Do you have any feel for what percentage of the population is viable?

Answer: Before or after uranium treatment?
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Question (J. J. Cooney): If you do a direct count versus a viable count, what percent

of the cells are able to form colonies?

Answer: Not directly in that sense. We know the uranium is lethal to them. We have

studied viability after exposure to uranium.

Question (J. J. Cooney): Uranium is lethal to them?

Answer: Yes. It is not so bad with the yeast. We can still get about 20 percent survival

with the yeast after 24 hours in the uranium solution.

Question (J. J. Cooney): If only 40 percent of the total number of all cell bodies there

are able to form colonies, that would suggest that only viable cells are taking it up?

Answer: That, or there's just enough taken up by the others to do them in.

Question (M. A. Anderson): One way to check precipitation mechanism is to ask the

questions: what is the thickness of the uranium layer? What's your "absorption density"?

How many moles per unit surface area do you have? If you've got more than one molecule,

you're obviously got some other process, whether it is polymerization or precipitation.

It may be polymerization, and you're right that the pH at interfaces are quite different

even in a nonliving interface. The pH at the interface is different than in the bulk of

the solution, and you may get precipitation, or I was thinking of hydrolysis. I don't

know about uranium hydrolysis, perhaps somebody in the audience knows. But you could get

a polymerization somewhat like iron, you'd get a polymer coating and those things are

pretty thick.

Answer: These are about 0.2 micron thick layers on the surface.

Comment (M. A. Anderson): The time process is right for precipitation, but I think adsorp-

tion is rather quick and it looks like you got an adsorption. That may be the initial

mechanism, but I think once that occurs then you get a rapid polymerization at the

surface.

Question (R. H. Filby): Did you attempt to vary the concentration and get absorption

isotherms? How successful was that; plotting Freundlich or Langmuir isotherms?

Answer: No, it didn't make any difference whether we varied the cell concentration or

the uranium concentration, we got the same results I showed. We didn't plot isotherms.
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Microbial effects on arsenic mobilization from retorted oil shales were

investigated to better assess chemical speciation and analytical monitoring

requirements for this type of study. Shake cultures were used for soluble

arsenical monitoring while volatile products were recovered using gas flow

trains with KI/I2 trapping solutions. Increased microbial growth which

occurred in the presence of balanced nutrients generally led to decreased

supernatant arsenic levels, while nitrogen additions, which did not lead to

higher microbial populations, resulted in distinct increases in supernatant

arsenic. Lowbut detectablelvzlatile arsenic release from retorted shale also

occurred under aerobic conditions with added nutrients. With added dimethyl-

arsinic acid (DMA), nutrient amendments resulted in increased As volatiliza-

tion, which was highest under aerobic conditions and in the presence of retorted

shale, in comparison with added soil. Monitoring and speciation requirements

suggested by these studies include the need to better understand ammonium ion

effects on arsenic solubilization, to develop criteria for abiotic controls,

and to maintain species stability prior to sample analysis.

Key words: arsenic; dimethylarsinic acid; microbial growth; mobilization;

nutrients; oil shale; retorting; soil; speciation; volatilization.

1. Introduction

Microorganisms play important roles in the global cycles for arsenic, as documented

in many recent reviews [1-7]. This metalloid is a common constituent of soils, plant

materials and higher organisms [8], and has been used in a wide range of industrial and

biocidal applications. Retorted oil shale is of particular interest in relation to arsenic

cycling, due to the high arsenic levels found in this material, in the range of 60 pg/g,

and the retention of most of this arsenic in the solid waste after processing [9].

With the known ability of microorganisms to participate in transformations of arsenic,

including solubilization, oxidation, reduction, and alkylation [3,5,6,7,10,11,12], it is

important to have information available on the effects of microbial growth on these pro-

cesses. This is of direct concern for better understanding and managing the disposal and

reclamation of retorted shale and other residual products from oil extraction.
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Moisture which might remain in the processed materials or which could be added

to retorted shale as a result of natural drainage, dust control, or co-disposal of liquid

wastes could allow microbial growth resulting in arsenic biotransformation. In addition,

the availability of organic matter, either from vegetation or the movement of nutrient-

containing water into retorted shale, could stimulate microbial growth which might influence

the form and mobility of arsenic and other trace metals.

In relation to the specific concerns of this meeting, microorganisms may play important

and even unrecognized roles in influencing the form and availability of particular metals.

Not only can metals influence the function of particular diagnostic organisms (including

microorganisms), but in addition, microorganisms may influence the availability, form,
and potential effects of metals on other indicator organisms.

In this report, recent experiments concerned with the effects of microbial growth in

soil-retorted shale mixtures on volatile and soluble arsenic release are summarized.

Temperature, nutrient, oxygen, and mineral amendment variables have been considered in

these experiments.

2. Methods

2.1 Retorted Shale and Soil

Retorted oil shale and soil samples were taken during the construction of oil shale

revegetation plots at the intensive study area in the Piceance Basin, supervised by the

Range Science Department at Colorado State University. The soil and retorted shale were

sieved through a 32-mesh screen prior to use.

2.2 Glassware and Implement Preparation

All sieves, spatulas, and glassware used in these experiments were soaked in 10 percent

analytical grade nitric acid for at least 16 hours and rinsed in de-ionized water until a

neutral pH of the rinse water was obtained.

2.3 Mobilization Experiment Design

Soil and shale samples were mixed in the following manner: 5.0 g shale, 5.0 g soil,

5.0 g shale plus 100 mg soil, or 5.0 g soil, with 110 mL of a sterile basal salts medium

containing minerals for a 130 mL volume. Stock solutions of 10.0 percent w/v glucose,

1 percent w/v glucose, and 0.1 percent w/v NH4 NO3 were prepared and filter sterilized

through 0.45 pm membrane filters. The stock solutions plus sterile de-ionized water were

added to give a total volume of 20 mL to yield the following final concentrations: 0.8 per-

cent w/v glucose, 0.1 percent w/v NH4NO 3, and 0.8 percent w/v glucose plus 0.1 percent w/v
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NH4NO3 . Sterile controls with 0.8 percent w/v glucose plus 0.1 percent w/v NH4NO3 and

deionized water were also prepared and treated in the same manner as test samples.

All flasks were weighed, and incubated at 200 rpm on a New Brunswick Gyrorotary

shaker at 25 *C. Prior to analysis, the flasks were weighed and any water lost as a

result of evaporation was replaced by the addition of sterile de-ionized water.

2.4 Microorganism Enumeration

Fungi were enumerated using rose bengal agar plates consisting of 10.0 g of glucose,

5.0 g peptone, 1.0 g KH 2PO 4 , 0.5 g MgSO4 -7H20, 0.33 g of rose bengal, 20.0 g of agar, and

1000 mL of de-ionized water. This medium was sterilized, and after cooling to 45 0C, 3 mL

of a streptomycin solution was added to the medium using the procedures of Martin [13].

The bacteria were enumerated with sodium caseinate agar which consisted of 1.0 9
sodium caseinate, 1.0 g glucose, 0.2 g MgSO4 , 0.2 g K2HPO4 , 0.1 g FeS04 , 15.0 g agar, and

1000 mL of de-ionized water [14]. The samples were diluted using phosphate buffer dilution

blanks and plates were inoculated with 0.1 mL inocula and spread using an alcohol-flamed

curved glass rod. Plates were incubated for one week at 25 *C. The fungi were counted on

rose bengal agar and the bacteria were counted on the sodium caseinate medium. At the

time of sampling, the pH values were measured using a Fisher Accumet pH meter with buffer

standards of pH 7.0 and 9.0.

2.5 Metal Samples and Analysis

For the analysis of metals in the supernatant solutions, at three week intervals

30 mL samples of each slurry were centrifuged for 30 minutes at 10,000 rpm at 12 *C.

Using acid-washed pipettes, 20 mL of supernatant was removed and transferred to a 30 mL

Sybron/Nalgene bottle with 0.1 mL of 3X distilled HNO3. The HNO3 was held in a FEP Nalgene

bottle presoaked for three days in 6N reagent grade HNO3. The samples were analyzed for

arsenic levels by Dr. R. R. Meglen of the Environmental Trace Substances Laboratory,

University of Colorado.

2.6 Volatile Arsenical Trapping System

The trapping system used in this experiment was a modified version of the system used

by Woolson [15]. A single apparatus consisted of a 500 mL Erlenmeyer flask connected to

two 150 mm x 25 mm test tubes in series. The connections were made with glass and poly-

ethylene tubing. Premoistened air or U.S.P. grade nitrogen was passed over the soil or

shale in the flask and then bubbled through trapping solutions contained in test tubes.

Neoprene stoppers were used throughout, since rubber has been reported to adsorb volatile

arsenicals [3]. All glassware was soaked in 10 percent analytical grade nitric acid and

rinsed in de-ionized water before use.
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2.7 Volatile Arsenical Experiment Preparation

Low pH soil, retorted oil shale, and dimethylarsinic acid (DMA) were mixed in 500 mL

flasks in the following manner: 100.0 g soil plus 3.7 mg DMA, 100.0 g shale plus 3.7 mg

DMA, or 100.0 g shale without DMA. All flasks were amended with 6.0 g of soybean meal as

a nutrient source, and adjusted to approximately 30 kPa water tension with 34.0 mL of

de-ionized water. Duplicate flasks were prepared for each variable.

Volatile arsenicals were trapped in 20 mL of an 0.01 N KI solution contained in each

of the test tubes. The trapping solutions were kept at equilibrium by periodic addition

of solid I2. All flasks were then weighed and incubated without shaking at 23 *C. One

set of flasks was incubated anaerobically by continual flushing with U.S.P. grade nitrogen

at a flow rate of approximately 35 mL per minute. A second set of flasks was incubated

aerobically by continual flushing with air at an equivalent flow rate. Periodically, the

flasks were weighed and any water lost as a result of evaporation was replaced with

de-ionized water.

At appropriate intervals, usually three weeks, the trapping solutions were collected

in 30 mL Sybron/Nalgene PP bottles and held at 12 *C until arsenic analyses were completed.

3. Results

3.1 Supernatant Experiments

Based on previous studies which suggested that nutrient additions and microbial

growth could influence supernatant arsenic levels, additional experiments were completed

in which specific carbon and/or nitrogen sources (glucose and ammonium ion) were added.

The responses of the bacteria and fungi to these carbon and nitrogen amendments are shown

in Figure 1. Retorted shale, to some extent, appears able to serve as a source of nitrogen,

but this material apparently is an extremely poor source of carbon for the support of

microbial growth. With added nitrogen in the form of NH4NO 3, essentially no increases in

viable counts were observed in comparison with the controls. However, this material

appears to serve to some degree as a nitrogen source, as microbial increases did occur

after glucose additions. With addition of both glucose and NH4NO 3 , bacterial populations

increased to 108 to 109/mL, indicating that nitrogen was limiting microbial growth with

added 0.8 percent w/v glucose. Similar results were observed when 100 mg of soil was

present with 5.0 g of retorted shale.

The pH values for the retorted shale slurries also changed in response to those

amendments (Figure 2). In the control and nutrient-amended slurries, sharp increases to

higher pH values occurred during the first three weeks of incubation. These slurries

continued to show gradual increases in pH up to twelve weeks. The glucose plus NH4 NO 3
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Figure 1. The effects of glucose and/or ammonium ion additions
on bacterial (top) and fungal (lower) viable
populations in a 5.0 g retorted oil shale slurry.

amended slurries also had an overall trend of increasing pH. An interesting pH trend was

noted with NH4NO 3 amendments. After an initial increase to 8.0, the pH steadily dropped to

6.7 at the end of twelve weeks. This change can best be explained by the growth of nitri-

fying bacteria, which oxidize ammonium ion to nitrate. Similar pH trends were seen in

slurries with 5.0 g shale plus 100 mg soil and 5.0 g shale plus 5.0 g soil, although the

pH decreases observed with nitrogen-amended shale were not observed with these systems.
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The supernatant arsenic values for 5.0 g shale plus 100 mg soil slurries indicate

that the highest arsenic levels, 0.47 pg/mL and 0.64 pg/mL, were found in control and

nitrogen-amended slurries respectively (Figure 3). Interestingly, these conditions also

resulted in the least amount of bacterial and fungal growth. Glucose, and glucose plus

NH4NO3 -amended slurries contained the highest viable populations, but the lowest supernatant

arsenic levels with 0.44 pg/mL and 0.1 pg/mL, respectively, being detected. Similar

relationships were found with shale and shale plus soil. (Figures 4 and 5). Under these

conditions, nitrogen amendments resulted in higher levels of supernatant arsenic, which

was most pronounced at the three week sampling. These trends indicate that arsenic may be

immobilized by increases of bacterial and fungal biomass, or lost by increased volatiliza-

tion.

It was not possible to establish a relationship between pH changes and supernatant

arsenic levels. However, for shale and shale plus soil slurries, supernatant arsenic

levels exceeding 0.45 pg/mL were found in slurries amended with NH4NO 3 and having pH

values of less than 8.1.
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The Piceance Basin soil used in this experiment appears to be extremely low in arsenic.

Less than 0.02 pg/mL of supernatant arsenic was found in soil slurries suggesting that the

surface soil is not a major contributor of this metal to the environment.

3.2 Volatile Arsenical Experiments

The amounts of volatile arsenicals trapped over twelve weeks are shown in Figure 6,

giving cumulative amounts of released arsenic from these test systems. After one week,

volatile arsenic compounds were detected at 7.2 pg/100 g soil and 7.0 pg/100 g shale under

aerobic conditions with added DMA. No arsenic was detected with- anaerobic incubation at

one week.
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By three weeks of incubation, the aerobic soil system with added DMA had lost 81.0 pg

As/100 g soil, while the corresponding system with shale lost nearly double that amount,

possibly indicating that the high pH values associated with retorted shale may be more

favorable to arsenic volatilization. In comparison, the anaerobic shale system with added

DMA lost 3.4 pg As/100 g shale, far less than found under aerobic conditions. Of special

interest was the observation of arsenic volatilization from shale held under aerobic

conditions without DMA additions where 2.9 pg As/100 g shale were released.

This 12-week experiment suggested two major points regarding the role of microorganisms

in arsenic volatilization from retorted shales: (1) arsenic volatilization occurs more

efficiently under aerobic conditions; and (2) the presence of retorted shale, in comparison

with soil, allows higher amounts of added arsenic to be volatilized. Maximum arsenic

release under aerobic conditions was noted at three-weeks with shale present, being approxi-

mately twice the amount observed with soil. Under anaerobic conditions with added DMA,

retorted shale not only increased the amount of arsenic released, but maximum release was

observed at six weeks incubation, while with soil the maximum rates occurred later in the

experiment, at the 9 and 12 week samplings. Without added DMA, as noted in Figure 6, only

a small amount of arsenic was volatilized from retorted shale in the presence of added

organic matter, which occurred in the first three weeks of the experiment.

4. Discussion

These studies have indicated that nutrient additions and subsequent microbial growth

can lead to changes in arsenic mobilization from retorted shale, or from DMA-shale mixtures.

With carbon (glucose) additions, some increases in microbial populations occurred, suggest-

ing that retorted shale, to a limited extent, was able to serve as a nitrogen source for

microbial growth. With nitrogen additions, in contrast, no major increases in microbial

populations occurred, indicating that retorted shale is a particularly poor source of

carbon for microbial growth. High supernatant arsenic levels appear to be related to low

levels of bacterial and fungal biomass, as seen in control and nitrogen-amended cultures.

The addition of DMA and nutrients led to more distinct arsenic release, which occurred

more rapidly under aerobic conditions and in the presence of retorted shale. It is of

interest that low but detectable amounts of volatile arsenic were released from retorted

shale after three weeks of aerobic incubation with no added nutrients. These processes

will be critical for predicting relationships between source matrix characteristics and

arsenic availability for release in processing and disposal of retorted shales.

In relation to the "dynamic process environment" and monitoring and control concerns,

observations of possible microbial contributions to arsenic dynamics indicate that more

specific abiological and biological monitoring of these processes will be required to

understand factors influencing arsenic mobilization, and also to develop more effective

pollution control and mitigation procedures.
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The speciation and monitoring needs which have been identified as a result of this

study include the following:

(1) To be able to separate abiotic from biotic contributions to arsenic dynamics in

these systems, without) in the process of sterilization, altering the chemical characteristics

of the systems to too great a degree. It will most likely be best to simulate the tempera-

tures and conditions used in retorting and then to amend samples with appropriate previously-

sterilized liquids and nutrients, to be able to compare results with and without the

contribution of microorganisms to arsenic mobilization dynamics. This point will be

especially important in evaluating mechanisms by which added nitrogen compounds (in this

case ammonium nitrate) can lead to increases in supernatant arsenic levels.

(2) Another important consideration is to have acceptable definitions of species

solubility available for use in experimental design, sampling, sample storage, and final

analysis. In the studies which have been carried out to date, supernatants produced by

centrifugation have been used, and a more rigorous procedure for production of different

classes of arsenic physical classes may be needed. This might involve the use of selective

filtration, but again a point of concern is whether such filtration might lead to adsorption

of particular arsenic species.

(3) Species stability should be able to be maintained and monitored prior to any

final analysis.

(4) Sample storage is a continuing concern, especially related to possible unknown

or unrecognized biological contributions to speciation changes.

Frequently, samples of retort process waters and other materials are held for long periods

before used in experiments. The microbiologist can contribute by providing information on

storage condition effects on potential microbial growth. It is important not only to be

able to arrest such processes, but to recognize that they can occur during sample storage,

and that they may influence the results of experiments carried out using the same material

at different times.

With the diversity of function which exists within microbial communities, representa-

tives of this group can act both to change the chemical form of arsenic, as well as to

'serve as useful monitoring agents for changes in bioavailability of metals in reclamation

and recycling efforts.

As observed with oil shale reclamation programs which have been carried out to the

present [16] microorganisms and microbially-derived enzymatic systems may prove to be

useful, inexpensive, and rapid bioindicators of increased availability of particular

materials from retorted shales.
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This potential dual role of microorganisms in influencing trace metal availability

and speciation, and also for effects monitoring, suggests that understanding speciation

processes on a microbial level will allow more effective management of these programs.
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Discussion

Question (J. J. Cooney): Are you sure phosphorus is not limiting in your system?

Answer: We have used the basic components in Rushnell-Haas medium, other than carbon,

sulfur, but we do have phosphate salts added and everything else. Hopefully its not

being tied up. We should have that maintained.

Question (J. J. Cooney): Even when you do not supplement, you still have a persistent

population of about 107 bacteria over rather long period of 12 weeks, I think it would be

rather more useful to get a measure of microbial activity, as in flux of radiolabeled

carbon or hydrogen through glucose, or glycolate, or something like that, as a measure

of what may be going on. The plate count just tells you how many cells there are capable

of forming a colony, as there may be turnover of cells and changes in metabolic rate.

Answer: I would mention we have done that type of work where we've looked at ATP, and

nitrogen fixation.

Question (J. J. Cooney): When did you observe the early peaks of volatilization of

arsenic?

Answer: They grew it in different systems. In that case, in solid systems. We weren't

monitoring those.

Question (R. W. Traxler): Is there any evidence for emulsification of that shale oil?

Answer: I could envision it. We have not seen it occurring.

Question (J. D. Walker): Is there any particular reason that you selected actinomycetes

and fungi?

Answer: Again you may have noticed that simple sodium caseinate-agar bacteria, actino-

mycetes, and then the fungi, so its a very simple crude formula that we use.

Question (J. D. Walker): Have you examined urea and potassium nitrate as nitrogen

sources?
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Answer: No, not yet. You have to separate those out. I think we will get some very

interesting results when we get those controlled.

Question (R. A. Nadkarni): Has any work been done on microbial use from shale oils,

rather than from recovery waters, for removal of arsenic?

Answer: As far as the shale oils, I don't know of any. Hersman (at LETC) worked on the

microbiology of retort waters. We were concerned with the metals, 95 percent of those will

apparently end up in solid constituents.

Question (R. A. Nadkarni): Still, there is too much in the shale oil for processing in

the refineries.

Answer: Yes, the papers I'm quoting on retorting effect on distribution of metals,

came out about a year and a half or so ago [Shandrikar, Faudel, Environ. Sci. Technol. 12:

332 (1978); Fruchter et al., ibid. 14:1374 (1980)].

Question (R. H. Fish): I'd like to get some information on how you actually run these

experiments. These are spent shale that you have ground up?

Answer: No, we don't grind it. We figure if we start grinding it, we expose other

surfaces, so we simply take 32 mesh material, all the larger things we discard.

Question (R. H. Fish): Do you know the arsenic concentration in those spent shales to

start with?

Answer: Yes, some of them we do. This particular sample came from when they were building
the field site out in the Piceance Basin and we have some values. It is somewhere in that

range; it can be different. I think its range is 30 to 60 micrograms per gram.

Question (R. H. Fish): Why are you adding dimethylarsinate?

Answer: The reason we're doing that is to be able to see, if given sufficient arsenic,

volatilization occurring, at least from that source. Again, we're trying to bridge into

the existing literature in which that has been used in soils, to give some relevance and to

know that we are trapping and we ara volatilizing.

Question (R. H. Fish): But without added dimethylarsinic acid, do you see the same

concentrations?

Answer: No, not at all. That was the point. Only very, very small amounts, and those

only under aerobic conditions with nutrients. When it went anaerobic, or you didn't add

nutrients, it might take a while before you even begin to see it.
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Question (E. A. Woolson): Did you attempt to characterize the volatile gases coming 
off

either from the MDA or from the shale itself?

Answer: We are in the process of doing that. We have one dual detector ready and we're

working with Dr. Meglan. We use literature methods to selectively shift pH's and get

these things off.

Question (E. A. Woolson): I would suspect that you would get dimethyl- and trimethyl-

arsines from the cacodylic acid. From your shale oil, the fact that there is a fair

amount of phenylarsonic acid, you may get the phenylarsine.

Answer: We are just waiting to start processing these, but I think that's our next step,

to ask what forms there are and if they differ over time. So I think that will be really

exciting when we get to that point.
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Mechanisms of Bacterial Resistances to Toxic Heavy Metals:
Arsenic, Antimony, Silver, Cadmium, and Mercury

Simon Silver

Biology Department, Washington University
St. Louis, MO 63130

Bacteria from many species and sources have genes that confer resistances

to specific toxic heavy metals. These resistances often are determined by

extrachromosomal DNA molecules (plasmids). The same resistances and mech-

anisms of resistances occur in bacteria from soil, water, industrial, and

clinical sources. The mechanism of mercury and organomercurial resistance is

the enzymatic detoxification of the mercurials into volatile species (methane,

ethane, metallic Hg*) which are rapidly lost from the environment. The

genetic control of this resistance has been studied and the enzymes respon-

sible have been purified and characterized. Cadmium resistance and arsenate

resistance are due to separate blocks on the net accumulation of these toxic

materials. Efficient efflux systems cause the rapid excretion of Cd2 + and

AsO43 The mechanisms of arsenite and of antimony resistance, which are

usually found associated with arsenate resistance, are not known. Silver

resistance is due to lowered affinity of the cells for Ag+, which can be

complexed with extracellular halides, SH groups, or organic compounds. Sen-

sitivity is due to binding of Ag+ more effectively to cells than to Cl.

Key words: antimony; arsenic; bacterial resistances; cadmium; detoxification;

mercury; organomercury; plasmids; silver; toxic heavy metals.

1. Introduction

Living cells divide the Periodic Table into three classes. Some elements are neces-

sary for intracellular metabolism [1]; some elements are not used generally within the

cell but abound in natural environments and can be "coupled" to extracellular structural or

regulatory functions. Finally, some elements are toxic and have no useful function [2].

Potassium and phosphorus are examples of the first class; calcium and chlorine are examples

of the second class; and arsenic, mercury, and cadmium are examples of toxic elements with-

out biological function. This report will deal with toxic elements and their compounds.

The occurrence of toxic elements in natural environments cannot be ignored since the levels

are high enough to be of human concern; they pop up sporadically--with or without man's help.

Free-living bacterial cells and higher organisms as well have evolved resistance mech-

anisms to cope with toxic heavy metal pollution. It seems as if for every toxic heavy metal

that nature provides, bacteria have devised a highly specific resistance mechanism, one by

one. The genes determining these resistance mechanisms abide on small non-chromosomal DNA
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molecules called plasmids. These resistance plasmids also have genes conferring resistances

to most known antibiotics--although this coupling is not obligatory. The existent knowledge

in this area was reviewed three years ago [2]. I shall try to provide a general picture

and newer information for this workshop.

2. Mercury and Organomercurial Resistances

The mercury cycle in the environment is the best known case of microbial metabolism

affecting the distribution and chemical form of a toxic heavy metal pollutant.

Microbial activity is associated with mercury transformations including methylation and

demethylation of Hg2+ and oxidation and reduction of inorganic mercury. Since this discus-

sion is limited to resistance mechanisms, I will deal only with thii transformations from

left to right (as drawn in Figure 1). Metallic mercury is less toxic than ionic mercury

in most biological systems and ionic methylmercury is far more toxic than Hg2+. Thus, the

transformations from right to left, although important to understanding microbial effects

on heavy metal pollutants, do not contribute to bacterial resistance to mercury or to

organomercurials.

CH 3HgM Hg2.=Hg'

Figure 1. Environmental transformations of mercury.

Earlier studies of plasmid-mediated resistance to Hg2+ were mainly with clinical iso-

lates. Plasmid-determined resistance to Hg2+ and to organomercurials occurs in both Sta-

phylococcus aureus [3] and Escherichia coli [4]. The frequency of Hg(II) resistance

determinants among clinical isolates can be over 50 percent [5,6],and among a collection

of over 800 plasmids introduced into E. coli K-12 in London, about 25 percent conferred

Hg(II) resistance [7]. More recently, mercuric and organomercurial-resistant strains with

very similar properties have been found in a wide variety of bacterial species from soil,

water, and marine environments [8-11]. In fact, the first Hg2 +-resistant strain to be

studied in great detail [12-17] was a pseudomonad isolated from phenylmercury-polluted

industrial soil.

A small number of resistance patterns for organomercurials was found among strains

with plasmids [18]: (a) In E. coli over 90 percent of the mercury-resistance plasmids

confer resistance to the organomercurials merbromin and fluorescein mercuric acetate (FMA)

but to no other tested organomercurial (Figure 2). These are "narrow spectrum" mercurial-

resistance plasmids [18], and the other four percent "broad spectrum" plasmids conferred
additional resistances to phenylmercuric acetate (PMA) and thimerosal. (b) The plasmids in
Pseudomonas aeruginosa also divided into "narrow" and "broad" spectrum with regard to
resistance to organomercurials [19]; however, about 50 percent fell into each class.
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Figure 3. Enzymatic detoxification of Hg(II)

and organomercurial ions.

Furthermore, the "narrow spectrum" Pseudomonas plasmids also confer resistance to p-
hydroxymercuribenzoate (pHMB) and the "broad spectrum" Pseudomonas plasmids show additional

resistance to methylmercuric and ethylmercuric compounds [18,19]. (c) Only a single pat-

tern has been reported with S. aureus plasmids [18,20]. This pattern is different from

those with the Gram-negative bacteria because all the S. aureus plasmids confer resistances

to PMA, pHMB, and FMA but not to thimerosal or to merbromin.

In the last few months, the first thimerosal-resistant S. aureus was found

[F. D. Porter and S. Silver, unpublished]. Figure 2 shows only those organomercurials that

have been tested. As additional organomercurials become of environmental interest, they

should be brought to my attention. The conclusion is not that there is a single pattern of

resistance, but rather that there are a very limited number of patterns and that these have

begun to be understood in terms of the biochemistry of the enzymes involved. Hg(II)-

resistant plasmid-bearing soil and marine Bacillus have become available [11,21; D. Reanney,

personal communication]. These plasmids all conferred a pattern of resistance to Hg(II)

and organomercurials [T. G. Kinscherf, unpublished] identical to that published for S.

aureus [20].
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2.1 Enzymatic Mechanism of Mercury and Organomercurial Detoxification

Hg2+ resistance results from enzymatic detoxification leading to the volatilization of

mercury from the growing bacterial culture. This was discovered independently in two labor-

atories in Japan [12,14,22,23], and in St. Louis [24]. The volatile mercury was shown to

be metallic Hg0 in each case and the enzyme responsible is called mercuric reductase.

Several organomercurials are also enzymatically detoxified to volatile compounds.

These organomercurials include methylmercury and ethylmercury ions, PMA, pHMB, and thimero-

sal (Figures 2 and 3); benzene is produced by PMA, methane from methylmercury and ethane

from ethylmercury. The enzymes responsible for cleaving the Hg-C bond are organomercurial

hydrolases. In a soil pseudomonad (for which a plasmid has never been demonstrated),

Tezuka and Tonomura [15,16] were able to separate two small soluble hydrolase enzymes.

Both have molecular weights of about 19,000 and require thiol reagents such as thioglycolate.

The two hydrolases were difficult to separate by chromatographic methods, but when this was

accomplished [16], it was found that one enzyme cleaved PMA, pHMB, and methylmercury, while

the other enzyme cleaved only PMA and pHMB. With a plasmid-containing E. coli, there was

no evidence for hydrolysis of pHMB [18] and Schottel [25] was unable to separate the two

hydrolases. Nevertheless, kinetic analysis indicated that there were two enzymes active

toward PMA but only one active toward methyl- and ethylmercury ions. The E. coli organo-

mercurial hydrolases appeared to have a somewhat greater molecular weight, but otherwise

the general properties of the enzymes from the soil pseudomonad and E. coli were essen-

tially similar.

Mercuric reductase has been studied in greater detail both with plasmid-bearing E.

coli [22,25] and with the soil pseudomonad [14]. The intact enzyme has a molecular weight

of about 170,000 and appears to contain identical subunits [25], each with an FAD molecule.

The enzyme is strictly NADPH-dependent and one NADPH is oxidized per Hg(II) reduced [25].

Antibodies have been prepared against purified mercuric reductases coded by two dif-

ferent plasmids in E. coli [T. G. Kinscherf, and S. Silver, in preparation]. All reduc-

tases obtained from different Gram-negative sources reacted with these antibodies, as shown

by inhibition of enzyme activity and by formation of precipitation bands on double-diffusion

gels. The enzymes divided into two major subclasses, based on only partial immunological

identity (Figure 4). The prototype of the first enzyme class is coded by transposon Tn501,

the first well-studied mercuric resistance transposon [26]. This enzyme class also includes

mercuric reductases governed by a variety of plasmids Found in clinical isolates of enteric

bacteria and P. aeruginosa, in marine pseudomonads, and in Pseudomonas putida (the MER

plasmid). The MER plasmid harbors a transposon, Tn1861, which appears indistinguishable

[8] from Tn501 [26], which originated in a clinical P. aeruginosa isolate. One strong

conclusion from studies of plasmid-determined mercuric resistance is that the same system

appears widely in clinical isolates and in bacteria from other environments. However,

newer Hg 2+- (and in one case, phenylmercuric-) resistance transposons from soil microbes
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show different patterns of digestion by restriction endonuclease enzymes [27], indicating

that although the systems are related immunologically, they are not identical in terms of

DNA sequences.

The second immunological subgroup of the Gram-negative mercuric reductases has as its

prototype the enzyme coded by plasmid R100, one of the earliest and most thoroughly studied

of the antibiotic resistance plasmids. It is with this plasmid that the genetic structure

of the mercuric resistance operon was studied in detail [28,29]. This subgroup also

includes enzymes from plasmids of a wide variety of incompatability groups and also the

enzyme determined by a second characterized Pseudomonas mercury transposon, Tn502,

[T. G. Kinscherf, in preparation; V. Stanisich, in preparation]. Although all of the

mercuric reductases from Gram-negative bacteria were immunologically related, the antibodies

prepared against the two classes of Gram-negative enzymes did not crossreact with mercuric

reductases from S. aureus strains and marine and soil Bacilli. These enzymes from Gram-

positive sources showed similar masses and functional requirements to those from the Gram-

negative bacteria [20], but they are immunologically distinct.

To summarize briefly the current understanding of plasmid-determined mercuric and

organomercurial resistances: (a) they occur widely in both Gram-positive and Gram-negative

species and are the best understood of all plasmid-coded heavy metal resistances; (b) resis-

tance is due to enzymatic detoxification of the mercurials to volatile compounds of lesser

toxicity that escape from the growth media; (c) the enzymes responsible (mercuric reduc-

tases and organomercurial hydrolases) have been purified and studied in vitro.

3. Arsenic and Antimony Resistances

Arsenic and antimony resistances are governed by the same plasmids that code for other

heavy metal resistances [3,31,32]. The first detailed report of arsenate, arsenite, and

antimony(III) resistances, however, has just appeared [30] and will be summarized here

along with more recent studies [Silver, in preparation].

Arsenate, arsenite, and antimony(III) resistances are coded for by an inducible operon-

like system in both S. aureus and E. coli [30]. Each of the three ions induces all of the

three resistances. When following arsenate resistance by measuring decreased uptake of

radioactive 4As04
3 (Figure 5), Bi(III) was seen to be a gratuitous inducer of arsenate

resistance, in that Bi(III) "turns on" the resistance system (Figure 6), even though there

is no plasmid-determined resistance to Bi(III) in E. coli. S. aureus does have plasmid-

mediated Bi(III)-resistance [3], but this is governed by a different genetic determinant

[33] and the mechanism of Bi(III) resistance is not known. Not all oxyanions induce the

arsenate/arsenite/antimony(III) system. V043-, which is highly toxic for E. coli, does

not function as an inducer; and plasmid R773 (used in Figures 5 and 6) does not confer

resistance to V04
3 [unpublished data].
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Figure 4. Antibody immunodiffusion gel showing Figure 5. Arsenate and phosphate uptake

two immunological classes of mercuric reductase. by sensitive and resistant E.

In the center well was placed antibody prepared coli [30].

against enzyme from transposon Tn501. In the

other wells were placed crude mercuric reductase

from plasmids pVSl::Tn50l (1); RIP135 (2);

RPl::Tn502 (3); and NRl (pRR130) (4).

The mechanism of arsenate resistance is a reduced accumulation of arsenate by induced

resistant cells (Figure 5). Arsenate is normally accumulated via the cellular phosphate

transport systems, of which bacterial cells appear to have two [1]. Phosphate protects

cells from arsenate toxicity, just as high Mn(II) protects sensitive S. aureus from Cd(II)

toxicity [R. D. Perry, unpublished; see below]. The distinction between arsenate and

arsenite resistances was shown by finding that phosphate did not protect against arsenite

[30]. Genetic studies with S. aureus. plasmids also demonstrated that the gene for arsenate

resistance is different from but closely linked to the gene for arsenite resistance, which

in turn may not be the same as that for antimony(III) resistance [33]. The presence of the

resistance plasmid does not alter the kinetic parameters of the cellular phosphate transport

systems, not even the K. for arsenate acting as a competitive inhibitor of phosphate trans-

port. This finding, coupled with direct evidence for plasmid-governed energy-dependent

efflux of arsenate (Figure 7),suggests that the block on uptake in Figure 5 may result from

rapid efflux. The energy-dependence of the efflux process is shown by its sensitivity to

"uncouplers" such as CCCP and tetrachlorosalicylanilide and ionophore antibiotics such as

nigericin and monensin. Hg2+ and pCMB inhibit the efflux system and the inhibition by Hg2+

is readily reversed by mercaptoethanol. A detailed report of the properties of this efflux
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tion, washing, and assay of 250 pM

74As043 uptake for 2 min at 370

[conditions as in ref. 30].

Figure 7. Accelerated energy-dependent

efflux of arsenate by resistant

S. aureus cells (RN4) but not

by the sensitive cells (RN1).

Cultures were grown, induced

with arsenite, and concentrated

to 25 percent (cell vol/medium

vol) in 5 mM 74As043 After

1 h at room temperature, the

efflux process was initiated

by a 200x dilution into stan-

dard [30] transport medium

with glucose present. 40 pM

CCCP was added 5 min before

dilution and 5 mM Pi was pres-

ent in the dilution medium

where indicated [Silver, in

preparation].

system will appear next year [Silver, in preparation]. The tentative conclusion today is

that As04
3 efflux is directly coupled to a pH-sensitive ATPase-like transport system. The

inhibition by uncouplers (at low pH only) and the inhibition by nigericin but not by

valinomycin are consistent with that hypothesis [Silver, in preparation]. This will make

the As04
3 efflux system somewhat different from the apparently chemiosmotic Cd2+ efflux

system described below.

A current question about the arsenate efflux system concerns its specificity. Although

arsenate generally functions as a phosphate analogue and is accumulated by bacteria via
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phosphate transport systems [1,30], the arsenate-resistance efflux system should not "pump"

out phosphate as well as arsenate. The cells would become phosphate starved, which would

not give them much advantage over being arsenate inhibited! A basic conclusion from our

work on arsenate (and on Cd2+ resistance; see below) is that toxic heavy metals often get

into cells by means of transport systems for normally required nutrients [1,2]. Energy-

dependent efflux systems functioning as resistance mechanisms must discriminate strongly

against the needed nutrient; these efflux systems must be highly specific for the toxic

anion or cation.

The mechanism(s) of arsenite and of antimony resistances are not known. Arsenicals and

antimonial compounds are toxic by virtue of inhibiting thiol-containing enzymes [34]. Some

dithiol reagents such as BAL (British anti-Lewisite) protect against arsenicals and anti-

monials. Growing resistant cells do not excrete soluble thiol compounds into the medium to

bind arsenite and antimony, since pregrowth of resistant cells in medium containing these

toxic ions does not allow subsequent growth of sensitive or of uninduced resistant cells

[30]. Arsenite is not oxidized to the less toxic arsenate by plasmid-bearing E. coli or

S. aureus [30]. The absence of "detoxification" measured by medium shift experiments elimi-

nates all other possible mechanisms involving changes in extracellular chemical species.

Although plasmid-mediated resistance to As(III) and Sb(III) does not involve chemical trans-

formations, many bacteria and fungi are known to oxidize, reduce, methylate, and demethylate

arsenicals and antimonials [most recently summarized in ref. 27]. For plasmid-mediated

resistance, only the untested hypotheses of an alteration in uptake or a change in a key

intracellular target are left.

4. Cadmium Resistance

Plasmid-determined cadmium resistance has been found only in S. aureus [3]. In some

clinical collections, Cd(II) resistance is the most common of the S. aureus plasmid resis-

tances, exceeding in frequency both mercury and penicillin resistances [5]. Gram-negative

cells without plasmids are just as resistant to Cd(II) as are staph cells with plasmids [6],

probably because of relatively reduced Cd(II) uptake by the cells [Silver, unpublished].

This is a "soft" conclusion, since there are occasional Gram-negative bacteria that are

sensitive or even "hypersensitive" to Cd(II) [9; T. Barkay, unpublished]. The basis of

Cd(II) sensitivity and resistance in other bacterial species is a subject in need of more

effort.

The mechanism of Cd(II) resistance is a constitutive block on the accumulation of

Cd(II) by the resistant cells [35-39]. This was initially considered a direct

permeability block [36], but it was later found that Cd(II) enters S. aureus cells as an

alternative substrate for the cellular Mn(II) transport system [1,39]. Resistance plasmids

prevent Cd(II) accumulation through this transport system (Figure 8). Most recently, it

has been shown that the lowered accumulation is due to a plasmid-coded efflux system that

rapidly excretes Cd(II) rather than a direct effect on the uptake process itself [40].
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Figure 9 shows the current model of Cd(II) resistance including the shared Mn(II)/Cd(II)

uptake system found in both sensitive and in resistant S. aureus cells and the Cd(II)/2H+

exchange system that functions only in resistant cells. Studies with membrane vesicle

ghosts [R. D. Perry, submitted] support this picture by showing identical kinetic param-

eters for Cd(II) and Mn(II) transport in right-side out vesicles from sensitive and from

resistant cells (Figure 10). Unfortunately, the type of inside-out vesicle studies used by

McMurry et al. [41] to demonstrate a similar efflux transport system for tetracycline in

plasmid containing E. coli have not succeeded in S. aureus.

5. Silver Resistance

Microbial silver toxicity is found in situations of industrial pollution, especially

associated with use of photographic film. In hospitals, silver salts are the preferred

antimicrobial agents for burns covering wide areas of body surface [42]. It is thus not

surprising that silver-resistant bacteria have been found in environmental samples [43] and

that silver-resistant bacteria [44-46] and silver-resistance plasmids have recently been

described [47]. Only one known Ag-resistance plasmid was transferrable by conjugation [47].

R. W. Hedges [personal communication] produces a recombinant between plasmid R1 and a
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[37].
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Ag+-resistance plasmid from Citrobacter [46) and introduced it into an E. coli K-12 strain.

Silver resistance is constitutive in E. coli, like Cd(II) resistance in S. aureus, but

unlike Hg(II)-, arsenate-, arsenite-, and antimony-resistances. The plasmid-determined

resistance is very great and the ratio of minimum-inhibitory concentrations can be greater

than 1000:1 (Figure 11B). The level of resistance is strongly dependent upon available

halide ions; and without Cl , there is relatively little difference between the cells with

or without a plasmid (Figure 11B). Br and I at concentrations far below those required

for Cl confer resistances on both plasmidless cells and cells with the plasmid. These

results have led to the current hypothesis that both sensitive and resistant cells bind

Ag+ tightly and are killed by effects on cell respiration [48] and other cell surface

functions [49,50]. Once bound extracellularly, Ag+ enters the cells and is found in high

speed centrifugal supernatant fluids [unpublished data]. Ag+ precipitates extracellularly

with Cl, as the solubility product for AgCl is only 1.6 x 10-10 M at 15 *C (and those for

AgBr and AgI are much lower yet). The hypothesis is that the sensitive cells bind Ag+ so

tightly that they extract it from AgCl and environmental chelates, whereas the cells with

the resistance plasmid do not compete successfully with Ag+-halide precipitates for Ag+.

In polluted environmental settings, a wide variety of Ag+-binding substances would be

expected in addition to Cl. This includes both inorganic and organic materials. For

example, serum albumin protects Ag+-resistant cells (but not sensitive cells) from Ag+

Because topically applied AgNO3 ointments caused tissue chloride loss and staining by

colloidal Ag*, silver sulfadiazine has significantly replaced AgNO3 in clinical practice

[42]. As seen in Figure 11A, the AgNO3-resistance plasmid confers resistance as well

towards silver sulfadiazine. However, added Cl was without effect on the inhibitory

concentrations of silver sulfadiazine. This result was expected, since adding NaCl to

solutions of silver sulfadiazine does not cause AgCl precipitates to form. Although some

Ag+-resistant isolates have determinants of sulfadiazine resistance as well, these deter-

minants can be on separate plasmids [Hedges, personal communication]. The function of

sulfadiazine in topical preparations is not to inhibit bacterial growth directly, the

concentrations released are too low [42], but rather to bind silver in a form subject to

slow release.

6. Other Heavy Metal Resistances

There are many other plasmid heavy metal resistances [2,43]. Yet, nothing today is

known about the mechanisms of resistance to bismuth, boron, cobalt, nickel, tellurium, or

zinc ions. Chromate resistance in a pseudomonad isolated from river sediment seems to be

due to reduction of toxic Cr(VI) to less toxic Cr(III) [Bopp and Ehrlich, Abstract Q111,

1980 American Society for Microbiology Meetings] and this resistance appears to be plasmid

determined [A. M. Chakrabarty, personal communication]. However, caution on this point is

needed, since bacteria capable of oxidizing toxic As(III) to less toxic As(V) are also

known, but this turned out not to be the mechanism of plasmid-governed resistance.
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One may ask why these heavy metal resistance plasmids occur in clinical strains with

high frequencies--in the apparent absence of direct selection. Selective agents in hospital

and "normal human" environments are only beginning to be examined, but I believe that there

is no such thing as "a free ride" as far as these determinants are concerned. Where they

exist, there is selection by either non-human or human sources of heavy metals. Radford

et al. [52] found their Hg2+-resistant soil microbes in agricultural soil, with no known

human mercurial input. In such settings, the prevalence of resistant microbes may be very

low, and these may come into much greater quantitative prominance after industrial or

agricultural pollution [11,12,51,52]. This situation will then be closely analogous to

that with antibiotic-resistance plasmids, which are found in low frequencies in antibiotic-

virgin populations [53,54], but which become dominant with extensive human use of antibiotics.
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Discussion

Question (E. A. Woolson): On the resistant cells exposed to arsenate, have you looked to

see if it is arsenate that is being pumped out or is it metabolized to cacodylic acid and

then pumped out?

Answer: Its chromatographically arsenate, both in the cells and what's left outside. We

separated the cells from the medium; this was done largely with radioactive arsenic-74 and

it was arsenate. There is no sign of any change in species.

Question (D. A. Klein): I've used terms of accommodation and tolerance, which you will

see in the literature, which would perhaps imply a nongenetic level of change in the

organisms or some sort of use of an alternative pathway that's already functioning. What

is your reaction to those terms? I feel very uncomfortable using them; what's your reac-

tion to that sort of concept?

Answer: They are standard terms. They're more ill-defined and often when really looked

at, it doesn't happen. There have been reports of cadmium accommodation in E. coli which

is nongenetic. There have been reports of that being related to metallothionine production,

or products of a small protein high in sulfur. I'm rather uncomfortable about it. Often,

things that are called accommodation involve selection of resistant organisms from out of

a mixed population, and there have been reports of accommodation to mercury which were

erroneous. You start out with a population where one in a thousand bugs might be

resistant, and after exposure for a while those have been inhibited or killed, and all of

the bugs that survive have the resistance. So I think those are not satisfactory and so I

really am unhappy with them. The cadmium case in particular,I'm very skeptical about it.

Question (J. D. Walker): Are you planning on examining the metal at all, or any other

forms of antimony?

Answer: We're looking at the resistance to antimony(III) as a salt. If we get a mech-

anism for resistance, which we currently don't have, it does not seem to be a detoxifica-

tion. Maybe I'm not clear on your question. We weren't planning on looking at methyl-or

ethylantimony compounds.

Question (J. D. Walker): I asked if you were going to look at the metal and other possible

antimony compounds--say antimony sulfide, antimony trioxide, or antimony pentoxide--any of

those?
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Answer: We're looking at the resistance, mainly to soluble cations or oxy ions. The

mercury, in particular, since the product of the enzyme is metallic mercury. We know that

the resistance to mercury(0) is very, very much greater. The ionic form is much more

toxic than the metallic form. Simply that it's bioavailable, to use the phrase that was

used yesterday.

Question (W. P. Iverson): What is your feeling toward the universals4ty of this concept

with silver? Do you suppose if you looked among a greater variety of organisms you

would find a detoxification effect?

Answer: I don't know. I'm sure its known that Anne Sommers and colleagues found silver-

resistant bugs in abundance outside Eastman Kodak or Polaroid in Boston. These phenomena,
as far as we have looked at them, seem to be widespread through a variety of organisms of

soil, marine, or clinical origin. It doesn't seem to matter. We have not found

different mechanisms of resistance. Wherever we have looked there has been just a single

mechanism of resistance. For mercury, for arsenate, where we found that in gram positives

and gram negatives, and about a dozen different plasmids more. I don't know for silver,

in that we've only looked at two examples. Our past experience has been that nature has

evolved a single mechanism as widespread as the resistance, and that mechanism holds.

Question (R. J. Mehlhorn): In these arsenate-resistant bugs, is there a phosphate deple-

tion?

Answer: To get in, there is a competition between the arsenate and the phosphate; so if

we add enough arsenate, that does prevent phosphate from getting in. That's competitive

inhibition for uptake. That's not the mechanism of resistance: that goes on in the

sensitive and the resistant cells equally. The mechanism for resistance is, if you add

enough arsenate or increase your arsenate-phosphate level high enough, some arsenate
does get in and it's toxic. Arsenate toxicity is not due to phosphate starvation. The
arsenate gets in and competes at the enzyme level and makes apparently unstable arsenical

compounds that just hydrolyze ATP.

,Question (R. J. Mehlhorn): Is this pump that you described, is that specific for arsenate

or does it also pump phosphate?

Answer: When a toxic heavy metal compounds gets in, as far as we are aware, in the two

cases we know well, it gets in by a normal nutrient pump which is presumably intended

for phosphate and arsenate, and just happens to get in on it. Vanadate gets in on it also,

but it is not pumped out, so vanadate inhibits phosphate uptake; but there is no plasmid-

mediated vanadate resistance. There are two genetically known phosphate pumps in E. coli,

also in Staphylococcus. They have different kinetic parameters which can be studied,. but

that are not involved in the plasmid resistance. That's also true of cadmium versus
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manganese. The reason that gram-negative bacteria tend to be resistant to cadmium without

plasmids even, is that their chromosomally-determined manganese pump has a higher

specificity. Whereas, in Staphylococcus aureus, the chromosomally-determined manganese

pump has a quite high affinity for cadmium. So is that responsive to your question?

Question (R. J. Mehlhorn): No, but it may get too lengthy.

Answer: If you can generalize, which is dangerous, my prejudice is that nothing gets

across the cell membrane by chance and most toxic things get in by being alternative

substrates for metabolically needed transport systems.

Question (R. J. Mehlhorn): This issue that you raised is that you can either block the

uptake in the first place or, if you can't do that, then we can get rid of it when it is

taken up. Dealing with this arsenate-phosphate competition then raises the issue: if

it does get in, how can you selectively get rid of the arsenate and still retain the

phosphate?

Answer: I think that's a good question, and a good generalization comes from it. The

pumps for getting in, which are chromosomal pumps for nutrients, are much less specific.

The resistance pumps, the two we have which are cadmium and arsenate, have to have

incredible specificity, because if the arsenate pump-out also pumped out phosphate, the

cells would be starved. The arsenate pumping-out pump, which is an ATPase - dependent
mechanism--we know something about its bioenergetics--does not respond to vanadate or
phosphate. It is specific for arsenate. The cadmium pumping-out pump does not pump out
manganese; its specific for cadmium. The going-in pump, which is determined by the
chromosome, doesn't need that kind of specificity. Its the resistance system which has

to be specific for the toxic thing, otherwise it would starve the cells by pumping out

the nutrients. Maybe that's your point.

Question (F. E. Brinckman): This is another universal question that relates to the
previous questions in respect to specificity of pumping in or pumping out. In the case

of mercury you have shown, for example, a two-stage degradation mode involving two enzymic

events: the cleavage of a sigma-carbon bond to the mercury followed by a hydrolysis

which undergoes reduction for rejection--that's a pump taking in but its certainly

getting rid of mercury. Of course, degradation of organometals, that ismetals or

metalloids sigma-bonded to carbon ligands, has been suggested for other metals. I don't

know about the documentation at the genetic levels, at the enzyme level. My question:

what about the construction of metal- or metalloid-carbon bonds as the selective pumping

out; can you make any observations about this in view of what you have said?

Answer: The mercury system doesn't involve a pumping out. We don't know how the gaseous
element mercury gets out. If we don't shake them vigorously, ive've got 200 mL of the
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suspension of all that is in a test tube that whipping back and forth at 200 rpm, really

fast. If we slow that down, the mercury doesn't volatilize: it's reduced but it doesn't

volatilize. We know its reduced because if we put in an organic solvent, such as chloro-

form or toluene, we can bring it into the organic solvent, whereas ionic mercury doesn't

dissolve in organic solvents. So it may be an air-cell interface where it goes out and

I never studied the process of metallic mercury getting out.

Comment (F. E. Brinckman): If you grow stab cultures, for example, in a homogeneous agar

medium where you have diffusion-controlled mercuric ion available in the nutrient system,

you will see, after a period of time, the exhalation of elementary mercury in a totally

symmetric aura around the cells. It doesn't presume the mercury did it inside of the

cell. It only says that you've converted inorganic Hg2+ into Hgo in some way, which is

precipitating out symmetrically with respect to growth.

Answer: We put, very early on, droplets of metallic mercury into the cell cultures and

metallic mercury, in droplet form which will then form a saturated vapor, is relatively

harmless to these things.

Question (F. E. Brinckman): I wanted to get after the queston of generality-universality:

whether or not you know or anticipate a similar enzymic apparatus for either degradation

or formation of these other organometal systems.

Answer: Mercury is the only enzymatic system at the moment. We wanted to find them

because they are easier to work with biochemically. There are soil microbes which

oxidize arsenite to arsenate, and that is maybe a breaking down of these universalities.

That process has to be enzymatic. That is not plasmid-mediated, as far as we know.

That is not what goes on here, because we measured with the soil microbes which are also

arsenite-resistant, the rate of arsenite oxidation to arsenate, and it's going on at least

2000-fold above the background level of the zero we can detect there. So there are enzy-

matic redoxes; there is said to be, by Chakrabarty in an unpublished abstract, a plasmid-

mediated chromium(VI) to chromium(III) reduction as a resistance mechanism.

Question (S. Silverstein): Do you have any idea how these resistance enzymes and plasmids

evolved? Did they evolve de novo or from pre-existing enzymes?

Answer: A good question and we've tried to address it. It's not an experimental question.

They have been around for a long time because you can find them in unpolluted, ir unselec-

tive situations. For example, in clinical isolates, such as in Japanese clinical

collections, you can have up to 70 to 80 percent of the bugs of any kind resistant to

mercury or arsenic. If you go to New Guinea Highlanders who have never been exposed to

antibiotic or contemporary medicine, or to some soils in the outback of Australia, and

isolate soil bugs there, these resistances still appear at a very low level (0.5 percent

to 0.1 percent). So these determinants have been around for a long time. They have
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only become prominant as we have human input. We know that the hospital collections are

very high in mercurials, which is a good question for EPA. Apparently, mercurials were

added to hospital soaps--the disinfectant that people wash their hands with--merthiolate

phenylmercury. The pseudomonads were quite happy to grow on these hospital soaps, using

the carbon of the soap and detoxifying the mercury, and at that time the levels of mercur-

ial resistances in hospital strains were incredibly high, 1/3 to 2/3 of isolates. About

eight years ago the mercurials were forbidden in hospital soaps, and in a collection we

took over the last few months the percentage of mercurial resistance dropped to 4 out of

194, once you remove the selective pressure. Maybe the answer to your question is that

these resistances have been around for a long, long time due to natural selections. They

become prominant when there is industrial or human selection. I once tried to answer a

question like this by saying, "I get my arsenic in shrimp, my cadmium in oysters, and my

methylmercury in swordfish." None of those are due to pollution. Those foods are just

naturally rich in those toxic heavy metals.

Question (S. Silverstein): If you examine the genes from the Australian outback, are they

the same as the ones you find in the hospitals or have they evolved quite a bit in the

hospitals?

Answer: No, they tend to be the phenomenally same in the few cases that we know. For

example, on molecular biology grounds we have in Pseudomonas putida, which is a soil

microbe, a transposon--a stretch of DNA which is six million long--for mercury resistance

and has specific cut sites for restriction endonucleases so we can fingerprint the DNA. It

is indistinguishable, at the moment, from the DNA-determining mercury resistance in a

particular Pseudomonas aeruginosa from a cystic fibrosis case. So, we think as far as the

comparative immunology of those enzymes goes, all seems to indicate that some genes are in

marine, soil, and clinical collections, and that they could move from oil microbes, to

lettuce, to people who get sick.

Question (R. H. Fish): Dr. Klein, to continue our earlier discussion, we're trying to go

from a biogeochemical source, shale oil, to the retort waters. What we find predominately

is arsenate, along with methyl- and phenylarsonic acids. This seemed to be consis-

tent in these various processing materials or the source. We don't see any dimethyl-

arsinate in detectable amounts. Dr. Woolson brought up the fact that you are seeing a

volatilization., so I would presume a methylation or a hydride source for reduction.

Answer (E. A. Woolson): The volatile material from the shale oil will probably be dimethyl-

arsine, and possibly phenylarsine, based on what you said is there.
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Question (R. H. Fish): This is the spent shale?

Answer (D. A. Klein): This is the residue.

Comment (E. A. Woolson): But if you have only arsenate in the shale, the spent shale, you

will probably find dimethyl- and trimethylarsine.

Answer (R. H. Fish): Yes. The speciation of those things then is obviously important.

Answer (D. A. Klein): That's what we are hoping, too. We are looking to get some advice

on these procedures and to see if we can sort these things out and can be selective for pH

shifts and reductions.

Comment (E. A. Woolson): You can take those traps and run them directly on an HPLC, too.

Answer (D. A. Klein): Right. I think that's a good point, we're just beginning to rough

out any microbial responses.

Question (R. H. Fish): Why not grind shale samples so you'll have more surface area?

Answer (D. A. Klein): Again, we were worried about having a different heat transfer and

the heat effects on the materials--again we get a tremendous difference in the sizes of

this material. You can see, visibly, at least some types of difference in the physical

characteristics when you crack a little bit apart. I think you would get a different type

of material if ground, as opposed to using only the material at that small mesh size.

Thus, we're restricting our universe as it were, for better or worse. Again we might get

different results using different beginning materials.

Question (R. H. Fish): This is also physiological pH at 7.4?

Answer (D. A. Klein): That's right. Again, I think we can make that decision. We might

just try that later on. Again we have to start somewhere, we figured we would avoid

making physical artifacts as far as what might come out of it.

Comment (R. H. Fish): It's very interesting, exciting work.

Comment (F. E. Brinckman): The question of phenylarsonic acid has plagued Dr. Fish and

me. The first time we saw it, independently in our two laboratories, repeatedly in the

retort waters, and now, with the preliminary evidence that Dr. Weiss talked about in the

extract from an on-going Bureau Standard Reference Material Oil Shale. This is by no way

an examination of a large number of source oil shales, and certainly not retort waters,

although we looked at retort waters from seven sites which were provided to us. One can
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envision in the process of retorting, since you have a large activation energy in any of

these cases, a great deal of hydrochemistry going on at high temperatures. It's well

known since the German literature back at the turn of the century [Mayer, Ber. 16:1439

(1883)] that arsenate or arsenite in superheated steam in the presence of a whole host of

organic moieties, either alkyl or aromatic, makes organoarsenicals. In fact, they were

first made this way and still are. So one can synthesize phenylarsonates. But I am going

the long way around to a question that I want to address to Dr. Silver, and to the other

microbiologists generally. I don't know anything about biophenylation in either modern or

primordial algal mats. I certainly know about methylarsenic formation there, there's

ample evidence for this in modern algae and bacteria. You can envision an uptake into the

primordial matter which finally went to make up kerogenparticularly from algae. My

question is, does anybody know anything about biophenylation?

Answer: I think the answer is no. Degradation (of phenylmercury), yes.

Comment (R. H. Fish): I think the Workshop has been, from my point of view, a very suc-

cessful interaction among chemists and biologists in being able to focus on environmental

speciation. Not only when you try to identify the compound and its impact on the environ-

ment or aquatic species, or man, I think we went a long way in defining the problems that

we all have, i.e., the microbiologists and the chemists, and what we should do. One thing

I see from the chemists' point of view, in the synfuel area discussed by Professors Yen,

Filby, and Manahan, is the formation and/or release of possible toxic organometallic

compounds. It seems that there is a need to study whether during processing, such things

as phenylarsonic acid are synthesized and released, then go to our biologist friends and

ask "Here are these compounds. What are their consequences in the various systems?"

Comment (E. A. Woolson): In terms of phenylarsonic acid in the environment, it will get

degraded to inorganic arsenate and phenol, I presume, and get incorporated into humic acid

or into soil organic matter. I think the problem is that we have two different questions

that need to be asked. One, is it acutely toxic, or second, is it chronically toxic?

With any of these materials that are generated, you are talking about different magnitudes.

Question (R. H. Fish): Yes, and what kind of bioassays do you use? That was my point.

You need an Ames-type test for organometallic compounds, and there doesn't appear to be

one on the horizon, or if there is, this should be brought out to people involved.

Answer (E. A. Woolson): For the organoarsenical compounds, I can't speak about the others,

once they get into the environment the microorganisms will work on them and they will go

to arsenate. We know a lot about arsenate effects and movement in the environment. So

you have got that transitory period until it gets degraded to worry about with the

organoarsenical. I don't have first-hand knowledge about the other compounds, I can't
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Comment (D. A. Klein): I want to react to the question on biophenylation. I can envision

something going on in soil organic matter formation where you get a whole series of

phenolic types which can come up within biological means. These things do go on and,

perhaps, somewhere one might find that type of process going on. You see metals accumula-

tion in those types of soil zones, and that's where I would at least look.

Comment (E. A. Woolson): The kinetics will take it the other way. In that type of soil

there are some types of microorganisms that would phenylate . . .

Question (D. A. Klein): Under any particular pH or abiotic conditions where it might go

the other way, where it won't be looked at?

Answer (J. D. Walker): You might find this under anaerobic conditions rather than aerobic

conditions.

Comment (D. A. Klein): There are many zones in soil and muds, and so forth, that might be

more conducive. It's something to think about.

Comment (W. H. Kirchhoff): I am speaking on behalf of ASTM [American Society for Testing

and Materials] which has recently formed a new committee E-47 on Biological Effects and

Environmental Fate. The purpose of the Committee is to try to establish test methodology

in those two areas. The initial formation consists primarily of people like mammalian

toxicologists, aquatic toxicologists, and physical chemits who are interested in such

processes as how do you measure vapor pressure, or how do you measure solubility. The

Committee is attempting to struggle with standardization of methodology where standard

methodology would be appropriate, where it would be helpful for people to try and use

standard conditions. The Committee is presently dealing with its scope and with the

directions in which it wishes to go. As Chairman of the Committee I would encourage you,

if you think this kind of standard methodology is needed in your particular area, to get

in touch with me; we're always open for new subcommittees.

Comment (M. A. Anderson): I'd like to pose a challenge. It seems to me that this relates

to what this Workshop has been talking about for speciation needs, we've been talking

about more and more sophisticated methods of detection [Prof. Anderson shows figure

below - Eds.] This conveys the challenge--an obligation to do things that relate to

mankind and the tax dollars that we are getting. We have had iur conference here on

speciation and speciation needs. Now the way I look at this--this scheme is not my idea

by the way, it is a summation of what Werner Stumm said a few months ago. That was, as

our detection limit has increased, the way we deal with waste products in the environment

as man's wastes, changes. We used to talk about our own excretions, and those were main

problems that we dealt with years ago; then we were at the parts per thousand detection

limits. We had poorer techniques, but we were dealing with human waste so we could talk

about speciation in terns of BOD, COD, or other bulk parameters. We said that if the
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BOD and COD were too high, then the stream was polluted. Now we've started to work in

parts per million, parts per billion, parts per trillion, and even beyond, and our specia-

tion gets to specific elements. In other words, we talked about defining specific

elements, then we got into the forms of the element, whether it was in the plus three

oxidation state, the plus five oxidation state, and we got into this by matrix analysis.

We've learned there was interelement dependence. Along with this came new questions;

we'd made broad decisions here in environmental matters or the biology, about whether

things were polluted. But now we could not just say it was polluted or not polluted. Now

that we've got better speciation and detection limits, we've started talking about acute

toxicity or chronic toxicity. We've started worrying about carcinogenicity, and as we got

into interelemental dependencies we got into mutagenicity. The problem is that we're

expanding this system or matrix into many dimensions as I've shown. We have to make some

new decisions; we have to make a choice. What's toxic? The challenge here is to make a

choice on what kinds of simple testing protocols--we have a messy expanding system here--

these can be. We've got to give the administrators some sort of tools with which to say,

under these sets of circumstances, this element is going to be toxic. I don't have the

answers, but what we've been doing, we've been increasing our detection limit and we've

been generating more problems.
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Comment (F. E. Brinckman): There's a show that all of you have seen on public broad-

casting, I expect, where the moderator always says, "You've had the last word." I think

we've just heard it. In light of Dr. Wolf's discussion and reality, in the vector of

decision, based on environmental impact, you did not indicate in your scheme that aspect

of essentiality. I'd appreciate it if you'd put that on the vector, too [g. above figure

--Eds.]. Toxicity and essentiality are part of the interdependence that we must determine

and respond to. The question ultimately is, why speciate unless you want to make better

decisions?

Dr. Fish and I thank all of you for being here. We've discussed a remarkable cross

section of on-going active research, primarily in the United States, but representative of

that which is happening in the world. It makes very clear that "speciation" adopted by

chemists for their own various purposes, from the biologists, has become a word which may

put them back together. The issue has to do obviously, with the molecular basis of inter-

action, and Dr. Anderson has just summarized that, elegantly. We thank you all very much

because, by your being here, you've made a workshop--this was not a symposium or a set

piece--we've had a structure of some formal speakers as you know, with an almost tentative

agenda. We could put no speaker in the correct order, but I think all of you put matters

in the correct order. We hope the written legacy of this you will find acceptable. Let

us hope it will convince people there is merit in the work scientifically and there is

merit in the work for decision making. This adjourns the meeting.
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developed at the Bureau on building materials, components,
systems, and whole structures. The series presents research results,
test methods, and performance criteria related to the structural and
environmental functions and the durability and safety charac-
teristics of building elements and systems.

Technical Notes-Studies or reports which are complete in them-
selves but restrictive in their treatment of a subject. Analogous to
monographs but not so comprehensive in scope or definitive in
treatment of the subject area. Often serve as a vehicle for final
reports of work performed at NBS under the sponsorship of other
government agencies.

Voluntary Product Standards-Developed under procedures
published by the Department of Commerce in Part 10, Title 15, of
the Code of Federal Regulations. The standards establish
nationally recognized requirements for products, and provide all
concerned interests with a basis for common understanding of the
characteristics of the products. NBS administers this program as a
supplement to the activities of the private sector standardizing
organizations.

Consumer Information Series-Practical information, based on
NBS research and experience, covering areas of interest to the con-
sumer. Easily understandable language and illustrations provide
useful background knowledge for shopping in today's tech-
nological marketplace.
Order the above NBS publications from: Superintendent of Docu-
ments, Government Printing Office. Washington, DC 20402.
Order the following NBS publications-FIPS and NBSIR's-from
the National Technical Information Services, Springfield, VA 22161.

Federal Information Processing Standards Publications (FIPS
PUB)-Publications in this series collectively constitute the
Federal Information Processing Standards Register. The Register
serves as the official source of information in the Federal Govern-
ment regarding standards issued by NBS pursuant to the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 as amended,
Public Law 89-306 (79 Stat. 1127), and as implemented by Ex-
ecutive Order 11717 (38 FR 12315, dated May I1, 1973) and Part 6
of Title 15 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations).

NBS Interagency Reports (NBSIR)-A special series of interim or
final reports on work performed by NBS for outside sponsors
(both government and non-government). In general, initial dis-
tribution is handled by the sponsor; public distribution is by the
National Technical Information Services, Springfield, VA 22161,
in paper copy or microfiche form.
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